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FOREWORD

The material presented in the Grammar of the Coeur d'Alene^

Language, together with a body of texts, was obtained on two

field trips in the summers of 1927 and 1929 in Northern Idaho.

These trips were made possible by grants from the Committee

for the Study of Indian Languages, Council of Learned Societies,

and grateful acknowledgment is here made to that body for the

author's opportunity to begin a study of Salishan languages. In

1935 and 1936 it was possible to have Lawrence Nicodemus, a young

Coeur d'Alene man, at Columbia University where the study was

continued. The Columbia University Council for Research in the

Humanities through a grant, made it possible to continue the work

beyond a point allowed by all other financial means and this aid is

greatly appreciated.

The source of the texts was twofold. Stories were obtained from

Dorothy Nicodemus, widow of Teit's chief informant (RBAE 45),

and from Tom Miyal. Dorothy's daughter-in-law, Julia Antelope

Nicodemus, cooperated in grammatical analysis in a most interested

and stimulating way. Not only did she do all in her power to help,

but she encouraged her son Lawrence to learn to write. It is to him

I owe such careful phonetic differentiations as kH'^ts- and k^iyts-

(§ 180) and other fine distinctions, which have since turned out to

have grammatical and historical significance. Interest such as that

displayed by Julia and Lawrence make this kind of work, not only

a great satisfaction in itself, but add to it rare pleasure.

Besides the cooperation of the Coeur d'Alene, I have had during

the long period of my study, the constant, encouraging, and never-

failing stimulation of discussion and help from Professor Franz

Boas. From the field where he was recording Chehalis, I had

frequent letters with guiding notes during my first year with the

Coeur d'Alene. Since then he has never been so deeply immersed in

his own studies that he could not be induced to discuss patiently

a moot point in Salish, or to serve as critical audience before whom
to clarify a point. Furthermore, he has placed at my disposal his

own massive material.

1 The name of the tribe is a French one, Coeur d'Alene, which was derived

from a tale which considered "Awl Heart" a designation of bravery. In

this work the name will be written as it is for the city and the lake of tiie

same name in Idaho, that is, without the accent.
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Among this material is a comparative vocabulary collected in

part by Teit, in part by himself, and a large, unfinished manuscript

by Haeberlin which has served to show examples from various

Salishan dialects not otherwise available. I have of course used the

published material, particularly for understanding, for I do not

present much comparison. The articles are few and I list them
here:

Franz Boas. 12th and Final Beport on the North-western Tribes

of Canada. Br. Ass. for Advancement of Sc. 1898.

A Chehalis Text. Int. Jour. Am. Ling. VIII: 103-110.

Franz Boas and Herman Haeberlin. Sound Shifts in Salishan

Dialects. Int. Jour. Am. Ling. IV: 117-136.

Herman Haeberlin. Types of Reduplication in the Salish Dialects.

Int. Jour. Am. Ling. I: 154-174.

Giorda (Jesuit Fathers). A Dictionary of the Kalispel Language.

Mengarini, Reverend Gregory. A Selish or Flat-head Grammar.
1861.

The editor and the writer regret that it is impossible to give text

references in the grammar since so far we have not been able to

publish the texts. For this reason and also with the general and

comparative problems of SaUsh in mind, illustrative examples have

been selected with great care, and in many cases a large number
have been given. Furthermore, they have been selected to bring

out various points such as vowel and accent changes and treatment

of different kinds of stems. When the meanings of elements are

unknown; when they are known, but examples are rare; when
they have suggestive comparative value, all the known examples

have been given.

The following abbreviations have been used:

caus.
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1—4. INTRODUCTION
Tlie Salishan languages are divided into two classes, in one of

which tc takes the place of k in the other.

1. Coeur d'Alene is one of the fc-languages of the Interior SaUsh.

Phonetically, it shows many characteristics of other Northwest

languages, Salishan, or others, its outstanding development being

the r-series. The most specific morphological differentiation be-

tween this and other languages of the family is the development

of prefixes which denote direction, to such an extent as to charac-

terize the language and to set it somewhat apart from the other

languages of the family, if we are to judge from such materials of

those languages as are available.

2. Coeur d'Alene has many of the general features common to

the known Salishan groups. Phonetically it is harsh-sounding

due to the prevalence of palatal, faucal, and particularly, strongly

glottalized sounds. The habit of slurring or weakening vowels so

that complex consonant clusters result is marked, although it is

not as exaggerated as among some of the tribes farther north and
west, Bella Coola, for example.

3. Apparently the most stable feature of the Salishan family

is the use of suffixes denoting body-parts and local ideas: this

characteristic is distinctive for Coeur d'Alene as well. A second

general morphological process distinctive of the family is the use

of reduplication to express numerous ideas, the most widespread

of which are diminution, plurality, and distribution. Coeur d'Alene

uses reduplication to express other ideas as well, employing several

types of initial, as well as medial and final, reduplication. I am
mentioning only the most general contrasts and comparisons in this

place, for I hope to make some comparative suggestions after the

material has been presented (§§ 574-589, 859-876).

4. One more general observation is concerned with the place of

Coeur d'Alene among the languages of the Northwest. The use of

onomatopoeia is so marked in Coeur d'Alene that I know of no
language with which it may be compared except Chinook, a language

unrelated except as contiguity may tend to relate two linguistic

families through historical causes.

5—7. GRAMMATICAL PROCESSES
5. The Coeur d'Alene language employs a large proportion of

all possible grammatical processes. Of these affixing is the most
obvious. Suffixes perform a variety of purposes; the number and
kind of prefixes perhaps distinguish the language from other

members of the Salishan family. Reduplication is a process used
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in all its forms: duplication, initial, medial and final. Fine dif-

ferentiation in meanings may be shown by stress accent. Tone

variations, especially complicated glides, with lengthened vowels

express emotional states and rhetorical patterns. Closely related

to accent, in fact not to be separated from it, is vocalic dissimilation

or contact influence, developed to an extraordinary degree, in

which the consonants of different portions of the word affect the

vowels, they in turn being affected by the accent.

6. Position is an important syntactic device. Not only is the

position of words in the sentence significant, but there are fixed

rules as to the position of affixes with respect to one another as

well as of syntactic elements which seem at times to be independent,

at others, to be prefixes. The position of words may indicate case

which is not developed highly from a formal point of view. Still

another grammatical device is the use of glottalization.

7. There has long been some evidence to suggest that the char-

acteristic Salishan suffixes are derivatives of nominal forms, if

they were not originally actual nouns. Coeur d'Alene adds to this

evidence for it furnishes examples of noun incorporation in the

verbal complex. Furthermore, verbs which may be used independ-

ently, may also be compounded. When this happens the second

verb has a participial form and as such is incorp crated in the verb

complex. The relationship between nominal and verbal stems is

so close that they are often not distinguishable. There is some

evidence that certain verbal stems are derived from affixes or the

reverse, or from a combination of affixes.

8-33. IDEAS EXPRESSED BY GRAMMATICAL PROCESSES

8. An understanding of the Coeur d'Alene verbal complex is

almost an understanding of the language. It consists of the verb-

stem to which are added innumerable affixes. The stem never

assimilates with the affixes so as to obscure its phonetic quaHty.

9. As the discussion proceeds it will be seen that, with few

exceptions, ideas are expressed, not by prefixes or suffixes alone,

but rather by a combination of both, so that an idea expressed

by one or the other alone may be greatly modified when the two

are combined. The combinations are often idiomatic but, even

then, each affix may retain its formal identity. The following is

consequently a summary of the process of affixing rather than of

its sub-processes, prefixing and suffixing.

10. Prefixes express ideas of place, aspect or condition, time and

manner, and most characteristically, direction. Prefixes of one

type denote locative ideas such as "in, within an enclosed space".
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"on, in the sense of being attached and part of", "on, in

the sense of being attached and not a part of", "in pursuit of,

after", etc.

11. Another group, partly in connection with specific pronominal
suffixes, denotes aspect, of which there are three, completive,

customary, and continuative. The first two series are treated in a

similar way, but the continuative seems to be derived from some
series entirely different from the other two.

12. The completive is indicated by a suffix to which are added
pronominal object-subject suffixes which are, in certain cases,

difficult to separate. For some combinations the completive suffix

suffices. The system of slightly different object-subject pronominal
suffixes is preceded by a customary suffix and the entire combin-

ation is used in connection with a customary prefix to express

customary action,

13. The continuative seems to be a verbal noun and as such, may
take on all the complexities of the verb while at the same time
retaining the form and function of the noun. Since this is true,

the nominalizing prefix, as well as the possessive affixes — prefix

for first and second singular, suffixes for all other persons — should

be included among the verbal affixes.

14. The Coeur d'Alene verb is interested to an exaggerated

degree in how an action came about, whether a condition or quality

is innate, brought about by natural means, acted upon by an agent

or not, with or without the volition of the subject or agent. To this

end several grammatical processes are employed; affixing, including

suffixes denoting causation and use; reduplication and stress. In
addition, vowel changes in the stem may indicate the same kind
of specification.

15. Prefixes also denote verbal condition, e. g., whether a subject

is so-and-so naturally or because it has been acted upon.

16. Mode or manner is expressed by particles which might be

considered independent or as prefixes. I write some of them as

prefixes because they assimilate with other parts ofthe verb complex
as do the prefixes. The}^ express future, negative answerto a question,

the idea "just as", plurality, and finality.

17. The above summary shows that prefixes perform somewhat
miscellaneous functions. There is one category, however, which
is consistent. Some simple prefixes give complicated meanings
which have to do with direction. Besides defining the direction of

the action itself each of these includes a meaning which places the

subject and the object in a particular relationship with the speaker

in regard to space and direction. These prefixes may be combined
in various ways so that ideas which would require several sentences

of explanation in English may be expressed by one or more of
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these. Several of the simpler notions they denote are "hither",

"thither," "back," and "round about".

18. When, however, the ideas become more involved they must
be explained by giving them a setting. E. g. when Catbird kUled

Elk, he covered the body. The prefix denotes that the speaker was
near Elk on "this" side, that Catbird was on the opposite side of

Elk and covered him "this way".
19. It may readily be seen how involved such specification may

become when several third persons are involved. The simple gram-
matical device of this kind of prefix may allow the implication of

as many as three third persons and definitely fixes the point of

view of the speaker as well as that of all the actors.

20. Suffixes express a large number of ideas. The common
Salishan suffixes are numerous in Coeur d'Alene and may be said

to express two main notions. The majority of them refer to body-
parts which, when used with the intransitive, may be considered

as nominative of reference, or as incorporated nouns according to

the position of the accent although many of them do not occur

independently.

21. A number of these suffixes, from our point of view locative

in meaning, may be treated in exactly the same way grammatically.

It is not too difficult to understand why one should say "she

together-sews" if one realizes, as one must to comprehend Coeur
d'Alene, that persons are not fundamentally set apart from things

and places. The use or non-use of suffixes or prefix-suffix com-
binations depends upon the relationship of these affixes to one

another as well as to the stem. According to the form of the suffix,

strong with accent, weak without accent, or very weak, even with

complete loss of vowel, it may be an incorporated verb form, a

locative, or an instrumental. The locative affixes may be com-
pounded, two are often used together, three are occasionally found.

22. The formation of aspects necessitated reference to pronominal

affixes. In addition to objective and subjective pronominal suffixes

severalideas of the dative are expressed
:

' 'for the benefit of" ,"in behalf

of, or instead of", "for, in reference to", "as a favor to", "something,

for someone". Each of these connotes its particular idea which

applies to, and is expressed by, the usual objective suffix. Formal
suffixes express reflexive and reciprocal actions.

23. A short series of suffixes which are only relatively free, being

largely dependent upon the verb, expresses ideas such as "be in

the act of" as against "be in the position of", "motion in a horseshoe

curve" (as in dive, jump, dip up into), "grow. . .
. ", "do habitually".

Others in the same position give the verb an auxiliary meaning,

e. g., "cause", "seem", "attempt", "arrange", "be possible", "to

succeed after repeated attempts", and "to desire to'
.J J
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24. Nouns in Coeur d'Alene are often related to verbs, there

being little differentiation between nominal and verbal stems. For

this reason the following affixes may be considered either nominal

or verbal: a suffix meaning "the one who" or "that which", a

prefix meaning the same thing, others meaning "it is used for",

"self-doer personal", and "self-doer impersonal".

25. Stem duplication forms derivatives. Initial vowel or consonant

reduplication, accompanied by glottalization which is definitely

a grammatical process, expresses diminution. Repetition of the stem

or parts of it denotes distributive action. Repetition of the stem with

vowel change is a method of forming a plural used for some stems'.

26. Progressive action, "to become .... gradually", is shown
by medial reduplication, and "to come to be .... without an
outside agent", is expressed by final reduplication. The difference

between these two is probably a matter of verb classification rather

than of meaning.

27. Both stress and pitch accent occur in Coeur d'Alene but

pitch has grammatical importance in only a few instances and, for

this reason, only stress will be indicated. The tendency to lengthen

vowels gives ample opportunity for singing them. One of the most
obvious functions performed by intonation is the exaggeration of

ideas meaning "a long time" or a "long way". Usually the length-

ening is accompanied by a rising tone and stress. Tone, however,

is primarily stylistic. It gives color to the narrative and increases

the effect of onomatopoeia.

28. Stress, on the other hand, has important morphological

functions. It serves to distinguish ideas which are fundamental in

the constitution of the verb, i. e., the accent specifies how the action

came about, or the relationship of all parts of the verb-complex to

one another.

29. Closely related to accent and dependent upon it is the elaborate

system of vocalic dissimilation which seems to be mainly mechanical

since the vowels in a complex change accordhig to their position

with respect to certain consonants. It has, however, an important

derivative function.

30. Although verb complexes may be long and involved, sentences

are usually simple and direct. Subordination is expressed by
nominalizing the verb of the dependent clause, or by syntactic

elements whose position is fixed. Position of nouns in relation to

verbs and in relation to one another is an important morphological

process, differentiating subject, object, agent and instrument and

describing third persons.

31. Adverbs of time and place are numerous despite the fact

that involved adverbial ideas are expressed by the ubiquitous

directional prefixes. These are essentially verbal forms.
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32. There are several ways of expressing prepositional ideas. The
most obvious is the use of locative affixes, often the prepositional

idea is inherent in the stem. There is a general prepositional nominal
prefix which may denote a number of ideas which in Indo-European
are prepositional: "by agent", "in, on, at, through", "accompan-
iment", "instrumental". A number of prepositional ideas such as

"toward." "from", "as far as", are independent words, and still

others, such as "opposite", are verb-stems or verb-complexes.

33. In short, Coeur d'Alene expresses a vast number of ideas,

it employs a good variety of grammatical processes, but with few

exceptions, the expression of related ideas is by no means confined

to a single process. The greatest degree of specification is demanded
for locative and prepositional ideas, and for explaining the origin

of a condition, quality, or action. These ideas may be expressed

by affixing, redupUcation, or stress, but in addition, greater

exactitude may be attained through the use ofvocabulary. Adverbs,

demonstratives, and interjections aid the grammatical processes

in securing clarity.

34-250. PHONOLOGY
34-46, Vowels

34. Vowels in Coeur d'Alene have certain peculiarities of modifi-

cation, although essentially they belong to the better-known

categories. Some of the modifications are apparently an expres-

sion of peculiar speech habits, others are due to dissimilation, and
still others, to grammatical processes such as reduplication.

35. To illustrate and explain the modifications of the vowels

which seem essential I am writing them in four columns:

I
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for Coeur d'Alene. A sound e which more nearly approaches e in

"met" is a variant of a, not, I believe, a different phoneme.

37. The sound represented by i is midway between * in "pique"

and e in French "ete". It more nearly approaches the latter when
accented and when found in combination with the palatals or

faucals. Closely related to i but found usually in unaccented

position is the vowel i which is open as in "in". This sound is to *

as E is to a, and as u is to u.

38. Although the scheme does not quite correspond to the conser-

vative scheme of vowel order, I have arranged it this way because

the vowels in the groups here set off are closely related in certain

respects. An understanding of Coeur d'Alene grammar requires

a comprehension of vowel changes and in this scheme o is more
closely related to u than to a. The vowel u which may be heard

as 0, is midway between u and o, its timbre depending upon its

setting. However, it is pronounced with the habitual Coeur d'Alene

position of the lips which is a drawing-back rather than a rounding.

It does not seem necessary to use the symbol o. When, as fre-

quently happens under given phonetic and morphological conditions,

u is weakened it becomes u. This weak form corresponds with e

for which no timbre can be detected although it may be theoretically

apparent.

39. The symbol o represents roughly the sound of aw in EngHsh
"law", but the tongue is drawn farther back. It occurs most com-

monly in connection with the dorsal consonants.

40. Variations of vowel quality and quantity in Coeur d'Alene

are shown in the second, third and fourth columns. Only when
they are weakened for grammatical purposes and in a few other

cases are the vowels short in the usual sense of the word. They
are merely relatively short, but the tendency to lengthen manifests

itself in ways other than by hanging on to the vowel for a longer

time. Pure lengthening is utilized primarily for the expression of

emotion, exaggeration which extends time and distance, and for

other rhetorical effects. Other devices related to lengthening are

resorted to for grammatical purposes.

41. In some cases vowels are doubled, that is rearticulated

without a glottal stop. Verb stems sometimes have doubled vowels.

More commonly, however, the second articulation is not complete,

but is heard only as a whisper, in which case it is written as an echo-

vowel as in column II. An even more common evidence of parasitism

is what sounds Uke a whispered repetition of the vowel with an

intervening glottal stop which is really the release of the glottal

stop in the vowel position. This type of articulation is written as

in column III. A further variant, one employed in medial redupli-

cation, is that of column IV, the vowel being repeated after a
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glottal stop. This may be used also if a suffix ending in a parasitic

vowel is followed by another suffix.

42. Although there is considerable assimilation of consonants and
although vowels may be weakened or changed through the influence

of certain consonants, the assimilation of vowel with vowel is rare.

In the cases where vowels may occur in juxtaposition because of

synthesis they usually retain their identity. I cite only a few of

the more exaggerated cases by way of illustration

:

ni*''-K^a* -i*''qs-Ents, he bit his (somebody else's) nose
i-t-K^d^-i'Hs-ums, he is biting on it

qi'H'i-cEn, he has shoes on
qa'a'-u'Tumx^, it (solid object) was stuck into ground
ni^^qd^d'i'wds, it was stuck in between

43. Whenavowel occurs finallyin a word (not always in a syllable)

it is usually followed by a glottal stop with the characteristic echo

vowel, for example

:

si'k^d'°', water
qi'\ it (solid object) stuck on

44. If the stem or affix is followed by another affix or stem, the

echo vowel may remain as a whisper or it may be rearticulated after

the glottal stop

:

dsd^^si'dist, two nights

qi'ints, he stuck it on

45. Although the greater number of words ending in a vowel

have the whispered vowel release of the glottal stop, a few end

in the ordinary form of the vowel

:

sufd'^su'td, rubber (suf, stretch)

pd'tstcEld, leaf

sdi'lu^, switch

I am not able to analyze any of them and I think it likely that

they are abbreviations, for there is a strong tendency to ab-

breviate.

46. There are few diphthongs in Coeur d'Alene. Since the ten-

dency is to keep vowels belonging to different parts of the word
separate there is no need to discuss the few diphthongs at length:

ai, ai, ui, oi.
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47-67. Consonants

47. The consonants are grouped as follows:
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only a narrow slit, then drawing them back; the upper lip hardly

moves.

53. The sonant I have written w may be a consonant or, in

certain positions may change to a vowel with u value. Tt is to be

differentiated from " which signifies the labialization of a consonant,

and which may also take on the vocalic quality of w in which case

it is written u.

54. It is a noteworthy fact that the palatal and mid-palatal

stops occur only in labialized form. The reason for this is historical,

for k has become tc ; K has become td, and x has become c.^ I have

found one word which has 1c: tssJci's, a boy's name, which Lawrence
said at once must be foreign, probably Nez Perce.

55. Where g, k, and k have been written they are followed by u
and must be understood to be labialized.

56. Because of the unusual freedom with which stems and af-

fixes may combine in Coeur d'Alene it happens frequently that

t and s, or t and c may meet, in which case each may retain its

identity; the combination is not necessarily an affricative. The
consonants are kept distinct by placing a period between them,

e. g., t.c, t.s.

57. It should be carefully noted that I have differentiated be-

tween ts, the glottalized affricative; ts\ affricative followed by the

glottal stop; and f.s, two distinct sounds. The same kind of dif-

ferentiation is preserved by consistent symbols for the other sounds.

58. The most distinctive phonetic characteristic of Coeur d'Alene

is the r-series. The sound written r is close to the apical sUghtly

trilled initial r as it is spoken in most parts of the United States,

although the tongue is pulled farther back and the r is anticipated

by drawing the preceding vowels correspondingly farther back.

59. The faucal trill which may be surd {r) or labialized (r^) is

difficult to make and to describe. In order to achieve it, place the

tongue in position for a, draw the larynx down and back as I have

described it for Coeur d'Alene a, and trill the faucal region. For the

labialized r^ place the lips in the position for labialization charac-

teristic of Coeur d'Alene at the same time following directions

for R.

60. There is a general tendency to draw back the throat in

enunciating velars and faucals. In anticipating these sounds the

vowels also become affected, so that for instance, a before r becomes

0. Further, although there is no velar gw, in one case g preceded

by influenced by following q causes gw to become gw. Similarly,

although ordinarily h is nearly as in EngUsh with perhaps a little

^ Boas and Haeberlin. Sovind Shifts in Salishan Dialects, Int. Jour, of Am.
Ling. Vol. IV: 117—136.
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more breath, when it precedes a velar or faucal the breath comes

from very far back in the mouth. This setting, like that of gw,

is rare.

61. As a sound in its own right, the glottal stop (') is important

in Coeur d'Alene. Although initial vowels are not preceded by the

glottal stop, certain phonetic changes due to grammatical processes

suggest that they might once have been. In narrative, for in-

stance :

tcd^'^liu'TEntEm dHmi'x'^uTumx'^ a'^tsa'xEl attcEma'sqit

may it be done on earth just as in heaven

62. But if a verb stem with vowel initial be preceded by a prefix,

the final consonant of that prefix must be glottalized or the con-

sonant (or vowel) separated from the initial vowel of the stem by the

stop. Furthermore, if a stem beginning with a vowel is reduplicated,

the final consonant of the reduplicated portion may be glottalized,

or it may, like a vowel, be set off from the stem by the glottal stop.

63. There are so many cases in Coeur d'Alene where vowels

seem to disappear and consonants to do duty for them, that I

hesitate to speak of consonants being used vocalically. Such a

statement seems to me to hinge upon our own feeling that in

English, and in other Indo-European languages, we are not accus-

tomed to proceed very far with our speech without the use of a

vowel. A feeling like this seems to me utterly lacking in Coeur

d'Alene, or at any rate the Coeur d'Alene speaker will not anticipate

a vowel nearly as readily as we should. The following are by no
means rare examples

:

itaqniu'sniEntwdc, they are spj'ing on each other

tcuptcupx^anii'nn, scissors

64. Since this is the case it is open to question as to whether
sounds like ni and n above are used vocalically, as is the entire

problem of syllabification. There seems to be a weak vowel after

initial consonant reduplication, and weak vowels are often of the

greatest importance. The difference in juxtaposition of consonants

seems to be one of degree, Coeur d'Alene tolerating large clusters

as against English not allowing them.

65. The Coeur d'Alene has, however, a mechanical device which
enables him to get from one consonant to another without a vowel
glide. With sounds like m, n, w, I, r, there is a kind of anticipatory

voicing which is characteristic and seems to be purely mechanical.

It is as if the voicing comes on the closure, rather than on the release,

of the nasal and fricative sonants.

66. When a complex consonant cluster is used, each sound is

made distinctly, although no need is felt to insert a vowel. A
3G
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common cluster is -ttc ; the t is carefully released before the closure

is made for tc but the pronunciation is not -tEtc.

67. It is characteristic of the Coeur d'Alene that they speak with

little movement of the lips and teeth; it often seems as if they speak

with the teeth clenched. In addition to this habit Julia and Law-
rence (mother and son) speak out of one side of the mouth, that

is, they move the lips on one side only. I noticed that Ben, Julia's

younger son, speaks this way too. This may be a family, rather than

a tribal habit, but Lawrence tells me he knows others who have it.

68-69. Accent

68. Since it is one of the chief grammatical devices, stress accent

is of the greatest importance in Coeur d'Alene. Every word of more
than one syllable has a definite stress which remains stable, or

changes for cause. Stress is primary, only in very long words is

there evidence of secondary stress and that is weak. Accent, as

wUl be shown when the question is discussed from a grammatical

point of view (651-698), is closely related to vocalic dissimilation.

Changes from i to a or from u to o depend upon accent as well as

upon other factors. Accented vowels illustrate better than others

the timbre of the vowels i and u, for when they are accented their

position, i. e., i as between * and e, and u as near to o, is heard.

69. All vowels have tone, but it is used as a rhetorical and emotional

device, only rarely is it grammatical and when so is definitely

dependent upon length.

70. Quantity

70. The duration of vowels is important but I have not marked
relative lengths, because if a vowel is accented it is long; unac-

cented vowels are relatively short, and the weakened vowels are

very short indeed. Weakened vowels do not ordinarily take an

accent, but there are a few sound words which seem to depend

upon shortness for their differentiation in meaning from others

which are otherwise identical. These I have marked with {^) above

the sound if it is not one of the obscure vowels. These words have

the accent on the short (weak) vowel, but sometimes lengthen the

following consonant:

u^pE's' • • •, sound of Mosquito's grandmother bursting

u^q^u'n, it is green
u^pd'x, he seems wise

u^di'sisis' •, they are swarming
uHcd'y, it is solid (cp. u^tca'i, it is hard)

quq^u'd, black horse
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71-104. Phonetic Structure

71-79. General Remarks

71. Often the stem alone is the complete word in Coeur d'Alene.

Any of the strong vowels (u, o, a, a, i) may be the initial of a

stem (or word), although the number of stems ha""^ing vowel initials

is not large. In fact any of the vowels may occupy initial, medial,

or final position. Only one of the consonants, r, with its glottaUzed

derivative, r, is never found as stem initial. The favorite initials

are the labials, p, p, and m; the dentals, d, t, f, n; sibilants, s, ts,

ts, c, tc, and tc; all the palatals and velars; the laterals, I and I; and
the trill, R. Any one of the series: ni, w, n, y, T, r, f^ which are

really glottalized derivatives may be initials. This might happen
in diminutives with initial reduplication and glottalization of the

sounds of the series, y may be a stem initial but it is not common.
The affricative dj is used seldom in the language but it may appear

as an initial, or as the final sound of a stem.

72. The only consonant clusters which appear at the beginning

of a stem are : tp, tw, tw, sw, so that the remarkable clustering of

consonants is not due to a great extent to the structure of the stem,

at least as far as the initial is concerned.

73. The most common form of the stem consists of consonant-

vowel-consonant, or consonant-vowel-consonant cluster. A few

stems begin with a vowel. Of these there are three types: 1. those

consisting of vowel and consonant; 2. those composed of vowel

and consonant-cluster; and 3. those made up of two syllables, i. e.,

vowel-consonant-vowel, or vowel-consonant-vowel-consonant. The
stem, atsqd^^ is the only one which has the vowels separated by a

consonant-cluster, but I suspect that -a'^ should be treated as a

suffix in which case the stem, atsq, would conform to the second

group of vowel-initial stems, the one consisting of vowel and
consonant-cluster. Stems with vowel initials, although few in

number, are an important group in the language, for from some of

them the most frequent, varied and useful idioms are derived, and
all require phonetic changes of the prefixes which are used with

them.

74. Some stems, as well as compounds, end with vowels. The
most usual vowel ending is of the type -a'^, that is, the final glot-

talization is released with the mouth in the preceding vowel position.

Stems of this sort may consist of consonant and vowel only, or they

may be bisyllabic, in which case, they affect prefixes and accent.

75. In the most typical group of stems, those consisting of cvc,

any consonant, without exception, may occur as a final sound.

There seems to be little favoritism, for only dj, r, A, r^, and h are

infrequent . Of these dj and h are not common anyway and the other

36*
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three are the result of glottalization for grammatical purposes

(§§ 613-616).

76. A remarkable characteristic of stems is the fact that labialized

sounds predominate, either as initial or final consonants, or re-

presented by an u vowel. It will be remembered that tw, tw and sw
are some of the infrequent initial clusters. They could of course

be interpreted as labialized sounds. In a count of over four hundred

stems 72% were found to have some labialization in the stem,

either as initial, vowel, or final consonant. Of those containing

final consonant clusters more than 80% have a labialized consonant

as part of the cluster. The percentages of labialized initials (20%)
and labialized final consonants (32%) are lower, but because

not many are overlapping — fewer than ten stems have labialized

initial and final consonant — the percentage of this group of

stems having some form of labialization is high.

77. The clustering of consonants through combination is nothing

short of amazing. This is due to several facts : although the language

feels strongly the impact of a consonant meeting a vowel, it hardly

minds the juxtaposition of consonants at all. When consonants

occur side by side each is felt as distinct and the feeling that some
should be slighted or assimilated is restricted to a few sounds and

settings (§§ 121— 197). The fact that vowels are weakened so as

often to seem lost altogether shows that consonant clusters are

readily tolerated. Several grammatical processes make it necessary

for consonants either to cluster or to combine, the language usually

chooses to allow clusters. For example, many of the affixes are

themselves single consonants or clusters, so that when they are

combined with the stem, complicated clusters are inevitable. Still

another reason for this phenomenon is the fact that the suffixes,

also containing clusters, may lose their vowels entirely and thus

two clusters may meet and all the consonants retain their identity.

78. By the same token there are occasions where sounds are

doubled, initially, finally, or in the middle of a word. Each has

its function and cannot be omitted. Indeed there are examples

in which there are three s^s all functioning, none assimilated:

tcitu'^s-s-si'gw-unts IS, he was to go so far as to ask for it (tcitu^s-,

hither this far; s-, inten. ; sigw, ask)

Although clustering is tolerated, even favored, there are, as

always, definite limitations to the consonants which combine.

79. Besides the extensive use of glottalization and the labialized

character of the stems, there is a third major impression conveyed

by the sounds of the language, namely, the predominance ofsibilants.

This is easily understood when we consider that the early progenitor

of Coeur d'Alene must have had the usual quota of sibilants to

which, in the course of development, all the k sounds which had
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changed into affricative sibilants were added. This does not explain

many other occurrences of s, c, ts, ts, tc, tc, but it naturally makes the

frequency of such sounds greater than might otherwise be expected.

In the following discussion I am omitting doubling which may
occur as the result of reduplication and clustering due to the

reduction of the vowel when certain stems lose the accent so that

initial and final consonants seem to stand together. I feel it is

more accurate to write a weak vowel in such cases.

80-85. Clusters Resulting from Initial Combination

80. A table made to show which sounds combine initially, shows
that the possibilities are confined to four types of sounds as the

first in the cluster, t, s, ts, tc, in other words, t and the sibilants.

Since s- is the nominalizer and all stems beginning with a con-

sonant, without exception, may be nominalized by merely prefixing

it, we find s combined initially with any of the consonants.

81. The dental stop, t, may combine initially with the bilabials,

with the sibilants, palatals, velars, with b, r^ and h, a rather large

variety. It should be noted, however, that t does not form a cluster

with any of the laterals (cp. § 131, b). The paired clusters are:

tp, tp, tm, tw, its, tts, t.c, tdj, ttc, ttc, tgw, tk"", tJc'^, tx^, tq, t^, tx, tq^,

ti"", tx"", tR, tr"^, th.

82. The affricative tc is next to t in its frequency as the initial of

a cluster. It combines with the dentals, sibilants, palatals, and velars,

and, unlike t, with all the laterals, but not with the trills: ted, tct,

tcf, ten, tcrl, tcs, lets, tee, tete, tey, tex'", teq, teq, teq"', teq"^, tel, tei, tcT.

83. The rest of the initial paired sounds are few: tss, tse, tsx^,

tsx, and of these tss is the same as tcs, which changes in certain

settings. Note that ts does not act as the initial of a cluster with
dentals (cp. §§ 86, 90).

84. The combinations of more than two sounds follow the same
pattern as those of only two. The combination of s with the paired

clusters mentioned above may be readily understood: stp, stf, stts,

stts, st.e, stte, sttc, stgw, stk"", stk"', stq"^, stq*", stR, stf'", snq"^, snl, ssw,

stssm, sets, stet, stcs, stsex''", stcl.

85. The other initial clusters follow the same pattern of combining
sibilants with bilabials, dentals, other sibilants, palatals, velars, and
the lateral surd: tssp, tstets, tssx^, tetm, tetx, tcsp, tesw, tesd, test,

test', tests, tests, teste, teste, tesk^, tesx"-', tesq, tesq^, tcsq"", tcsx'", tesl.

86-99. Clusters at End of Stem or Word

86. The following clusters of two sounds occur at the end of

stems: ps, pc, px"", pq, px, pq"", pi; — px'"', pq;
— mp, mts, me.
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mx'^\ — rri'p, rris, nic, nil; — wt, wc; — wc, wq, wi; — dx^"; — tn,

ttc, tk"^, tx"^, tq, tq, tx, tq'^, tx^; — fp, f.s, ftc, t'lc""; —np, ns, nc, ntc;

— rip, nt, nx^, rix; — sp, sq"', sq'", sF; — tst, tstc, tsk"^, tsx^; — tsp,

tsx'"^, tsx; — djp; — tct, tcs; — yx'"; — ys, ijx; — gwt, gwts; — k^s,

kH; — x'^s, xns, x'^q; — qt, qs; — q'H, q"'s; — x'^p, x'^p, xH,
x'"q;—ls, Ic, Itc, ltd, Ik"", Ix"^, Iq, Iq, Iq"", Ix'"; — In, ic, Ix'", Iq; — Vx'",

Tq; — rp, rt, rs. He, rk"", rk"", rq, rq; — fk""; — r'^l, r'^T.

87. Clusters of more than two sounds which terminate stems are

pqs, pis, tst, nttc, stq, tctsx'^, x'^tstc, xt.c, Ittc, Istq, rk'^s.

88. The number of clusters terminating suffixes is smaller than
that in stems. Of them ps, mt, mx^, tn, ns, ntc, tct, tcs, gwt, qs, Is,

Ic, Ix^, Ix'^, are the same as those ending stems. Since the relation-

ship between stem and suffix is so close, it is not remarkable to find

stem and suffix made up in the same way, but suffixes do not have
nearly the variety which stems have. Clusters of two consonants

found at the end of suffixes, and not of stems are: mt, wt, nt, nx'^,

St, ten, yt, Ip, It, Iq"", Ft, Ip, Iq"^.

89. Of the more complex clusters stem and suffix may end in

stq, x^tstc. Suffixes may terminate in: test, Ips, Ipq^, Iqs, whereas

stems do not.

90. Final pairing of consonants is more varied than initial, as

is also more complicated clustering. The most striking fact of final

pairing is that practically the same sounds combine with t as the

initial of a final cluster, as combine as the initial of an initial cluster

:

tp, tp, tm, tw, tst, t.c, ttc, ttc, tgw, tk"", tk"", tx"", tq, tq, tx, tq"", tq'",

tx'^, tR, tr^, and one not found initially, tri. It will be noted that the

dental in this setting is not followed by as full a set of sibilants as is

the case in initial clusters. Its absence is due to assimilation (§131).

91. In reverse order, i. e., consonant followed by t, the series is

nearly complete, all consonants, except m, t', and dj, being capable

of combining with ^ in a final combination. None of the stems

ending in f which I have, have the -t form (§ 300); those ending

in dj are so few as to be unrepresentative, but they also could not

take this form.

92. Another series which is rather full but not as complete as the

^combinations is that including p and p. As the initial of a final

cluster they enter combination as follows: pt, ps, px'^, pq, pq, px,

pi, pt, px^, pq. As the final sound of a paired cluster they are found

:

mp, wp, dp, tp, fp, np, lip, sp, tsp, tip, tcp, k^p, k^'^p, x^p, x'^p, Ip,

ip, Vp, rp, Rp, r'^p, mp, tp, x'"p, x'"p, rp. The fact that ^ is not found

in as many combinations as p is doubtless due to the fact that it

has no grammatical value as has p, rather than to the fact that it

is not phonetically capable of entering into those combinations.

93. The combinations of single sounds with final s are reasonably

complete : ps, ms, nis, v5s, ns, ris, tss, tcs, k'"'s, k'^s, x'^s, qs, q'"'s, q^s. Is.
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94. The final clusters with s as initial are, however, less numerous

:

sp, sw, st, sts, sq^.

95. The series with laterals as first element of paired clusters is

well represented: Ip, Im, It, Ic, Itc, ltd, Ik^, IJc"", Ix^, Iq"^, Iq"", Ix'", Ip,

Im, It, In, Is, Us, ic, Ix"", Iq, Iq'", Tp, Tt, Tc, Ttc, Ttc, Tk'", Tk"^, Tx"^, Tq.

96. The only combinations of a lateral as the final sound of a

paired cluster which I have found are pi, nil, tol.

97. The trills appear as initials in final clusters: rp, rji, rt. He,

rk^, rq, fk^, Rp, Rt, r^p, r^t, r^l, but only with t as final elements

of a cluster: tR, tr"".

98. The rest of the final paired consonants, though numerous,

are somewhat scattered: px"", pq, pq, px, px"", 'pq, mts, mc, mx'^,

wc, ws, wq, dx^, t'td, t'k^, nm, nts, nc, ntc, nts, lie, nx, tstc, tsk^, tsx^,

tsx, cc, ten, yni, ye, yx, gwri, gwts, x^ts, x'^q, x'^q, qc.

99. Final clusters having more than two elements show tendencies

similar to those with which we are already familiar but they are

more elaborate. The sounds which combine are chiefly bilabials,

sibilants, palatals, velars, laterals and trills, the following groupings

being found. Those not found in § 103 are due to combinations of

final stem consonant with suffix clusters.

pstq, ptct, pqs, pis, plx'"', ptct

mt.c, mstp, mstm, mcs, mtx'^, nics, rritct, rdtcs, rdlt, nilts, rdix^

dtct, tx'^s

nt.c, nttc, ntcs, rittc, rites, ritct, rilts

stp, st.s, st.c, stq, stx^, stct, sits, slx^

tstcs, tsxlts

tsxstx^

cps, cpc, cplx^, ctct, ctx'"'

tctp, tcrlts, tcritct, tcntcs, tcstx^", tclx^, tclx^

djlts

ystx^, yx'^t, yq^t, ylt, ylx^

gwits, k^mp, k^tts

x^trl, x'^tstc, x^ct
qtp, qstx'^, qstp

xt.c, q^^sc

Ipq^, Ittc, Istq, ltd, Itcts, Iqs, Iq^H

ltd, tx'^s, iix"^

Tpl, Ftsq, Ftct, Vqs, Hits, Txs, Ux"'

rtct, rk^s, rlx'", fstx^, fits

100-104. Clusters within a Word

100. Should the student, innocent of clustering as its possibilities

develop among the Salishan and other peoples of the Northwest,

think that the previous discussion of initial and final clusters is

elaborate, he need now merely contemplate the possibilities for the

appearance of clusters within the word, i. e., between vowels, to get

a conception of the genius of the Salishan people for using con-
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sonants. Oncemore I consider these with no reference to reduplication

and consequent doubling, or to weakening of stem vowel.

101. The pairing of consonants within a word can best be shown
by the accompanying table. It will be seen that a great many
consonants may combine either as the first or second element of the
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pair. In looking down the chart the most noticeable vacancies are

the combinations of dj with other sounds, but this is in accord with

the slight use of dj in general. The scant use of q'^ as the first

element of the pair is not so easily explained.

102. Although ris frequent as the first element of the pair, it is

y
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rare as the second. The fact that the columns having r, f as the

second element of the pair are blank is due to the fact that these

trills do not occur initially and many of the paired clusters are

formed by duplication, i. e., the final sound of the stem combines
medially with its initial.

103. Since consonant clustering within the word renders me
speechless, I shall let the combinations speak for themselves:

ptp, ptq^", psm, psn, pst, pst.c, pstq^, psts, pstc, psgw, psqw, psx'"',

psq, pis, pid, pit, plus, pin, pint, plsnl, pits, pits, plW^, plx^,

pTy, ptct, pits

mpc, mtm, mst, mcts, mtcst, mUs, mlts, trist, rrlsts, nicq, rritct, nitcs,

nitt, trilts

wst, wck^, vmm
tits, fpts, t'plts, t'tct

npm, npts, ntp, ntm, ntw, ntts, nttc, ntx^", ntk^, nsp, ntsr'"', ntct, ntctm,

ntctmgw, ntctgw, ntcs, ntcsp, ntcst, ntcts, ntcl, ntcl, nx^ts, nits,

nits, nW
ripU, riply, nmts, rinitct, nmk'^, rinisp, ritw, rism, nstm, nsl, ntsp,

litsK'^, ritsq, ritsq^, rilt, rilst, nits

spn, sps, spts, stm, st.c, stts, stts, stc, stq, stq, stq™, stq^, sum, ssts,

ssy, ssk^, stct, stcf, stcs, stcsx^ stcsq, stcl, sytsp, sits

tssd, tsst, tssx'^, tssq, tstct', tslts

tspn, tsxp, tsxc, tsxtt, tslts

cpl, cstm, cstc, clt, cits, clq

djlt

tctm, tctt, tctts, tcttc, tctq'^, tcrits, tcritcs, tcsp, tcsm, tcsd, test, tcstx,

tests, teste, tcsx^, tesq^'^, tesl, tctsq, tett

tcpq, tcplt, tctct, tclt, tcln

yst, ytsq'", yx^% ylt

ypsn, ypsts, ypsh, yplts, yplh, ytJc'", yny, yngw, ytsm, ytse, ytsr^,

ytetm, ytcstc

k^sm, k'^st, k'^st', kHq, Jc^'pts, Jc^sp, W'sq, kHm
x'"pn, x^st, x^tstc, x^et, x^lts, x^x""

qsm
xtm, xst, xlk^, x^qe

Ipm, Ips, Ipy, Ipq^", Ittc, Itx'^, Isp, 1st, Istw, Istc, Isgw, lek^, Itcp, Item,

Itet, Itetm, Itctgw, Itcsp, Itcsq, Item, IK^m, lU^c, IJc^q, Iqs, Iqse,

lq('")c, Iq'^q, lU

Urn, ItR, 1st, Istc, Istc, Icn, Icte, Itet, Itctm, Itct.c, Itcs, Itestk^, Itcsts,

Itcsx, Itets, Iqst, llts

Ips, Tpd, Tplm, Vstq, Tstc, Ttsm, Ttsw, Ttsx"^, Test, Ftesp, Ttcsd, Vx'^st, Tx'^q,

Tqq, Tx'"m, Tit, Tits, Tlx"'

rpni, rpy, rsm, rtet, rlts, rlx'^, rk'^"q

Rtm, Rpq, fst, fits

104. The following vowel combinations occur; the glottal stop

between the single vowels makes them retain their identity and they

do not become diphthongized: a'a, d'i, d'u, a^o, (Pa, dH, d^u, iH, i^a,

i^d, u'u, u'd, uH, o'o. When a vowel followed by a glottal stop with

the whispered release is followed by another vowel the echo vowel

may be lost

:

ni'd'mie, he sat amongst (for ni'^'d'mie).
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But when the repetition of the vowel is grammatical, complicated

forms like the following are possible

:

tso'o'^ta'lymx^", dwarf
tci' itsmd'd'^'mi'nEms, he is sending me away

105-250. Phonetic Processes

105-115. Regressive and Progressive Effects

105. With all its use of sibilants which is sometimes so pronounced
as to seem unlimited, Coeur d'Alene nevertheless makes a few
compromises to acoustic effect although they are not always con-

sistent. The general rule is that there is an interchange between the

dental and prepalatal spirants and the same affricatives. Similars

may not succeed each other too often. When, for grammatical
reasons they do, they are changed occasionally so as to give variety.

Each of the following cases with few exceptions contains so many
of the sibilants that it is difficult to determine in most cases whether
the influence is progressive or regressive. The influence is not

confined to consonants in contact. For the most part it seems
to be regressive

:

106—113. Regressive influences:

106. 5 or c changes preceding tc to ts:

tss-^u's-ilc-Ents, he dived after it (for tcs-'u'silc-Ents)

nuk^-ts-wdc-i'wds, they were house-partners (for nuk^'^ -tc-wdc-i'was

)

tss^-d'm-ic, it sat on his tail (for tcs-d'm-ic)

107. stc or tc changes preceding tc to ts, or tc to ts:

tss-ri-istci'tcd'-ups, horse manure (for tcs-hin-istci'tcd'-ups)

8-tsi'y-dtct, right hand (for s-tci'y-dtct)

108. c or ts changes preceding ctos:
s-tsan-tsi's-tsEs-tcEn-cEn, boots (for s-tsan-tsi'c-tsEc-tsEn-cEn

)

t-tsi's-tsEc-End'^, it has long ears (for t-tsi'c-tcEc-EmV'^

)

t-tsd's-tsEc-qEn, he has long hair (for t-tsd'c-tsEc-qEn

)

109. c changes preceding s to c\

in-gwi'c-ic, he is ascending (for in-gwi's-ic)

110. tc changes preceding ts to tc:

hin-tci'tc-dtcri-tEm, he was caught up with (for hin-tci'ts-dtcri-tEm)

111. tc changes preceding s to c:

hoi id tcdc-ni'tc-Entx^" , stop cvitting it (for teds-)

112. ts changes preceding ts to tc:

s-tcd'l-tsEl-t, it is stupidity (tsdl, stem)
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113. tc may even cause metathesis:

in-tsi'tc-dtcn-tmdt, we are catching up with him (for in-tci'ts-atcri-

tmat)

tci'cltix^"tcts, it has a long tongue (for tsi'cltix^tstc)

114—115. Progressive:

114. ts changes following ts to tc:

tc-''-dHs-i'ts-dtctc-En, that we should be playing (for tc-^-d^ts-i'ts

dtstc-En). ts > ts before a vowel. The stem is dtstc.

115. <? changes following c to s:

gwiy-d-sin-sd'ts-Em, he finished digging (for gwiy-a-sm-cd'ts-Em)
s-fi'tc-d-sils, their provisions (for s-fi'tc-d-silc)

116-120. Relationship between Consonants and Vowels

116. The following are some changes which occur in Coeur
d'Alene consonants:

In several cases there is a choice of related sounds in pronuncia-

tion and these choices are not between those sounds which we
consider historically related

:

qo'mqEn or k'o'mqEn, head. One is used as much as the other, and
even the same speaker may use one form and in repeating,

the other; the same is true of the following cases:

dalq^, or dalW^, cover entirely

tsalx^. or tsalx"^, claw, scratch with nails

117. An initial labialized palatal or velar: gw, k'^, Ic"", x"^, q"",

q^, x'^, becomes consonant plus u when reduplicated:

gu-gwax-t-i'tt, baby (gu-, dim.; gwax, be young; -t, subjective; -iU,

offspring)

ku-k^^u'l, bay horse (k^ul, be red)

Jcu-M^n-i'yd'"-, very soon (K^nd'"', int.)

xu-x'^i'st, little one went, traveled

qu-q^a'"^-q'"d'"^r, he conversed (q^a"^q"'d^"'l, talk; stem always
redupl.)

qu-q^u'd, black horse

xu-x''"a'd-x^ad-t, little one is comical (x"'ad, be comical)

118. It should be noted that this rule does not apply to the

labials, tw, tw and r^, a fact which justifies the interpretation I

have made that tw and tw are clusters (cp. § 76)

:

ti-twi't, youth (twit, dim. of tivit)

hin-r^-r^ux"'-i'tcn, street car (hin-, on; r"'ax"', stretch stringlike

object; -itcri, back)

119. The labialized palatals and velars: k"", k"^, x"', q"^, q"^, and
x^, when occurring in final position or in combination, may lose

the labial in pronunciation, although it is always felt by the speaker

as a part ofthe stem. This is especially true when the final consonant

is reduplicated, in which case the labialization of the consonant
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becomes the vowel u. This is one of the many illustrations which

show the close relationship between the labialization ofthe consonant

and the rounded vowel

:

Id'kuk, it is tar

(dUcuU (or td'UuK^), he fell, he came to lying position without his

own volition (taJc^, one lies)

ta'xux, he died, he is dead ftax'^, one stops)

120. Coyote uses c for s, this being a stylistic device, just as Turtle

uses Spokan instead of Coeur d'Alene

:

hi-ctumc, for histunic, my friend (stem used by Coyote only)

qdcp-c, for qdsp-s, it's a long time

121-161. Assimilation

121. The astonishing number and size of the consonant clusters

in Coeur d'Alene might lead one to suppose that sounds are grouped

in any fashion, but this is by no means the case. One of the important

features of the language is the number and regularity of the as-

similations and contractions, the principal ones involving sounds

noticeably lacking in the consonant clusters which occupy the

affected positions within the word. The unstable sounds, i. e.,

those which assimilate to various following sounds, are m, t, n, s, ts,

c, I, and I. They are prominent in the clusters in positions where
such assimilations could not function.

122. The lack of stability of these sounds is marked only in the

affixes, for so stable do the sounds of the stems remain that when
sounds which seem to be part of the stem, bisyllabic ones especially,

break down, it is to be strongly suspected that these unstable parts

belong to suffixes rather than to the stem proper (§ 254a). For
example, I before a vowel ordinarily becomes f, but if it precedes

a stem initial vowel it becomes rather r. Again, t as the end sound
of an affix becomes assimilated to a number of following sounds.

If, however, it belongs to a stem, it retains its identity even if one
of these sounds follows it

:

hin-mo't-itsa'"', smokehouse (hin-, in, on; mot, smoke; -ttsd'"^, inside)

but:

tk^dr-ni'^-tsdl-u'' 'tx'", he was standing about in the streets (for

tk^dt-i-ni''-tsdl-ut-lx'^)

123. The tendency to glottalize before a stem-vowel initial is

strong, sometimes it takes the form of glottahzing the consonant

which precedes, as nd'mic, he sat in (for hin-dm-ic) and at others

it is simply a pause : tap^oq'^s, he drank on the way. The glottalizing

tendency is so strong that it even affects the consonant of a stem
as: o^-oq'^s-dc (for oq^-oq'''s-ilc), they drank. This is particularly

remarkable when we consider that initial vowels are not ordinarily
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articulated with a preceding glottal stop, but use one only in rare

cases if the last sound of a preceding word happens to be unstable

in the presence of a vowel.

124. The following are the rules for assimilation:

s before a vowel becomes
f/ :

y-a'tsqd'"', going (for s-atsqd'°')

y-dk^n, saying, telling (for s-d,k"'n)

y-iln, eating (for s-itn)

y-uk'^-umc, carrying (for s-u'k^"-timc)

y-oq^s, drinking (for s-oq^s)

lutd-yp-s-tsu-tsu'Hsu^^-ci's, he had no legs (for luthd-s-dpl-s-tsu-

tsu'^-tsu'^-ci's)

lutd-yts-d'k^is, he does not cust. say (for lut-hd-s-dts-d'k^n-s)

tu'^-y-o'q^s-c, go so far as to drink (for tu^s-o'q^sc)

tu^-y-i't.c, he went so far as to sleep (for tu^s-i't.c)

s of ics-, do for a purpose, after, does not follow this rule

:

stim x'^a tcas-tcs-'a'tsx-tul-tEm, what is he to be looked to for ?

125. n before a vowel becomes n and the vowel assimilates to it:

tcin-ts-gwi'tc, I cust. see (for tcin-dts-gwi'tc)

tcin-ts-d'k^'n, I cust. say (for tcin-dts-a'k^n)

tciri-ni'tcEmc, I am cutting (for tcin-i^-ni'tcEmc)

tcm-pt, I have (for tcin-dpt)

but the vowel of a stem is retained

:

n-d'm-ic, he sat in (for hm-d'm-ic)

126. I before the vowel of a prefix becomes T:

uT-ts-qaqani-i' yd'°' , again he would fish (for ut-ats-qaqani-i'yd'"'

)

uT-ts-atsqd'^, they cust. go back (for ut-aHs-a tsqa'"'

)

s-tk^dV-ts-xui-stci'nt, he is visiting about (for s-tk'^dt- its-xui-stci'nt)

s-tk^dT-ts-a'tsx-Emc, he is going about looking (for s-tk^dl-its-a'tsx-

Emc)
tk'^dT-tcd-t'uK'^-i'tk'^d'"', it was drifting (for tk^dl-its-tcdt-t'uk^-i'tk'^d''^

)

hd guT-sux^''-i'lgwds, those who were carrying load on back (for

gul-i-sux^-i'lgwds)

Id guF-^'x^^p, those who die (for id gul-d-t'd'x^'^p) but tk^"dt-'a-'axu's-

Erits, he searched for him. Here i remains set off from the

vowel by ' because the vowel belongs to the stem.

127. u before a vowel becomes uw (exception § 128):

tcdl-uw-is-tsan-xi'l-Em, thou art to destroy (ins- > is-; in-,

2 poss. ; S-, inten.)

utv-d-t-tcEm-i'plx'^'' just outside the door (d-, general preposition

with nouns)
uw-d-stcld'mt, just in the fog (d-, as preceding example)

uw-d-ntsi'^'t, right then and there (a-, as preceding)

a-t-q^us-tv-i'p-dVt, hen has brood (q^^dsu^, bunch. In this ease -m",

which is doubtless itself a contraction is lost in w)
nd*"^ tcin-t6u'w-ds, while I was gone (tcu"', be absent)

uw-its-dku'n-Em, he is just being told (and nothing else)
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128. u assimilates to following a of the customary and of the

absolute prefixes (its-, to form %'"-:

u'Hs-dku'stEm, just when he is told oust, (for u-dts-dku'stEm)

u^Hs-Etci'stx^, just what dost thou do with it (for u-dts-Etci'stx^

)

u"^-tan-Em, they (stood) in a Hne (for u-dts-td'n-Ern)

u'^-tc-la'q^-hiq^, they were stored hanging (strung on) (for u-ats-

tc-ta'q^-iuq^)

129. Following the general rule that assimilation does not occur

with vowel initials of stems (§ 127) is the following example:

u'dku-stEm, just as he was told. . . .

130. The changes occurring when s, n, and I meet vowels of

prefixes and in some cases, of stems, become much more complicated

under certain grammatical circumstances, but, since in this section

I am describing contact phenomena due to composition only, I

will leave the discussion of these more elaborate changes until

later (Contraction §§ 162-171).

131. Of prime importance to an understanding of the language

are the rules having to do with t and ts when they occur finally

in an affix.

a) If either of these stands before a bilabial, a palatal (except

y and y), a velar or a faucal, it retains its identity;

dts-pi'l, they cust. sit

dts-gwi'tc, he cust. sees

its-wi'c-Emc, he is building

tcits-k^i'nts, he fetched it

tcdt-pu'ul-i'tk^d'"^, it bubbles on the water

b) If, however, t or ts stands before a dental (d, t, f, n, n), a

sibilant (s, ts, ts, c, dj, tc, tc), y, or a lateral (I, I, I), it becomes
assimilated to that sound, and if the accent is on the syllable

immediately following, the assimilation is evident in the echo

vowel

:

aF-da'xt, they cust. go (for ats-da'xt)

d°'-ni'tc-Em, he cust. cuts (for dts-ni'tc-Em)

i^-tcd'c-Em, he is accompanying (for its-ted'c-Em)
i^-ld'q-Em,c, he is burying (for its-Id'q-Em,c)

tca^-ya'q-Ents, he filed surface (for tcat-ya q-Ents

)

tci^-tsd'l-ic, he stood up facing audience (for tcits-tsd'l-ic)

132. If, on the other hand, the accent is on a syllable farther

removed, there is no vocalic indication of the assimilation:

a-fap-stcd'nt, he cust. shoots (for ats-tap-stcd'nt)

a-t-tcEnp-i'tsd'"' , it clasps all around on it (for ats-t-tcEnp-i'tsd'"'

)

a-tca'^-ya'rp, loop exists laid on surface (for ats-tcat-ya'rp. This
example illustrates both conditions)

tci-dEli'm, he galloped hither (for tcits-dEli'm,)

133. This process has advanced to a marked degree but has not

become completely stabilized

:
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tcdy-ts-tcari-Ems, cust. he is to take hold of it (for tcdl-s-ats-tcari-

Ems)

In some cases the full form may be retained, in others it is

incorrect

:

x'^a tcdi-tcm-H'^ts-tci'ttEm, and tcdl-tcm-H*'^-tci'UEm, that's what
you will cust. give me. Both mean exactly the same and both
forms are correct.

tcd°'-tsi'ct, a long surface especially a table, but tcdt-tsi'ct is incorrect.

tci^-djd'm-Ents, she pinned it hither (for tcits-djd'm-Ents)

In other cases again the two forms have slightly different

meanings

:

tcd°--tcu'''\ it was gone from on broad surface (general sense) but
tcdH-tcu'^, it is gone from on the table

tcd-t-djd'm-Ents, she pinned it to it, and tcd^-djd'm-Ents, she pinned
it to surface

tcd-t-t'ci'd-Ents, he put up a shade (as car top), tcd'^-tci'd-Ents, he

put shade on a broad surface

134. These examples show that t of teat-, on broad surface, is

usually assimilated to the following sound (if it be a dental, sibilant,

y, or lateral), but that t-, on a point of, does not, but always

retains its identity, so that the above examples with t really stand

for tcdt-t-, at a point on a surface.

135. The following examples show the assimilation of the same
consonants in suffixes but it will be noticed that accented syllables

have no device to indicate assimilation:

tuwc-i'tc-lx'"', 6 houses (for tuwc-i'tct-lx'"'

)

xaxEri-u'ix^, 9 houses (for xaxEn-u't-tx^)

tuwG-i'tc-tsa'"' , 6 blankets (for tuwc-i'tct-tsd'"'

)

gu-gwax-t-i'F-yd'^, doll (for gu-gwax-t-i'Tt-yd'"')

s-pu'lu-ltsd^"', murder (for s-pu'l-ut-ttsd'"')

xaxEri-o'sqit, 9 days (for xaxEri-o't-sqit)

xil-dH-Entsu't, he abandoned his own child (for xil-dlt-Entsu t

)

but
tso'n-tct-m-alq'^ , 7 logs

tsi'l-tct-gul, 5 wagons

136. The followingexample showswhat seems to be an assimilation

of final t of a stem, but from its rarity, I surmise that Hs a suffix

of the verb

:

ut-ci'^-ci'n, he perseveres {t-, on point; ci't [ ?], be first; -cin, foot)

137. Although there is no consonant assimilation, when a prefix

ending in t or ts stands before the initial vowel of a stem, its vowel

takes the echo-form if the syllable immediately following has the

accent

:

aHs-a'tix, he oust, sees

d'tcdH-d'ten , it exists put on flat object (for dts-tcdt-d'tcri)

i^ts-i'tn, he is eating

aHs-o'q'^s, he drinks cust.

id tci^ts-i'tEs-ilc, they were not given anything to eat
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138. I do not know the reason for the echo-vowel of the following

examples, but it doubtless indicates some elision and they may
eventually throw light on the subject of undetermined suffixes,

especially on the discussion of §§ 574-589.

tc-tcEts-tcEts-u"s-i'wds, we came and met
xdts-uH-i'wds-dc, they went together as companions (xdts, be

companion, always with -ut, "-able"; -iwds, together)

x^iyd ^d-sm-cEf-u^s-i'vjds-s, this on his hip

dts-Etcdn-i^'u'tEm, how in the world did it get that way (dtcEn, do
with; -i^utEm, "auto-")

tci^''-tcEts-i^n-i'i, sound of approaching (tcits-s-its-tc- > tci'Hc-;

tcits-, hither; s-its-, cont.; tcits, approach; -it, "-ward")

139. Final n assimilates to foUowing m, s, n and I:

n-m>m

:

tcdi-ku-s-x^un-d-sin-gwd'y-qEm, so that thou mayest grow fast (for

tcdl-ku-s-x"'un-d-s-hin-gwd'y-qEn-Em)

tc-(i'tc-El-Etnc, we take provisions for a joixrney (for tc-Wtc-ElEn-Emc)

tcdy-i't-mp, you are to eat it (for tcdt-s-iln-mp)

140. n-s>s; n-s>s

his-k'^i'st, my name (for hm-s-k^ist)

tcdl-tci-sya-n-tia w-umc, I am to be a dishwasher (for tcdl-tcin-sya-

n-tsa'w-umc)

uT-tsEsp-nu'stus, again he oust, ate it all (for ul-dts-tsEsp-nu'n-stus

)

dts-md'°'-tsis-tci'nt, he is cust. boring in talk (for dts-md'^'-tsEn-

stci'nt)

dts-md' -i'tct-mi-stus, he annoys him with his hands (for dts-md'-i'tct-

mEn-stus)
snuk^smaxi'^^tcis, the kind grizzly bear his, grizzly bear's kind (for

snuk^smaxi'^^tcri-s)

141. n-n>n Final w of a prefix may assimilate to following ri,

with the echo-vowel indicating the assimilation before an accented

syllable

:

tci-tsd^-riu'tx^, he went in under hither (for tcits-tsdn-riu'tx^J

142. n-l>l

taq-aq-nu'ttsd*"-, trick (for taq-aq-nu n-ltsa'^

)

tcitcmi' -t-ts, he threw it for him (for tcitcmi'n-l-ts)

tcdt-tcEm-ts-i'ix^ , porch (for tcdt-tcEm-tsi'n-lx'^

)

in-tca'm-qilx^, ridgepole (for in-tca'm-qEn-ix^

)

ni k^i^'^-du^^k^-mi'i-tEm, am I stingy with thee ? (for ku-hin-s-its-

du'^k^-min-t-tEm)

143. Final s of an element but not of a stem may assimilate to

following I :

Jiin-saq-i'wd-t-tEm, it was made gaping in two for him (for hin-saq-

i'wds-i-tEm)

i'p-u-i-tEm, its face was wiped for it (for {'p-its-t-tEmJ

a'p-aq-l-tEm, his chest was wiped for him (for a'p-aqs-l-tEm)

144. Final / of an element assimilates to foUowing s\

dn-fuK'^-gwi'stus, he cust. laid it in canoe (for dn-fuU^-gwi'l-sttis)

37
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145. Final I of an element assimilates to following s, tc, y

is- > s-

tcai-us-tcits-gwun-i't-Ems, he is going to call him back (for tcdl-ul-s-

tcits-gwun-i't-Ems)
tcd-s-ti's-md'-dntsut, he is going to measure himself in every way,

he is going to test his strength (for tcdl-s-li's-ma'-dntsut)

w-teas-5'*a'5-g£'«,,heistohaveablackenedhead(forM-ted?-s-g"'a'd-g'/(;»ij

tcd-sin-xds-Es-i'lgwds, to please him (for tcdl-sin-xds-is-i'lgwds)

tcds-gvn'w-w-s, it is to wear out (for tcdl-s-gwi'w-w-s

)

dpstci'nt, there were people (for dpl-stci'nt)

146. -l-tc > tc

tca-tc-y-a'tsx, we are going to look at (for tcal-tc-s-a'tix)

tca-tc-y-a'ts-atsqd'^, we are to go out one by one (for tcdl-tc-s-a ts-

atsqd'^)

147. -l-y-'>y- It will be remembered that 5-vowel initial >y:
uy-ts-gwi'tc, again he is seeing (for ut-s-its-gwi'tc)

tcdi-tc-^uy-Eni's, let's go back (for tcdl-tc-ut-s-Eni's) cp. t-tc- ~> tc-

tca-y-a'tsqd^°', he was going to go out (for tcdl-s-atsqcP°'

)

148. Initial h is sometimes lost after t, n, s, and I:

tcm-in-xi't, I was afraid (for tcin-hin-xi'l)

ul-in-tsa'q-us, again he set it in orifice (for ul-hin-tsa'q-us)

but:

tk'^dl-hin-tsuk^-i'tcn-mEnts, he dragged it around behind him
tcdl-xd-s-his-gwi'tctEm, I am going to see it right

However, h in the intentional is retained after I which as-

similates to it

:

tcdl-u-his-tcits-gwun-i't-Em, I am going to call back (for tcdl-ul-

hin-s-)

tcdl-u-hts-tsan-xi'l-Em, I am going to destroy (for tcdt-ul-hin-s-)

It is always retained in the rare cases where it is the initial of a

stem:

tcds-ho'i-tsEn, it was going to stop crying (for tcdt-s-hoi-tsEn)

ui-hd'p-Em, he gobbled again

149. Examples where more than one of the foregoing rules operate

are:

xaxEn-ul-u'pEn, 90 (for xaxan-ut-l- vowel stem initial)

nuKd'^qi'n vX-EsdH-u'pEn-l-tsil, 125 (for nuKo'^qin ul-asEl-upEn-dt-

tsil)

.

150-161. Irregular Verbs

150. There are a few verb stems, all bisyllabic or with fossilized

suffix, which constitute the irregular verbs of the language. They

all end in t, n, ts, or I, and since no other stems ending in the same

sounds are irregular, it is to be suspected that these sounds are

remnants of suffixes.

151. The stems ending in -t are: pul-ut, kill, injure; ci^^-t, be

first; lut, refuse, negate.
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152. Those ending in -n are: dk^n, say, tell; dtcEn, do with; iln,

eat; k^in, take hold of (small object) with whole hand.

153. The only one ending in -ts which is irregular is x^i^Hs, attack,

"get after", verbally or physically.

154. Those ending in -I are axil, do thus, and dsil, two.

The feature these stems have in common is the instabihty of their

final sounds which behave in part according to rules which have

already been given.

155. -n-s >s; -l-s >s:
luta-yts-d'k^-us, he never says that (for lutd-s-dHs-d'k^n-s)

dts-k^i'-stus, he oust, takes it (for dts-k^i'n-stus)

dHs-i'l-stus, he cust. eats it (for dHs-i'tn-stitsJ

lutd-x^i'^l-ya'xEs, he did not do thus (for lutd-x^i'%s-axEls)

156. -t-l > i; -t-s > s; -t-c > c; -n-l > I; -n-s- > s; -l-l > I

tcds-'pu'l-uUsd^"', he is to kill (for tcdt-s-pu'l-ut-ttsd'°')

pul-VLS-tsu'tEn, the one who was the means of killing himself (for

pul-ut-s-tsu't-En)

ut-ci'^-ci'n, he perseveres (for ut-ci^*t-ci'n)

kH'4-ts, he took it for him (for k^in-l-ts)

dtci'*%tsdx^, (what) did you do with it for me ? (for dtci'^'n-t-tsdx'^

)

i't-t-tsdldm, it was eaten for me (for iln-l-tsdldm

)

ku-ri-El-stci'n-En, thou art to be man-eater (for ku-n-Eln-stcint-En)

dxi'-l-ts, she did it thus for him (for axil-l-ts)

157. One of the chief marks of irregular verbs is the fact that

some exist only with the customary pronominal endings for the

completive, in which case the final consonant is lost before -s of the

customary ending (§§ 195, 359):

dku'stus, he told him (for completive form dkun-ts)

dtci'stus, he did it with it (for dtcin-ts)

dxi'stus, he did thiis to her (for dxi'l-ts)

pu'lu-stmdldm, I was mistreated (for pu'lut-tsdldm)

lu's-tmds, he refused me (for lut-tsds)

x'^i^'-stus, she "got after" him (for x^^i'Hs-ts)

cp. ats-Exi'stx^, thou cust. dost thus

158. The I of the stem dsil, two, remains although it requires

customary endings in the completive

:

asi'l-stEm, it was "twoed", two were put down

159. These are not in consistent agreement, however, with those

which show the above noted assimilations, for we have

:

ilnts, he ate it

k'^ints, he took it

160. The stem lut, refuse, say no, has customary pronouns for

the completive transitive in the indicative, but the regular forms

for the intentional which are usually like the indicative completive

:

lutd-tcds-pu'l-utmdx^ , don't kill me
37*
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161. From the irregular forms of these verbs I conclude that n
of iln, and k'^in, is different from that of dh'^n and dtcin, and that

il of dsil differs from that of axil. It may be that the sources were

the same and that the time or conditions of development or of

adoption differed.

162-171. Contraction

162. The final element -En of the weak forms of the suffixes

-axEn, arm; -cin, foot; -qin, head; and -tsin, mouth, combines
with -En, the one who, that which, to form -En:

q^a's-qEn, bluejay {iov q^a's-qEn-En, the one whose head is blurred)

t-tcEti-a''pla?°'-qEn, swingletree (for t-tcEti-a''pla'"^-qEn-En, that

where it Hes long at the attachment tip)

tsan-tcEn-tcEnp-a'xEri, vest (for tsan-tcEn-tcEnp-a'xEn-En)

163. The prefix Mi-, that which, has a tendency to break down
into y when following a-sounds

:

x'^d y-ni'tc-s, that which he cut (for x'^d hii-ni'tc-s)

xux^iyd yydl.v^'^, this which she spread (for xux'"'iyd hiiydEx'"^)

Id ytsd'tcdns, that which she put (for Id Tiiitsdtcans)

164. When preceded by I the rule l-y>y may operate in addition

to this rule so that

:

td tcay-ts-i'lis, something to be his food (for tcdl-hii-ts-i'lis)

165. The stems for numbers must be considered in different

classes for they are treated in different ways. A glance at other

numerical systems of Salishan suggests that the Coeur d'Alene

stems are derived from various sources. There are several matters

concerning the stems for numbers which seem to come under the

subject of contraction which will be merely remarked here; the

discussion will be reserved for the chapter on Number. Although the

treatment of numerals seems quite complicated, it nevertheless

parallels that of other verbs according to their particular forms. A
common method of counting is to use the numeral stem with the

nominal suffixes. Another is to treat the numeral stem exactly as an

adjective in which case the relationship between it and the indepen-

dent noun is indicated by the definite article ha
(
§ 720). This method

does not concern us here. A third mode of treatment and one which
does concern us, is the incorporation of an independent noun into

the numeral complex with the suffix -di, meaning perhaps "times",

to show the relationship

:

imcs-dl-tu'ni, 4 families, groups

166. The stems dsil (dsdl), two; and tci^'l-ds, three; xaxanut,

nine; being stems which are doubtless compounds, undergo some
changes in combination. In general the contractions which appear

may be understood on the basis of the rules already given in the
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chapter on Assimilation (§§ 121—161). There are, however, cases

in which whole syllables seem to disappear, and it may be wise to

call attention to these at this point.

167. -il-dl > -ul (only with stem dsil, 2)

dsd'i, twice (for dsdl-dl)^

dsdlmi'mc, 2 boxes (for dsdl-dl-mimc)

dsdlturri, 2 groups (for dsdl-dl-tu'ni)

168. -is-dl > -dl (only with stem tci^'lds, 3)

tcd'H-dl, 3 times (for tcd^"'t-is-di)

tcd'^l-dtmi'mc, 3 boxes (for tca'H-is-dl-

)

tca'H-dltu'vi, 3 groups (for tca'^lis-di-)

169. -ut-al > -ul (only with stem xaxanut, 9)

xaxanulmi'mc, 9 boxes (for xaxari-ut-di-)

xaxariultu rti, 9 groups (for xaxanut-dl-)

170. One method of counting nominal forms is by the incorpora-

tion of a suffix whose initial is 5- (§§ 617-633), and in these forms

-dl is apparently not used

:

asa'sqit, 2 days (for asil-s-)

tca'H-a'sqit, 3 days (for tca'H-is-s-)

xaxari-o'sqit, 9 days (for xaxariot-s-)

171. Although syllables seem to be lost, the important facts to be

noted are that t-l > I; t-s > s; s-s > s; s-l > I; and Is > s; all of

which is in direct line with the rules stated in the chapter on Assimil-

ation (§§ 121-161).

172-197. Contraction Involving Grammatical Processes

172. So far we have been dealing with contraction of vowels and

consonants which is formal or mechanical but which does not involve

to any great extent strictly grammatical elements. In this section

we shall consider those contractions which are made in using

various parts of the verb complex, taking them up in the following

order : contraction of pronominal prefixes which concern possessives

and independent pronouns ; contraction . of suffixes which concern

pronominal combinations as well as other suffix compounds; and

contraction of parts of stem with suffixes.

173-188. Contraction of Independent Pronouns with Possessives

173. The noun in Coeur d'Alene has a very close relationship to

the verb, in fact, I am inclined to interpret nearly every noun as a

verb. For instance, smi'ydm is not only "woman", but also "she

is a woman, or the womaning". The possessive forms of the noun
are, therefore, verbal in connotation so that hm-pi''pd^"' is better

^ In reconstructions of this kind it is impossible to be sure of the vowels since

they are determined by the accent which is unknown.
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translated "he is my father" than just "my father". Consequently

other combinations of pronominal prefixes may be made, some of

which contract.

174. In the first column following are the independent pronouns,

in the next that part of the pronoun used in the verb

:

Independent pronoun Part used in verb

s.
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Since there are no contractions in the rest of the forms I am
omitting them.

179. The next contractions occur in the transitive continuative

prefixes, for the continuative of the verb is built up on the same

principles as the forms just described. The continuative is a verbal

noun with a suffix modification, i.e., it consists always of the form:

s—continuative prefix—stem—suffix, and means "the being (or

doing)....". Consequently the transitive continuative must

always be considered from the point of view of the possessive of the

noun (participle) with s-initial. The presence of the continuative

prefix compUcates the phonetic structure, nevertheless it will be

seen to be nearly consistent once it is understood.

180. In the form "thou art my father", "thou" is the subject

and "father" may be considered an intransitive verb. But in the

continuative the object is expressed by the independent pronoun

and the subject by the possessive so that "I am seeing thee" is

literally "thou-my-seeing". The continuative must be understood

on this basis. It consists of: independent pronoun of object

—

possessive pronoun of subject—s-nominal—continuative prefix

its—stem—continuative suffix. In those forms which take

possessive suffixes instead of prefixes, the possessive prefix of the

subject wiU be instead a possessive suffix, so that the form wiU be:

independent pronoun of object—^s-nominal—continuative prefix

—

stem—continuative suffix—possessive suffix of subject. The follow-

ing equations wiU make the forms clear. From now on when con-

sidering the transitive verb I shall indicate subject and object by
figures so that, e.g., 1-2 means "I am .... ing thee", l-2p "I am

. . . .ing you", etc. The dots .... indicate a stem; the form given

last is the one used

:

1—2 ku^-hin-s-its- > ku^-his- its- > ku^-hi-y-ts- >> k^i'''ts-

1—3 hin-s-its- > Ms-its- > hi-y-ts- > hi*^ts-

1—2p kup-hin-s-its- > kup-his-its- > kupfhji-iz-ts- > kup(h)i**ts-

2—1 tcin-in-s-its- > tcin-is-its- > tcin-i-y-ts > tcirii'^ts-

2—3 in-s-its- > -is-its- > — i-y-ts > -i^'te-

2-lp omitted (§ 326)

3—1 tcin-s-its- . . -5 > tcis-its- . . -s > tci-y-ts- . . -5 > tci^^ts- . . -s

3—2 ku^-s-its- . .-s > ku^-y-ts- . . -s > kuyts- . . -s

3—3 s-its- . . -s > (s)-its- . . -s > its- . . -s

3—Ip tc-s-its-. .-s > tc(s)-its-. .-8 > tc" Us- . .-s

3—2p kup-s-its- . . -s > kup(sj-its- . . -s > kup^its- . . -s

Ip—2 ku^-s-its- . .-at > ku^-y-ts- . .-at ^ kuyts- . . -at

Ip—3 s-its- . .-at > (s)-its- . .-at '> its- . . -at

Ip—2p kup-s-its- . .-at > (s)-its- . .-at '> kup^its- . . -at

2p—1 tcin-s-its- . . -mp > tcis-its- . . -mp > tci-y-ts- . . -mp > tet''te-

. .-mp
2p—3 s-its-. .-mp > (s)-its-. .-m,p > its-. .-m,p

2p-lp omitted (§ 326)
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I have omitted all third person plural forms whether of subject

or object because these are formed by adding the third plural

suffix -de to the singular.

181. These contractions show further examples of some previously

set forth, e. g. : n-s > s; s-vowel > y; and add one very important

one, i-y > *'". In order to discuss this change I shall give the

equations when the continuative is used with the prefix "in". In
this case htn-, in(to be carefully distinguished from hin-, my) takes

the place of its- and may be called the "m-continuative". As we
have seen, it is a combination of ds-hin- > in- (see § 280). In

this place I [shall give only those equations which show changes

different from those we have already encountered.

1—2 ku'^-hin('my)-s-hin(in)- > ku^-his-in- > ku-hiyn- > k'^'iyn-

1—3 hin(my)-s-htn(in)- > his- in- > hiyn-
1—2p kup-hin-s-hin- > kup-Ms-in- > kwphiyn-
2—1 tcin-in-s-hin- >> tcin-is-in- > tcin-iyn- > tciriiyn-

2—3 in-s-hin- > is- in- > iyn-

3—1 tcin-s-hin- >> tcis-in- > tciyn-

3—2 ku^-s-hin- > ku-yn-
3—3 s-hin- > (s)-in- '> in-

182. In comparing the final contracted its- and hin- forms it

will be seen that the first has ^"- where the second has iy-. The
reason for this is that ?5"- represents a contraction of s and a vowel,

making y which does not contain an h; the iy- form represents a

contraction of s-h-vowel which also results in y but this y having

the ^-content combines differently with the preceding *.

183. In both of these continuatives it should be noted that in the

3-3 forms the s, instead of contracting with i (t) to form y, disap-

pears, leaving the vowel which is sometimes weak, and sometimes in

the form **-, differences which I cannot explain. After so doing, it

sets the pattern for all forms of the plural. It seems as if the

disappearance of the s-prefix may be related to the suffixing of the

subject, for it is when the subject pronoun is suffixed that it is lost.

184. In this connection we may now consider the intransitive

continuative which we must conclude is also a substantive form

since the phonetic changes of the first and second persons agree

with those of the transitive. It will be noticed that the intransitive

has prefixed pronominal forms identical with the transitive even

through the plural, although the pronominal suffixes are necessarily

missing since the independent pronouns are used here instead of the

possessives. I give three examples here to show the difference in

the three continuative prefixes: ds-; i-; in- (ds-hin-).

S. am seeing

1 tci'^-ts-gwi'tc (for tcin-s-its- > tcis-its- > tci-y-ts- > tci'^tS')

2 kuy-ts-gwi'tc (for ku^-s-its- > ku^yts-J

3 its-gwi'tc (for [s^-its > its)
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PL
1 tc-^-its-gwi'tc

2 kup-^-its-gwi'tc

3 its-gwi'tc-ilc

185. S. . . .am being afraid

1 tciij-n-xi'l (for tcin-s-hin- > tcis-in- > tci-i/(h)n- > tci'})-)

2 kuy-n-xi'l (for ku^-s-hin- > hwi)-)

3 in-xi'l

PL

1 tfin-xi'l

2 kup'in-xi't '

3 m-xi'l-dc

186. S. ... am shooting

1 tci'^-fap-stcant (for tcin-s-i- > tcis-i- > te^''-)

2 kuy-t'ap-stcant (for ku^-s-i- ~> kuy-)

3 i-(ap-stcant (for [s]-*-)

PL

1 tc'-i-ia-t'ap-stcd'nt

2 kup'-i-t'a-fap-stcant

3 i-fa-(ap-stcant-(ilc)

187. The use of the prefix w^, again, back, involves similar con-

tractions when in the various settings. These may be readily under-

stood from the phonetic laws already given. I will list the subject-

object contractions, omitting those combinations in which there

are none:

Continuative with its-

1—2 ku'uihi'%- I am . . .ing you again
1-3 ulWis-
2—1 tcin-ul-i^''ts-

2-3 ul-i^'ts-

3—1 tcin-uy-ts-

3—2 ku'uy-ts-

3—3 uy-ts-

188. Continuative with hin-

1—2 ku^uyn- (ku^ul-hm-s-hm- > ku'ulis-i- > ku'uy-)
1—3 ulhiyn-

2—1 tciriiyn-

2—3 ui'iyn- (ul-in-s-m- > ul-iyn-)

3—1 tciriuyn-

3—2 ku'uijn-

3—3 w^/w-

189-197. Contraction of Suffixed Elements

189. A study of assimilation and of the continuative has made
us consider complicated assimilations of prefixes. The other two
aspects of Coeur d'Alene derive their form primarily from a com-
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bination of aspect with object-subject pronominal suffixes. The
completive depends upon these entirely; the customary uses with

them a prefix a- or dts-. The completive is composed of the follow-

ing elements in the order given: stem ^aspect sign—pronominal
object—pronominal subject.

190. The aspect sign of the completive is -ts and I include it in

the following scheme because it sometimes assimilates to the

pronominal suffixes or they to it. I use the same numerical device

to indicate the persons of subject and object as for the continuative

which gives the order of pronouns in English : 1-2 I thee, but
it must be remembered that in Coeur d'Alene the object precedes the

subject so that the order is thee-I. The first column gives

the combination of suffixes as they stand, the second the theoretical

reconstruction with remarks about the assimilation of sounds. The
sounds in parentheses have dropped out. As with the possessive

and continuative forms I omit the third plurals in all tenses since

they are formed by adding -de to the corresponding singular form
whether object or subject is pluralized.

191. 1-2
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2—1 -stm-d-x'^ -stm-d(l)-x'^

2-3 -s-t-x'>^ -s(tm)-t-x^

2-lp omitted (§ 326) —
3—1 -stm-d-s -stm-d(l)-s

3—2 -stm-t-s -stm-i-s

3-3 -s-tus -s(tm)-t-s

3—Ip -s-tdl-is -s(tm)-tdl-s

3—2p -s-tulm-is -s(ttn)-tulm-s

Ip—

2

-stm-i-t -stm-i-fmdjt

Ip-S -stm-d-t -s(tm)-t-mdt

Ip—2p -s-tulm-it -sftmj-tulm-fmdjt

2p—

1

-stm-dl-p -stm-dl-p

2p-3 -s-t-p -s(tm)-t-p

2p—Ip omitted

194. The contractions made in this series correspond exactly

with those made in the completive, but in this case tm of the suffix

-stm assimilates to t.

195. Whereas some stems ending in n (k^in, take one) take the

normal of the completive and allow the final n to assimilate with

the s of the customary suffix, -stm, others with final n, t, y and I

cannot take the completive endings directly but demand the

customary endings when transitive. The completive in these cases is

different from the customary in not having the prefix dts-. There

are not many of these stems and they may be merely irregular but

I note them here because I think their irregularity may be due

to phonetic causes (see §§ 157, 359):

dku'-stus, he told him (for the expected dku'n-ts, but dts-dku'-

stus, he cust. says to him)

pu'lu-stus, he killed him (for the expected pu'lut-ts)

axi'-stus, he did thus to him (for the expected axi'l-ts)

dtci'stus, he did it with it (for the expected dtci'n-ts)

ta^-q^a''"q^a'H-stus, he spoke to him (for the expected ta'^-q^a''^-

q'^d'H-ts)

gwd'y-stus, he finished (constructing) it (for the expected gwd'y-ts)

196. A few (remarkably few) stems and suffixes seem to be irregu-

lar. They require, e. g., customary endings for the completive

aspect, and one, quite irregular, requires completive endings for the

customary aspect. I believe that these irregularities are due to

phonetic reasons and for that reason I summarize here those which

correspond to such assimilations as we have had before

:

197. The final consonants t, n and I of some verbs are unstable

and assimilate to foUowing consonants according to regular rule,

or they change conjugation so as to come within allowable assimila-

tions. The same may be said of suffixes ending in -t, -n.
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198-250. Vocalic Dissimilation

198. In their classification of SaUshan languages^ Boas and
Haeberlin distinguish two groups of inland dialects based upon
vowel shifts i to a and a to *. In the discussion they sense one of

the fundamental problems of Salish, but the phonetic material

they had to work on did not offer the possibility of solution. The
difficulties which arise with regard to vowel shifts in a single

language point out how great they must be in considering the

whole family, and only an abundance of accurately recorded

material can lead us to valid conclusions. The examples to be

discussed show that an accented vowel inCoeur d'Alene may be*',

a, or a, depending upon its setting and other factors. But not only

is this true; differences in vocabulary are indicated by change of

vowel so that we have examples like q^ad, be black; q^id, make
black; t'ic, be sweet; t'dc, be inherently sweet. Teit's material and
that of others who made the reconnaissance of the region would

depend necessarily upon the casual form accidentally hit upon by
the particular native interrogated.

199. Still another drawback of this material is the recording, i

and e are the same sound, not exactly like European * or e but

between the two and nearer one or the other depending upon
accent and surrounding sounds, a in Coeur d'Alene is very import-

ant, somewhere between a in English "hat" and open e but again

it is neither and its value changes with setting. The material at

hand indicates that there may be at least two a's historically but

they cannot now be distinguished phonetically. Since most of the

examples for the inland dialects are taken from Giorda^ and Teit^

we may use them as examples. Neither came to a conclusion

regarding i and what they heard as e; neither recorded a or e, one

hearing a at one time nearer a and recording it so, at another time

hearing it as e and recording it as e, while at the same time he

recorded i as e.

200. Another aural thought habit which sets off Salishan (and

other Northwest languages) from the Indo-European is the preval-

ance of consonants in clusters without separating vowels. All the

old Salishan material has vowels inserted in the most inconsistent

places and there is no telling whether they are significant or not,

particularly as the recorders do not distinguish the strength and

weakness of vowels which are very important as we have seen.

Most tantalizing is the question why the vowels of the suffixes are

1 Franz Boas and Herman Haeberlin. Soiind Shifts in Salishan Dialects. Int.

Jour. Am. Ling. IV: 117—136.
2 A Dictionary of the Kalispel or Flat-head Indian Language.
3 Comparative Salishan Vocabularies. Unpublished material.
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sometimes strong, sometimes weak and sometimes entirely lacking.

There is no possibility of approaching the problem from the meager
vocabularies available for the only possible help is a wealth of

examples. There is no doubt, however, that the languages show
certain processes of vowel change and the Coeur d'Alene material

indicates that it may have considerable bearing upon the determina-

tion of those processes.

201. Fundamental to the understanding of the language is the

relationship between vowels, accent and consonants, preceding or

following. All stems may be classified into groups which we might
call conjugations. There is some indication that suffixes have verbal

significance and they may be included in the verb conjugations.

Stems or suffixes may carry the accent, the prefix never does, and
such changes as come about in the prefix are minor from this point

of view.

202. In order to illustrate the changes I shall give examples of

three forms of each verb which are to be understood as follows:

The first vowel is the strong one. It is found in the independent form
of the verb (u"^- ; intr. compl. ; tr. compl. without suffixes) which
carries the accent.

203. The second vowel of the series is the form found when it

precedes a velar or a faucal: q, q^, q, q^, x, x^, r, R, r'^ and when it

follows certain other sounds (§§ 214—243). There is a tendency
in Coeur d'Alene to draw back the entire faucal region when using

one of the velars or faucals so that a approaches in such cases more
nearly to o, and this tendency is anticipatory, that is, it operates

from the beginning of the word and continues until the faucal is

pronounced and, in some cases, it seems even to carry over beyond
to the end of the word. The sounds achieved by this habit are

indicated by the second vowel of the conjugation series. Vowels
preceding faucals and velars are affected in this way whether or not
they carry the accent, but when not accented, they may be very
short.

204. The third vowel is a much weakened one which appears
when the stem or suffix loses the accent and does not occur in a

position described in §§ 202, 203. Three weak vowels are heard, one
I, a weakened form of ^ ; u, heard where the setting is influenced by
a labial, and e, which is so weak as to lack timbre almost entirely.

The articulation of these vowels is not always consistent ; the import-

ant and unvarying fact about them is their weakness.
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205. d(a)-a-E(u)

1

ta'W^-unts, he laid one
down

Id'dj-Ents, he stabbed
it

dk"'n, he said

sattc-Ents, he twisted

it

an-fa'U^-qEn, it hes on
top

ni*''-la'dj-i''^qs-Ents, he
stabbed her nose

ako'stq, he answered
back (for akon-

stq)

ni'^ -sa'ttc-i'''qs-En,

crank,what twists

nose

fuJc^-qi'nts, she head-
laid hira^

ni'''-lEdj-i'wds, he
stabbed in among

dts-Eku'stus, he oust,

tells him (for dti-

Eku'n-ts)

sd't-sEttc-Ents, he
twisted them one
by one

206. i-a-a

u^-q^i'ts, it is warm

wi'c-Ents, he built it

qi'*ints, he stuck it to

it

i'p-Ents, he wiped it

q^a'ts-qEn, hat, warm-
head

a-t-wac-alq^, ware-
house, built on
long object (i. e.

railroad track)

qd"^-qi'n, cork

m'-a'p-i^'^qs-En, hand-
kerchief

s-q^dts-u'Tumx'^, Cali-

fornia, warm-land

dts-wi'C'Wdc, there

were dwellings

qd'"'-ci'n-Em, he put
moccasins on

t'-i'p-dp-dnd'dnts, she

wiped his ears

207. i-d-d

tsic-t, it is long

t-W^inc, how many

Uc-i'h-EmEntsut, he
turned himself

toward

ri-i'd-us-Ents, he
bought it, ex-

changed for it

tsd'c-alq^ , he is tall

W^d'nc-alq^, how many
poles

tsa°"d-a'd-aTqs, he

changed clothes

ri-dh-i'tcn, his back
was toward, he
back-turned to-

ward
ri-dd-us-i'wds-dc, they

traded

208. u-o-u

pu'x^-unts, he blew
on it

d^-lu'p, it is dried

dts-ku's, it is curled

upEn, ten

t-po'x^-qEnts, he blew
on her head

tc-lo'p-qEnts, she dried

his hair

a-t-ko's-qEn, his hair is

curled

o'pan-tct-alq^, ten

poles, trees

ni'''-pux^-i'wds, he
blew among

lu'p-lup-t, it has qual-

ity of effecting

dryness

dts-ku's-kus, it is

curled here and
there

^ There is no gender in Coeiu" d'Alene but I use it in third persons to distin

guish subject, object, and self.

I
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209. I have cited only the simplest forms. As is to be expected,

the verb-complex is subject to considerable modification and there

are exceptions to the rules. Usually, as has been said and illustrated,

the faucally weak form of a vowel is used before a velar or faucal

whether it carries the accent or not

:

t-Ra-Rd'^d-i'lb-stus, he caused rocks to grow redhot (Ri'''d, become
redhot)

r^at\s-r'"dt'.s-Eni, he smiled (cp. r^i''^t'us, he broke into a smile)

a-ttc-Emd'c-d"^st-qEn, cust. it perches on his head (dmic, one sits;

-i'''st, sixrface of round object)

md'n-kup-alq"', firedrill (miri, rub; -kiop, fire)

a^-tcar-a'p-qEn, band is around head, on jar (tear, band lies without

pulling; -ip, bottom)

210. However, the following are exceptions to the rule, the vowel

retaining its strength even before a velar or faucal:

^i^^'''-i^^''<i-a'"s<, rocks became hot (t- . . .a'°'st, spherical surface)

t-Ri'ts-Riti-dlgwds, he is persistent (Rits, strive)

qi'''''x^-qi'''x'^, Sprague, it smells and smells (place name)
i-t-xd's-i^'^qs, he enjoys food immensely (xds, be well; t- . . .i^^qs, on

and part of nose)

Rdts-i'tcri-alq^ , bowwood (Rats, tie; -itcri, back, ridge)

211. One example shows how strong the faucalizing tendency is

for it seems to operate in both directions, progressively and

regressively

:

hin-td"^-qEn-o'ps, name of Grizzly, pounded on end of tail ffi'',

pound)

212. Two others, very exceptional, are also interesting:

a'^xo s-qEn-Em, he deloused (I think this is the stem axus, look for,

which has taken on x before q)

in-sd'°^g-j's-alpq^, he got food in the wrong throat {g is foreign to

Coeur d'AIene but the influence of q^ seems to be so strong

that g is drawn back with the vowels, becoming the velar

sonant)

213. Whereas the velars and faucals have a regressive influence

on vowels, some other consonants seem to affect the vowels pro-

gressively. I have not been able to find a general rule for these,

and since there are not many, and since I believe they are of con-

siderable theoretical importance, I list all I have found.

214. Certain stems containing bilabial consonants, but by no

means all of them, have a progressive influence on the vowels.

Even the same stem may sometimes cause the changes, and in

other cases it does not. It is not possible to tell in every case which

consonant of the stem has the influence, in most cases it seems as if

both consonants function together in this respect

:
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215. pas, be astonishing:

s-pEs-a'ya, folly, error (-iyd'"^, playingly)

pEs-a tc-stmEn, I will play a trick on him (-itc, deceive)

pEs-pEs-o'l, he is timid (-ul, habitually)

216. po^os, joke (cp. pu^us, foam):

tci^'^ts-po^^s-tsan, I am joking hither (-tsin, nxouth)

217. pa'^y, from Fr. Espagne:

s-pa'^y-o'lumc, Spanish (-ulumc, person)

218. pat, be mushy, pour mushy stuff:

t-pat'-a''"^s-Ents, he poured cement on rock
tsdn-pat'-cd'n-En, cement, under foot-pour mushy (-cin, foot)

hin-pat'-pat'-tsd'n-tEvi, mush stuff was applied to his little mouth
(-tsin, mouth; glot., dim.)

hin-pat'-pat'-os-Entso't, he dreamed, self-poured mushy stuff in eyes
(-tsut, reflex.)

219. 'pats, squirt, hence, defecate, urinate:

s-pEti-Em-d' . . ., just dung (-?'. . . ., exaggeration)

tcdi-his-t-pEts-o's-Em, I will squii't him in the eye {-us, eye)

220. pEsa^^, long brittle object breaks. Both the regular and
dissimilated forms are correct for this word, an onomatopoetic

word used to indicate "breaking a leg", but in a more particular

sense to "break Meadowlark's leg". It is interesting to note, and
perhaps significant, that Meadowlark as a mythological character

is considered to be Spokan:

pEsaq^-i'wds-cEn-tsdx'^, or pEsaq^-d'wds-cEn-tsdx'"', thou brokest

my leg (-iwds, together, apart)

221. pul, apply poison ivy, be poison ivy:

pul-Em-d'tsd^^ , he applied poison ivy (-itia'"', all over)

222. tap, shoot, pierce with pointed object, tap has affected

following vowels in every example I have recorded

:

t'ap-stcd'nt, he shot (stcint, people)

htn-fa'p-ltsa'-dntsot-En, pineapple, what shoots self through inside

{-En, tr. ; -tsut, reflex.)

tc-fap-lnd'w-Entsdx'"', (if) you shoot alongside me {-alniw, alongside)

223. tcapEna'T, at least, no matter how little.

224. As in the above, so in the next three examples it is impossible

to tell whether p, I, or s has the influence

:

sipdy, be buckskin
tciri-sEp-sEp-a'y-GEn, I am wearing moccasins (-iy, billowj^)

225. lap, mark, make welt:

tcin-tEp-lEp-dp-d'tct, I hand-marked came to be, my hand became
welted (-itct, hand. But compare lEp-dFstci'tcd'dnts, he welted
his horse (dstci'tcd'"', horse); and tc-lEp-i'^'^s-Ents, he surface-

marked it, made mark on rock -*''sf, surface of round object)
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226. mar, bubble:

tcmi'^-mEl-p-a'was, it bubbles from in between (-iwds, between)

227. mat, heat:

a-mET-a'tct-mEn-tsdlis, he is making us too warm (-itct, fingers[ ?])

228. mul, soil, earth:

a-mul-o'Ttimx'"', soil, earth (-uVumx^, ground)

229. mas-mas, vile-smelluig vegetable much liked by the Coeur

d'Alene:

an-mEs-mEs-a'tk'^a'^, water is full of masmas (-it, use)

230. tam, make damp, dampen

:

ta m-(Etn-yoya'^ , snail, it dampens here and there back and forth

(-yuyd^, back and forth)

syd-t'am-alumx'^, one who licks people (-ilumx^, person)

(am-dlgwds-tsan-Em, he licked his lips (-ilgwds, heart [internals?];

-tsin, mouth)

231. tam, scorch:

tam-Entso't, he scorched himself (-tsut, reflex.)

atc-tEm-a'wds, it exists scorched on the surface (-iwds, together)

tc-tEm-tEm-a'tcri. Scorched Moiuitain. This name was used in this

form but Susan Antelope always said tctEmtEmd'tcri and
Lawrence thinks it sounds better this way. (-itcri, ridge)

ku' in-tEm-a'wds-us, thou scorched eyebrow, name of ridicule for

Coyote

This verb is not consistent in its influence as the last example

and those of § 243 show.

232. tsom, suck:

ni'^-tsoni-a'wds-Ents, he sucked amongst

233. x^m, ?:

x^dm-d'tct, woodpecker, perhaps yellow hammer (-itct, finger, wing)

234. xdm, go to live with in-laws:

xdm-dn-tso't-En, he went to live with his in-laws (-tsut, reflex.)

235. The rest of the stems seem to depend on some sound other

than labial to influence the following vowels ; it is difficult to deter-

mine what it may be.

236. Ml, sprinkle:

hin-lEl-tEl-d'nd'-dntEm, he was ear-sprinkled. But compare tc-tEl-

lEl-i'nd^-dntEm, he was ear-sprinkled on; and tca-lEl-lEl-i'nd?-

dntEm, each lying one is ear-sprinkled over (tcat-l- '>tcal-',

teat-. . . ina'"', on broad object ear)

237. nas, wet:

a-tc-nas-nas-u^s-tcd'nt, he wets people's eyes (-tis, eye, unchanged;

but stcint, people)
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238. san, tame:

sE-sEri-sEn-t-d'Tc-stiis, he broke it (horse) (-iTc, grow)

239. Stems with a-vowel seem to have a faucal-weakening effect

on following vowels but again some do not

:

hin-mo'-'t-a'ttsd'^, it (chimney) is smoking (-ittsd'^, inside)

tso^o^t-a'Tumx^, dwarf (tso^ot, sob; -ilumx'^, person)

tci'^ts-po^^s-tsd'n, I am joking (or is this p-s influence ?)

but
tcin-t-qo-qo''oi-us, small particles flew into eye (qu'^l, dust)

240. yats, be tight, firm:

tc-yEts-yEts-am-a'tct-Em, hold on tight (-itct, finger)

u-yEts-o' . . .p, it held firm (-up, ?)

241. tcux^, ? (weak form in only one example)

:

hin-tcux^-tcux^-a'p-driEni, he retired (-ip, bottom?; -in,?)

242. k'^ar, be yellow:

hm-k^ar-k'"ar-a'wds-En, crossbills f-iwds, together)

243. In the following examples one part of the complex is affected,

but the other is not, or perhaps the stem does not influence the

suffix

:

pa gu'^s-qEn, nagger, loud talker (pdgw, echo; -«'"«, "spang";
-qEn, voice)

pat'-o^^s-u's-EntEm, he was face-mush-poiired "spang", mush was
poured spang into his face (-us, face)

ku' in-tEm-a'wds-us, thou burnt eyebrow
aP--ta'm-us, his face is scorched

cil tcal-ta'm-ups, he all but scorched his tail (-ups, taO)

tsorri-tcs-En-tsu't, he sucked his own finger

a-tc-nas-nas-u"-s-tcd'nt, he wets people's eyes

244. 1 have worked upon the problem presented by these examples

intensively from the beginning of my work with Coeur d'Alene

and I have come to the conclusion that it can be finally solved

if at all, only with comparative material. The related languages,

Kalispelm and Thompson in particular, and others according to

Haeberlin and Boas^, show that the problem is as important in

them as in Coeur d'Alene. From these examples several conclusions

which must remain tentative are indicated.

245. The process is one in a state of growth, or one which has not

reached stability although it has considerable strength. This is

indicated by the difference of opinion about Scorched Mountain
(see under tarn, scorch) and by other examples. E. g., Dorothy said,

mo^Hi' ... it smokes, but this sounds incorrect to Lawrence who
thinks mo'Ha' . . . sounds better. The examples of §§ 236, 239, 243

indicate that the process has not reached its ultimate limit, but

^ Unpubhshed material on the Chehalis indicates the same problem, but
probably worked out in a different way.
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some of them show the tendency as present affectmg one suffix and

not another.

246. Vocalic dissimilation is used primarily for derivation. It has

not been possible to prove this in every case since the stems are

not obtainable, but there is sufficient evidence to indicate that this

process differentiates meanings. Since so many of the stems occur

in several forms, any of which may, according to the phonetic laws,

take on the same form as another, there must exist some means of

differentiation and this is one of them. I will list a few of these

which concern our examples of phonetic change

:

pu'us, foam po^os, joke

qu'ul, be dust qo^ol, dust flies about

fdm, be damp fam, make damp, dampen
pat', be smooth paf, be mushy
pits, squeeze, push pats, squirt, exert pressure by squeezing

piy, press pay, milk

tsani, bone tsorri, suck (marrow was sucked)

247. In an analysis of the vocabulary I hope to show more

examples and discuss the vowel changes, but these are enough to

demonstrate the process of dissimilation. The examples are not

entirely consistent but pat, be mushy, and 'pats, squirt, e. g., take

the vowel changes, whereas 'fidt\ be smooth and 'pits, press, do not.

I suggest that the stem tsoTri may exact the vowel change to dis-

tinguish it from tsarri, bone, be bony.

248. Several examples of a single stem which demonstrate com-

bination with two similar suffixes are enlightening

:

hm-lEl-lEl-i'nd'dntEm is literally, he was ear-sprinkled in, i. e.,

someone sprinkled water in his ear (to waken him), but hin-

lEl-lEl-and'dntEm, with the same literal meaning but

actually meaning "he heard sprinkling of rain while he slept".

On the other hand compare tc-li'l-iEl-dnd'dntEm and tc-lEl-lEl-i'na'-

dntEm, he was sprinkled on the ears (both have nearly the

same meaning) and tca-lEl-lEl-i'no'dntEm (for tcat-lEl-), each

one (broad siirface, person lying down) is sprinkled over.

Again, tcsin-cEf-i'p-Ents, he set it upright in doorway, but tcsin-

cEt'-d'p, threshold or that which projects in the doorway.

Unless there are two origins of -ip (-ip and -dp), and there is

no evidence for this, it seems that the distinction is made for

the piirpose of derivation.

And again, tuq^-fuq^-a'tcs-Eritsut, they clapped hands (^^, slap,

but taq^, explode, go off).

249. The process may be a result of borrowing. As I have said,

there is no way of checking with satisfactory exactness the examples

I have with any other vocabulary, but although Boas and Haeberlin^

class Kalispelm with Coeur d'Alene, many examples in Giorda

suggest that Kalispelm has a where Coeur d'Alene has i although

^ Sound-Shifts in Salishan Dialects.

38*
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the reasons may of course be very different: e. g. Kal. (Giorda,

I, 463) i-ch-pi' k-aze, white all around. Cp. CdA. t-pd'q-tsd^"', white

person, white on and part of surface. CdA. has pdq, be white (u^-

form) and paq, be made white, and from Giorda it apperars that

Kal. has piq (pik), be white, and paq (pak) be made white. Here

is a case, and there are many, where it is hardly likely that Giorda

would write i for a, and it is to be noted that pik is followed by
-aze rather than -iUd'"' although this a may well be short, obscure,

or non-existent.

250. During the growth of the language, notions were taken, it

seems, from various sources and it is more than likely that vowels

secured their share of inconsistency in the process. The CdA. word
for trout, pat'-a'swdl shows the regular CdA. form a for i after pat',

be mushy, but it shows also w for gw which CdA. tolerates, but only

lightly, especially for diminutives. Note under -isgwdl, fish, that

this is the only case in which gw > w.

251—708. MORPHOLOGY: THE VERB
251—256. Character of the Stem

251. By far the greatest number of Coeur d'Alene stems is

monosyllabic, consisting of cvc, or cvcc. The same stem may be

used for nouns and verbs. The infinitive or participle—they are

the same—is used frequently. It is formed regularly by prefixing

s- to the stem and the majority of nouns begin with s.

252. Not only is the relationship between noun and verb close,

but there is some indication of a strong tendency to verbalize

affixes or particles. I will discuss some evidence for this later

(§ 711), but here give several examples to show the tendency. A
prefix tcits- means "hither, toward the speaker" ; a stem tcits means

"arrive, end of motion in this direction", and is used in all the usual

forms of the transitive and intransitive verb. The word Wna"^, outer

ear, is certainly composed as follows: t-, on and a part of; -iruP"',

usually a suffix meaning "ear". The compound is treated exactly as

a verb would be, even to the glottalization of the t before a stem-

vowel. Still another example is lut, which sometimes seems to be

a particle, (although it may have verbal significance), and sometimes

is used exactly as a verb which might be translated "he no-ed"

meaning "he refused".

253. Still better examples of the close relationship between verb

and other parts of speech are the demonstratives, which exist as

articles, adverbs, and verbs all closely related (§§699-708 ; 722-748).
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254. In a special category of verbs are the bisyllabic stems. Some
of these seem to be orduiary stems to which suffixes have become

so closely related as now to be a part of the stem which cannot be

used without them. Examples of this type are tcEc-ip, chase,

which suggests the analysis "back-accompany"; taqip, dam
(bottom-cover); fuJcHp, start out (one bottom-lies), tsukHn, one

runs (attempt to drag[ ?]). A common one, tcitcmin, throw one

object, cannot be broken up, as is true indeed for most of these

"stems".

254a. Some of the bisyllabic stems have a vowel as an initial and

for this reason present certain complications, some of which concern

the consonants preceding the stem initial as well as the accent.

When a stem of the most common type is compounded with a

suffix, the two being used as one, the accent is commonly and per-

manently on the suffix, but with the bisyllabic vowel-initial stems,

the accent may change (§§ 653). There is some reason to believe

that these "stems" are also a combination of a stem and suffix but

the meanings of both are generally so vague as to make this merely

a theoretical suggestion. And, although the phonetic changes make
for certain difficulties in handling the complex practically, they

nevertheless furnish clues as to the possible origin of the compound
which is treated like a stem.

255. In common with many of the languages of western North

America in general, and with the Salishan languages in particular,

Coeur d'Alene distinguishes between certain actions performed by
singular or plural subjects or upon one or more objects. The stems

are then entirely different. For instance, x^ist, means "he travelled",

but ddxt means "they traveled", kHn, take hold of one. team,

grasp more than one.

256. Many of the stems are onomatopoetic. Not nearly all are

sound-words, but so many of them are that relationships 2yost facto

and analogies between the sounds of the stems and the sounds of

the acts are made. In other words, speakers frequently go back to

sounds for explanations, "That's the way it sounds when it breaks.

I guess that is why that is the word."

257—274. Composition of the Verb Complex

257. The language is unusually free and the forms are regular.

The number of irregularities is small indeed, being confined to a

few stems which have taken on generalized meanings.

258. There is a verb in Coeur d'Alene which slightly resembles

a copula, although it might be as well to call it an impersonal verb.

It is dpi and means "he has, there is". It is treated much like a verb

in some respects, e. g., it has some aspective forms, it takes prefixes,
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tciri-pl, I have; tcdl-hi\pl, I shall have. In other respects it is

irregular as a verb. In the third person singular and in the plurals

the possessive suffixes are added to the noun which follows as if it

were incorporated. I believe this is the origin of the form -ipUix'^tstc

which now seems to be a suffix, and I do not think it even far-

fetched to derive the important and tantalizing -i- of so many of the

suffixes from it (§ 581).

hvri-dpl-tsatx^, I have a house
in-dpl-tsd'tx^, thou hast a house
dpt-tsd'tx^-s, he has a house
dpi-tsE-tsd'tx^ -dt, we have houses
dpl-tsE-tsd'tx'^''-mp, you have houses
dpl-tsE-tsd'tx'"^-silc, they have houses

Some other forms are:

tcd"^^nu'c xal 'uF-pi, I wish also it would be again
tcita'dpl tcs-nEmu't, from there there was (someone) sitting in

watching (tcitd-,iTora. there hither; tcs-, -with, pvirpose; hin-, in;

dm, one sits ; -ut, be in position)

Id tsi'ipl its-k'^i'n, they are the ones who took it first (Id with verb
makes relative clause; tsi^-, first)

luw dpt-tsd'tx^", that one who owned the house (iuwd, that, with
verb makes relative clause; tsdtx^", house)

no'"' sd'gwdt ku'^-p-sq^"a's-q^asd'"', whosever child it is (nd^"', doubt;
sdgwdt, who; ku^ -vowel- > ku''^; Is- >- s-; ku^-, thou). The
only trace of apfleft here is -p-, nevertheless it is understood
to be present. This example illustrates well how easily dpt could

be lost entirely.

259. From the example ku^^-pi, thou art (cont. and cust.) it

seems as if a were a prefix rather than part of the stem for the stem

vowel initial is not usually affected by assimilation of the prefix to it.

260. A number of the usual grammatical processes are used, but

almost every psychological idea is expressed by more than one.

Possession, e. g., is expressed by prefixes in the first and second

singular, by suffixes in the third singular and in all the plurals;

diminutive is shown by reduplication and the glottalization of a

series of sounds, or by these means together with consonant change
and change of accent

;
prefixes together with suffixes are necessary

to express continued or customary action.

261. Within its limitations, however, the language is flexible,

allowing an unusual opportunity for the expression of fine shades

of meaning. Words which could not possibly be transitive in

English may be treated transitively in Coeur d'Alene. With the

exception of the neutral verbs, practically every stem has the

potentiality of appearing as either intransitive or transitive.

Furthermore, combinations of stem and affixes which might seem
to us psychologically intolerable are possible. For instance, a stem
which means "move quickly" could be used in a construction which
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would have to be translated "he moved quickly very slowly". Such
a construction is regarded as amusing and it is not only tolerated,

it is enjoyed. The flexibility of the language affords innumerable

facilities for word coining of great appropriateness, versatility of

individual style, and play of imagination. The opportunities it

offers for punning are legion and this is a favorite diversion of all

my informants. To the freedom of composition there is added the

use of a large vocabulary and the effect of one on the other combined
with lively imagination makes for the continuous growth of an
extensive and subtle vocabulary.

262. The primary interest of the language centers on the way'in
which a state or an action came about. This is not the kind of

distinction which we should call mode. It is much more subtle, and
besides, the differentiations made would not fit into the classification

of "aspects". Verbs may be intransitive in meaning and form in

which case they express condition (state) or action. The difference

between state and action may be expressed by grammatical form.

One form will show that the subject has been acted upon and now
exists in that "acted-upon" state so that the condition might be

removed again; another, that the subject was acted upon so that

the condition is within and has become a part of it ; and a third, that

the condition is within and part of the subject. There is also a

differentiation as to how it became acted upon: it acted with or

without its own volition ; or it came to be acted upon by, or without,

a natural or human agent; or the action was performed with, or

without, control. Still another form indicates that a person or

object affects in a particular way, or "has the quality of affect-

ing
"

263 .Words denoting action may be modified to show whether
the subject is "in the act of. . . .", or "in the position of ",

"moving in a horseshoe curve", "arranging for...", "doing ...

artificially", "attempting to...", "acting playingly", "acting

seemingly", "actmg willingly".

264. Verbs of action, even such as "go", may be treated as in-

transitive or transitive, but the two ideas run so closely parallel

that I shall have to discuss them together. Perhaps it would be

more accurate to say that in Coeur d'Alene the line between trans-

itivity and intransitivity is drawn differently from the languages

with which we are most familiar. Some verbs demand a psycholog-

ical object even though their form may be intransitive. There is a

general suffix for these and I refer to this form as a "transitive

with an indefinite object" although the form seems more intrans-

itive than transitive.

265. The many suffixes referring to body-parts and to place are

exploited by Coeur d'Alene to a great extent, and accent is used
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to change meanings. To explain a number of ideas I shall take the
example, "wear moccasins" which is composed of the stem "stick

to" and the suffix "foot".

266. If the stem has the accent, the combination means simply
"he is stuck to as to foot" or "he has a moccasin on".

267. If the accent is on the suffix the combination means "he
has moccasin-put on"; this form is understood to refer always to

the subject. It is essentially an intransitive form and thus differs

from the reflexive which is transitive. This is exceedingly difficult

to render in English, for we feel we ought to use the transitive.

Since there is some reason to believe that the suffixes are either

incorporated nouns or derived from them, I shall translate this

form as if the body-part were a part of the verb, thus "he is foot-

stuck". It should be noted that this differs from the first example
in that here the actual subject is "foot" which is really a nominative
of reference. It might be compared to EngUsh "he wood-chopped"
although this does not express all that is contained in the Coeur
d'Alene verb.

268. These forms, i. e.. stem with accent-suffix, and stem-suffix

with accent, can be used transitively in both active and passive.

Transitive derivatives of § 266 would be : active, [she stuck him as

to the foot]i; passive, [he is stuck as to the foot].

269. Transitive derivatives of § 267 are used: active, she foot-

stuck him (put moccasin on him); passive, he is foot-stuck (he has

had moccasins put on).

270. There are, in addition to these transitive forms, two suffixes,

one causative; one, usitative. It can readily be seen that, if there is

a stem and two or more suffixes and a possibility of the accent

falling on either stem or suffix with difference in meaning, the

number of distinctions may become large, as indeed it does. I shall

discuss the effects of accent and suffix combinations under Accent

(§§ 651-698) but mention these matters here to point out that the

English causative or passive may not be used accurately to translate

the Coeur d'Alene intransitive with accented suffix because Coeur

d'Alene has aU the forms used in English and others as weU. The
forms would be translated: she caused him to be foot-stuck, she

used him to foot-stick, she used him to cause foot-sticking, and
their corresponding passives: he was caused to be foot-stuck, he

was used to foot-stick, he was used to cause foot-sticking.

271. There is perhaps no verb for which all these shades ofmeaning
occur, nevertheless all verbs have the potentiality for them, and
many of them do appear.

272. As if these means, all grammatical, were not sufficient to

draw finely enough the wire of meaning, there is a vocabulary device

^ Theoretical forms which do not exist or are not used are enclosed in brackets.
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which seems strictly formal, and which gives another shade of

meaning. This is a vowel change in a stem. For instance, tcdd

means "be shady, shade" and tcid means "make shaded, shady";

k'^ul, be red; A;'*^7, dye (make) red; gwaq, be roomy, have space,

gwoq, make way, as through a crowd (see § 246). Other fine

distinctions are indicated by stem-changes, largely phonetic, but
these must be left for the discussion of vocabulary.

273. Enough has been said to indicate the grooves in which
Coeur d'Alene thought runs and I shall now outline the ways in

which the distinctive forms are built up. The forms themselves ar^

simple enough, but it is easy to understand the difficulties inter-

preters have in making the proper translations. It will be necessary

to discuss the pronouns and the aspect requirements before the forms

are taken up because these are general and, once known, apply to

them all.

274. Although the phonetic changes involved in composition are

numerous and sometimes obscure the stem slightly, never does the

stem lose its identity. The form which corresponds to the Indo-

European infinitive as identifying the verb in its class is the in-

transitive completive, the simplest form of the verb possible, one
which often occurs without affixes. In many cases, this form of the

stem may be used for the transitive completive merely by adding

the object-subject pronominal suffixes.

275—276. Subject Pronouns

275. The various persons, of which there are three in the singular

and plural as in English, are expressed, except for the third, in the

simplest verbs, by the use of short forms which are related to

the independent pronouns:

Independent pronoun Pronominal subject

S.

1 tcinff^, I tcin-

2 kuwd, thou ku- or ku^-

3 tsd'nil, he, she, it —
PL
1 tcli'pust, we tc-

2 kupli'pust, you kup-
3 tsEni'l-dc, they -de

276. I am writing all subject and object pronouns as affixes

because even those definitely related to the independent pronouns
are shortened forms and assimilate phonetically so thoroughly with

the verbal prefixes that I do not feel that they exist independently.

The suffix of the third person plural is really only a plural ; absence

of pronoun indicates third person.
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277. Aspect

277. The language has three "aspects", distinguished in various

ways but particularly by affixes and the use of the pronouns. The
first of these is the completive, used to indicate an action complete

in the past. The second is the customary, which may be translated

"customarily he ....". If an action or series of acts is repeated

more than twice, as for instance, when Catbird fished everything

he wanted out of the water, the best translation is "he would. ..."

which is really a customary past. A further use of the customary

suffixes without the prefix should be rendered "according to

custom", a construction used for generalizing. The third aspect is

the continuative. It expresses continued action or being in the

present or the past and from its makeup, entirely different from the

other two which are similarly formed, seems to be a verbal noun.

278—318. Intransitive

278—291. General Remarks

278. Having discussed the stem, the independent pronouns and
their shortened forms used as prefixes, and the aspects, we may
now illustrate the way in which the various aspects are expressed.

279. The completive is formed by prefixing the personal pronouns

to the verb-stem,

280. The customary intransitive is formed by prefixing the same
pronouns, and the customary prefix dts- (ats-) to the stem. Since

some of the pronominal prefixes end in unstable sounds and since

the customary prefix has a vowel-initial, certain assimilations occur

which make the paradigm appear irregular. Furthermore, ts of the

customary is also unstable since it assimilates to a following dental,

sibilant, y, or lateral which may appear as the initial of another

prefix or of the stem, most frequently the latter. For these reasons

it seems advisable to list not only the regular, but also the two
most common combinations of personal pronoun and customary

prefix. In the first column is the regular form ; in the second, the

reduced form resulting from the assimilation of ts to a following

consonant ; and in the third, the form resulting from the contraction

of: pronominal prefix-customary prefix-^m- meaning "in, into, or

on" (§ 181). This prefix is only one of many, but it is given here

because it is used more commonly than any other, anp is more
obscured. In many cases it is so much a part of the verb, that

the stem has no meaning without it, or means something entirely

different from what it means with it.
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281. Pronoun with Pronoun with ts Pronoun with cust.

dts-
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tinuous and continual action, not very commonly used, which is

made by using additional prefixes (§§ 387-388).

286. Some stems allow true intransitives and these are formed

for each tense by prefixing the element given above for aspect,

number, and person.

287. Other stems seem to require a psychological object. The
most general of these is the suffix -Em for completive and custom-

ary, -Emc for continuative, and theoretically, they may be used

with all stems requiring such an object. Many stems, however,

have taken on some particular suffix which has become formalized in

the intransitive. For instance,

t'a'p-stca'nt, he shot (hterally, he people-shot)

288. A few stems require the suffix -En. The use of all these

vague suffixes seems to be strictly formal although it has been

suggested that -En is used when the action can be controlled, that

it is omitted when the action is not controlled. An attempt to

classify stems in this way has yielded no satisfactory results.

289. Certain it is that some stems are of themselves complete,

others need "completing" or take an indefinite object (or an incor-

porated noun).

290. In addition to the use of affixes with their necessary con-

tractions, the continuative may require a change of accent. Bisyl-

labic stems which have the accent on the first syllable in completive

and customary, accent the second in the continuative, or if the

stem requires a body-part suffix for completion, the accent which

falls on the stem in the completive and customary may be shifted

to the suffix in the continuative.

291. Since few notions in Coevir d'Alene are expressed by the use

of a particular grammatical process, but must rather employ several,

as e.g., prefixing with suffixing, or reduplication with glottalization,

I shall note here the affixes which modify the verbs and designate

the fine shades of meaning instead of leaving them until I treat

affixes in general.

292—299. Verbal Prefixes

292. The occurrence of the various forms of prefixes ending in

ts are explained in § 131. The prefix dts- may appear as ats-, a"-, a":

dts-, customary
dts-gwi'tc, cust. he sees

aHs-a'tsx, cust. he looks

aP'-ni'tc-Em, cust. he cuts

dn-ni'td-stus, cust. she cuts it into (dish)

its-, continuative. Other forms are its-, i^-

its-gwi'tc, he is seeing

its-Eku'n, he is saying, telling

i^-thp-stcd'nt, he is shooting
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293. dts-, found with the same variations as the customary prefix

but to be distinguished from it, prefixed to a verbal stem, indicates

that something has been acted upon and now exists in an absolute

way. Really a resultative, this prefix is often impersonal

:

dts-pd'ri, it exists having been bent
aP'-lu'p, it exists having been dried

294. u^-, a prefix used with a stem to indicate that a quality is

within the subject and has become a part of it. This is an absolute

form but is used for persons as well as objects. This prefix precedes

the subject pronoun

:

u"'-lu''p, it is dry
u^4i'c, it is sweetened
u^-su'l, it is cold

u^-tcin-xd's, I am well

u^-kup -tea's, you are on bad terms (with each other)

295. The stems used with this prefix often have a different vowel
from those used with the other forms. Quite often the vowel,

though of the same timbre as that used vath other forms, is very

short although it is accented. In other cases the timbre changes

as, e.g., W^-ti'c, it is sweetened and f'ac-^, it is sweet (§300), oi u^-su'l,

it (stove) is cold ; and sul-t, he is cold. Furthermore, whereas redupli-

cated plurals ordinarily take the accent on the first syllable of the

stem, stems with this prefix, with few exceptions, require that it

fall on the second (§ 597).

296. Like some other Coeur d'Alene affixes (cp. §§ 869-874) the

prefix s- performs several functions, all of which are modifications of

the verb complex, and because several of these may operate within

the same complex it is sometimes difficult to separate them exactly.

297. S-, nominalizing. This prefix forms the infinitive or participle

which are the same ; both are verbal nouns

:

s-qd'y-Em, writing

s-tk'^dl-xu'i, traveling (th'^dl-, about to definite jDlaces; xui, go)

y-oq^s, drinking (for s-oq^s, see § 124)

298. S-, continuative. Although I believe that the 5- of the contin-

uative makes of it a verbal noun, I include it here in case there may
be doubt. The s-prefix causes in this aspect complicated phonetic

contractions, some of w^hich have already been indicated (§ 180),

others of which will appear as the analysis proceeds. It seems as if

some words include the same s- twice, once in the its- (its-) of the

continuative and again as an initial and necessary part of the

continuative form (§ 357). It seems to me likely that s-, lost as it

is in the vowel of the continuative may, in these cases, be felt to be
missing, in which cases it is supplied and actually appears twice,

once as a fossil, and once functioning

:

s-tk'^dT-ts-xu'i, he is travelling about (for tk^dl-its-xu'i)
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299. S-, intentional. Most commonly this prefix is used to express

intention in the immediate future in which case it is preceded by
teal, which seems to be a free particle but which, because of I, its

unstable ending, assimilates to the following sounds so intimately

as to make it seem a prefix and so I have written it in many cases.

However, the intentional may appear without tcdi, e.g., with hoi in

which case it means "now I have decided to", "now after considera-

tion I intend. ,
.".

300-308. Verbal Suffixes

300. It would be appropriate to record the suffix -t immediately

after prefix u'^- because only by contrasting the two forms can their

use be understood and it is sometimes so formalized that it is often

difficult to predict which form should be used. The suffix -t indicates

that a person or object has a characteristic innately, rather than

within but not inherent, as when expressed by the prefix w"-

:

djay-djiy-t, it (he) is ugly
t'dc-t, it is sweet
tax-t, it is bitter

sul-t, he is cold

301. A suffix -t which may not be the same is also used with some
verbs of action

:

uk'"'-t, he crawled
tci-twi'p-t, he came hither over an obstruction

tcin-tsdn-tci'ts-t, I arrived at destination

302. A derivative form which means to "have the quality of

affecting. ..." is formed by duplicating the stem and adding -t:

pa's-pas-t, it (he) causes amazement, has an astonishing effect

(pas, astonish)

lu'p-lup-t, it (shed) keeps dry (lup, dry)

xa'ts-xdts-t, it is strange, makes people feel strange (xats, arouse

ciiriosity)

qa'm-qam-t, he is inattentive (qdm, pay no attention)

ca'r-car-t, it is steep, too difficult to attempt, affects with inanition

(car, be lazy)

pa'x-pax-t, his wisdom is effective, i. e., he influences by wisdom
(pax, be wise)

303. By taking examples from the same stem (actually with

different vowels in this case) the difference may be best illustrated

:

d^-ti'c x^d pdlE'ms, the prvme is sugared (covered with sugar)

u^-fi'c x^d pdlE'ms, the prxxne is sweetened (has had sugar ad-

ded to liquid in which it is stewed)

idct x'^d pdlE'ms, the prime is sweet because it ripened thus

304. A partial test for the difference between u^- . . . and . . .t

forms is that of objectivity and subjectivity and hereafter I shall

refer to the u^- as the objective, and the ... ^ as the subjective forms.
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305. The modifications given to the verb above denote condition,

quality, or state. They may be called modifications of the neutral

verb. The active verb is treated differently but there is a close

relationship between the tjrpes of specification used in both sets,

and one of the greatest difficulties I found in analyzing the verb

was due to overlapping of the two classes.

306. Some active verbs may be used independently, that is,

without suffixes, to qualify or define the source of the act. Others

must have the specification expressed. There are several methods

of doing this.

The suffix -'p indicates that the action was not voluntary on the

part of the subject

:

qdw-'p, long object broke
Raw-p, liquid dropped
an-sa'r^-p-tsEn, he drools (an-, cust.; sar^, flow; -tsin, mouth)
s-tcdd-p, beginning of winter (s-, nom.; tcdd, shade)

307. Another means of expressing almost the same idea is by
reduplicating the final consonant of the stem in which case the

proper translation is "it came to. .

.

", that is, without effort on its

own part (§§ 607-610). Although processes in this language are

rarely completely exclusive, it seems that those verbs which take

the suffix -p do not take final reduplication. The reverse is also true

that those which reduplicate do not take -p :

pdn-Eri, it has come to be bent
yaR-aR, they assembled (yaR, be all together)

t'dK-uJc^, he fell (fdK^, one lies)

dm-Em, it lighted (dm, one sits)

308. In order to complete the emphasis on the specific treatment

of verbs, I mention here the use of the reduplicated form with suffix

-Em. This form is exactly like the one immediately preceding, but

adds the suffix -sm, to indicate that "it came to be .... of its own
accord" (§ 609):

pd'n-Eii-Em, it bent of its own accord
ul-t'ul-ul-stci'nt-E'm,he rose again (ui-, again; t'ul, be like a person;

stcint, person)

309-312. Imperative

309. The imperative intransitive is formed by suffixing the

following

:

-c, second person singular:

xui-c, go!

x^ist-c, depart!

ho'i-tsEn-c, be quiet ! (hoi, cease ; -tsin, mouth)
-ul, second person plural:

xuy-ul, go you!
ho'i-tsEn-ul, be quiet you

!
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310. If the verb has an indefinite object, or needs a suffix to

"complete" it, -Em, is commonly used:

pu'lut-Em-ul, kill an indefinite one you!

311. But if the object is definitely known, the suffix -itc (-dtc)

is used

:

pu'lut-dtc-\d, kill the definite one you

!

tcitsd'-i'tc-ul, leave the definite one alone

ul-xu'y-atc-c, take back the definite one

312. There are no verbal pronouns for the exhortative which is

expressed by the particle na'°- which has a weak imperative, as well

as a future dubitative significance (§ 777):

na'" tcm-xu'i, I will go, let me go

313-318. Negative

313. The negative, lut, behaves sometimes as a stem, but more
frequently as a particle. Its use to negate other verbs suggests that

it may be a verb compounded with another verb incorporated as a

noun in the verbal complex (§§ 750-756). The form lutd-, equivalent

to lut-hd-,hd being the definite article, points to this interpretation,

as does the fact that commonly the negative has an s-form which

may be nominal. When used, s- is simply prefixed to the completive

and customary forms, but the fact that the negative continuative

is formed by simply affixing lutd- is rather strong evidence that this

s- is the nominalizing prefix. Further evidence is the fact that the

negative intransitives are formed with the possessive affixes.

314. There seems to be a dialectic difference in the use of s- with

the negative completive and customary transitives (i. e., finite

forms)

:

lutaP'-gwi'tc-ts, and Ivtd-s-gwi'tc-ts, she did not see him,

are both correct ; the former is slightly preferable, but there is hardly

enough difference to indicate a preference.

315. The same is true of the following

:

lutd-td^'-Ku'TEnts and lutd-s-td"'-Ku'lEnts, he did not fix it before

they arrived, (the s-form is preferable here)

lutdn-tci'tc-dtcntEm or lutd-sm-tci'tc-dtcntEm, he was not overtaken-

In this case there is no preference as is the case also with
luta-xi'itctmEnts and luta-s-xi'ltctmEnts, he did not let go of it.

On the other hand, only the forms
lutd"^-pu'lustp, do not kill him; and lutd-s-t-tcd'ii-Ems, he did not

hold on to it, are allowable.
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316. Completive
S.

1 lutd-hi-s-t'ap-sted'nt, I did not shoot

2 lutd' -i-s-t'ap-stcd'nt, thou didst not shoot

3 lutd-s-tdp-stcd'nt .s, he did not shoot

PI.

1 lutd-s-fap-stcd'nt-dt, we did not shoot

2 lutd-s-fctp-stcd'nt-mp, you did not shoot

3 lutd-s-thp-stcd'nt .s-dc, they did not shoot

317. Customary
S.

1 lutd-hi'''-fap-stcd'nt, I do not shoot (hin-s-dts-f> hi'H'-)

2 luta'-i'''-fap-stcant, thou dost not shoot (in-s-ats-f > i^H'-)

3 lutd-y-t'ap-stcd'nt .s, he does not shoot (s-ats-f- > yf-)

PI.

1 lutd-y-tdp-stcd'nt-dt, we do not shoot (s-dts-f- > yt'-)

3 lutd-y-tap-stcd'nt-mp, you do not shoot

3 lutd-y-idp-stcd'nt-s-dc, they do not shoot

318. Continuative
S.

1 lutd-tci^'' -(ap-stca nt, I am not shooting

2 lutd-kuy-iap-stcd'nt, thou art not shooting

3 lutd'-i-tap-stcd'nt, he is not shooting

PI.

1 lutd-tc-H-t'afap-stcd'nt, we are not shooting

2 lutd-kup-H-tixtap-stcd'nt, you are not shooting

3 lutd-H-ih-£ap-stcant, they are not shooting

319-345. Tkansitive

319-322. Active Voice: Completive

319. The three aspects of the transitive verb are expressed by-

affixes. The prefixes correspond to those used for the intransitive.

The suffix -ts denotes the completive; -stm, the customary; and

-Em, the continuative.

320. In Coeur d'Alene it is always necessary to express the

object and subject pronouns in the verb even if the nominal object

and subject are given. The order for the formation of the completive

is: stem—aspect sign {-ts)—object—subject.

321. Since the aspect suffix and the objective-subjective pronouns

are so closely assimilated in many cases, I will first give the com-

bination with the aspect sign:

322. Completive
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323-331. Active Voice: Customary

323. The customary transitive is formed as follows: customary

prefix (dts-)—stem—customary suffix (stm)—object pronoun

—

subject pronoun.

324. The object-subject combinations are really the same as for

the completive, but there are certain contractions which operate

for the aspect suffixed (§ 193):
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329. It is never found in the second subject-first plural object

combination

:

ku^-t'a'p-cdc, thou shottest us

kup-fa'p-cdc, you shot us

or in the customary:

a'^-(a'p-sEn, I cust. shoot it

a'^-fa -fap-stni-dt, we cust. shoot at him

330. The suffix -En is a transitivizing element found in the

active and passive completive, and also with the reflexive and
reciprocal. Like other elements of the language (s-prefix, e. g.,

and -Em) it may be confused with -En which is used to "complete"

some intransitive forms or with -in {-an, -En), a suffix modifying

the stem and seeming to mean "attempt" (§ 438).

331. The following stems do not have -En, but take the pronominal

suffixes immediately after the stem: gwitc, see; dm, share; sdx^,

carry on back; sux'^, know; kwin, take hold of; tcil, give; q^iT,

starve; gwunit, call.

332-336. Active Voice: Continuative

332. The continuative transitive is buUt up on principles entirely

different from the other two aspects, the sole likeness being that

the object precedes the subject. In discussing the intransitive I

pointed out the fact that the continuative must be considered a

verbal noun. The same is true of the transitive but now there is a

combination of two pronominal series, the independent and the

possessive, which combine to form a prefix denoting object-subject,

which in its turn combines with the nominalizing s- and the its-,

continuative prefix. These elements all contract to form the series

which I have given in §§ 180-181.

333. For convenience I repeat the subjective and the possessive

pronominal series here, as well as the combined forms, which, now
that the formulas have been derived, may be used quite mechani-
cally.

bjective
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334. Regular continuative
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338. The customary and continuative exhortatives are formed

by using the element na''^ with the ordinary tense forms ; the pro-

nominal suffixes are exactly the same:

no' a°--ta'p-stmdx^, may thou cust. shoot at me

339-341. Passive Voice: Completive and Customary

339. Coeur d'Alene has a true passive voice; it denotes that the

subject has been acted upon by an agent. The makeup of the

aspects is the same as for the active. The passive endings are

:

Completive Customary

S.

1 -ts-dl-dm -stm-dl-dm

2 -ts-i-t -stm-tt

3 -t-Em (ftsJ-t-EmJ -s-tEm (s[tm]-tEm)

PI.

1 -tdl-it (ftsj-tdl-it) -s-tdl-it (s[tm]-tdl-it)

2 -tulm-it (ftsj-tulm-it) -s-tulm-it (s[tm]-tulm-it)

3 -t-Em- lie -s-tEm-dc

340. A comparison of these endings with the active shows that -t

seems to be a sign of the passive for these two aspects, and that the

passive subjective pronouns are closely related to the active objective

pronouns, an occurrence common to many North American lan-

guages. It is interesting to note the presence of -al, I (me), regularly

in the passive and only in the combination with the second person

plural subject of the active. The loss of the aspect-suffixes ts- and

stm- corresponds exactly to the cases of their loss in the active, that

is ts- and tm- of stm- are lost before -t.

341. It is to be understood of course that the passive customary,

besides being denoted by the suffix stm- which combines properly

with the pronominal suffixes, has the usual customary prefix dts-,

or one of its variants

:

dts-gwi'tc-stm-dldm, I am seen cust.

a'^-fa'p-stEm, it is cust. shot

342-343. Passive Voice: Continuative

342. The only difference between the intransitive and the passive

continuative is in the addition of the continuative suffix -Em

:

tci'^ts-gwi'tc, I am seeing

tci'^ts-gim'tc-E7n, I am being seen

343. Verbs requiring -Em in the intransitive differ only in having

the suffix -Emc in the intransitive continuative (§287) and -Em in

the passive ; the pronominal prefixes are the same

:
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Continuative intransitive

tci'^-ni'tc-Emc, I am cutting (sawing)

tci^'' -tap-stca'nt, I am shooting

Passive

tci'^-ni'tc-Em, I am being cut

tci^'^-ta'p-Em, I am being shot

344-345. Negative: Active and Passive

344. The negative completive and customary transitive are

formed exactly as the intransitive by prefixing lut(h)d-s- to the

regular transitive completive forms of the verb. Since the same
phonetic changes occur as for the noun, s- seems to be the nomin-

alizer.

345. Since the continuative is already a nominal form it is

necessary, as usual, to prefix only lut-, not, to the regular continu-

ative forms:

lut(h)d-s-ia'p-En-tsEn, I did not shoot thee

lutd-y -ta'p-sEn, I do not cust. shoot thee (s-ats-t- > yt'-)

lut-hi^'-fa'p-Em, I am not shooting him

The passives are formed in the same way

:

lut(h)d-s-ta'p-En-tsdldm, I have not been shot

lutfh)d-y-ta'p-stm,it, thou art not cust. shot

lut-i^ -fa p-Eni, he is not being shot at

346-355. Intentional

346. Now that the composition of verbs has been discussed

according to intransitive and transitive ideas, aspect and voice,

imperative and negative, we may consider a common differentiation

which includes several forms of expression which I shall call the

intentional. It is formed from parts already familiar to us, and

because of s- tends to become confused with the nominal form. It

has nevertheless a distinct meaning. As we have found before too,

the complications are largely phonetic, but no longer new, for the

sounds we have already encountered break down and combine anew.

347. The intentional may be used without a modifying element

but it is not common:

s-tcitu^s-tcd' ni-l-tmdt, let's go fetch it from him
s-tsu'n-tct-Em-il-tEm, it was to be shown for him
ku-s-tu^y-a'tsx-l-tEm, it is to be looked at for thee

348. Most frequently it is intention in the immediate future, and

the element teal which indicates future, precedes all other elements.
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349. Intransitive completive is formed by teal-, fut. — prono-

minal subject — s- inten. — stem

:

tcdl-tci-s-tca c-En, I am to go along {ior tcdl-tcin-s-

)

tcdl-ku-s-gwi'tc, thou art to see

tcd-s-ni'tc-Emc, he is to cut (for tcdl-s-ni'tc-Emc

)

tcdl-tc-y-i'in, we are to eat (for tcdl-tc-s-i'ln)

tcdl-kup-ya'ts-atsqd'"', you are to go out (for tcdl-kup-s-ats-atsqd^^,

ts before stem initial vowel > ts)

tcd-s-fap-stcd'nt-dc, they are to shoot (for tcdi-s-fap-stcd'nt-dc)

350. If an indefinite object is implied the form is exactly the same

except that verbs which take -En in the preceding case take -Erne
;

those which in that case take no suffix also take none in this

:

tcdl-tcis-tcd'c-Emc, I am to accompany something indefinite

tcdl-ku-s-gwi'tc, thou art to see something indefinite

tcd-s-ni'tc-Emc, he is to cut something indefinite

tcdl-tc-y-i'l-Emc, we are to (let us) eat something indefinite

teas-tap -stcd'nt- lie (tcas-fia-fdp-stcd'nt) , they are to shoot something

indefinite

351. Intransitive continuative or customary are the same. These

aspects are formed exactly as the completive except that the

continuative prefix its-, or the customary, dts-, follows the s-, i. e.,

the form is made up: tcdi-, fut. — pronominal subject — s-

inten, — its-cont. (or dts-, cust.) — stem — suffix -En:

tcdl-tci^'' -tea c-En, cust. I am to accompany, or I am to be accom-

panying
tcdl-ku-y -ts-gwi'tc, cust. thou^art to see, or thou art to be seeing

352. There is an intransitive form which implies an indefinite

object composed in similar fashion:

tedl-tei'^ -ted'c-Emc, I am to be going with some one

tcdy-ni'tc-Emc, he is to be cutting something

353. The intentional transitive completive represents a simple

form of the verb with s- prefix. The setup is exactly the same as

for the continuative but lacks the prefix its- which complicates the

continuative contractions, i. e., there is the independent pronoun of

the object and the possessive of the subject. The results for the

pronominal combinations with s- intentional are as foUows:

. . -Em, I intend to .... thee

. -Em, I intend to ... . him
. . . -Em, I intend to .... you
. . . -Em, thou intendest to .... me
-Em,, thou intendest to .... him
. . . -ede, thou intendest to .... us)

. . -Em-s, he intends to .... me
. . -Em-s, he intends to .... thee

Em-s, he intends to. . . . him
, . -Em-s, he intends to .... us

. , . -Em-s, he intends to .... you

1-2
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Ip—2 ku-s- .... -Em-dt {-at is often omitted making the form the
same as the passive), we intend to .... thee

lj3—3 s- . . . . -m-dt, we intend to .... him
Ip—2p kwp-s- .... -Em-dt (see remark vmder Ip—2), we intend to ...

.

you
2p— 1 tcis- .... -mj), you intend to .... me
2p—3 S-. . . . -mp, you intend to .... him
2p—Ip (kup-s- .... -cdc, you intend to .... us)

354. It should be noted that the ending after I is, as in the

completive, -tEm, instead of -Em.

355. The continuative and customary intentionals have exactly

the same form as the continuative indicative, the difference in

meaning being indicated solely by S3mtactic particles. There is a

tendency for ts of the prefix to be retained in the cases in which it

would ordinarily be assimilated to a following sound (§§ 131) in

the indicative, but often both forms are allowable.

356-357. ^-FoRMS

356. We have already discussed four s-forms which seem clear,

the nominal or participial, the continuative, the negative, and the

intentional. Coeur d'Alene, like other languages, once it developed

or adapted a device seems to have worked it overtime, and so it is

with the prefix s-. Besides its uses already discussed there is another

whose meaning I cannot analyze. It seems as if certain verbs, not

very many, demand the form in what seems to be an absolute, or

perhaps a continuative form. The examples follow:

tcis-tsi'gw-t-unic, I am the youngest adult (tcin-s- >> tcis-)

ku-s-tsi-tsi'w-t-unic, thou art the youngest child

s-tcd'ts-dlt, he is stupid, submissive, has no initiative

s-du''^ -du''"-k^-rrii'n-d''°'s, he is stingy about lending it

s-tci^-tcd'm-Emc, he is taking them hither

s-tci'^-siy-Em-s-tsu't, he was exerting himself (tcits-its-s- > tci*^s-;

Us-, eont.)

s-tci'^n-k^i'n-Emc, he came singing (tcits-hm-its- > tci^'^n-j

s-tk'^dT-fa-fa'p-Eryic, he is hunting small game

357. If the analysis of the last three examples is correct there

seems to be s- in addition to s hidden in its- which I have ascribed

to the continuative (I of tk'^dl-i > I). This seems to be correct for,

although the negative usually takes an s-form, it should not be

necessary for the continuative, for it is there already.

358-369. Irregular Veers

358. When one considers the phonetic complexities of Coeur

d'Alene it is remarkable to note how few the irregularities are. Such
irregularities as appear seem to be due to phonetic causes.
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359. Generally speaking stems ending in t, n, and I which are

susceptible to transitivization seem to be irregular. These verbs

depart from the regular paradigms in that they take customary

endings for the completive form (see §§ 157, 195):

aku'stus, he told him (stem dts-Eku'-stus, he cust. says to

dk^n) him
axi'stus, he did thus to him dti-Exi'-stus, he cust. does

(stem axil) thus to him
dtci'stus, what did he do with dts-Etci'stus, he cust. does

it ? Hterally, he did it with it with it

it (stem dtcin-)

360. However, it cannot be said that all stems with these con-

sonants as finals are treated in this manner

:

k'^in-ts, he took hold of it (stem k^in)

iln-ts, he ate it (stem iln)

361. There are not many stems with these final consonants and

most of them do not occur in the same settings so it is difficult to

test them. The most common are:

dtcin, do with

dk'>"n, tell

qWa^agWfp&i^ speak

gwdy, finish

362. The stems ak'^n, dtcin, axil, as well as those which do not

take customary pronominal forms in the completive, assimilate

their final consonants to -I, one of the dative suffixes (§ 562):

k'^il-ts, he took (held) it for her (for k'^in-l-ts)

dtci'lts, he did with it for her (for dtci'n-l-ts

)

axi'lts, he did thus with it for her (for dxi'l-l-ts)

Hits, he ate it for her (for iln-l-ts)

363. Although the dative, -I, renders the stem which may become

irregular in cases, regular, the other dative suffix, -cit, as a favor

to (§ 564), which is regular in the completive, requires that the

customary be expressed by the completive pronominal endings

:

dti-Etci'n-citsEn, I cust. scold him as a favor to thee (instead of

dts-Etci'n-cits-stmn). The stem dtcin has taken on the meaning
of "scold" in the customary.

364. The suffixes -im, causative (§ 439), and -itc, grow. . . (§ 442),

always take the customary pronominal suffixes even in the com-

pletive. This is regular, and once more the explanation seems

to be phonetic

:

xd's-Em-stmm, I cured thee; lit., I caused thee well

xds-t-iTc-stmin, I changed thee for the better (amended, improved)

;

lit., I grew thee good. Note that the causative above is used

with the objective form of the verb xds, whereas -iTc is used

with the subjective form, xds-t.
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365. Now if these suffixes took the ordinary completive prono-

minal suffixes we should have:

xd's-EmtsEn (instead of xds-Em-stmn) and xdst-il'c-tsEn (instead of

xdst-iTc-stmEn)

.

If we consult the list of consonant clusters (§§ 99, 103) we see

that the clusters mtsn and Tctsn do not occur, either as finals or as

intermediates. It is likely that the impossibility of admitting such

clusters is the reason these suffixes take the customary forms in

the completive.

366. With a meaning as general as it has, it is not surprising that

the stem, dtcin, do with, should have taken on a number of idiomatic

meanings. It may mean "put aside, near or in" according to the

prefixes used with it. Transitive completive forms with -cit, as a

favor to, may mean "gave some to . .
.

, took it out as a favor to . .
.

,

or put it down for . .
.". The customary and continuative transi-

tives may mean "put it down for . . .", but more generally mean
"scold". The full continuative form, its-Etci'n-Emc, may mean
"what is he doing ?", but if abbreviated to ts-Etci'n-Emc, means
"what is the matter ?" and the customary intransitive means "how
is he ? how does he act ?" Similarly dts-Etcdn-i^u' tEm, has an inter-

rogative meaning "how did it happen ? how in the world did it get

that way?" (-i^utEm, automatically). There is no parallel for this

interrogative construction anywhere else in the language. Still

another abbreviation, tci'n-Emc, means "what of it ? what the

deuce ? what's the idea ?" or with a different tone and lengthening

the same form designates sympathy.
367. A stem used only of inanimate objects is dtcEn, e. g.,

d'^^n-d'tcEfi, (sack) is tied up
dtcdri-m-i'tct-mEn-tx'^, what didst thou do with it ?

368. There are three possible etymologies for this usage and they

are doubtless confused: tcdri, round object lies, could have a "made
so" form (dHcdn) ; dtcin may somehow have taken on a glottaUzed

n; and dtcdn-i'Tc, at what time, may be related. None offers a

satisfactory explanation in all details and it is more than likely

that the stems were confused and became fossilized in their irreg-

ular forms.

369. With these irregularities, so few as to be remarkable, the

material rests. It is likely there are a few more, but the material

at hand presents such uniformity as to lead us to suppose that it

will yield to analysis, once the meaning of the elements is known.

370-431. Prefixes

370. Characteristic of Coeur d'Alene among the known Salishan

languages are the many prefixes. They seem to me to be of several
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kinds: A few, like some of the suffixes, seem to be nominal

(§§ 371-380), but since verbs so frequently appear in participial

forms, it seems proper to place these prefixes with those of the

verbcomplex. Prefixes which denote aspect, state and plural

(§§ 381-391). Locative prefixes which have prepositional as con-

trasted with adverbial force (§§ 392-408). Directionals, prefixes

which fix the exact setting not only of subject, object and indirect

object, but also of the speaker who reasonably or arbitrarily places

himself at a given point in the scene (§§ 409-431).

•

371-380. Nominal prefixes

371. a- (a-), a general preposition used with nominal forms. It

means many things a preposition may mean in English; locative

ideas, on, in, into, at, to ; instrumental, with, bymeans of; agent, by

:

ndtx^-unts uw-a-q^u'n, he painted it (with) blue (u^-q^u'n, be blue)

la (article) ^aslax-la'xt.s, by his friends (slaxt, friend)

a-yEnxi'l-sdc, with their fear

a-tcat-xal-i'lwpEn, on the floor

uw-d-stclamt, just in the fog (u-vowel > uw-; stcldmt, fog)

d-sttci'hatct.s, at the right hand

372. al (al-)V.

dt-qi'ts-dntc, snake (qits, vegetation grows; -into, cavity)

dl-r'^ats, magpie
al-xa'xax, crow
at-da'r-dntc, sun, clock

ai-q^d'tut, Plumnier (place-name)

373. s- nommalizer (§§ 124, 297)

374. syd- (sya-), the one whose business is. . . :

sya-n-tsa'vj-um, dishwasher (sya-ats-n ^ syan- ; dts-, cust.; n, in;

tsaw, wash; -um for -Em, intr. with implied object)

syd-wi'c-lx'^, mason, builder (wic, build; -tx'^, house)

tcis-syd-cEl-i't-kup, I am a wood chopper (for tcin-s-syd-cEl-i't-

kup; tcin-, I; cdl, chop; -it, for use; -kup, fire)

sya-qo'V-stq, farmer (quT, produce; -stq, vegetation)

375. hii-, that which, the one who. Coeur d'Alene nominalizing

affixes do not differentiate between the "object which" and the

"person who". I will give examples of this prefix, which is a

nominalizer, in the third person because the first person form

would have h- initial because of the possessive hin- :

hii-ts-cd'n-ts, his earnings (hii-its- > hiits-; -Ens- > -is; its-,

cont.; can, labor; -s, 3 poss.)^

hii-t-tsa'x^-s, his fault

hii-(a'p-is, his kill (tap, shoot; -is, as in preceding)

hii-li'm-s, something he likes, pet (Um, be glad)

^ In all explanatory analyses of examples, phonetic reconstructions of assim-

ilated and contracted forms are given first.
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376. This prefix breaks down into y when preceded by a vowel

(§163):

ul-tupn hd yts-q^d's.s, spiderweb (ul-, belonging to; tupri, spider;

hd,, definite article and used to show relationship between two
nouns; q^ds, blur; -s, 3 poss.)

td ytsu'^um-s, his crying (for hiitsu^um-s)

x^iyd yli'm.s, this his pet

377. id-, belonging to:

ul-yaR-i'lumx^ ha tsd'tx^s. International House (yaR, assemble;
-ilumx'"', person; ha, def. article; tsdtx'"', house; -s, 3 poss.)

tcdl-ul-tsd'nd, it would belong to her (tcdt-, fut. ; tsd'nil, independent
third person pronoiui)

tcdi-ul-i-s-ni'Jc^-dlumx'^, it will be for thy tribe (in-s > is-; in-,

2 poss.; S-, nona.; niM^, tribe; -dhimx^, people)

377a. tcit-, offspring, child of:

tcit-mu's, 4 offspring

tci^-smiyi'w, child of Coyote (tcit-s > tci^s-)

td-gut-tci^-stRi'n, Antelope's children

tci^-yu'k'"'d^"', yovinger brother, woman-speaking (tcit-y- > tdi^y-)

378. nuk^-, companion, fellow, one of same kind:

nuk'^-ts-wdc-i'wds, they were house-partners (ts for tc, on[?]; wic,

dwell; -iwds, together)

hi-s-nuk'^-anla'mqd^a, my black bear kind fhin-s- > his-; hin-,

my; s-, nom.; anla''mqa'°' , black bear)

hi-nuk^-st'Enio'Tx, my big hail kind (st'EmoTx, large hail)

379. pan-, spouse:

tcdt-pdn-i'ln-En, that which spouses were to eat (tcdt-, fut.; itn, eat;

-En, that which)

is-pari-pa'tcaFqEn, thy eagle husband (in-s > is-, 2 poss. ;
pa'tcaTqEn.

bald-headed eagle)

a-s-pan-qd'lpyd, (he is longing) for his wife. Black Swan

380. yii-, horse, colt:

yd-'upEntc-spi'nttc, 10-year old horse (for yd-'upEritct-spi'ntc;

upEntct, ten [fingers] ; spirittc year
yards' -dspirittc, two-year-old colt (yd^-ds-dF-spinttc; dsdl, two)

381-391. Prefixes denoti7ig aspect, state and plural

381. IS-, a prefix used in connection with suffix, -ic, for all aspects

of verbs of sound:

is-hd'r^-hdr^-ic, he is growling
is-pd''°'-p'ugw-uc, he is giving forth echoes (-ic > -uc after labial)

is-tcd'p-tdupx^-uc, it is being cut with scissors, it is clicldng

is-tda't-tcat-ic, it is ticking

is-fiT-fir-ic, it is being ripped, noise of tearing
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382. dts- (ats-), customary (see § 131 for changes in form):

dts-gwi'tc-stus, he sees her cust. (gwitc, see; -stus, 3—3 cust.)

aP'ti-a'tsqd"^, he cust. goes out (dts- stem vowel > a"te'-; atsqa*^, go

out)

a°'-ta'p-stcd'nt, he cust. shoots (i'> d after tap, shoot; stcint, jaeople)

383. its- (its-), continuative (see §§ 131-133 for phonetic changes):

its-gwi'tc-Ems, he is seeing him (-Em, cont. suffix; -s, 3 subject cont.)

i^ts-a'tsqd'"', he is going out (its- stem vowel > i^ts-)

i^-t'ap-stcd'nt, he is shooting (its-t'> i^t')

384. ats- (ats-), it is .... ed, or it is . . . ed because it has been

made so. Although corresponding in form to the customary prefix

this prefix is not the same. When combined with other prefixes this

precedes all others, whereas others may take precedence over the

customary prefix:

d°'-{i'c, it is sweetened
ats-a"^-tsaR-i'p-Em, he would be made to scream

385. u"-, definitive of a class of verbs which I have termed

objective (§§ 294, 304). It creates an absolute form which may, in

cases, be used for the three persons. This prefix, like dts-, pre-

cedes the personal pronoun. It means "it is of, a part of, or within,

but not innate"

:

u-tcin-qd'm, I paid no attention

u^-lu'k^, she was bloody
u-ku-na's, thou art wet ^

u^-ci'l, it fits, it is exact, just

386. U-, just. A prefix of emphasis. It may also mean "just . .

.

and nothing more". Like the preceding prefix, it comes before the

subject pronoun:

u-ta'x-t, just swiftly he proceeded
ucil, exactly, just fitted

u^-si'gw-untEm, just as he was being asked
u-spu'ms, just fur

u-tcds-tiu'ix^s, just as he entered

u-ta'r-Ents, she just untied it and did nothing else

387. This prefix with dts-, customary {^uwts) modifies the

time of the action and makes it an action of continuous duration

:

utu-n-md'lK^-m-dntc, covering every portion of the wall (u-dts-n- >
uiim-; mdllc^, all over; -m, caus.; -ante with n-, wall)

388. With the continuative its- the significance is an interrupted

continuative, or continual as against continuous action:

u'Hs-md'lJc^, continually (u-its- > u'^ts-)

u'^ts-axi'l, it is continually thus
u'^ts-Jcu-K^i'y-tsEri, continually sobbing (K^iy, go easy, gently;

-tsin, mouth; dim.)

u'^-n-Eko'n-qEn, he speaks indistinctly, continually he speaks in

throat (voice)

u'Hs-k'^i'n-Em, she just kept hold of one
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389. gul. This is an element which I have called a prefix although

it, like so many other elements, sometimes seems to be independent.

It is a verbalizing or demonstrative pluralizing element

:

gut nu'na'^'s, there are his mothers (cp. nu'nuna'ds, his mothers)
guF-fi'x^ul-t'ix^ul-Em, they were abnormal (gul-its-f- > guTf-;

fix^ul, be different)

gut s-mi'y-md'dm, they are women (cp. smi'y-md'dm, women,
wives; and note that I is not assimilated to s-)

guT-ri-dh-i'tcn, their backs were turned toward (gul-dts-n-steva.

vowel initial > guM-; n-, in; ih, turn toward; -itcri, back)
gul-xd'-u'Turn x^, they were rattlesnakes

d-gul-n-il-stci'n-En, by man-eaters (n before vowel stem initial >
ri; n-s >» s; -t-En > -En; d-, preposition; n-, in; itn, eat; stcint,

people; -En, one who)
gut sniiyi'w, the coyotes, coyote company

390. pal-, a prefix meaning plural, I have found only with words
meaning "boys". It seems to be borrowed from Kal. pal, folk,

where it is common (Giorda)

:

gui-pdl-tEtwi't, they are boys
pa-squq^d'sd^^, the boys (pals- > pas-)

391. guTts, each. Perhaps a compound with gul :

guFts-xu-x^i' . . ., each a little

guTts-mu's, four each
guT-tci''''lds, three each (ts-tc > tc)

guTts-dy-Eisd'T, two each dim.
tcdl-guT-ttc-d'sd(l), it was to be one for each of two (ts-t > t)

392-408. Locative Prefixes

392. The prefixes of this group, although closely related to those

of the next in that they are locative, belong to a slightly different

category, an interpretation justified by their position in combinations

of prefixes. They take the place of prepositions and are closely

interrelated with the suffixes.

393. t-, on and a part of:

t-xat-a'p-qEn-tEm, he was clubbed on the head (xdt, club; -ip,

back; -qin, head; -tEm, 3 pass, compl.)

t-gwd'x^-unts, he hung them up on it (gwdx^, pi. objects hang)

t-k^ar-k^ar-d'q-a''^st, orange (k'^'^ar, be yellow; -dq, ?; -a'°'st, surface

of sphere)

t-mux^-mux^"-un-mi'n-ts, he made iun of her, used her for laughing

on (mdx'^, laugh; -uri, ?; -min, use; -ts, 3-3 comjal.; glot.,

limited rep.)

394. These prefixes often mean the opposite of the literal idea

they indicate. Instead of meaning "it is on", the combination of

prefix, stem and suffix may mean, e. g., "off of" or "off from":
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tcttu^s-t-k^i'n-Ewds-Ents, he went and took it off of it (tcitu^s-, so

far hither; k'^"in, take hold of one; -iwds, together, where it

made contact; -En, tr. ; -ts, 3—3 compl.)

t-tcdni, she plucked them (tcdni, take hold of many)

It seems as if the prefix may be reduplicated

:

t-f-d'rn-ic, he perched ^^vowel > f; dm, sit; -ic, act of)

395. tc-, on, attached to but not part of, at a point

:

d-tc-cd't'-tsEn, it projects out from mouth (like a tooth) (dts-tc- >
dtc-; dts-, made so; cat', one projects; -tsin, mouth)

tc-ta'Vq-alq^, he kicked on a tree (taVq, step on, kick; -alq"', long stiff-

object)

tc-t'Et-t'ET-i'tdds, he burst ((dV, tear; -iwds, together)

tc-dila'm-alq^, train (ddim, run fast, gallop ; -alq^, long stiff object)

396. ttc-. This prefix is used with numerals in counting persons;

it means "astraddle" or "straddling object"; or that the object on
top is larger than the one it is on

:

ttc-Em-d'c-alq^ , he sat down astride a log (ttc- vowel stem initial >
ttc- ; -Em, weak form of dm, sit ; -de, weak form of -ic, be in act

of; -alq^, long object)

ttc-u'pEn-tct-d'^st, 10 round objects which have covering (orange,

berry) (upEn, 10; -tct, finger; -i'^st, surface of sphere)

t-tcd'Hi's-dlps, 3 necks, used in coiinting pigs, wolves (ttc- assimilates

to tc of tcd'His, 3; -ilps, neck, mane)
ttc-d'sdl, 2 persons (dsil, 2)

d-ttc-Em,u't-Ewds, he sat on something smaller than he

397. tct- ?:

tct-mdlx'^-tin-tsu't, he imdressed
a-tct-taVq-taVq-i'tcn, he is on bicycle

d-tct-m-i'lx^, he was naked
tct-tci*^t, (if) I came close

398. teat-, on a surface or object broader than subject, above,

over:

tcd(-dm,-i'c-En-ts, he sat on it (dm,, one sits; -ic, be in act of; -En, tr.

;

-ts, 3—3 compl.)

tcdt-pu'ul-i'tk^d'"' , bubbling on surface of water (put, foam, bubble;
-itk^d*^, water)

tcat-x^d'r-ic-En-ts, he stepped over him (x^dr, step over; -ic, be
in act of)

tcdt-k^i'n-ts, he took it off of it (k^in, take hold of one; -ts, 3—3
compl.)

399. tcs- (tss-), after, behind, in pursuit of, for a purpose:

tcs-x'^d'tp-En-ts, he piu"sued him for a pvu-pose (x^dtp, flee; -En,

tr. ; -ts, 3—3 compl.)

tcs-xu'y-En-ts, he fetched it (xui, go)

na'^ ku-tcs-qdm-i'l-En, whenever thou art hiuigry (nd'°', doubt;
ku-, thou; qdm, long for; -ilEn, food)

tcs-^wdl-t, he bLtrned with a purpose, sweated
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400. Although this prefix is used frequently in this sense it is

almost certainly derived from the meaning of "tail":

s-tcs-u'ps-En, tail (s- nom.; -ups, anus; -En, that which)

tss^-am-ic, it sat on (his tail) (tcs- > tss- because of following c;

dm, sit; -ic, be in act of)

tcs-tsi'c-t, long tail (tsic, long; -t, subjective)

401. tsdn-, under, off of

:

t-tsan-r^al-En-tEm, it was closed off

tci-tsd^-ri-u'lx'^, he went in under hither (tcits-tsdn-n > tcitsd^ri;

tcits-, hither; rlulx^, one enters)

tsdti-idtc-p, it (line) broke off (idtc, string breaks; -p, without
volition)

Used idiomatically with tcits, arrive:

tcm-tsdn-tci'ts-t, I arrived (tcin-, I; tcits, arrive; -t, subjective)

402. hin-, in. This is one of the most commonly used prefixes.

Literally it means, "in, on, into, onto" ; like t-, tc-, teat- and tsdn-, it

may take on the opposite meaning and indicate "off of on, or out of"

:

hin-pu'x^-ltsd'-dn, wind instrument (pux^, blow with mouth;
-Itsd'''^, inside; -En, that which)

hin-car-tsi'lx^''-s, her door curtain (-tsin-tx^ ^tsilx^; car, one hangs;

-tsin, edge; -tx'^", house)

hin-nd'pt, they came in (ndpt, pi. enter)

403. It is used as a part of many words indicating feelings or

emotions

:

hin-tcd's-En, evil, sin (teds, bad; -En, that which)

hin-xds-i'lgwds, he is kind-hearted (xds, be well; -i'lgwds, heart,

mind)
hm-xi'i, he is afraid (xi'l, fear)

With the suffix -En, hin- often has the meaning of "place where"

:

ri-istci'tca'dn, barn (hin-\ov/e\ >> n ; -dstci'tca'S', stock ; -En, thatwhich)

404. In some cases, it has become a part of the stem, which is

never used without it

:

riuix'"', one went in. (This stem is felt as an entity but it may be
analyzed: hm- becomes ri before vowel; -ut, be in position,

t assimilated to following -I of -Ix"^, house)

tcdt-in-gwi'c-ic, I jumped over (fence) (teat-, over; in- has become
attached as a theme to gwis-, be high; s > c before following

c; -ic, redupl. come to be)

405. wi"-, a prefix almost as common as hin-, and like it used in

connection with particular suffixes to give formalized meanings:

s-ni'^-tca'm-i''^gs, (s- nom.; tcdm-, extend, be surface). The combi-
nation ni"^-. . .i^''qs refers to the hair of the nostril, but is

generalized for nose.

Icup-s-ni''' -la'q-laq-wds-cit-Ems, she is to look amongst for something
as a favor to you

406. This prefix is used to indicate the superlative degree (§ 822)

:

s-ni*'' -s-tsEtsi'w-t-unlc, the yoiuigest of the small ones

s-ni''' -tsd'c-alq^ , the tallest (tsic, be long, tall; -alq^, long stiff object)
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407, guT, under ledge or inclined plane, "almost touching":

dts-guT-tsEl-o't-alq^, he cust. stood under tree, i. e., hidden with

branches nearly touching him (dts-, cust.; tsdl, one person

stands ; -ut, be in position ; -alq^, long object, in this instance,

tree)

guT-q^unp-mEn-tso't-alq^, he hid behind base of tree (q^dnp, go

out of sight; -mEn, use; -tsut, reflex.)

guT-maq^-a'lq^-un-ts, he laid them voider ledge (maq^, pi. objects

lie)

408. mdT, on to, close by, besides:

mar-t-pd'r-pdrk^ -alq'^-untEm , he was crucified ft-, on and part of;

pdrk^, nail; redupl. dis.; -alq^, long stiff object; -EntEm,

3 pass, compl.)

d-mdl-cd'tut, close to a rock (d-, preposition)

'mdV-tsi'^\ near there

mdr-i'tcd'"', close to where ?

409-431. Directional Prefixes

409. The prefixes of this group are directionals. They have an

important function in that they indicate the exact position of each

person and object concerned in relationship to all the others. They
do what the prefixes or particles hin and her do in German. In

English we express some of the ideas by vocabulary, words like

"come, go; bring, take, fetch", convey some of the ideas but, of

course, idiomatic usage of this kind in one language can never

express in the same form all that is meant by another. In defining

the meaning of each, it must be remembered that not only must the

relative position of subject and object be known, but the speaker

himself also adopts a point of view for himself and relates it to the

situation.

410. tk^dl-, about to definite places:

s-tk^dt-xui-stci'nt, he visited about (s-, § 356; xui, go; stcint, people)

tk^di-la'q-Ents, he went about searching for him (laq, search)

tk'^dT-ni''' -tidl-u' •tx'^, he was standing about among the houses

(tk'^dl-its-n- >> tk^aV-n-; its-, cont.; -ut-tx^ > -utx^"; -ut, be
in position; -ix^, house)

tk'^dV-ts-x'^ist-dlwi's, thou art going about at random (x^ist, one

walks; -dlwi's, at random)

411. ul-{uT-), again, back:

uT-ts-qa-qarri-i'yd'°' , again he'd fish (ul-dts- >> uTts-; dts-, cust.;

qam, swallow; -iyd'"', playingly; dim. or iter.)

ul(h) - in-tsa'q-us, again he set it in opening (hin-, in; tsaq, hollow

object stands; -us, hole, opening)

utcii tcdl-uy-a'tsqa'°', again just as he was going back (cit, just;

tcdl- int.; w^s-vowel initial >• uy-; s-, inten. In this case

ul- is used twice, illustrating both meanings.
ul-gwi'tc-ts, he foimd it (gwitc, see; -ts, 3—3 compl.)

40
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412. tcits-, hither, i. e., toward speaker. This is one of the most
commonly used prefixes. It should be remembered that final ts

of this prefix assimOates to dental, sibilant, y, or lateral immediately

following (§ 131):

tcits-k^i'nts, he fetched it (k'^'^in, take hold of one object; -ts,

3—3 compl.)

tcits-xu'i, he came (xui, go)

ul-tci''ts-a'tsqd^"^, he was coming out again (tcits-s-its- stem vowel
initial > tci^'^ts-; ul-, again; its- cont.; atsqa'"', go out)

tcits-ak^n, he said hither (dk^n, say)

tci^-tsd'l-ic, he stood up facing audience (tcits-ts- >> tci^ts-; tsdl,

one person stands; -ic, be in act of)

tci-t-tciri-ci' ' "n-tEm, he was foot-held hither (tcits-t- > tcit-; t-, on
and part of; tcdri, hold one object; -cin, foot; -En, tr. ; with

-tEm, 3 compl. pass.)

tci-t'-t'uk^-niEn-tsu't, he took his time (tcits-t'^ tcit'-; t'dU^, one lies;

-mEn, use; -tsut, reflex.)

413. Shortened forms of this prefix are ts-, tc-:

ts-xu'i, or tc-xu'i, he came (exactly the same as tcits-xu i)

ts-tq^i'T-kup, into the fire, the fire being near speaker, the other

jDerson being on the other side of the fire (for tcits-t-q'^it-kup,

which would become tcitq^iTkup)

414. This prefix contracts with hin-, in, to form tcin-, which

means "in this way" or "in in this direction"

:

tcin-tid'l-ic, he stood in (it) this way (for tcits-hin-tsdl- ic)

la nd"^ ku-tcin-ta'Vq-m-ds, when you step in hither (for ku-tcits-hin-

talq-m-ds)

tcin-t'd'dj-ttEm, it was poured in hither for him (for tcits-hin-tddj-

ItEm)

415. The prefix contracts with ds-, cont. (composed of s-its-) so

that tcits-s-ds- > tci^'ts-:

ul-tci^'^ts-a'tsqd^"', he was coming out again (for ul-tcits-s- its-atsqd'°'

)

s-tci''^ -tu^s-qd'y-Emc, he is coming intending to write (for s-tctts-s-

its-tu^s-J

u-s-tci^'^ti-Ekun, just his saying hither (u-, just; s- nominal; dk^n,

say)

tci'''n-fd'K^, he was lying in hither (for tcUs-its-in-J

416. td- (ta-), thither, the oppositie of tctts-:

ta'dku'stus, he answered him (dk^n, say, takes cust. pronovms;

-sttis, 3—3 cust.)

ut-td-wi"-ints, he shouted back at him (ut-, back; m'', shout, cry;

-in, tr. ; -ts, 3—3 compl.)

ta'-dxu's-En-tul, go ye look for him (dxus, look at; -En, tr. ; -tul, pi.

imp.)

td-k^i'nts, he received it

417. This prefix, especially in commands, may mean "before

such a thing happens, or before arrival":
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no'"' ku-ta-xd'ts-mEn-tsut, thou shalt get ready before we come (no"'',

fut. command; ku-, thou; xdts, get ready; -mEn, use; -tsut,

reflex.)

lutd-td-Ku'T-En-ts, he did not fix it before they got there (lutd-,

neg. ; JcuF, make, do)

418. tap-, on the way. This prefix refers only to the subject of the

verb, not to the speaker

:

tcin-td,p-H'ln, that's where I'll eat on my way (tcin-, I; -', before

stem-vowel; iin, eat)

tap-ri-a'tsx-p-Ents-dc, he on his way watched them from behind
^^m-stem vowel >» n-; hin-, in; atsx, look at; -p, back; -E-fi,

tr.; -ts, 3—3 compl.; -de, 3 pi.)

ul-tdp-fd-lc''"-un-ts, he laid it down again on his way ^m?-, again;

tdK^, lay one)

419. tu^s-, as far as. This prefix may take on the meaning of

purpose, "he went so far as to . .
.

, with the purpose of .... ". The
echo-vowel suggests that it is a contracted form, but since it is

doubtless combined with one of the s-forms, there are too many
possibilities as to which consonant is lost in the s to make any

guess reasonable. This and the next prefix are put with the direction-

als more because of their form than because of their meaning

:

tu^s-gitmn-dstci'nt, he went to svmimon (gioun-it, call, this is one
of the few examples not showing -it, which is usually a part of

the stem; stcint, people)

tcdl-his-tu^y-a'tsx-n, I'll go see (hin-s > his-; tu^s- stem vowel >
tu^y-; tcdl-s- . . .-n, fut. inten. ; atsx, look at)

tu'"s-in-tcitcmi'n-k^d'dn-tul, throw him into the water (in-, in;

tcitcmin, throw one; -k^d^^, water; -En, tr.; -tul, pi. imp.)

420. tsi^-, first, before . . . with the idea of being followed by
"and then ....". This also suggests a contracted form:

ut-tsi^-xu'i-stus- dc, they first went back for her (ul-, back; xui,

one goes; -stus, 3—3 cust.; -de, 3 pi.)

tcdt-ku-s-tsi^'-d'mie, thou wilt first sit down (tcdl-, fut.; ku-, thou;
S-, inten. ; dm, one sits ; -^c, be in act of)

na'ul-tsi'-axi'stp, first do thus with it again (nd*^, imp.; ul-, again;

axil, do thus; -stp, 2p—3 cust.)

uT-tsi^-q^d'T-stus, first he lighted it again as he had before (for

ul-dts-tsi^-q^dl-sttis)

421. The directionals may be combined, tcitd-, hither from there,

is a combination of tcits-td-, and is used when a speaker refers to

two third persons, one, the subject of the verb ; the other, the ob-

ject:

tcita-q^a''"'q^d'H-stus, he spoke to her, meaning that he, the subject,

was speakingwith his face turned away from the speaker, to her
who was facing the speaker

tcitd-tu^s-gwi'tc-tsds, he came to meet me, meaning he came from
there to a point and I went from here to that point, not that he
came to where I started from (gwitc see ; -tsds, 3— 1 compl.)

40*
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422. The use of the three related directionals, tcits-, td, and tcitd-,

may be summarized as follows. But it must always be remembered
that the orientation is always from the point of view of the speak-

er. Consequently when the verb is transitive and the object is

not stationary, three persons must be considered: the speaker,

the subject of the verb, and the object of the verb.

423. tcits-, hither, is used when the subject of the verb acts in

the direction of the speaker. If the verb has an object it is to be

understood that the object is between the subject of the verb and
the speaker.

424. td-, thither, is used when the subject of the verb acts in a

direction away from the speaker. If the verb has an object it is

understood that the object is at some point beyond the subject of

the verb in relation to the speaker.

425. tcitd-, "hither-thither" is used when the subject of the verb

acts away from the speaker on an object which is between the

subject of the verb and an arbitrary point, but beyond the sub-

ject of the verb in relation to the speaker.

426. The directionals from here on are really combinations of

those already given and mean what one would expect from the

literal translations:

tcitu^s-s-si'gw-iin-ts IS, he came so far as to intend to ask you (s-,

inten. ; sigw, ask; -un for -En, tr. ; -tsis, 3—2 eompl.)

tcitu^s-ni'''-k'"'i'n-Ewds-En-ts, he came to get it from amongst

fm''- . . .-Ewds, amongst; k^in, take hold of)

tcitd-tu^s-gwi'tc-tsds, he came to meet me, meaning he came from
there to a point and I went from here to that point, not that

he came to where I started from (gwitc, see; -tsas, 3—1 eompl.)

td-tu'"'S-xu'i, he went so far as to meet him

427. The combination of ul-tcits-, ul-tct-td, or of ul-tci-ta- may
have the meaning "in turn":

ut-tcits-tcs-xu y-En-t, thou in turn fetch it (tcs-, for purpose; xui,

one goes; -En, tr. ; -t, 2—3 imp.)

u-s-td-fni'y'-dm-s, he in turn was to have her for his woman (ul-s- >
MS- ; s- . . .-s, 3—3 inten. ; miydm, woraan)

nd-^ul-td-miy-miy-ci't-Em, (I am the one) who is in turn to tell stories

428. Naturally when a language has a series of prefixes as

elaborate as this there wiU be a fixed order in which the various

elements appear in combination. Each has its particular position

with respect to all the others. Furthermore, each has its place in

relation to the syntactic particles, which may or may not be inter-

preted as an integral part of the verbal complex (§749), and both

prefixes and syntactic elements have their position in relation to the

even more elaborate series of suffixes. The table of § 573 will

illustrate the various elements and their places within the complex.
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429. Several rules for the order of prefixes are general and
obvious; the sequence of elements preceding the stem being as

follows

:

Syntactic elements — pronoun (subject or object-subject in

continuative) — nominalizing (or intentional) prefix — aspect —
directional — prepositional — stem.

430. The prefixes tk^dl-, teds-, and ul-, which have been treated

as directionals, precede the aspect prefix. Their position may
indicate that they belong in a category different from that of the

other directionals.

431. The prefixes dts-, it is ... . because it has been acted upon

(§ 384), U-, just (§ 386), and u^- objective if they occur in a com-
plex involving several or many of these elements, precede even the

syntactic particles.

432-589. Suffixes

432. Index to Suffixes

433. General.

434—455. Verbal suffixes:

434^436. -ic {-ic), be in act of (is-. . . .-ic, sound of . . . .)

437. -s, artificially, affectedly, in an unnatural way
438. -in, attempt
439—440. -im (-dm, -Em), causative

441. -numt, desire

442. -iTc, grow, become through growth
443. -ul (-uV), habitually

444. -de, motion in horseshoe ciu*ve

445. -igw, neglected, far

446. -iya'^, playingly

447. -ut, be in position, state of

448. -ut, possibility

449. -itc (-ate, -itc), seem, feint at, deceive

450. -nun, succeed after effort

451. -it, for use

452. -min, used for

453—454. -il, angle where two planes meet, place where two
elements meet

455. -ix'"', willingly, of own accord
456—531. Nominal suffixes:

456. -ups, anus, anal region

457. -axEn, arm
458. -ipla'"' (-apld'"^, -dpld'"'), attachment, handle, connection
459. -itcn (-dtcn, -Eton), back
460. -iy, billowy

461. -nuni, body
462. -dniic (-Emdc, -mic), born ( ?)

463—466. -ip (-ap, -dp, -pj, bottom, behind, after (tcsin- .... -dp,

door)

467. -aqs, breast
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468. -alqix'^, breath

469. -dip (-alp, --Elp), bush, plant

470. -tx'^a'^, camas
471. -aTqs, clothes

472. -asqit (sqit), day, sky, atmosphere
473. -ind'^ (-and'"'), ear

474. (-itsd'^J, -dtsd'^, "-er"

475. -tsin (-tsdn, -tsEn), edge, mouth, shore

476. -idEn, effort

477. -alqs, end
478. -us, eye, face, orifice through which light shines, fire

479. -alp, feeling

480. -kup, fire, fuel

481. -isgwdl (-aswdl, -sgwdl), fish

482. -cin (-cdn, -cEn), foot, leg

483. -ilEn, food

484. -iT-k'^d\ forehead

485. -Hup (-dlup), foundation

486. -uFumx^ (-oUumx^), ground
487. -itct, hand, finger

488. -itcs, hand entire

489. -qin (-qEn), head, tip, top

490. -ilgwds (-dlgwds), heart, stomach
491. -ilx'^ (-dlx^, -Ix^), hide, skin, mat, covering (tcdt- . . . .

-ilx^, bvuidle)

492. -gwil, hollow object, abdomen, wagon, canoe
493. -intc (-ante), hollow, belly (hin- ... .-into, room)
494. -istcEn (stcEn, -il-stcEn, -dl-stcEn), horn, hairline

495. -dstcitcd'^, horse, stock

496. -ilx"^ (-Ix""), house
497. -il (-at, -t), inside from within, flesh, meat
498. -alq^ (-alq), long object

499. -alpq^, mouth inside, oral cavity

500. (-ips), -dps, neck (cp. § 580)

501. -i'''qs (-a"^qs), nose, beak; oral and nasal cavity, seat of

taste

502. -ilt (-dlt, -dlt), offspring, child

503. -w'", pendent (?)

504. -ilumx^ (-ahiTnx^, -dlumx^), person, man
505. -stcint, people

506. -umc (-Emc), people

507. -istcdyt, pharynx
508. -ilgwds (-dlgwds), property

509. -alqs, road
510. -i'utEm, self-doer, auto-

511. -alqiwt, shoulder

512. -ingwilEn (-EngwilEn), something
513. -i''sf (-a'°'st, -d'^'st), surface of round object, rock

514. -ilps (-dips), throat of person, back of animal's neck
515. -ipltix^tstc (-dpltix"'tstc), tongue, tongue-shaped

516. -ins (-dns), tooth

517. -stq, vegetation, crops

518. -qin (-qEn), voice (cp. § 489)

519. -k^d'^, water, liquid

520. -inx''" (-dnx^), weather
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521. -dl, (a) for use of

(b) connective in compoiinding
(c) with ntunerals, "times, measures"
(d) belonging to the house

522. -dls, round object ( ?)

523. -i''t (-a'H), source ( ?)

524. -at, open to question ( ?)

525. -fdyt, ?

526. - ? (-eUc), check (?)

527. -tea'«, ?

528-531. -i'' (-d'°'), "someone who for" (?)

532-542. Locative suffixes:

532. -dlwis (-dlwis, -dvwis), about to indefinite places

533. -itsd'°' (-tsd"^), all around, all over

534. -ust, movement along

535. -dlniw (-dlndw, 4niw), alongside at rest, position along-

side

536. -yuyd'°', back and forth

537. -iwds (-awds, -dwds), between, together, be in contact

538. -u'us, directly, "spang"
539. -it, direction, "-ward"
540. -md.'°', in every way
541. -ind''^ (-dnd'^J, over, on top of

542. -astq (stq), in opposition to

543—560. Compounded suffixes

561—569. Syntactic suffixes:

562. -i, in behalf of, instead of

563. -tul, for, in reference to

564. -cit, as a favor to

565—566. -cic (-cdc, -cEc), something, for someone
567. -tsut, reflexive

568. -twic (-twdc), reciprocal

569. -i'
•

'
• (-a' •

• • ,
-«'•••), exaggeration

570—572. Noininalizing suffixes:

571. -En, nominalizer, the one who, that which (hin-. . . .-En,

place where)

572. -tri, that which

433. General Remarks

433. I have made certain classifications of the long list of Coeur

d'Alene suffixes which seem justified on the basis of position and
meaning

:

Verbal suffixes (§§ 434-455): These are short elements which

modify the stem, in cases appearing strictly fossilized; in others,

more free, but never absolutely free. Suffixes in the other classes

(e. g., -ip, [§ 463] after, back, bottom) may take on this kind of

function.

Nominal suffixes (§§ 456-531): These are the standard Salishan

suffixes often indicating body-parts, but including also incorporated

nouns.
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Locative suffixes (§§ 532-542): These are not very different from

the nominal suffixes and are treated in practically the same way, the

main distinction being in the locative, rather than the nominal

meaning.

Syntactic suffixes (§§ 561—569): These take the place of some

of our pronominal ideas and add others.

Nominalizing suffixes (§§ 570-572): A small category but one

whose elements are much used.

The fact that the suffixes change their form with the setting and

sense in which they are used makes it difficult to list them. They
may occur with a strong vowel if it carries the accent, or with the

vowel unaccented and weak, or without a vowel at all (§ 204). They
will be easier to find if classified alphabetically according to their

meaning in English. The first form given is the strongest, that is,

the one with accent and not influenced by the faucals, those in

parentheses are the other forms which may occur.

434-455. Verbal Suffixes

434. A series of suffixes modify the meaning of a stem. These

are not all free, but some are used with a variety of verbs. I shall

call these verbal suffixes:

-ic, (-w), be in act of

tsd'l-ic, he stood up
d'm-ic, sit down
a-n-car-ic-i'i, upstream (ats-n- '>an-; n-, in; car, be difficult [?];

-il, direction)

435. This suffix is used with the prefix is- and repeated onomat-

opoetic stems to denote that a noise is gomg on

:

is-tca't-tcat-tc, clock is ticking, tick-tock

is-fi'V-t'El-ic, it is ripping (dT, rip)

is-qd'qdqdq-ic, chicken is cackling

is-ha'haha'-ic, he is haw-hawing

436. When the verb takes final reduplication the suffix must also

be duplicated:

t'Ep-Ep-l-i'c-ic, they came to a stand (Mp, pi. stoji)

dm.-Em-i'c-ic, it alighted (dm, one sits)

437. -s, in an unnatural way, artificially, affectedly:

syd-md'am-s-tsu't, cardplayer (syd-, one whose occupation is;

mi^'m, bore; -tsut, reflex.)

x'^ul-x'^ul-s-tsu't-En, Redeemer (x^dl, live; -En, one who)
s-q^a^'^q^d'H-s-twi'c, quarreling {s-, nom.; q^a"^q^d''H, speak, -twic,

rec; glot., limited rep.)

a^ts-ats-atsx-Erri-s-tsu't, he is ostentatious (aHs-, cust.; atsx, look

at; redupl. again and again; -Em, caus.)

tci-siy-Em-s-tsu't, he exerted himself hither (paddling canoe)

(tcits-s- > tcis-; tcits, hither; siy, be industrious; -Em,, caus.;

tsut, reflex.)
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438. -in {-an, -En), attempt:

hm-xal-xal-Eri-tsErl, I attempted to frighten thee (hin-,m., with;

xal, fear; -tsEri, 1—2 compl.; glot., rep.)

hin-tu-tugw-i'n-tcn-tsEri, I failed to keep up with thee from the

start (hvn-, at; tdgw, reach; redupl., dim.; -itcn, back; -tsEn,

1—2 compl.)

t-mux^-niux^-un-nii'n-ts, he made fun of him (t-, on attached;

mdx^, laugh; -min, use; glot., rep. for interval; -ts, 3—3

compl.)

cEt'-Et'-d^n-u'n-ts, he beat him in contest f-dn-nun > d°'nun; cat',

win; -nun, succeed)

tcitd-n-tax^-iax^-i'n-k^d'dntp, if you try to shoot it with speed

into the water (tax'"', shoot with speed)

439. -im {-dm, -Em), causative used with objective stems; takes

customary endings in the completive, unless some other suffix like

-min follows, in which case the pronominal endings are those

demanded by the suffix in final position

:

nd^"' tsi'^-i'm-stx^, pass it through that (dentalium), an act which
was to be ritualistic (na?'^, imp. ; tet''Z, move hither)

ttc-ih-i'm-stus, he placed it next to her (ttc-, on, or person; -ih, turn

toward)

hin-tsa'x-dm-En, frying-pan, what causes frying in

ih'p-dm-En, arrow, what causes shooting

xd's-Em-stus, he corrected it (xds, be well)

cd'n-En-Em-stus, he employed him (can, labor)

440. Since it combines with elements such as -sn, which may
in themselves be oftwo kinds, it is often difficult, or even impossible,

to distinguish this suffix from -min, the instrumental or usitative.

Its position immediately following the stem, however, seems to

distinguish it in some cases. These suffixes remain, one of the

unsolved problems of the language (§ 872)

:

its-xa s-Em-Entsut, he is reforming (its-, cont. ; qcds, good; -Em,

caus.; -Entsut, reflex.; or, -niEn, usitative; -tsut, reflex.; either,

he is causing well as to self, or, he is using himself well)

its-xds-Em-Entsu't, he is dressing well (i. e., he is self-using-well, or

he is self-causing-good)

441. -numt, desire:

lut-d-hi'^n-it-nu'mt, I have no appetite (lutd-, neg.; hin-s-hin-

vowel initial > hi^'^ri-; hin, my; s-, nom.; hin-, in; itn, eat)

td Hts-xi'w-t-um-numt, be lustful, that which should be shameftil

(its-, cont.; xiw, be shameful; -t, subjective; -um, caus.)

tcin-in-tcEc-nu'mt, I wish to accompany (tcin-, I; hin-, in; tcdc,

accompany)
s^y^''-nM'»^^Mmc, handsome person (?) fst^i'', be handsome; -umc,he

joerson)

442. -iTc {-die), grow, become through growth. This is evidently the

causative element for subjective stems (§ 304) which corresponds
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to -Etn, the causative for objective forms, and like it, demands
customary pronominal suffixes in the transitive completive (see

§ 364):

xds-t-i'Tc, it grew better (xas, good; -t, subjective)

djiydjiy-t-i'Tc, it has become useless (djdydjiy, be ugly)

sE-sEnsEri-t-dTc-stus, he broke it (horse) {sari, tame; sErisEn-t, affect

by taming; -stus, 3—3 cust. ; dim.)

tcd's-t-iTc, it is spoiling (teds, be bad)

443. -ul {-uT), habitually. The forms with -ul frequently have

the glottalized series of consonants because the action often involves

repetition during an interval:

miy-ini'Um-uT, he habitually betrays secrets (mi'ini, be nviisance)

tET-tETq-altsd^u'l, horse which habitually kicks (taTq, kick; -iltsd^"^,

all through, in this case meaning flesh)

gvmn-gwun-dt-ni-u'T, beggar (gvmn-it, ask; -Em, cause)

k^dn-k^dn-uT-stnidt, we habitually took it (the bad)

444. -de, motion in horseshoe curve:

Ri'p-dc, he hid

u's-dc, person dived
su'x^-ilc, fish dived
fu'x'^-dc, he took a jump off of .... into ....

r'^i'^-dc, he vomited
dd'x^-dc-mEn-tsut, he dismounted (ddx^", lower; -min, use;

-tsut, reflex.)

tsd'q^-dc, tamarack (the suffix refers to the shape of the branches)

(tsdq^, light red, pinkish)

445. -igw {-dgw, -igw), neglected, far. This suffix is used in two
ways, one in the sense of neglect, the other in the sense of an object

being far away. It is conceivable that it may mean neglected

because far away and that the two meanings involve the same suffix

:

ku-k'^yX-i' . . .gw-t-us, his little face in the distance was red (redupl.,

dim.; k^ul, red; -t, subjective; -us, face)

u'^-xdR-i'gwt, it (sieve, screen, cloth) is full of holes fw"-, part of;

xdR, wind blows through)

un-yarp-y-i'gw-t-dntc, lassos were looped neglected all over wall

(u-, just; n- . . . -dntc, wall of room; yarp, loop lies; -iy, billowy;

-t, subjective)

q^iy-p-iy-i'gwt, property of dead or neglected lay in pitiable condi-

tion (q^dy, pity; -p, without volition)

q^d'm-dgw-t, it is very far away
dis-i'gw-t, object is just discernible in distance

446. -iyii'^ {-dya'°-, -ya'"^), playingly:

Rdp-Rdp-ilc-i'yd^°', hide and seek (Rip, always with -de, hide)

s-tiy-tiydq^-t-i'ya''^, wrestling (s-, nom. ; tiydq^, fight; -t, subjective)

k^"aR-aR-p-El-i'ya'^, coastmg(Jc^aR, slide, skid; -p, without volition;

-il, where two planes meet)
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447. -ut {-ot), position, state of:

tsdn-tid'l-ut, he stood under (tsdn-, under; tsdl, one stands)

s-tcd-tuli-u t-En, bed (s-, nom.; tcdt-, on siu-face; fdli'^, one lies; -En,

that which)

tcdl-tcis-luk-uk-u t-us-mEn-Em, I will use face to be far off, go way
off to shine (tcin-s- > tcis-; teal-, fut.; tcin-, I; s-, inten.;

Idkiik, far; -us, face; -min, vise; -Em, intr.)

hin-lak-o't-alqs, long road

448. -ut, possibility, "-able", used with final reduplication:

KuT-V-u't-Em, it is possible to do (KuT, do; -Em, indefinite object)

qdy-Ey-u't-Em,, it is possible to write (qdy, design)

pits- its-u't-Em, it is possible to push (car) (pits, push)

nitc-itc-u't-Em,, it is "cut-able"

lutd-s-luq-uq-u't-Ems, it is impossible (lutd-, neg. ; s-. . . .-Em^,

participial form with lutd- ; laq, be able)

449. -itc {-ate, -de), a vague suffix which may perhaps be best

translated as "seem". It may mean also "feint at", "deceive" (in

a weak sense), "try to":

pEs-a'tc-stmEn, I will play a trick on him (pas, astonish; -stmEn,

1-3 cust.)

ku-tsan-m,al-m,EV-dtct, thou art trying to make it too hot (m.aV, hot)

iS-tc-yaR-aR-i'tc-dtct, thy luck will change

tsan-do'l-dolq^-dtc, he seemed strong

tsuw-i'tc-stEm, he feinted at punching

This suffix occurs in a number of nouns which I cannot analyze

:

s-pux^dn-i'tc-dlt. Chief Child-of-the-Root (pdx^-dntc, a particular

kind of root, -ilt, offspring)

s-xu'^-xu'^n-i'tc-dtp, thorn (-dtp, plant)

s-tiy-i'tc-cEn, killdeer

s-ld°'w-i'n-dtc, cricket

450. -nun, succeed after considerable effort:

cEt'-Et'-nu'n-En, I succeeded in beating him (cat', win; -En, 1—3 compl.)

xds-ds-t-nu n-En, I succeeded in making it well

mip-nu'n-En, I learned it (m,ip, be plain, clear)

lutd-tcdl-u-s-k^dn-dnu'n-tx^ , thou wilt not get him back (ul-s- >
us-; lutd-, neg.; tcdl-, fut.; ul-, again; s-, nom.; k'^in, take one;

-te'", 1-3 compl.)

451. -it {-at), for use. The meaning of this element is also vague,

but seems to mean "for use" as against "just existing". It has

been thoroughly attached to the suffix -k^d^^, water (§ 519) and

-itk^a'^ is very frequent indeed. When the combination is thus used

it means "water in a container or for use" although its meaning has

become much generalized:

cdl-i't-kup, he split wood for immediate use (cdl, cut with blade;

-kup, fire)

t'-Etcin-i't-kup-En, poker (t-, on and part of; atcin, do with; -En,

that which)

sin-puq^-i't-k^d'"', mush (pdq^, powder)
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452. -ynin {-man, -rriEn) used for (§ 872):

Tux'^-mi'n-En, sewing machine (Idx^, sew; -En, that which)
tc-tETq-7ni'n-En, stirrui^ (tc-, on and not j)art of; talq, step on)

gwuc-mi'n-En, something used for combing (not a comb) (gwdc,

comb)
qdy-mi'n-En, book, paper, writing (qdy, make design)

453. -il {-dl, -I), angle where two planes meet, or place where two
elements meet (cp. §§ 454, 484):

t'E-fax-iT-k^d'"', small rapid (tax, swift ; -h'^d^^, water)

K^aR-aR-p-El-i' yd'"', coasting (U^aR, skid, slide; -p, without volition;

-*?/«'«, playingly)

tcdt-tcdd-t-d'^-l-u's-Eni, he shaded his eye (teat-, on surface; tcid,

shade, make shade; -t, subjective; -a'^, ?; -us, eye; -Em, ?)

qdp-qdp-l-yu'yd'"', butterfly (qdp, flap; glot. limited rep.; -yuyd'"-,

back and forth)

laq-aq-al-i'c-ic, she (toad) landed between his eyes ^feg, lie on belly

;

-ic, be in act of)

s-cEt'-i'l-tct, shield (s-, nom. ; cat', one stands upright; -tct, hand)

454. This is almost certainly the first element of the following

combination of suffixes

:

tsi'c-tsic-dl-stcEn, long horns (tsic, be long; -ilstcEn, means the

place where the forehead and top of head meet; in a person,

the hairline)

a-tcdt-pu'y-iFk^d'-us, forehead is wrinkled (ats-tc- > ate-; ats-,

made so; teat-, on surface; puy, wrinkled; -iVk'^d, broad part

of forehead; -us, face). I have never found -k'"'d by itself

with any meaning approaching this.

455. -ix"^ {-ax'^, -x^), willingly, of own accord ( ?)

:

tcis- in-xdl-xdt-tcs-En-i'x'^-s, he is natiirally afraid of me (tctn-s- >
tcis-; s-hin- >> sin-; tcin- . . . .-s, 3—1 cont.[?]; xdl, fear; -tcs,

hand; -in, attempt)
d-n-gwEn-En-i'x^-dn-'^'-mi-sEn, I believe it (dts-n- > dn- ; -mEn-s- >

-tnis; dts-, cust. ; n, in; gwun-ix'^, be true; -ina'^, ear; mifn]-,
use for; -sEn, 1—3 cust.

)

tcm-tsdn-k'^i'n-x'^-tsEn, I rejjlied, agreed, accepted (tcin-, I;

tsdn-, under, off; k'^in, take one; -tsEn, mouth)

456-531. Nominal Suffixes

456. The wellknown Salishan elements include body-parts and
incorporated nouns:

-ups anus, anal region

s-tes-su-su'ps-Eri, small tail, tail feathers (tcs-, after, behind)

s-q^d'd-ups, grouse (s-, nom.; q^dd, black)

tcs-n-Estci'tcd'-ups, horse maniu-e (tcs-s-hin-vowel initial >
tcsri-; hin-, in; -dstci'tcd'"', horse)
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457. -axETi, arm, wing:

a-tsan-t'uJc^-a'xEn-mEstus, he had her under his arm (ats-ts- >
ats-; -mEn-s- > -mEs; ats-, made so; tsan-, under; (dlc^, lay

one; -mEn, use; -stus, 3—3 oust.)

tsan-tsul-tsulx^-a'xEn-ts, he clawed it iinder the arms (tsan-, under;

tsalx'^, or tsalx^", claw; -ts, 3—3 compl.)

s-tcugw-a xEn, arm (s-, nom.; tcdgw, extend)

tcugw-tcugw-a'xEs, his wing feathers (-axEn-s >> -axEs; -s, 3 poss.)

458. -i'pla'"- {-apld'", -dpW"^), perhaps -ip-W"-, attachment, handle,

connection

:

t-q^a"^-q^a'°'l-i'pla' -dn-ts, he judges it, it hangs on his talk (t-, on
attached to, with -i'pla'°'; q'^d'H, talk, speak, always redupl.;

-En, tr, ; -ts, 3—3 compl.)

tsan-Rdts-i'pld'-dn, fishline (-a'°'-En > -d^dn; tsdn-, under; Rdts,

tie; -En, that which)

t-tcEts-a'pla"^-qEn, swingletree (-qEn-En > -qEri; t- . . .-apla^'^, as

above; tcdti, long object lies; -qEn, tip, head; -En, that which)

ttcd'r^-pW'^-cdc, bless us (ttcdr^, pray; -cdc, 2—1 pi. compl.)

s-t-miy-i'pla'^'s, descriptive (s-, nom.; niiy, make clear; -s, 3 poss.)

s-t-pistd-i'pW'^, relatives in one line, on one side (pista'°', half)

459. -itcri {-dtcri, -Etcri), back, ridge:

a-sin-tcam-i'tcn-s, behind her (s-hin- > sin-; a-, preposition; s-,

nomi. ; hin-, place; tddm, extend; -s, 3 poss.)

a-n-xal-xal-i'tcri-cEn; he has boards for sandals (ats-hin- '> an-;

ats-, cust.; n-, on; xdl, lie in. orderly position, as boards on

floor; -cEn, foot; back of foot is "sole")

sE-sar-i'tcri, one of the squirrels or chipmunks
s-x'^i't'-dtcn, dentalium

460. -iy {-ay), billowy

sdp-i'y-aTqs, leather coat (sip-dy, leather; -aVqs, clothes)

s-gwaq-i'y, moonlight (gwaq, divide, part)

tcd'l-dy, bark
iu'^k^^-iy-i'gw-t, covering (on which game lay) was stained here and

there (tuh'^, be bloody; -igw, neglected)

tsa'q-dy-Ents, he roasted meat (tsaq, set one hollow object upright)

p-pa'q-rri-ay-qEri, cow with white on face and top of head
un-yarp-y-i'gwt-dntc, lassos were looped all neglected covering the

wall (uts-n- > un-; u-, just; n- with -dntc, hollow object, i. e.,

wall of room; yarp, loops hang; -igwt, neglected, without

owner)

461. -num, body. This suffix seems to be an old Salishan leftover,

and is rare in Coeur d'Alene

:

dts-xdts-nu'm, he is clothed (dts-, condition of being made so; xats,

get ready)

462. -amic {-Emdc, -mic), born, may be related to suffix § 506.

It is one of a number of cases in which related suffixes seem to have

become a common form with a few left-over or borrowed forms.

This is not at all common, but could, I think, be interpreted "born":

s-d'H-Emi'c-dU, firstborn child

s-ci'^H-Emdc-qEri-tct, middle finger (ci'^t, be first, oldest)
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463. -ip {-ap, -dp, -p) bottom, after, behind. This suffix combines

with many others (§§ 546-549) and with verb stems, in some cases

so intimately as to lose its identity

:

tcEc-i'p-Ents, he chased her (tcdc, accompany)
at-q^tisw-i'p-drt, hen has a brood of chickens (ats-t- > at-; u-i > w;

t-, attached to; q^dsu^, bunch; -ilt, offspring; dim.)

s-ydVx^-a'p-qEn, cape, that which covers the back of the head
hin-ni'tc-p-Ents, he drove it in (hin-, in; nitc, drive one animal with

goad; -En, tr. ; -ts, 3—3 compl.)

464. One of the meanings this suffix has taken on is that of

door, doorway, door opening. It has this meaning in combination

with the prefix tcsin-, a combination of tcs-hin-:

tssin-tcd'm-dp, door
ts-sin-iaK^-i'p-En-tEm, he was laid near (in) doorway (taU^, lay

one; -En, tr. ; -tEm, 3 pass, compl.)

tcsin-car-i'p-Ents, he himg it near (in) doorway (car, one hangs;

-ts, 3—3 comiDl.)

tcsin-cEt'-d'p, tlireshold (cat', one stiff object projects)

465. With the prefix tsan-, under:

tsdn-tcam-i'p-Ents, latch

466. When used with the prefix hin-, in, it refers to the interior

(bottom) of a hollow object, usually a bucket. Especially is this

true in counting

:

hin-W^i'nc-dp, how many buckets ? eggs ? (Jc^inc, how many)
hin-mu's-p, four buckets

467. -aqs, breast:

s-tca'm-aqs, breast (s-, nom.; team, extend)

pEri-pEn-aqs, parfleche (pdn, bend)
s-yar-a'qs-Es, his breastplate (-En-s- > -Es; yar, disclike)

468. -alqix'" {-Iqix""), breath:

xas-a'iqix^, it smells nice (xas, be well)

u-q^a'ts-lqix^, wind is warm (u-, within; q^its, be warm)
u^ -tE'c-iqix'^ , it smells sweet (tic, be sweet)

tax-a'iqix^, it smells pungent (^x, be swift)

469. -dip, {-alp, -Elp), part of a bush, plant, root, tree:

s-laq-a'lp-alq^, serviceberry bush (laq, serviceberry ; -alq^, long

object)

s-t'Ec-a Ip-alq"' , huckleberry bush (Uc, sweet)

tsa'q-dtp, fir tree (tiaq, clump)
dd'T-Elp, willow tree (ddV, one inanimate object stands)

s-xu-x'^dn-i'tc-dPp, thornberry bush

470. -tx'^d^, camas,
( ?). This stem must be from the independent

word dtx^a'"', camas:

s-xa'w-ulu-tx^d^, raw camas (xiw, raw)
i^-la'qiy-tx^d"-, the leaves are falling (its-t- > iH-; its-, cont.; iaqi'\

pi. objects fall)
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471. -aTqs, clothes:

ma'^'-ma^a'm-aVqs, Sisters (miydm, woman; redupl., pi.)

sd/p-i'y-aCqs, buckskin shirt, leather jacket (sip, buckskin; -iy,

billowy)

tcat-qa'Ittc-aTqs, overcoat (teat-, on surface of; qilttc, body)
s-T-Td'x^-aVqs, little suit, i. e., little holes in small shirt (Idx^, per-

forate)

472. -asqit (sqit), day, sky, atmosphere:
t-tcEm-a'sqit, sky, heaven (t-, on and part of)

tci-yar-p-a'sqit, Rolling-in-the-Sky (tcits-y- > tciy-; tcits-, hither;

yar, roll like hoop, disc like; -p, without volition)

Jc'^d'nc-qit, how many days (c-s > -c, 1c'"'inc, how many)

473. -ind^"' {-dnd^"-), ear. The prefix t-, on attached to, is used to

denote "outer ear"; hin-, inner ear:

fi'nd^^, outer ear (t-, before vowel > t'-, t-, attached to)

t-park^-dna'-dntsu't, he pierced his own ear (t-, attached to;

pafli^, pierce; -Entsut, reflex.)

t-tsaq-i'nd?^ , he heard, obeyed (t- . . . .ind'°', ear; tsaq, hollow
object stands)

t-Rdts-Rdts-i'nd' -dn, ear ornaments (Rdts, tie; -En, that which)
tci*'^n-tsa*(w-i'nd'"', I ear-ache (tcin-s-its-hin- > tci'^n-; tcin-, I;

its-, cont.; tsa^ar, be sick, ache)

474. {-itsa'"-), -dtsa'"^, "-er", used in "story words", probably

-it-tid'^, or -il-tsd'^ (see § 576):

ku^'^n-K^i'tdri-dltsa'^ , thou art a mouse-eater (ku^-dts-n- > /cw'"n-;

ku^, thou; dts-, cust.; hm,-, in; K^i'tdri, mouse)
ku'^n-tsEl-a'lq^-dtsa'"', thou art a stickgame player tsEl-alq^, play

stickgame; tsdl, pi. long objects stand upright)

ku-md'^m-s-tsu't-m-dtsd'"', thou art a card-player (md^^^m, bore;

-*, artificially; -tsut, reflex.; -Em, caus.). This may be a newly
coined word, or an old one previously used to designate some
other game.

475. -tsin {-tsdn, -tssn), edge, mouth, shore. This is a common
suffix which enters into numerous combinations, taking on very

generalized meanings

:

gwiy-tsi'n-dc, they finished eating, they mouth-finished (gwdy,
finish; -de, 3 pi.)

tcUs-pdnd"^-yaR-tsi'-stiis-dc, this way they brought it to shore
(-tsin-s- > -tsis-; teds-, hifher; pdnd'"'-, as, far as; yaR, be at

edge; -stus, 3-3 cust.; -de, 3 pi.)

s-tsdn-tcdm-tsi'n-tet, wrist (tsdn-, vmder; team, extend; -tet, hand)
tci^'^ts-po' os-tsd'n, I am joking (tein-s-its- >- tei^'ts-; pD'os, joke)

476. -idsn, effort:

ku-k^d'-i'dEn, thou gottest a nibble (ku-, thou; k^i'', bite)

477. -alqs, end:
s-tca'm-tcam-alqs, end (s-, nom.; tcdm, extend, be siu-face)

hin-x^a'tp-alqs, that's the end of the story
hin-xa yxiy-alqs, high-priced object (hin-, at; xayxiy, one is large)

guT-cam-cam-a'was-alqs, (they had heads) on both ends (guT, each;
cam, be between ; -iwds, between, in contact)
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478. -us {-OS, -s), eye, face, fire. This suffix has often a general

meaning; "orifice" would probably define it, although it means
"opening" in the sense of "a place through which light shines"

;

s-tc-lu's-mEn, eye (tc-, on not part of; lus, eye; -mEn, instrixment)

te*-m''-da'a;-MS, she fell into the fire (tcits-n- > tcin-; tcits-, toward;
ni^'^-. . . .-us, in fire; ddx'^, lower one)

hin-pat'-pat'-os-Entso't, he dreamed, i. e., he poured mush in his eyes

(pat', povir mushy stuff; -Entsut, reflex.)

tsa'w-s-En, soap, that which washes face (tsaw, wash; -En, that

which)
i'p-vs-Eri, towel (ip, wipe; -Eri, that which; glot., rep.)

479. -alp, feeling:

hin-ta'ax-a'lp, I felt pungency (hin-, in; tax, bitter, pxingent; medial
redupl., gradually)

hin-fd'ac-a'lp, I felt sweetness (t'dc, sweet)

480. -kuj), fire, fuel:

i^-ni'tc-kup, he is cutting firewood (its-n > i'^n-; its-, cont.; nitc,

cut with blade)

s-t-q^iT-kup, fire (s-, nom. ; t-, on and part of; q"'iT, light)

s-q^i'T-kup, match
s-q^un-i'l-kup, ashes (q^iin, be blue; -il, inside)

cEl-i't-kup, he split wood for immediate use (cdl, split, chop; -it,

for use)

md'ri-kup-alq^ , firedrill (min, rub; -alq^, long stiff object)

481. -isgwdl {-sgwdl, -aswdl), fish:

lEdj-i'sgwdl-En, fishspear (Iddj, spear; -En, instrument)

xds-i'sgwdl, edible fish (xds, good)

pd'q-sgwdl, halibut (sic!) (pdq, white)

pat'-a'swdl, trout (pat', be mushy)

482. -cin {-can, -csn), foot, leg, the leg from hip to toe:

qd'°'-ci'n-Em, he put his shoe on (qi^'', stick onto ; -Em, intr.)

tsdn-paf-cd'n-En, cement (tsdn-, under; pat', pour mushy stuff; -En,

that which)
s-t-tca'm-alq-cEs, it is on his leg (-cEn-s >- -cEs; t-, attached to;

tcdm, extend; -alq^, long stiff object; -s, 3 poss.)

pi'gw-pdgw-cEn, he has swollen feet (pigw, swell; redupl., pi.)

s-tsdn-tsi's-tsis-tcEn-cEn, boots (tsdn-, under; tsic, be long; c > s

in this position; -tsin, edge)

483. -Ueu, food, pertaining to food:

quT-i'lEn, she produced food (quV, produce)

xay-i'lEn, leftovers

s-qdm-i'lEn, throat (qdm, long for)

<*'' tsd-s-gumlq-i'lEn, camas baking is ready to be uncovered (tsds, ?

;

gwnlq, uncover bakepit)

s-^ii'^c-tZ-stZs, their provisions for travelling (-ilEn-s > -ils)

ar^"-i'lEn, he acquired (ar^, be much). Evidently from a time when
food meant wealth
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484. -irk^d\ forehead, brow. This suffix describes the broad part

of the forehead ; I have found it only in compounds with -us, face

(§478):
d-tcdt-pu'y-iXk^a' -us, his forehead is wrinkled (dts-tc > dtc-; dts-,

made so; teat-, on surface; 'puy, wriakle)

tcin-tca-tsar-i'Tk'^a' -us, my forehead hurts (tcdt-ts- > tcdts-; tcvn-,

I; teat-, on broad surface; tsar, be hurt)

485. -ilwp {-dlup), foundation, something on which to rest:

tcat-xdl-i'lup-En, floor (tcdt-, on broad siii'face; xdl, lay evenly edge
to edge; -En, that which)

s-t'uk'^-fuJc'^-i'lup, mats (talc^, one lies)

ri-dm-ic-dlu'p-n, I took his place (n-vowel > n-; n-, in; dm, one
sits; -ic, be in act of; -n, 1—3 compl.)

486. -uTumx^, {-ol'umx^), ground:

tcdi-tc-gwi'tc-uFumx^, we'll see the world (tcdt-, fut.; tc-, we; gwitc,

see)

ul-tET-tETq-u'Vumx'^, he stepped on the ground again, reached the
earth (ul-, again; taTq, step on)

hin-gwun-un-i'c-uTumx'^, he sank gradually into the earth (gwdn,

be low)

hin-pat'-oTumx'^, he poured it on the ground (hin-, on; pat', pour
mushy stuff)

487. -itct {-dtct, -tct), hand including fingers. This suffix is found
in many combinations and idiomatic phrases, but often, though the

literal meaning is obscured, the feeling remains that it refers to the

fingers

:

hm-lar^-i'tct-dt-k^d'"^, he plvmged his hand into the water (hin-,

in; lar'^, pkmge headfirst; -dth^d'"', water)

s-tsi'y-dtct, right hand
ku-t-tsd'T-tsEl-dtct, thou actest terribly (ku-, thou; t-, on and part

of; tsdT-tsEV, affect by fierceness)

xE-xi'l-tct-m-En-ts, let me go (xit, leave; -m, caus.; -En, tr. ; -ts,

2-1 imp.)

488. -itcs {-dtcs, -tcs), hand. This suffix refers to either side of the

hand but does not include the fingers, that is, it is the palm or

back of the hand:

tsuU^-i'tcs-En, cane (tsdk^, poke; -En, that which)
tcdl-hin-t-p-pa'x-pax-aTq^-atcs-Eri, (what) will be my little knife-

sharpener (tcdt-, fut.; hin-, my; t-, on and part of; pax, scratch

on rough surface, dim. ; -alq^, long stiff object; -En, that which)
t-xolq^-dtcs-En-tsu't, I wound string around my hand (t-, on and

part of; xolq^, wind string; -tstU, reflex.)

There are several remarks to be made about these two suffixes

:

-itcs may well be a combination of -itct-us, or -itct-s and mean
"face of the hand" ; in such cases t-s > s. A second possibility and
the more likely one is that two Salishan suffixes, -itct, and -itcst

have made themselves at home in Coeur d'Alene, both having
become formalized. The one, -itct, is used more generally.

41
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489. -qin {-qEu), head, tip, top:

Uo'm-qEn, or qo'm-qEn, head
tcd"^-qi'ntx'^, open it (box) (tci^'', open; -tx'^, 2—3 compl.)

sin-t6a'm-qEs, its tip (s-hin- > svn-; -qEn-s >» -qEs; s-, nom. ; hin-,

on; team, extend; -s, 3 poss.)

qu-q^a'ts-qEri, little hat (redupl., dim,; q^its, warm)
a-tsEl-o't-qEn-d'°'st, he stood at the edge of cliff (ats- ts- > ats-, be

left . . . ; tsdl, one stands; -ut, be in position; -i'^st, surface of

round thing)

t-xat-xat-a'^'^st-qEn-ts-dc, they clubbed him on head (t-, on and
part of; xdt, club; -i'''st, surface of round object)

a-n-tcEm-a'was-qEn, it is in the corner (ats-n- > an-; ats-, be left

. . . . ; n-, in; team, be surface; -iwds, in, between)

When this refers to "tip of a digit, or body-part", w is glottalized

although no other part of the word need be diminutive. Lawrence,

however, feels that this means "small" and certainly the "tip" of

anything is comparatively small:

tcEfip-qi'n-tct, finger ring (tcdrip, clasp; -tct, finger)

Rats-Rats-qi'n-cEn, garters (Rats, tie; -cEn, foot, leg)

8-ci''''t'-Emac-qEn-tct, middle finger (s-, nom.; ci'H, be first; -dmic,

born)

490. -ilgwds {-dlgwas), heart, stomach. Although literally this

suffix refers to the stomach, it is used to form a great many of the

most figurative words, and the organ it describes is considered the

seat of the mind or intelligence

:

tci-Hn-tcu'^-p-i'lgwds, I am lonesome (tcin-s-hin- > tci''^n-; tcu",

be gone; -p, without volition)

in-Rdy-Ey-ilgwds, he is angry (in-, in; Rdy, be angry; final redupl.

prog.)

t-tcEs-Es-m,-i'Igwds, he got indigestion (t-, attached to; teds, be bad,

with final redupl. "it came to be"; -m,, of own accord)

xas-xas-i'Igwds, he is a virtuoso (xds, good)

491. -ilx^ {-dlx^, -Ix^"), hide, skin, mat, covering:

t-gwuc-i'lx-un-ts, he cvirried horse (t-, on and part of; gwdc,

comb; -un, for -En after labial, tr. ; -ts, 3—3 compl.)

tcdt-tca'Hi's-dlx'^ , three bundles (tcdt-, on surface; tci'itds, three)

. tcd-tar-i'lx^-unts, she iintied string from bundle (tar, untie)

492. -gwil {-gwul), hollow object, wagon, canoe, abdomen:

hin-fuM^-gwi'l-En-ts, he laid it in his canoe (hin-, in; t'dJi^, lay one;

-En, tr.; -ts, 3—3 compl.)

t-xa y-xiy-gwul, big waist, belly (t-, on and part of; xdi^xiy, one
is big, always redupl.)

s-r^d'l-gwul, fishnet (r^dl, dip)

s-t-t6dm,-i'gwul-s, his belly (s-, nom.; t-, on and part of; tddm,

surface extends; -s, 3 poss.)
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493. -intc (-ante), hollow, whence: belly; with hin-, room:

dl-da-dar-i'rite, watch, little sun

a-n-qd'Tx^-dntc, she was hooked to the wall (dts-n- > an-; ats-,

made so; qdlx^, hook)

pd'ri-dntc, liver (pdn, bend)

s-ta'x-dntc, intestine (tax, bitter)

494. -istCEn {-stcEn), -il-stcEn, -dl-stcEn, horn, forehead at the

edge of the hair. Only one example shows the simple form of this

suffix, but it seems justified to treat -dl-stcEU as a compound, -il

{-dl) meaning where two planes meet:
s-x^aV-i'StcEn, buck (x'>"aV, ?)

d-ni''' -ku'8-dlstcEn, hair curls back from forehead (kus, be curly)

d-ni^^-tcEn-dl-stcEn-tsu't, he cust. holds his forelock (dts-n- > dn-

;

ats-, cust.; m''-, among, often meaning hair; tcdri, hold one

object; -tsut, reflex.)

x'^i'st-dl-stcEn, Walking-Antler
d-s-tsul-um-i'p-dl-stcEn, buffalo horn
r^d'x^-alstcEn, Taut-String-on-Temple, name of former chief

(r^dx"^, string is stretched)

a-ni'*^ -tcEri-i'l-stcEn, he (sun) held something on head

495. -dstcitcd^"^, horse, stock. There can be no doubt that this

suffix is the independent noun, dstci'tca'^, horse {§ 521). The use

of the suffixes following it shows its complete incorporation into

the verb complex:
t-gvmc-dlx^-dr-stci'tcd'-dn, curry comb (-dl-vowel > -dl; t-, on and

part of; gwdc, comb; -dlx^, hide; -at, for use of; -En, instru-

ment)
Rdts-dF-stci'tcd'-dn, rope (Rdts, tie)

hin-t'Ep-Ep-dr-stci'tcd'dn, pastm-e, place where stock come to a stop

(tap, pi. animate objects stand, stop)

496. -ilx"^ {-Ix""), house:

in-tdam-q-iTx^, on the roof (-qin-lx^ > -qitx^; in-, on; tcdm,

extend; -qin, tip, top)

sEp-iy-i'tx^'^, skin tent (sip, always with -iy (§ 460), buckskin)

syd-wi'c-lx^ , mason, carpenter (syd-, one whose occupation is;

wic, build)

tc-td'p-Ep-tx^, they arrived at the door (tc-, on not attached; iap,

pi. stop; final redupl. "come to")

497. -ii {-dl, -I), inside from within. I have never found this

suffix except with some other. With -tsd''' it has come to mean most

often "meat", or "body", but it really means "all through from the

inside":

xds-i't-tsd'"', delicious meat, nice inside, all through (xds, good)

s-q^un-i'l-kup, ashes (s-, nom.; q^im, be blue; -kiip, fire)

s-tid°"w-i'l-cEn, Splinter-Leg (s-, nom.; tsd°-w, ?; -cEn, leg)

wa'" n-fux'^-p-i'l-k^a'^, maybe they drowned (nd^*^, doubt; n-, in;

tdx'^, pi. die; -p, without volition; -k'^d'"', water)

tET-tETq-al-tsd-u'l, kicker (talq, step on, kick; redupl., again and

again; -ul, habitually)

mo't-l-tsa'-dn-ts, he smoked meat (mot, smoke)

41*
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498. -aZg'", {-alq), log, sticklike object, tree. This suffix is used

for trees and bushes, often in combination with -dip (§ 469). The
labialization of q is lost before -CEn, leg

:

t-par-park'^-a'lq-un-tEm, he was crucified (t-, on and part of; pdrk'^",

nail; -un-tEm, 3 pass, compl.)

a'ltc-aip-alq"^, kinnikinnick bush (iltc, kinnikuuiick berry)

tc-y&T-ydTx'^-a'lq-cEn, leggings (tc-, on not part of; yilx'^, cover
with fabric; -cEn, foot, leg)

tc-Vuf^-Vur^-p-aTq'"^, pocket-knife (tc-, on, not part of; Idr'"^, plunge
headfirst; -p, bottom)

499. -alpq^, mouth inside, oral cavity:

teal-kup-s -tux'"'-alpq-untsu' t, henceforth you will provide for your-

selves (teal-, i\xt.;hup-, you;s-, inten.; tix''", provide; -untsu't,

reflex.

sin-tcam-o's-alpq'"', inside of mouth and throat (s-hin- > sin-; s-,

nom.; hin-, in; team, extend; -us, orifice)

hin-Eats-alpq^^-En, bit and bridle (hin- . . . .-En, where; Eats, tie)

500. {-ips), -dps, neck all around, as compared with -ilps, which
means back of neck. This is a rare suffix which, like several others,

seems to be a survival or a borrowing from other Salishan languages

(cp. § 580)

:

s-qa-qaT-aps, small necklace

s-qdT-d'ps, horse collar, necklace (qdV, hook [ ?])

kun-tsi'ts-dps-E7n, thou art to close thy eyes (tsits, pinch shut)

tsic-ps, fisher (tsic, long)

501. -i^'^qs {-a^"qs), nose, beak, oral and nasal cavity, seat of taste.

This suffix is used often with the prefix ni^''-, among, amongst,

and when so used indicates the nose in general, but means literally

"among the hair of the nose", that is, "nostril" :

s-ni"^-tca'm-tcam-i^^qs, nostrils (team, be surface)

ta'pq-i'''qs, snipe (t'apq, be needlelike)

i^-t-xd's-i^''qs, he enjoys food immensely (its-t- > iH-; its-, cont.; t-,

attached to; xds, good)

tcdl- in-ci'^''t-Em-d"^qs-En, it will be thy first course (teal-, fut.; in-,

in; ci''f, be first; -Ew., cause [ ?]; -En, instrumental)

502. -ilt {-dlt, -dU), offspring, child:

gu-gwax-t-i'U, baby (gwax, be j^ovmg; t-, subjective; dim.)

s-ku-Jc^Hit-iTt, fawn
s-tsi-tsirri-i'Tt-dU, children in relation to parents (tsi-tsim, be small

pi.)

xii-dl-n-tsu't, he deserted his own child (-dlt-En >> -dlEn-; xil,

leave; -Entsut, reflex.)

503. -w'", seems to mean "pendent" although examples are few

:

s-q'"'d'y-u'^, grape (q^'-'dy, purple)

q'^d'l-u''', gall (q'^'dl, moss)
a-t-q'"'as-u^, hunch. It is doubtful if this is the same, more probably

it is not.
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504. -ilumx^", {-alumx^, -dlumx^"), person, man:
'pug'^'-i'lumx'^, echo (pdgw, echo)

hdp-i'lumx'^. Gobbler (hap, gobble)

s-ni'K^-dlumx'^, tribesman
tcd-tuT-umx^-iTc, person easy to get along with (tcdt-f- > tcdt'-;

t'uT, be decent; -iVc, grow, become)

505. -stcint {-stcant), people, persons. This form is exactly the

same as the independent noun:
d-gul-n-il-s-ci'n-En, by man-eaters ^^m-vowel > n-; n-s'^s-;

t-n >- w; d-, preposition; gut-, pi.; hin-, in; iln, eat; -En, the

one who)
gwun-dstci'nt.G, call (summon) the people (t-s- '> s-; gwun, caM

-dl-8 > ds [ ? ]; -c, s. imp.)

tsugw-dstci'nt, guardian spirit (tsdgw, disposition)

fap-stcd'nt, he shot (tap, shoot) . An example of a suffix giving the

intr. verb a general meaning.

506. -umc {-Emc), people. This suffix, related to the common
Salishan one which corresponds closely, refers to "people as a

kind or group":
s-tci'tsa'dmc, Coevir d'Alene
s-q^at'-q^at'-u't-utnc, people living at sq^at'u (q^at'u, place name;

redupl. pi.; -ut, be in position of)

spy'qi'n-Emc, Spokan
sm-mw'Zcdnte-wj/rc, Beaver People (s-hin- >>sm-; s-, nom.; hin-mu'lc-

dntc, beaver)

s-pa'^yo'l-umc, Spaniard (from French espagnol)

t-qi'lttc-umc, Flathead (t-, attached to; qilttc, inland)

sin-si'k'^d^""mc, Water People (s-hin- > sin-; s-, nom.; hin-, in;

sik'"'d^°', water)

507. -istcdyt, pharynx. A suffix which seems to be derived from
an independent nominal form which, however, I have not found

:

fax-i'stcdyt, he is long-winded, enduring (tax, be swift)

s-tux^-m-i'stcdyt-Etn, glottal stop (-niEn-is- > -mis-; s-, nom.;
tax, one stops; -mEn, use; -Em, intr.)

hin-tcdw-i'stcdyt, he has a deep voice^

tuk'^-i'stcdyt, he held his breath (tdk^, be stuffy, choke)

508. -ilgwds {-dlgwas), property. It is impossible to detect any
difference of form or function between this suffix and § 490; the

only difference is one of meaning:
s-t'Eq-i'lgwds, drygoods (s-, nom.; t'aq, clothes lie)

d-sux^-i'lgwds, cust, she carried property on her back (dts-s- >
as-; dts-, cust.; sdx^", carry on back)

pdq-i'lgwds, he stored jDroperty (palq, store)

tux^-dlgwds-Entsu't-En, that he gathered it for his own use (tix^,

get, collect; -Entsut, reflex.; -En, that which)

^ Pascal George, one of the famous interpreters, always says this and his

son and Lawrence thought it was wrong, but Lawrence heard his grand-
mother use it. The young people use hin-tca'w-qEn, whence it appears that
-qEn, meaning "voice", may have supplanted this suffix to some extent

(§518).
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509. -alqs, road:

hin-gwa'r-alqs-Em, road was scraped (hin-, on, in; gwar, scrape;

-Em, pass, cont.)

hin-lak-o't-alqs, long road (hin-, in; Idk^, be far; -ut, be in position)

510. -i^utEm, self-doer, auto-, that which performs of itself, a

neuter reflexive, not applied to persons

:

taq-taq-aq-i'^utEm, telegraph, typewriter, self-toucher (taq, touch;
redupl., again and again; final redupl., "come to")

ta'^'-td'H-i'^utEm,, aeroplane, self-flyer (ti^% one flies; redupl., here

and there)

dts-Etcdn-i^^u'tEm, how in the world did it get that way (dts-, cust.

before vowel; dtcin, do with)

tc'-its-Ku-Jc^d-Jc^d'd-ni-i'u't-Enic, we are just taking a light lunch;

(K^i'\ bite; -m, caus.; glot., dim.)

511. -al-^iwt, shoulder, part from neck to edge of shoulder:

hin-luq^-luq^-alqi'wt-En, suspenders (hin-, on; laq^, band; -En,

that which)
tsan-tcEm-alqi'wt, point at side of back just below shoulder (tsdn-,

under; tddm, surface)

gwun-alqi'wt, low shoulder (of mountain ridge at Tekoa)

512. -ingwilEn {-EugwilEn), something:

xil tcErl-ts-mus-Es-Engwi'lEn, I might come to feel something
(tcin-its- > tcints-; tcin-, I; its-, cont.; mus, feel, fumble about;

final redupl., come to)

ti*''x'^-ungwi'lEn, he procured some (tix^, j^rociire)

513. -i^'s-t {-a^^st, -a'^st), surface of round object, rock:

tc-lidj-i''^s-En-ts, he stabbed spherical object f-i*^st-En > -i'^s-En;

tc-, on, not part of; Iddj, stab; -ts, 3—3 compl.)

t-pat'-a'"''st-qEn-ts, she poured mush on his head (t-, attached to;

pat', pour mushy stuff; -qEn, head)

a-tsal-o't-qEn-d''"'St, he is standing at edge of cliff (ats-ts- > ats-
;

ats-, made to . . . . ; tsal, stand; -ut, be in position of; -qEn, top,

head). Note the difference in meaning indicated by the order

of the two suffixes -i^'^st-qEn, surface of head; and -qEn-d'^st,

top of surface.

t-k'^ar-k'^ard'q-d'"'St, orange (t-, on and part of; k'^ardq, yellow)

sin-wuT-wuT-i'm-us-d'^st, arrow point (s-hin- > sin-; wuT-vmV-im,

metal; -us, face, orifice)

514. -il'ps {-dips), throat of person, back of animal's neck:

its-qd'-i'lps-ilc, (maybe) it is stuck in his throat fgi'', stick in)

tuw-i'lps, throat is stuffed (tuw, stuff)

t-pd'q-dlps, white-maned horse (t-, attached to; pdq, white)

s-t-tcd'm-dlps, mane (s-, nom.; t-, on and part of; tddm, surface)

Used in counting certain animals, and not free

:

t-mu's-dlps, four pigs, wolves (tftcj-, prefix used in counting animate

objects)
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515. -ipUix^tstc {-dpltix^tstc), tongue, tongue-shaped. The inde-

pendent word for "tongue" is tixHstc, and the last of the following

examples by the terminal pronouns shows it is fully incorporated

:

m-q'^al-iplti'x^tstc, he burned his tongue (in-, in; q^dl, burn)

sin-mdn-dplti'x^tstc, small dagger (s-hin- > sin-; min, turn [ ?])

hin-Jc^d'-dptti'x'^tstc, he bit his tongue (hin-, in; A;"'*'', bite)

tsi'c-itix^tstc, it has a long tongue
hin-n itc-pl-ti'x^tstc-En-ts, he cut tongue off it (hm-, out of; nitc,

cut; -En, tr. ; -ts, 3—3 compl.)

516. -ins {-dns), tooth:

in-xuU-uK^-i'ns-Emc, he is cleaning teeth, teeth are coming to be
clean (xdJc^, clean; -Emc, cont. intr.)

u-n-q^yd-q^d'd-dns, his teeth are black (u-, objective; n- for htn-,

on; q^dd, be black)

hin-gwi'ts-dns-En, toothpick (hin-, in; gwits, pick with small stick;

-En, instrument)

This suffix may mean "something separable, something which
falls off":

y-d'l-dns, pitch chips for kindUng fire

ku"' -pi's-dns, you big raindrops (kup-, you; pis, pi. objects are

large)

517. -stq, seems to refer to vegetation, crops. This may or may
not be the same as -astq, in opposition to (§ 542); I do not have
many examples of either

:

s-tca-stq, camas digging (tcastq, dig roots)

sya°--qo'T-stq, farmer (syd-, one whose occupation is ; gttf, produce)
y-al-stq, summer (s- before vowel initial > y; s-, nom.; dl, move

from position of rest)

518. -qin {-qEn), voice, throat. This suffix has the same form
and apparently is treated exactly the same as the one meaning
"head" (§489), but always with the prefix hin-. The examples above
show that hm- may be used with -qin when it means "head" also.

They seem, however, to be distinct:

hin-tda'w-qEn, deep voice (hin-, in; tcd'w, widening from certain

point)

hin-tcE-Rtca-qi'n, high-pitched voice (tcE-tcaR, narrowing dim.)

un-x'^a'l-qEn, distinct speech (u-, just; x'^dl, be living)

5 19

.

-A; *"«'«, water, liquid

:

d-tcd-tulc'"'-i't-k^d'°', it floats (dts-tc- > dtc-; dts-, made so; teat-,

on surface; t'dW^, one lies; -it, for use)

d-dar-tsi'n-k^a'"-, canoes are standing on shore (dar, pi. hollow
objects stand; -tsin, edge)

hm-q'^d'd-k'^d'^, ink (hm-, in; q'^dd, black)

sa'x^-t-k^d'^, vein, blood vessel (sax^, ?; -I, within)
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520. -inx"' {-dnx^), weather:

tc-q^i'^Hs-dnx'^, (now) we are getting warm weather (tc-, we;
q^its, be warm; medial redupL, come to be)

tc-k'^d'T-ET-dnx^, we had pleasant weather (k'^dV, bright and hot;
redupL, come to be)

i^-yaR-m-i'nx"^, he is waiting for the weather to change for the
better (yaR-min, be unfavorable)

tcd's-dnx'"', bad weather

521. -al {-I). Like some other elements of Coeur d'Alene the

suffix -al seems to have several functions none of which is so definite

that it may not be mistaken for another. (See also §§ 587, 617—633.)

a) One meaning seems to be "for, for the use of"

:

stcint-dl-ydmi' (xum), superintendent (stcint, people; ydmi'xum,
chief)

s-tsi'^'^l-dt, substitute

s-kutn-dl-d'ts, pitch gum (fits, pitch)

s-dar-dl-du'ldulp, aspen
Rdts-aT-stci'tca'-dn, rope f-a?-vowel > -aV; Rdts, tie; -dstci'tca"^,

horse; -En, that which)

b) A second kind of example may be really the same as the first.

It is the use of -al in compounding

:

tcin-tci-ti'''x^-dt-qdymi'nEn, I received a letter (tcds-t- >> tcit-;

tcin-, I; teds-, hither; tix'^, secure for use, procure; qdymi'nEn,

letter)

ti'^x^-di-ttsugw-i''''s-En, he had secured feathers (ttsugwi''^sEn,

feather)

xds-dl-tsd'gwdt, he has nice disposition

ti^''
x^-dPits-i'ln- dc, they secvired something to eat

no'"' ku-ti'^x'^-at-gugwaxtiTt, thou wilt have a baby
ti'^x^-d-smi'ydm, he secured a wife (-di-s > -ds- ; mi'yam, woman,

wife)

no'"' tc-KuT-l-tsd'tx'^, let's make a house (na'^, imp.; UuT, make;
tsdtx'^, house)

c) -al is used with numerals perhaps meaning "times or measures",

but the construction seems to be much the same as that for cases a)

and b), complicated however, by phonetic contraction or assimila-

tion :

m,us-di-xu'i, 4 times he went (generally, however, the simple cardi-

nal numbers are used for multiples)

ds-dl-tu'm, 2 families, groups (dsdl-dl- >• dsdt-)

mus-dl-tu'ni, 4 families

wpEntc-l-tu'm, 10 families (upEntct-t- > upEntcl-J

nuU'"'-i-m,i'm,c, one box (ndJc^-d'"', one)

The whole question of number is phonetically, and doubtless

historically, complicated and I shall have more to say about it

(§§ 634—650). Here it may be noted that the suffix -al is used only

if a noun is incorporated, never if the counting is considered in

classes expressed by affixes. In this respect the numerals which
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allow of incorporation behave much as other stems which incor-

porate (§§ 617-633).

d) An idiomatic use of -al is in the set of phrases meaning "belong-

ing to the house":

ut-tcits-k^dn-(i)-lEtci'p, he fetched (came back and got) a bucket
belonging to the house (ut-, back, again; tcits-, hither; k'^in,

take hold of one; tEtci'p, bucket)

k^dn-i-xuJc^i'lup-En, she took the broom (xuK^i'lupEn, broom,
what cleans floor)

k'^'an-cal-mEn, he took the ax (evidently I is assimilated to -c in

this word)
k^dn-spa'nx, she took the house-bag along (is > s)

The following suffixes evidently belong in this class but the

examples are too few to allow of any exactness as to their meaning.

522. -als, round object (?). I suggest that this is the Salishan

-dls, which has not been changed to -d^"^st (§ 586)

:

KH'^'-K'^d'als, he chewed lice (K'^i''', bite)

523. -i'% -a'% source (?):

gwi'tc-gwitc-a'H, source of bad luck (gwitc, harm)
k'^a'r-a'H, copper (k^ar, yellow)

ku-k'^a'r-d^H, gold (little yellow)

d-qu-quT-i'^''t, balsam fir

'pa'x'^-%'''t, he coughed
o'h-i^H, he had a cold

524. -at, open to question, doubtful (?):

ku'ls-dt-En, I hired him
tsd°'n-i'm-dt-Ent, wait for him f'tedn-w-vowel > tsd^ri-; tsdn-, under;

-im, cause; -Ent, 2—3 imp.)

sd'gwdt, who is it ?

tcdl-in-tsd'gw-dt, thou willst behave (tcdl, fut.; tsdgw, behave)

525. -tayt, ?:

fi''' pi's-tdyt, already they (eaglets) were big (t'i''', already; pis, pi.

be large)

526. [-iUc^, -El'tc, check (?):

s-pi'gw-ETtc, man's belt (pigw, swell, breathe)

527. -tcd'^, ?:

s-Ku's-Es-tcd'"-, ghost (slcust, cedar [ ?])

dstci'-tca'^, horse, stock

s-Wm-tcd^"', daughter
q^'a'm-q^am-tca'"' , he enjoyed it

lut piii-tcd'"-, never

528. -i", -a'"'. This suffix, unlike the others whose meaning
cannot be determined, is used so frequently that it is difficult to

classify. It is used especially with kin-terms and names for per-

sons, but in only rare cases can I determine the meaning of the
stem. A suggestion is "someone who .... for" (§ 585):
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tcEtcay-d*^, maternal grandmother
a-s-qu-q^d's-a'°' , little boy (q"'ds, be foolish, unwise)

s-q^a's-q'^Es-a'"', son
si'nts-d*"-, man's yotmger brother

d'-i'x'"'-d'^, mother's sister (ix'"', ?, redupl. dim.)

si'l-a'"-, mother's father

ti'k'"-a'°', father's sister (tik'^, suspeet[ ?])

sEsi''\ mother's brother (redupl. dim.)

y-uk^-d*"', woman's older sister f's-vowel > y; uk^, carry ?)

td'd-d'"', canoe

529. Nouns to which the suggested meaning can hardly apply:
d-s-tsi'q^-d'"', prepared uiner bark (bundle of ?)

s-c-tsEs-V-u's-d'^ , hail

pdst-d'°', half dollar (pdst, half)

s-t-tsi'k^-a'^, left side

s-k^a'r-dr-d'^, rust (k^ar, yellow; final redupl., come to be without
agent)

l-ld'x'^-d'^, shirt (tdx'^, sew)

530. The suffix may enter into combination in a reduplicated

form, in which case, the form remains for the first part of the

reduplication but is shortened at the end, an unusual ending of a

Coeur d'Alene word:
sET-d'°'-sd'T-d, great-grandfather five or more generations removed

(sdV, be obscure [ ?])

sut'-d'^-sut'-d, rubber (su^^"', stretch)

531. It is a part of certain verbs also:

tcE-tcd'ri-d*"', one (animate or inanimate object) is small

tsE-tsd'm-d'"', pi. are small

pu't-d'd-nts, he honored (worshipped him)
s-du''^-du'^k^-mi'n-a'"'s, he is stingy about lending something

xu-x'^i'ts-a'^', it is short

532-542. Locative Suffixes

These suffixes differ from those of §§ 456-531 only in then-

meaning which is more locative than nominal. They often denote

a meaning in combination with a prefix, even as the nominal

suffixes do.

532. -dlwis {-dlwis,-dTwLs), about, go about to indefinite places:

i-tcEc-dlwi's-Ems, he is accompanying him about to indefinite places

(its-tc- > itc- ; its- .... -Ems, 3—3 cont. ; tcdc, accompany)
lut ar'^ x^'dy xuy-dlwi's, not many were traveling (lut-, not; ar"',

many; x'"'dy, these; xui, one goes)

syd-daxt-dlwi's, soouts (syd-, one whose occupation is ; daxt, pi- go)

533. -itsd^"- {-tsd^"-), all around, all over, used especially of wrap-

ping or covering (cp. § 497)

:

d-tc-yirx^-i'tsd"^, it is covered all over (dts-tc- > dtc-; dts-, made so;

tc-, on and not part of; yilx'"', cover with flimsy object)

mu's-tsd'^, iour blankets not folded

a-t-djdx-tsd'^, it is scratched all over (ats-t- > at- ; t-, part of, in this

case, ridges on surface; djdx, scratch, make groove)
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534. -ust, along, meaning movement along:

ut-x^i'''n-ust, again he went along here (ui-, again; x^i'^n, demon-
strative verb, be here)

u-n-gwi's-t-vst, she moved along up high (u, just; n-, on; gwi's, be
high; -t, subjective)

u-si'k'^a'-ust, he went by water (u-, just; sik^a?^, water in a body)

535. -alnivj {-dlndw, -Iniw), alongside at rest, or in position

alongside

:

hm-r'^ux^-r'"'ux^-aini'w-En, harness (hin- , on, in-; r'">ax^, line lies;

-En, that which)

d-tsdn-cdtc-dlni'w, they were surrounded (dts-ts- > dts-; d-, made
so; tsdn-, under; cdltc, be, go in a circle)

hin-lhp-lnd'w-un-tEm, it was shot alongside (hin-, on; -un, for -En,

tr. ; -tEm, 3 compl. pass.)

536. -yuya?'^ {-yoyo'"'), back and forth

:

qdp-qdp-l-yu'yd'"-, butterfly (qdp, flap; redupl., again and again;

-il, angle where two planes meet; glot., rep.)

hm-qdld'^-yu'yd^^, he swxmg (hin-, on; qdld'^, swing)

td'm-t'Em-yoya'"', snail (fam, dampen)

537. -iwds {-aidds, -dwds), between, together, have contact with,

be in contact. This suffix is used commonly with the prefix hm-{n-),

in, or m"-, among, amongst:

n-saq-saq-i'wds, it split in two (n-, in, on; saq, gape)

hin-qd' -i'was-En, wedge, i. e., stuck in between (hin-, in; qi^\ stick;

-En, instrument)

lax-t-i'wds, they were friends (lax, be friend; -t, subjective)

x'^iyd tsitsiya'i'wds, these sisters (together)

538. -u'us {-o^os), directly. The best word to express this suffix

is the unorthodox "spang":

pat'-o'os-u's-En-tEm, he was mush-poured spang in the face (paf,

pour mush; -us, face; -En, tr.; -tEm, 3 compl. pass.)

xEt-u'us-u's-En-ts, he clubbed him spang on the face (xdt, club)

pa'gw-o^os-qEn, nagger, loud talker (pagw, echo; -qEn, voice)

539. -il, direction, -ward:

nax^t-i't, downstream
a-n-car-ic-i't, upstream (ats-hin- >- an-; ats-, made so; n-, in; car,

be difficult [ ?]; -ic, be in act of)

s-yux^mus-ulumx^ -i'l, north (yux^mus, cold ; -uPumx^, ground, land)
s-q^Ets-uTumx'^-i'l, south (q^its, be warm)
nuTc^-l-i'l, once (nuJc^, once; -I, times)

540. -md^'^, in every way:
s-tsun-md'^'-ntsu't, education (s-, nom.; ^sm«-, show, point; -Entsut,

reflex.)

tcds-U's-md^^-ntsut, he would try liis strength (tcdt-s- > teds-, tcdi-,

fut.; S-, inten.; Us, measixre)

su'x^-md'd-nts, he felt it (sux'^, know)

541. -iim*"^ {-dnd^°-), over, on top of but not entirely covered.

Frequently used with prefix tc-, on, not part of, or tcdt-, on surface

:
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tca-taTq-i'nd^^ntEfn, he was stamped on (tcdt-t- > teat-; teat-, on
broad object; taTq, step on; -an-tEm, 3 compl. pass.)

tcdt-gwdl-p-i'na'"', he burned all over (teat-, as above; gwdl, burn;
-p, without volition)

tcd-tu'x^-dc-dnd'-dn-ts, he jumped on him (teat-, on; t'ux'"'ile-,

jump, motion in horseshoe shape; -dn, tr.; -ts, 3—3 compl.)

542, -astq {-stq), in opposition to:

eEt'-Et'-a'stq, he won in sport (cdf, level)

tsaq-a'p-stq, he piirsued, went behind in opposition to (tsaq, ?;

-ip, at back)

ako' -stq, he answered back (-n-s > -s; dk'^n, say)

ku-tcac-a'p-stq, thou followedst against orders (ku-, thou; tcdc,

accompany)

543-660. Compounded Suffixes

543. There are certain marked tendencies in the use of suffixes,

some of which can hardly be separated from the use of prefixes

with which they may have an intimate relationship (cp. § 573).

One tendency is to use the suffixes in a much generalized sense:

-tsin, e. g., which means "mouth", means more exactly "edge of,

around the edge"; -ip, bottom, may take on a great many general-

ized meanings which range through the more literal notions of

"seat, posterior" to the idea of "after, behmd", or "foundation".

Another tendency is to combine suffixes. Combination is not

entirely free, but it is used very commonly and certain groupings

of suffixes have taken on particular meanings. I will give a few

of these as well as idiomatic combinations of prefix .... suffix.

Meanings depend upon relative position of the suffixes, on accent,

and on prefixes:

544. -qin-ups, seat:

hin-qap-qi'n-ups-En, pad for a chair, lit. where end of anus pads.

545. -os-axEn, top of arm, perhaps ball and socket joint:

s-t-tcEni-o's-axEn, top of arm

546. -l-tsa^-i'p, hip:

s-tcEm-l-tsd'-i'p, hip

t-qa^°'-qa^"^-i-tsd-i'p-mEnts, he put one on each side of his belt, i.e.,

vised it to hii3 -stick on

547. -ap-alqs, bottom clothes:

Rats-a'p-aVqs-En, woman's belt (Rdts, tie)

548. -ip-dns, chin, i.e., bottom of teeth:

s-tcEm-i'p-dns, chin
xd's-p-dns, good beard

549. -ip-dl-sicEn, stubby horn, stump of horn (1):

d-s-tsut-Em-i'p-dl-stcEn, buffalo horn
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550. -awas-qsn, corner, angle:

an-tcEm-a'was-qEn, floor or wall at corner, perhaps angle,

but ni'''-. . . .awas-qEn, space in corner

ni''' -tsaq-a was-qEn-En, I set hollow object in corner

The same combination may also mean "in hair" or "on top of

head":
ni^''-xa p-xap-awas-qEn-En, I (bird) fluttered over his head (xap,

pile flat things)

s-ni"'-tcEm-a'was-qEn, on his head, in top hair

551. However, when the skull is referred to, the top and back
are differentiated:

t-xat-xat-a'^'^st-qEn-ts-ilc, they clubbed him on top of the head, i. e.,

blow came from above
xat-xat-a'p-qEn-ts- lie, they clubbed him on occiput (back of head),

i. e., blow from below or back
s-yalx"^-a'p-qEn, cape, i. e., flimsy object lies at back of head

552. -alq-CEn (for -alq^'-CEu) is used for the long bones of the leg:

s-tca'm-alq-cEn, leg

hin-q^a'^-alq-cEn, corner of house (^^i'S be hollow)

553. -us-CEfi, toe (face of foot):

lupx-u's-cEn, he has a hole in the toe of his moccasin

554. -ipl(f"'-CEn, heel (handle of foot)

:

s-tsEl-tsEl-i'pld'^-cEn, spxirs (tsdl, pi. objects stand upright)

555. The combination -ip-was-csn is the generalized word for

privates

:

ni'^-luq'^-i'p-wds-cEn, breechclout (ni''^-, refers to hair; iaq^, band)
W^al-U^alc-i'p-Ewds-cEn, he startles (by flying) between the legs

556. -itcn-tct, back of hand:
hin-m6*H-d'tcri-tct, he smoked back of his hand

557. -tsin-tct, wrist, edge of hand:
s-tsdn-tcEm-tsi'n-tct, wrist (tsdn-, under; team, be surface) (cp.

s-tsdn-tcEm-tsi'n-cEn, ankle)

558. -il-tsd^-us, inside of face (eye):

s-t-gump-gwtip-i'i-tsd' -us, eyelashes (gwdp, be hairy)

559. -tsin-k^d^^, shore (edge of water):
tsaq-aq-tsi'n-k'^d'^, canoe came ashore (tsaq, one hollow object

stands)

560. hrn-. . . .itci-dtk'^cP^, hand in water:
hin-lar^-i'tct-dtk^d'°', he plunged his hand into water

561-369. Syntactic Suffixes

561. Syntactic suffixes serve the purpose of showing relation-

ships between different parts of the sentence. There are several

datives, all used with the usual transitive combinations of object-

subject in all of the tenses. In all cases the dative refers to the
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object. Simply placing the suffix before the pronominal suffixes,

of coursewith the proper phonetic changes, gives the dative meaning.

562. -I, in behalf of, mstead of:

k'^i''' -ts-Uu'T-l-tEm, I am making it for thee (ku-Tiin-s-its- > h'^i^Hs-;

KuT, make; -tEm, cont. ending instead of -Em, § 354)
gwi'tc-l-ts-dx^, thou foundest it (something I had hidden) for me

(gwitc, see; -ts-dx'^, 2—1 compl.)
dts-Exi'l-t-sEn, I cust. move it for him (dts-, initial vowel > ats-;

axEl, do thus; -sEn, 1—3 cust.)

563. -tul, for, in reference to:

a'tsx-tul-ts, she looked at him for it (expecting him to have it)

(atix, look at; -ts, 3—3 compl.)

x^d tcd-s-tcs-xu'i-tul-tEm, what is to be fetched for ? (tcdl-s- >
teds-; rc^a, article; tcdl-, fut.; s-, inten.; tcs-, for a purpose;
xui, go; -tEm, 3 pass, compl.)

tc-cEt'-Em,-tu'i-ts, he aimed gun at him (tc-, on not part of; cdt', one
long object projects; -Em, cause; -ts, 3—3 compl.)

x^d tcds-tcs'-a'tsx-tui-tEm, (what is he) that he should be looked to

for (anything) ? (teds-, as above; tcs-, for purpose; atix, look

at; -tEm,, 3 pass.)

564. -cit {-cd), as a favor to:

no"* t-tdd'r^-ci-tsdx^, when (and if) thou prayest for me (cit-ts- >
cits-; na"^, doubt; t-, on part of; ttcdr^, pray; -tsdx'"',

2—1 compl.)

tci'l-cits, she gave him (something) {tcil, give)

dts-gun-i't-ei-tsEn, I cust. ask thee as a favor (dts-, cust.; gunit, ask;

-tsEn, 1-2 compl.) This suffix, for phonetic reasons, demands
the completive pronominals with the customary, § 359.

k^i^^ts-axi'l-cit-Em, I am doing thus as a favor to thee (k'^i^'^ts-,

see § 334; -Em, cont.)

565. -cic {-cdc, -cec), something, for someone. When used with

an intransitive verb, this suffix is used to complete (§ 287) the

meaning and may be translated as an indefinite pronoun. If used

with the transitive it means "for someone":

tcdt-wtiT-vjuUc-Em-ei'c-Eri, pool table, that on which something
is rolled again and again for someone (tcdt-, on surface;

wdTtc, roll; -Em., caus.; -En,'that which; glot., ve-p.)

its-xd's-Em,-cdc-s, he is using something carefully (its- . . . .-s,

3—3 cont.; xds, good)
md'r^-cdc-m,En-ts, he broke it (someone else's property) (m/ir^,

break, destroy; -mEn, use for; -ts, 3—3 compl.)

tcd-cdc-m,i'n-En, I gave it to somebody, used something for giving

566. I believe that, for some undiscernible reason, this suffix

was taken over for the pronominal completives 2-lp and 2p-lp
where the forms for completive and customary which have no
correspondence to any Coeur d'Alene system are, e.g., Jcu^-dtci'n-cdc,

thou gavest it to us, or thou gavest it (did with) as a favor to us.

In other words, it does for the ordinary pronouns but also contains

the idea expressed by -at, "as a favor to", here omitted:
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ku'u-ts-Etci'n-cdc, thou oust, scoldest us (ku-dts-vowel > ku*Hs- ;

dts-, cust. ; dtcin has the meaning of "scold" in the customary)
kup^-its-Elcu'n-cdc, you are telling us (its- vowel > its-; kup-, you;

Us-, cont.)

A few words have the accent on -cic when it is used with ku-

or kup-:

ku-lEdj-ci'c, thou stabbedst us (ku-, thou; Iddj, stab. The form
ku-ld'dj-cdc is also correct, perhaps even preferable)

tcdt-ku-s-tcEn-ci'c, thou art to help us (tcdri, take hold of, with
-cic always means "help")

567. -tsut {-tsot), reflexive. According to my observation -tsut

is treated, as far as accent is concerned, like any of the nominal or

locative suffixes (§§ 456-542), except that if it occurs in combina-

tion with one or more of them which would ordinarily take the

accent, the tendency is to throw the accent to the reflexive. That
-tsut is a true transitive form is shown by the fact that, except

with rare exceptions, it is preceded by the transitivizer -sn

:

hin-tcEs-tcEs-t-m-En-tsu't, he regretted (hin-, in; tdds, bad; -t,

subjective; -m, use)

KuC-En-tsu t-En, God (KuT, create; -En, the one who)
KuT-tsEn-tsu't, cook (kuT, make; -tsin, mouth)
tcd^-yi'rx^-dnd'-dn-tsut, he covered himself with his blanket (tcdt-y-

>- tcdy- ; tcdt-, on svirface; yiTx'^, cover with blanket; -ind'"', on)

lutd-tcarri-y-d'l-m-En-tsut, he could not even move (s- stem vowel >
y-; lutd-, neg. ; tdani, result; s-, nom.; dl, move; -m, use)

hin-ta'p-t-tsd' -dn-tsDt-En, pineapple (hin-, in; tap, shoot; -Itsd*"', all

tlirough the inside)

hin-pulu-s-tsu't-En, my means of killing myself (t-s-En- > s;

hm-, my; pulut, kill one; -s, artificially; -En, that which)

568. -twic {-twdc), reciprocal. This suffix, like the reflexive^

usually takes the transitivizer -sn:

tcs-x^i's-Erl-twdc, they went toward each other (tcs-, for a purpose;
x'^is, one goes, walks; glot., limited rep.)

fa'p-En-twdc, there was war (fap, shoot)

(i'm-tcs-En-twdc, they shook hands (dm, shake hands; -tcs, hand;
glot., as above)

s-q^a'o-qwd'H-s-twi'c, quarreling (s-, nom.; q^a'°'qwd'H, speak; -s,

artificially)

s-qdy-ci't-wdc, correspondence (cit-t- > cit-; s-, nom.; qdy, write,

mark; cit-, as a favor)

569. -i' . . {-a' .
.

, -a'

,

.), exaggeration or emphasis, particularly

on the duration or force of an action. Wherever the accent may
ordinarily be, if the verb takes on this emphatic form, the accent

is shifted to this suffix which at the same time is articulated with

a "song" proper to the meaning, a long glide of the voice with

many tunes:
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muq^-untEm-i' . . . ., many heaps (of meat) were made (maq^, pi.

objects lie; -EntEm, 3 pass, compl.), emphasizing the large

amount of meat.
dn-tcitcin-i' . . ., small thing was in it (dts-n- ^ an-; an-, made

so in; tcitcdtia'"', one is small), emphasizing surprise and
chagrin at finding this small object.

cEl-Em-i' . . ., he chopped hard and long (cdl, chop; -Em, intr.)

pEs-pEs-t-d\ it was an astonishing incident (pas, astonish; redupl.

form with -t, have effect of .... (§ 302). The stem pas modifies

the vowels prog., hence -d')

570—572. Nominalizing Suffixes

570. Just as there are a few nominalizing prefixes so there are

several suffixes which transform a verb into a noun.

571. -En, nominalizing suffix, when personal "the one who",

when non-personal "that which". When used with the prefix

hm-, the combination may indicate "place where":

KuI-En-tsu t-En, God, the one who created himself

s-tcdf-Em-u't-En, chair (s-, nom.; tcdt-, on; dm, one sits; -ut,he in

position of)

atsx-us-En-tsu't-En, mirror (atsx, look at; -us, face; -Entsut,

reflex.; glot., rep.)

hm-ld'q-Entsut-En, sweathouse (hin- . . . .-En, place where; Idq,

bnry)
^

sin-pi'gw-n,haMoon (s-hin- > sun-; nominal form of hin- . . . .-En,

"what is in", or "place of being"; pigw, swell)

hin-pulu-s-tsu't-En, my means of killing myself (t-s >- s; pulut,

kill one; -s, artificially; -tsut, reflex.)

572. -tn, that which. A rare suffix which seems to be an intrusion

of the common Salishan instrumental -tEn, or -tn. Since t-n- > -n

in Coeur d'Alene I believe -En is a direct relative of this suffix.

However, a few words seem to retain t- and in so doing have com-
promised by glottalizing n, a common Coeur d'Alene device for

keeping derivations distmct (see e. g. "balloon", § 571):

wi'c-tn, tipi pole (wic, build, erect)

pd'x'^-tn, snowdrift (pdx'^, wind blown). In this word -tri seems to

have become a part of the stem, cp. id pd'x^Hri-mds, when the

snow drifts.

swa^i'-tri, spring of water

573. Combination of Prefixes and Suffixes

573. The large number of prefixes and suffixes and the attendant

differentiation in meaning due to position and accent (§§ 651-698)

make a stereotyped charting of the parts of the Coeur d'Alene word
impossible. However, the following outline will give an idea of

the setup showing how relatively simple words include many ideas.

The table of prefixes carries the elements up to the stem; and
another table of suffixes includes the stem and suffixes. The
sentences are given with letters and translation.
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574-589. Comparative Notes on Suffixes

574. So far the division of Salishan languages into their several

groupings has rested on a comparison of small vocabularies, and
especially of suffixes which have remained remarkably stable,

particularly within each of the groups. Boas and Haeberlin have
determined *- as against a- languages^ which may exist, but it

seems likely to me that a great deal of theory may hinge upon a

careful study of the vowel changes as they exist within each lan-

guage even as they are present in Coeur d'Alene. It would be im-

possible to consider it either an i- or an a- language in the face

of the fact that the vowels change regularly according to usage,

position, accent, and the like. It is likely that these changes in

themselves are due to historical causes. If so, we must know more
about them in other languages, for it is apparent that they exist

even from the examples given by Haeberlin^. One of the most
outstanding characteristics of these examples is the change of

vowel and its loss. He had not enough examples from any one

language to determine the exact meaning of the change and alto-

gether the material is very uneven. This remains one of the main
problems in the attack on the languages as a whole.

575. No one, to my knowledge, has done much with the prefixes—
tliis again doubtless because of phonetically inaccurate material

and even more particularly because of lack of analysis. There

is every reason to believe that the prepositional prefixes are present

with nearly the same meanings in the inland dialects. I have not

seen anything which corresponds to the directionals, but that may
be due to the fact that simple examples are more commonly recorded

than those idiomatically used, for most of the material is from

vocabularies; little, if any, from texts.

576. A few suggestions as to relationships may be ventured on
the basis of the detailed study of the Coeur d'Alene suffixes and a

more casual one of Haeberlin's Salishan suffixes. Besides, it is

possible to summarize the character of Coeur d'Alene suffixes. The
large majority are of two kinds; those beginning with a, whether

accented or not, are probably to be considered the same since

they all precede q, x, or q^ which stabilizes * as a; and those begin-

ning with -il {-al before q, x, or q^). I list them here since we have

not looked at them from the point of view of their relationship to

one another:

-axEn, -as^it, -aqs, -ina*"', ear; -ind^"', on top of; -ins, -inx^,

-ingwil, -intc, -itct, -itcs, -{ips), -dps (§ 580); -i^utEm, -ipUix^tstc,

-itsd^^, -iwds; -itcn, -isgwdl, -istcdyt.

^ Franz Boas and Herman Haeberlin. Sound Shifts in Salishan Dialects.

Int. Jovir. Am. Ling. IV: 117-136.
2 Distribution of Salishan Suffixes, unpublished material.
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-alq^", -alpq^, -alqs, -alqs, end; -alqs, road; -ilt, -Hup, -ilgwas,

-ilumx^", -ilx'^, -ilfs; -dlwis, -dlstcEn (the last two never have the

accent on -dl in any of my examples but they almost surely belong

here).

There is still another group, not so large as the other two, be-

ginning with -il:

{-Up) -dip unaccented; -ilx^, -dlniiv, -dlqiwt, -alqix'^

Although these do not exhaust the list of suffixes, they neverthe-

less determine our problems. If we start from the -il set it does not

seem to me difficult to see that they are composed of a suffix -il

which, from other settings, we have shown to mean "inside of".

This meaning would not conflict with that of any of the suffixes

beginning with -il, even though we should not expect all parts to

retain literal meanings. If this is true, we then reduce our suffixes

to -p, -x'^, -niw, -qiwt, -qix^.

577. If we view the set in -at or -il in the same way we get what
is to be expected, i. e., a less uniform means of translation. This

is even more apparent since -il is difficult to translate. I have

shown that it may mean "where two planes or elements come to-

gether" which fits in some cases, and in others does not. If we
accept the division of the suffixes leaving the meaning as indefinite

we then have for determination -q'", -pq^", -qs, -t, -up, -gwds, -umx^,

-x^, -ps, -wis, -stcsn {-istcsn).

578. Certain of these lend themselves to discussion and compar-

ison. There is every reason to believe that gw (Coeur d'Alene) > w
in other languages (Kalispelm, for example), and we know that I > i

or * in other languages, Thompson for example, whence I believe

that -ilgwds > -iwds, even though the suffixes have taken on
different and distinct meanings and uses. Since the tendency to

change gw to w is only slight in Coeur d'Alene, since I is usually

retained, and since other examples seem to point in the same
direction, I should say that -ilgwds and -iwds came into Coeur

d'Alene from two sources.

579. If we separate -il from -il-umx^'^', once more we have left

-umx^ which means "person", a common Salishan element, -x^

allows of comparison between -il-x^, house and -il-x^, mat or hide.

If we remember that the old houses were made of mats, we should

have -il-x'^ defined as "that space in (within) mats", and -il-x'",

perhaps "one flimsy surface meets another".

580. My suggestion about -ilgwds and -iivds gains weight upon
viewing -ilps and -dps. A glance at § 500 shows that the number of

examples of Coeur d'Alene -dps is small, and at the same time an
effort seems to be made to keep -ilps in a class somewhat distinct

from "neck" or "back of neck" when, for example, only pigs,

wolves, and a few other animals are counted with it as classifier,

42*
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and it applies to "throat" as well as to neck. The distinction

seems to be between the kind of neck or throat rather than between
inside and outside. The Coeur d'Alene meaning seems to me to be
that a neck or throat hardly different from the rest of the body,

i. e., not cylindrical (outside), would be referred to as -ilps, whereas

a person's neck or throat would be -al-pq^, and I believe -q^ has

to do with length even as it does in -al-q^. (All this in spite of the

fact that Lawrence says -ilps of an animal is equivalent to -apqEn,

occiput, back of head, of a person).

581. I confess I have few suggestions to make about the series

in i, except to call attention to the fact that many of these suffixes,

when separated from the introductory vowel, have as initial a sound
which in Coeur d'Alene is unstable: s, n, tc, w (> u-vowel). Since

we also have verbal suffixes such as -it, -in, -igw, -itc, (dpi), whose
final consonant may assimilate to any of them and at the same time

tend to take the accent, it does not seem fantastic to look for the

presence of the accent and the strong vowel in some such influence.

These verbal suffixes are difficult to translate and the possibilities

of assimilation are also rather too great to allow of very definite

conclusions on this point. It might, however, be settled if we could

find the parts in some language in which contraction and assimilation

are not so strong, although it is likely that the amalgamation of

two suffixes, if such it be, is an old one, to judge by the apparent

distribution.

582. A few examples illustrate the force of this suggestion:

The stem for "one" is almost certainly ndTc^, although in a great

many cases it appears as ndJc^-d^"-, as it does in counting in the

abstract, for persons (classified by prefix ttc-). When, however,

the echo-vowel assimilates to a following ^ of a suffix, that contrac-

tion is represented by the accent on the i

:

nuJc^d'-i'tsd*"', one blanket
nuW^d^-i'ix^, one house, tent

hin-nuic'^a'-i't-k'^d'^, one lake

583. When the stem is followed by a, it seems not to be felt as

contracted

:

na'K'^-a'alq^, one tree, pole, string

nd'li'"'-d^°'st, one stone (for slingshot)

584. The stem for "two" is ds-dl, presumably normal with accent

on as:

ttc-d'sdl, two persons

585. With such facilities for comparison as I have, I make the

following suggestions:

-a'*^ (§ 528) is a suffix used sometimes by itself, but often in

connection with other elements, stems, for example, and suffixes
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such as -in-a'^, -i-ts-a'"', -tc-a'^. I have mentioned the fact that the

words including it have so many meanings as to make it ahnost

impossible of classification. It is likely that here as elsewhere.

Coeur d'Alene accepted (or developed) forms in several ways. It

is likely, I think, that -a'" of persons and kin-terms is from (or

related to) -ela, person, which Haeberlin cites for only the western

dialects (Lkun, Kwantlen [Fra], Sesh). It is well established that

Z > * in a number of dialects and it seems likely to me that -ela

(vowel may be a) > i^'^ (a'"' without accent). In the same region

(Puget Sound) which has -ela for "person", there is a suffix -ala,

-ale, -al, "place of". There is a strong possibility that this might

have become -a'^ and that some of my meanings should be "place

where ....". It is difficult to ascertain which of these is meant
because I cannot analyze many of the words containing -a'". It

seems as if it would apply to "half dollar", "left side", "rust",

"shirt" (§ 529), and to some of the verb stems which seem to

demand it.

586. Still another suffix, -i"^st f-d^dst) suggests derivation from
more than one source. The suffix -als, stone, of the Coast becomes
-eHst and it is likely this is the same in Coeur d'Alene, although it

has become much generalized so as to mean "rounded surface".

In the West (Halkomelen [L. Fra], Lkun) it appears as -a' 1st,

-a'lEst, and is interpreted "round things". In the same class form-

ally m Coeur d'Alene is the ending meaning "weapon" which
Haeberlin classifies separately as -elst {-sn), and I think it hkely

that this even should be in the same class as -als. A knife and an
arrow were in the old days made of stone and were therefore

"round things". Following up my suggestion of § 577 we should

then have to compare -st, and *"- (d^^) would come in the class

with -il. In Coeur d'Alene, for instance, it is not used for "bow",

"gun", or "club" but the few examples of its use can all be related

to "round object".

587. The suffixes in -dl (al-) as well as those in s- show definite

relationships to incorporated nouns and several of them furnish

hints as to their derivation: -al-qix'", breath, smell, is definitely

from the stem qix^" which is used in the same way as other verb-

stems. I think that -dl-niio, -al-qiwt may turn out to have the same
kind of derivation. As for those in s-, they should be susceptible

to the rule l-s > s and there may be accentual {i' ) or phonetic (d^

before accented syllable) remnants of this elision here and there.

A possible derivation is suggested by -ipitixHstc, tongue-shaped.

(ipl, have?). This may be the derivation of the i's- suffixes, for

Kalispelm has, e. g., -epls^chin, and -els^chin (Giorda II, 191), and
other examples which suggest that Kalispelm -epl-s > Coeur
d'Alene -i's. Thompson perhaps has lost pi before s also, for we
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have -e-sul, fish, as compared with Coeur d'Alene -i'-sgwdl (Coeur

d'Alene gw > Thompson w, and evidently I > I). Again Coeur
d'Alene -i-stcayt is to be compared with -el-kolt of the other inland

dialects, M >ic?), and here I is retained, although we cannot be

very sure of the phonetic structure.

588. I have already suggested the relationship of Coeur d'Alene

instrumental -sn to Salishan -tEU, for t-n > -n. Consequently,

when the instrumental -tsn occurs in Coeur d'Alene (survival or

borrowing ?), it is -tn so as to keep both sounds. Perhaps when we
have better recordings of the other languages we may find this is

the suffix, or at least some reason for the glottalization of the n.

589. This discussion makes no pretensions as to exhaustiveness,

but attempts to point the directions in which the various problems

lie. There is a vast amount of comparative work necessary before

the question can be answered conclusively, and before that is done

most of the material is still to be gathered. Haeberlin's paper

which evidences great industry and intuition, suffers from the lack

of phonetic exactness of his material. It seems to me that the facts

of Coeur d'Alene, especially those having to do with phonetics,

contraction and assimilation, should furnish numerous clues

which point in various directions and will, I believe, if followed

carefully, bring out closer relationships between the Coast and
Inland dialects.

590-612. Reduplication

590-691. Introductory

590. Coeur d'Alene uses many types of reduplication although

each is not entirely free. Generally speaking, verbs belong in

classes, not absolutely rigid, which may take one or more types of

reduplication. Many stems, however, may be reduplicated in

different ways for indicating as many different ideas. All redup-

lication must be considered in connection with other processes

such as affixing and stress, since practically no Coeur d'Alene

process is entirely exclusive. Because of the different nature of the

stems, certain variations in reduplication may occur in expressing

the same idea.

591. Since the relationship between noun and verb is so close

that which is said for the verb applies to nouns also.

592-602. Eeduplication of Types CVC-CVC, CVC-CVCC,
VC'-VCC, VC'-VCVC, CV-CV

592. When the stem consists of cvc, by far the largest group

of stems, it may be duplicated: to form derivatives (§ 302), and
to indicate plurality and distribution.
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593. The duplicated derivative which expresses the idea "it has

the effect of ..." has already been discussed (§ 302). Several ad-

ditional examples are given:

u^- form expressing objectivity duplicated form with -t

u'"'-tsaT, he is fierce tsd'T-tsEV-t, he is terrible in

effect

u^.qWa'r'^, he is fooUsh q^ar^-q^ar'^-t, he is reckless

u^-ca'r, he is lazy, does not ca'r-car-t, it is too difficult to

exert himself attempt

594. Stem duplication is used frequently to express plurality,

especially with the body-part, or nominal suffixes. The stem-vowel

is weakened when it does not carry the accent

:

t-tca n-tcEri-Em , he held on with both hands
s-lu x"^ -lux'"' -tct, gloves (lux'"', draw on)

gwa p-gwup-cEn, his feet are long-haired (gwdp, be long-haired)

htn-sd'l-sEl-p-us, he was dizzy, his eyes turned without volition

(hin-, in; sal, tiirn about; -p, without volition; -us, eye)

hin-paf-pat'-os-En-tso't, he dreamed (paf, pour mushy stuff; -En-

tsut, reflex.)

595. The plural of most verbs is indicated by subject or object-

subject pronouns, and in such cases the form indicates that "we",

"you", or "they" act as a body. However, if the idea to be con-

veyed is distributive, i. e., if each acts individually, the stem is

duplicated

:

qd't'-qEt'-p, they each climbed (qaf, go up incline)

sd'l-sEl-p, they each spun about (sdl, turn rapidly)

xa's-xas-t, each of them is good (xds, be good)

596. Another form of the distributive, hardly differing from

plurality, gives the idea that an action takes place repeatedly or

"here and there". The difference is more closely related to the

class of the verb (verbs which take -p § 306), than to the difference

in meaning or morphology. However, slight changes indicate

differences if the meaning becomes subjective (§ 304):

Ra'w-Raw-p, it dropped here and there (Raw, drop)

gwd'l-gwEl-p, it blazed here and there (gwdl, blaze, be afire)

d^ -dja m-djEm, it is pinned here and there (djdm, pin)

d"'-tsd'l-tsEl, fenceposts are set (tsdl, pi. objects stand)

x'"'d'p-xup-Em-stEm, blankets are spread here and there (x^dp,

spread blanket-like object)

597. The above examples illustrate a type of duplication in which
the accent falls on the stem which appears with its full vowel first.

The distributive of verbs with ^<."-form is expressed by duplication

with accent on the second instead of the first use of the stem, with

consequent weakening of the vowel where it first appears. The
meanings are the same as in §§ 595-596:
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u-q^ats-q^i'ts, each is warm, it is warm here and there (q'^its, be
warm)

u-cEt'-cd't', they are each level, it is level here and there (cat', he
level)

u-tcdp-tci'p, each is soft, it is soft here and there

u-t-qal-qal-&°'st, camas is not thoroughly cooked (qal, be raw)

t-xay-xi'y-gul, big belly (t-, on; xayxiy, be large, -gul, be cavity)

598. If the stem consists of cvcc, the final consonant is not

repeated when the derivatives or distributives are formed. Since

the final consonant of a cluster does not function in terminal

reduplication either, it seems as if these final consonants are

suffixes or remnants of suffixes

:

tsa'l-tsElx-unts, he clawed it here and there (tsdlx^, claw)

d^-tcd'n-tcEnp, it is clamped here and there (tcdnp, clamp)

tc-sd'x^-sEx'^q, each of them splashed (sdx^q, splash)

a'ts-Etsqd'"', they went out one by one (atsqa'"-, go out ; -a'", or -ga'"

is almost certainly a suffix)

599. The process of reduplication holds for stems having a vowel

initial also, the only difference being that the initial consonant is

missing so that the reduplication is vc'vcc

:

kup'-it'-Et.c-u'l, you sleepyheads (it.c, sleep)

i't'-Et.c, each one slept, they slept repeatedly

600. When the stem is bisyllabic, only the first vowel and conson-

ant are repeated, a process which suggests my belief that the

second syllable is a verbal suffix which has become thematic or

fossilized

:

ax-^axi'l-dc, they each did thus, or they did thus and so (axil, do
thus)

601. Stems consisting of cv are reduplicated cvcv for the same

reasons as those of the form cvc

:

his-qa-qa"^-qa'°'-ci'n, my little moccasins (qi''', stick to; -cin, foot)

602. Duplication is used for baby talk; but the syllables repeated

have no stem value

:

du du, animal or bug
hi bi'\ milk
md"' maP', mother
&a hd^^-, papa
dd da'"', food, something to eat

603-605. Reduplication of Types CV-CVC and V'-VC

603. Initial reduplication, that is, repetition of the first conson-

ant, or vowel, or of the first consonant and vowel of a stem,

denotes diminutive. It must always be accompanied by glottaliza-

tion of the following sounds in the complex into which it enters

:

m, n, w, y, I, r, r, r^", with the sole exception of n in. hm-, in.
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604. The diminutive reduplication may refer, as do the other

reduplicated forms, to either a small subject or a small object

:

cE-cEl'-uTumx^-n, hoe, something which gives the groimd Uttle

chops (cal, choj); -uVumx'^, ground; -En, that which)

t-tsE-tsET-tsEr-i'tct, twigs (t-, on attached to; tsdl, pi. objects stand
or project; -itct, fingers)

hin-pE-pEri-pEn-dlni'w, shafts, little long objects lie in alongside

(pan, long objects lie; -dtniw, alongside)

d-H't.c, little one slept (it.c, sleep)

605. The diminutive is often used by adults to express modesty

:

tc-nE-na'"'-na'°'S, we each became wet (tc-, we; nas, wet)

xu-xwist, he went

606. Medial Reduplication Type CV'-VC

606. The idea of "gradually becoming", a kind of progression, is

expressed by medial reduplication of some verbs, that is, a repeti-

tion of the stem vowel. Those stems which require the suffix -p,

"without volition" (§ 306) form a class (although not the only class)

which allows medial reduplication, and does not, with certain

exceptions, permit that type of final reduplication which means
"come to be ... without agent" (§ 262)

:

iu'up, it became dry (lup, be dry)

nai'as, it became wet (nas, be wet)

hin-q'"^d'dts-i'lgwds, he became warm inside (q^its, be made warm)
hm-xa'as-a'Ipq"' , he relished it (it became good in oral cavity)

hin-ta'ax-i'Igwds, he was worried) it became bitter in heart)

607-612. Final Reduplication Types, CVC-VC, CVC^-VC^-C^

607. Another kind of progression, difficult to differentiate from
the above in English, is expressed by reduplication of the final

consonant of the stem, or of the vowel and consonant. When the

consonant is labialized the vowel is u. When the stem ends in a

consonant cluster, the vowel and first element of the cluster are

repeated. Final reduplication expresses the idea "it came to be"

and includes the notion that no agent or power from the outside

had to do with it. Since this idea is also implicit ni medial reduplica-

tion, it seems that the difference is not primarily one of meaning,

but rather one of process involvmg a different classification of

verbs.

608. The significance of this usage, as of so many in Coeur d'Alene,

may be brought out best by a contrast. For example, let us say,

there is a rod outside. If I come and find it has been bent I may
say: "dtspd'n, it is bent", but I mean that it exists in a bent con-

dition because someone has acted upon it, as by throwing a rock

at it, or "it has been acted upon by an agent and is, therefore, bent".
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If I say, "pd'nEn, it is bent", I mean it has come to be bent through

some unknown or natural agency as by frost.

609. Because the difference in meaning is so subtle, I include one

other example at this point. If I say of this same rod "pd'nEnEm",

I mean "it has come to be bent through some natural force, such as

contraction due to change in temperature"

:

yaR-aR, they assembled (yaR, assemble)

pa't'-Et) mushy stuff spilled (pat', pour mushy stuff)

hin-la'r^"-ur^, he was indicted (lar^, plunge headfirst)

ul-fuT-uT-stci'nt-Em, he rose again (t'uT, be real person; -stcint, be
person)

tcdl-El-x^ , hollow object came to upside-down position (tcalx^, be
convex)

t-paf-dr-k^-us-En-tsu't, he self-pierced eye (t-, on attached to;

park''", pierce; -us, eye; -En-tsut, reflex.)

610. It is mteresting to note that some suffixes if used with a

verb which has been subjected to final reduplication must them-

selves be duplicated:

its-xuni-uni-i'It-dlt, she has come to miss her child (-ilt, offspring)

tsdX-El-i'c-ic, he came to a standing position (-^c, act of)

dm-Em-i'c-ic, he came into a sitting position

tsaq-tsaq-aq-El-i'p-dp, he fell on his back (tsaq,'ho\\ow object stands;

-El, planes meet; -ip, back, bottom)

611. A case of final reduplication expresses diminutive:

stddd-dd, a little grass, grass was young and green. (This example
is from a text which does not suggest baby talk)

612. The following are a few examples which have been treated

by more than one of the reduplicating processes

:

na'^a-nd'as, they each became wet
qo'''qo^ots-dc, they each became fat

gwa'r-gwar-ur, they got scraped

gwi'w-gwdw-w, they got shredded with wear
dn-gu-gux^ -giix'"' -i'ntc, little ones hung here and there on the wall

ku-k^dT-uT, it became clear, pleasant warm weather came on
d^-dri-drii's, little ones went off one by one
ax-'axi'F-iTc, little ones did thus

613-616. Glottalization

613. In Coeur d'x4.1ene glottalization not only causes mechanical

changes for phonetic reasons, but has also particular grammatical

functions, some of them used in connection with reduplication.

The prefix hin-, in, is the only element immune to glottalization

under the conditions given; even the susceptible sounds of the

verb-stem are affected. The series of consonants m, n, w, y, I, r,

B, r'" become glottalized under the following circumstances:
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614. When the noun or verb is diminutive:

Regular form Diminutive

mar-mari'm-EntEni-dc, they m-maf-mari'm-EntEm-iTc, thej'

were treated one by one little ones were treated one

by one
yd'r-ydr-p, wagon, they roll y-yd'r-ydfp, cart

615. When the action is considered as being performed not just

several times, but repeatedly within an interval of time:

Regular form Limited repetition

yd''p-yEip-vc, rocker ^d'p-yE'p-niEn-tsut, he rocked,

used himself to sway re-

peatedly

ta'x'^-tux'^-mEn-tsut, he stopped ta'x^-tux'^-mEn-tsut, he hes-

again and again itated

tsu'n-md'^nts, he showed him, hin-tsu'n-tsun-nid'^n, school-

pointed out every way to house, place where it is

him shown repeatedly

ta'-(ap-Em, he shot several td'fap-Eni, he hunted
(uq^-fuq^-atcs-En-tsu't, he tuq^-tuq^-atcs-Eritsu't, they

slapped his own hand re- clapped

peatedly

tsdri-uTc-uku'n-dm-En, I sug- tsdn-ulc-ukun-drri-Eri, tempta-

gested it to him several tion

times
hin-tsugw-tsugw-i'tcs-Ents, he hm-tsugw-tsugw-i'tcs-Erits, he

emulated him mocked him

616. Since the repetitive is usually closely related to the distrib-

utive, it is to be expected that it will be found most frequently

with the reduplicated form. This, however, is not absolutely

necessary and the proper sounds of the ordinary verb may be

glottalized to indicate repeated action:

lo'm-Ents, she scolded him
s-yo'q-uritsut, telling lies (yoq^, tell lies; yuq^, pretend; yoq^,

pretend with)

617—633. NoMESTAL Incorpoeation And Verbal Compounding

617. Up to the present time work on the Salishan languages

has suggested the probability that nominal incorporation is one

of the grammatical processes. It has been found in Chehalis^ and
now it appears in Coeur d'Alene as a weU-developed process. We
must leave aside the question as to whether or not the suffixes

may be stems and take only examples which are unquestionable.

618. Verbal stems may be made nominal simply by prefixing s-,

the nominalizer, or participial prefix. The tendency to use a

nominal form is so pronounced in Coeur d'Alene that it may even

1 Franz Boas, A Chehalis Text. Int. Jour. Am. Ling. VIII: 107.
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be used twice in the same word, once to nominalize the entire

complex, and again, either apparent or phonetically disguised,

in the continuative which is itself a participial form. In this dis-

cussion of incorporation we may omit the similarity between

nominal and verbal stems and take for our criterion of incorporation

first those words which retain the nominalizer s- and those nouns
which have some other initial.

619. dstci'tcd^"-, horse, stock:

t-gwuc-dlx^-dT-stci'tcd'-dn, curry comb ^-a?-vowel > -al; t-, on;

gwac, comb ; -dl, for [ ?] ; -En, that which)

Rdts-aT-stci'tcd'dn, lariat, lasso (Bdts, tie)

tss-ri-Estci'tcd-'ups, horse manure (tcs- > tss- before following tc:

n-vowel > ri; tcs-, after; hin-, in; -ups, anus)

620. tsdgw, behavior, character:

xds-dl-tsd'gw-dt, he has nice disposition (xds, good; -at, ?)

sET-sET-dl-tsd'gw-dt, he is vacillating (sdT, be obscure)

These examples are excellent to show, the way in which a stem

behaves, now as a verb and again as a nounJ

621. dtx'^d^"', camas:

sxa'wul-utx^d'"', raw camas
i^-ta'qiy-tx^a'^, leaves are falling (taqi'\ pi. fall) (the meaning is

not clear in this case)

622. tix^tstc, tongue. I have given -ipUix^tstc as a suffix also

(§ 515). This example certainly points to relationship with Kalis-

pelm -ipl- with suffixes (§ 587), and supports the argument that

the vowel is to be considered as an element in itself rather than an

integral part of the suffix although now it may seem to be the

latter

:

m-q^al-ipl-ti'x'^'tstc, he burned his tongue (in-, in, on; q^dl, burn)

sin-mdn-dpi-ti'x^tstc, small dagger
hin-nitc-pl-ti'x'"'tstc-Ents, he cut off its tongue (hin-, in; nitc, cut)

623. tsdtx'^, house:

ui-UnV-tsd'tx*^" , again she made a house
no'"' tc-lcu'T-l-tsdtx^, let's make a house (no'"', exhortative ; UuC, make

;

-I, connective ?)

624. stcint, person, people:

fap-stcd'nt, he shot

tcdl-ku-s-tsdn-tsdl-u^-stci'nt, if thou intendest to stand in people's

way (-ut-s > -u^s; tcdl-, fut. ; ku-, thou; s-, inten.; tsdn-, xinder;

tsdl, one person stands; -ut, be in jDosition)

ku-n-il-stci'n-En, thou art a man-eater (n-s > s; n-t > n; ku-,

thou ; iln, eat ; -En, one who)
hin-tsugw-tsugw-u^s-tci'nt, he set bad example, people behave in

eye ( ?) (Lawrence's etymology) {tsdgw, behave)
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625. si'dist, night:

mus-d^-si'dist, 4 nights (sidist, night passes)

tsuntctEm-aP'-si'dist, 7 nights

626. spinttc, year:

nuJc'^-spi'nttc, one j^ear

ha'dnm-d-spi'nttc, 8 years

627. The number of incorporated nouns with participial prefix s-

and the number of verbs which have been found with incorporated

nouns is small, but the process is typical incorporation, (dstci'tca'"^,

horse, does not really belong with them because even the initial

vowel is incorporated and is to be seen in the T preceding, which
is a combination of I and a vowel).

The follov/ing verbs have occurred in compounded forms, but
it is likely that many others have the potentiality of being used
in the same way :

xds, well, good ci^'^t, be first

teds, bad k^in, take
miy, make clear, definite dpi, have
gwdy, finish JcuV, make, create

yuq^d'"-, pretend qdy, design, mark
x'^dn, hurry lut, negative

yd"', secure game

628. The compounding is done by using the weak form of the

stem, because it lacks the accent; a possible connective -dl (§ 521b)

and a noun which takes the accent. Most often the noun is a parti-

cipial form beginning with s- and for this reason the I would be

lost (§ 145). On the other hand, the -a (a-) which occurs may be

related rather to the a- prefix which is an indefinite article, e.g.,

qdH^-a'^-tRi'^^d, he hot coal-stuck in (between toes). As far as I

know i does not assimilate to t although the echo vowel indicates

that some assimilation has taken place, as it does in a number of

other compounds, as e.g., mus-d^-si'dist, four nights. The function

of this d- will have to be left an open question until we get some
comparative material to help us with it. Kalispelm, according to

Giorda, has I in places and 5 in others and omits the vowel. Since

however, the consonant is more important in Coeur d'Alene, I

incline to the belief that the suffix-connective is -dl.

629. A few examples of the regular verb, gwdy, finish, show how
the forms are compounded:

gwiy-d-y-o'q^s, he finished drinking (s- vowel >- y-; oq^s, drink)

gwiy-d-s-Ku'T, he finished doing (KuV, do)

gwiy-d-s-ya'R-aR, they finished assembling, i. e., the feast is over
(yaR, assemble)

nd'^ gwiy-d-s-tcdl-u'sd''^, when they had finished (getting) the fut.

eggs (no'"', doubt; teal-, fut.; usd'°; egg)

630. This construction is almost entirely free, and since gwdy is

a stem in its own right and subject to all the modifications of a
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regular verb, it may be said that this is merely the usual verb with
object-noun construction which could as well be written gwiy
dsTcul. The pushing of the accent back to the participle and the

consequent weakening of the stem-vowel rules out this interpreta-

tion, if nothing else did. The final test of incorporation comes,

however, when transitive or more complex forms are demanded.
Although gway may take the transitive pronominal suffixes when
used independently — e.g., gwa'y-stus, he finished it — nevertheless

when the construction here under consideration is used, the syn-

tactic elements are a part of the participle which takes the accent

:

gwiy-d-s-t-q^a'°'-q'^a'H-mi'n-tEm, he is finished being spoken of,

his trial is over (t-, on attached; q^a"^q^d'°'l, speak; min-, use;

-tEm, 3 pass, compl.)

gwiy-d-s-tsd'k'^-En-ts, he finished skinning it (tsdk^, pull off; -En,

tr. ; -ts, 3—3 compl.)

gwiy-d-y-Eku' -stEm-dc, they had been fully instructed f's-vowel >
y-; dk'^'n, tell; n-s > s-; -stEm, 3 pass. cust. ; -de, 3 pi.)

x^d gwiy-d-s-pu'lu-stus- dc, when they finished killing

631. And, if these examples are not convincing, there are the

following in which the affixes bind the stem which cannot be an
auxiliary, and the incorporated participle so thoroughly as to

leave no question that the process must be interpreted as incorpora-

tion:

dts-gwiy-d-y-Eku'-stm-d-s, he cust. finishes telling me (dts-, cust.;

stem as above; -stmds, 3—1 cust.)

its-gwiy-d-s-ni'tc-Em-s, he is finishing cutting it (its- .... -Ems,

3—3 cont. ; nit 6, cut)

632. I will append a few examples of the usage with other stems,

any of which may be treated in the same way within the limitations

of their meanings

:

The stem yafl^, procure by hunting, earn, incorporates any of the

animal names and seems quite free:

yd^-tsi'\ he secured a deer
yd'-dsUuk^ut-i'Tt, he secvired a fawn
i^ya'-anla'mqd'^, they were impounding animals (nla'mqd^"', black

bear)

yd^-^d'sEl, he got two

633. The stem xa or xds, good, is used as the independent element

of a compound verb to denote "under favorable circumstances",

or "without interruption". This use is very common indeed:

k^''i'''ts-xas-a-s-q^a''H-Em, I am talking to you without interference,

everyone agrees with me
wa'" xa-tcas-tcE-ttci'gwul, so he will climb easily

634-650. Number
634. By this time it should be more than apparent that there is

no adjective in Coeur d'Alene, but that two forms of the verb w"-
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and -t take care ofwhat in Indo-European we designate as adjective.

The numeral is likewise in the verbal category. A consideration of

the numerals from one to ten gives a kind of cross-section of the

Coeur d'Alene verbs: All the stem-t3rpes are represented except

that ending in a consonant cluster. The suffix -tct, finger, has

become so closely knit up with the stems for 5, 6, 7, and 10 that it

is treated as a part of them and may be considered a cluster ; the

combination is in its turn treated as a stem. Many of the laws of

harmony, accent, of assimilation and contraction are represented

in the numerals. The stem "nine" is a diminutive and regularly

treated as such, as are some of the multiple units. Many objects

are counted by affixing the designations of their class so that

affixing is representative.

635. In agreement with the forms we have alreadj'" met in the

construction of the verb complex, the numerals represent three

types of verbal structure : the class of an object may be designated

by a suffix which is sufficiently specific to show the relationship

and needs no syntactic element; the form may be that of an
incorporated compound with the connective-suffix -dl, which in

this case seems to mean "times or measures" (§ 521, c); or, the

numeral may be independent in which case it is treated exactly as

an adjective (i.e., a verb) with the definite article, hd, showing its

relationship to the noun which follows.

636. The numerals from one to ten illustrate all these processes

and give us a clue as to what is happening in other cases.

The independent forms of numerals are as follows

:

na'Tc^a'^ 1

d'sEl 2
tci''iids 3

mus 4
tsil(tct) 5

tdwcd(tct) 6
tsu'n-tct-Em 7

hcPi'n-Em 8

xaxariu't 9

upEn(tct) 10

637. From 11 to 19 inclusive the numbers are compounded on
the basis 10 again 1; 10 again 2. Each stem, i.e., the stem, ten,

and the one following retains its accent showing that they are

thought of as two separate words

:

u'pEn ultci'^ilas 13

u'pEn ulxaxanu't 19

638. The tens are formed by multiplication, for, although in

practise the Coeur d'Alene usually use the ordinals for the numeral
adverbs, special forms exist to express them, and the more common
form (used for 1, 2, 3, 4, 6, 7) is the one used for counting tens:
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nuK^lxu'i, once he goes

dsdtxu'i, twice he goes (for asil-dl-)

tca^Hdlxu'i, thrice he goes (for tcd'"'ids-dt-)

mus-dl-xu'i, 4 times he goes

tuwc-dt-xu'i, 6 times he goes

tsuntctEm-dl-xu'i, 7 times he goes

dsd^-T-u'pEn, 20, twice 10 (for asiZ-d?-vowel)

tcd^HdH-u 'pEn, 30, 3 times 10 (for i5cd'^Z*s-d?-vowel)

mus-dH-u''pEn, 40, 4 times 10

tsiltc-l-u'pEn, 50, 5 times 10 (for tsiltct-l-)

tuwcdtc-V-u'pEn, 60, 6 times 10 (for tuwcdtct-l-upEn)

tsuntcm-dH-u'pEn, 70, 7 times 10 (for tsun-tct-m-dl-vowel)

hd'dnm-d°'T-u'pEn, 80, 8 times 10

xaxn-uT-u'pEn, 90, 9 times 10 (for xaxEmit-l-\^owe\)

639. Tens with digits are simply built up regularly from these

forms

:

dsd^Tu'pEn utnd'Jc'^d'^, 21

tcd'^ldH-u'pEn uPd'sEl, 32

mus-d^T-u'pEn ulmu's, 44

640. Hundred is formed by adding the suffix -qin, with the

attendant effects of q on the preceding vowels. This may be the

suffix meaning "head or tip" (cp. § 489):

nuUo'^-qi'n, 100 (since d" never changes to o'', nuUu''^ ( ?) may be a
derivative stem)

nulco'^-qi'n ulnd'K^d''"', 101

nu1io*^-qi'n uV-Esd^T-u'pEn-l-tsil, 125

nuKo^^qi'n ultsuntcmdTu' (pEn) ulhaH'nEm, 178

It is characteristic of Coeur d'Alene to leave off a part of a

word and heavily accent the last syllable which is pronounced as

here -Fu'

.

641. Multiples of 100 are diminutives formed by initial redup-

lication and the accompanying glottaUzation (§§ 613-616):

a'asa'T-qEn, 200 (two little lOO's)

tcE-tca^o-la's-qEn, 300
m-nio's-qEn, 400
tsE-tsdV-tct-qEn, 500
tE-tuwc-a'tct-qEn, 600
tsu-tso'ntctm-qEri, 700
hdH'nEm hd snuKo^-qi's, 800 (8 the its hundred. Note that this and

the next are not dim.)

xaxriu't (h)asnuJco'^-qi's, 900
u'o'pan-tct-qEn, 1000

642. For multiple thousands the adjectival form is used with lia,

the definite article:

a sal ha yd'o'pantctqEii, 2000, 2 the being 10 small heads

tci'^'^tds ha ya'o'pantctqEti, 3000
u'pdn ha ya'o'paritctqEri, 10,000
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643. In counting particular objects specification may be denoted

by affixing. Since I derived many of the laws of assimilation,

contraction, and sound change from examples involving number,

I shall not record here every number with every classifier, but I

will summarize them:

ttc-, perhaps meaning astraddle, used to coiint persons

The same prefix is used with the following affixes:

ttc- .... -alt, children, offspring

ttc- .... -d'^st, used to count objects more or less round which haye
a covering, e. g., orange, apple, ball, berry, but not rock.

Solid round objects are counted with this suffix without the

prefix.

ttc- ... .-dips, used to count animals counted by "necks"; pigs,

wolves

644. The following affixes are used to count classes as indicated:

-dlx'*", hide, hidelike object

tcdt- .... -dlx^, bundle (tcdt-, on surface)

-alq^, long objects like logs, poles, strings

-gul, spacious objects like wagon, canoe, auto
-uTumx"', parcels of land

-tct, finger, hand, glove, is used always in its contracted form for

counting with the exception of: tuwc-i'tct, 6 gloves. This is

perhaps equivalent to tuwc-i'tct-tct, or tuwc-tct-i'tct, since the

stem for six practically demands -tct.

-itsd'"', blanket not folded

-ilx^", house, tent

-asqit, day
hin- .... -itk^d'^, bodies of water
hin- . . . . -dp, smallish objects like containers; the affixes refer to the

bottom inside

645. The summary must include phonetic changes as well as

form. In the following classes of counting the accent is on the

suffix for "one", on the numeral stem for all the rest of the numbers
(2-10): -itsa'"', blanket not folded; -ilx"", tent, house; hin- ....

-itk^d^'^, lake, body of water; -uTumx^, parcels of land; -ussm, kind.

646. In all the rest of the classes the accent is on the stem.

Several remarks may be made on the stems for theoretical reasons.

The stem for "one" is ndJc^', which at times seems to demand a

suffix -d^^, and in other cases, it does not. The suffix -a"* is present

in those cases where the specifying suffix takes the accent and
when the following suffixes are used without the accent: -diet,

glove; -dlt, child; -dips, neck; -dlx^", hide; -alq^, long object; -gul,

object with capacity; -dp, bucket.

647. Bisyllabic stems:

a) dsil, two, and tcP'ids, three, being bisyllabic, take the accent

on the first syllable only when they carry no suffixes. Whenever
there is an unaccented suffix the accent falls on the second syllable

of the stem. The stem for six, tuwcitct, definitely a compound with

43
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suffix -itct, finger, is treated in exactly the same way, as is haH'nEm,
the stem for eight, which is doubtless a compound also.

b) Although tsuntctEm, seven, seems to be a combination with
the suffixes of six and eight, it never loses the accent to a suffix

nor is the accent on -itct, although it may lose it to an incorporated

noun, updn, ten, likewise, never has the accent on the second
syllable, but may lose it to an incorporated noun.

c) xaxanut, nine, always has the accent on -ut, last syllable,

remaining entirely consistent with the rule that certain stems, of

which it is one, shift the accent to the last syllable in the diminutive,

648. One example will demonstrate each of these principles:

Kinds Days
1
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Regular form

al-q'^d't'-ut, Plummer (place-name)

hin-cagwdl, road
al-da'r-dntc, sun, clock

si'sa''^, mother's brothers

smi'ydm, woman, vsdfe

xa'l-dx^, tooth

tcd'l-dx^, muskrat
t-tsd'l-tsEl-itct, branches

Diminutive

at-qu-qut'-u't. Little Plummer
hin-cE-cEgw-i'l, trail

al-dE-dar-i'ntc, watch
sisi''\ little mother's brother

s-niE-nid'i'ni, little woman
xE-xaT-i'x'"', small tooth

tcE-tciT-i'x'^, little muskrat
t-tsE-tsET-tsET-i'tct, twigs

653. Compare with the above the following shifts of accent which
I cannot explain :

xal-i'x^-un, dentistry, that which tooths

md'°'-ma'-a'm-aTqs, Sisters (mi'^m, be woman; -aTqs, clothes)

654. Other diminutives which seem to have the same structure

retain the accent in the usual position

:

hin-mu'lc-dntc, beaver hin-m-rriuTc-dritc, little beaver

655. The suffix -de, third person pi., may cause the accent to

move forward. This is especially noticeable in bisyllabic stems,

but is found also with suffixes

:

3 S.

dk^n, he said

d^ts-d'k^n, he cust. says

a'^ts-a'xEl, he does thus cust.

hin-gwa y-qEn, he grew up
(finish on-head)

q^d'y-m-Entsut, he danced (used

self for boimcing)
tsd'ndl, it was he
ttc-d'sdl, there are 2 persons

x'^i'^''n-ust, he passed along here

s-mi'y-dm, w^oman

3 PI.

dku'n-dc, they said

d"'ts-Eku'n-dc, they cust. say
a^ts-axi'l-dc, they do thus cust.

hin-gway-gwiy-qi'n-dc, they
grew up

q^iy-m-Entsu't-dc, they danced

tsEn-i'l-dc, they are the ones
ttc-dsi'l-dc, they are two
x^d'°"n-u'st-dc, they jDassed

along here

sni'^-s-md' -i'm-sdc, their (men's)

only sister

656. The continuative also has a tendency to throw the accent

forward, although the rule does not apply regularly to the suffixes,

but rather to the bisyllabic or compounded stems

:

Completive

a'xEl, he did thus
hin-gwd'y-qEn, he grew up
ku^d'k^n, thou saidst

But note

itsq^d'y-mEntsut, he was
dancing

Continuative

iti-axi'l, he is doing thus

in-gwiy-qi'n, he is growing up
kuyts-dku'n, thou wert saying

its-q^iy-mEntsu't, people as a

body w^ere dancing

657. There is a tendency for the accent to move forward with

numerous suffixes but it is by no means general. I will give only

a few examples:

43*
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tcdy-Eku'n-Em, he was going to say (for tcal-s-dk'^n- ; s- . . . .Em
inten.)

dtci'n-cits, she did with it as a favor to him, gave to, took out
ul-^dku'n-ul, say it again (ul-, again; -ul, 2 pi. imp.)

658. A number of suffixes tend to take the accent, but there are

exceptions to this as to many of the rules of accent. They are:

the suffixes §§ 434—455 and -il, direction, except -de, in horseshoe

curve; all of which may be called auxiliaries. The same tendency

is shown in the following formal combinations of stem with suffix

:

tcEc-dlwi's, go about with (Ht., about-accompany)
tsaq-i'p, chase (lit., bottom-set hollow object)

659. Certain rules of accent accompany reduplication
( § § 593-597)

:

u^- forms of the verb for distributive are accented on the second

instead of the first appearance of the stem (§ 597).

660. When the suffix is reduplicated to denote progressive action,

the accent usually falls on the first use of the suffix

:

dm-Eni-i'c-ic, it alighted (dm, one sits; -ic, act of)

stsi-tsim-i'Tt-dTt, child in relation to parent (tsitsdnid'"', pi. are

small; -ilt, young)

661. In rare cases the accent falls on the pronominal suffixes and
causes a slight change of meaning, really making a statement which

is contradictory to the facts or to the situation

:

t'ux-un-ti'hs, he was beating us (op. t'd'x-untdhs, he killed us)

t'ux-un-tu'lm,it, you were beaten
d-fux^-sti'ht, we are cust. beaten (but aH'd'x^-stdlit, we are cust.

'

killed)

662. One can understand the change in meaning achieved by
the accent here, for the stem tax^, really means "plural die" and
one cannot tell about his own death, nor can "they" be customarily

killed. It is another example of a fact I mentioned before (§ 261)

that Coeur d'Alene shows great willingness to express what might

seem to be psychological impossibility. The same seems to hold

for the next examples

:

ut-tcEc-En-tu'TniEn, I (will) accompany thee again repeatedly.

There is nothing in this form to show its impossibility, but the

grandfather has just told Catbird that he is going to die and
then goes on to say that he will go with him repeatedly

tsdn-cEt'-En-ti'lit, we are svirromided (it is not likely one wovild talk

thus when surroimded by the enemy)
twi''' sti'm id tcdy-dm,-tu'lmit, why poor food is it that you should

be fed with it ? (it is really too poor to share at all)

663. Other shifts of accent which I cannot explain seem to be for

purposes of derivation:

uk'"'d'r-dq-us, he is pale; but uk^drd'q-us, his face looks yellow

u^-ca't'-aqs, he is flat-chested; but u-jiat'-a'qs, he is smooth-chested
tcsin-tcd'm-dp, doorway; but tcsin-cEt'-d'p, tlireshold, it bottom-

stands up singly
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664. The accent usually falls on the incorporated noun rather

than on the verb-stem (§§ 495, 505, 515) and this is true also of

compounded verbs, i.e., the finite verb loses its accent in favor of

the incorporated participle (§§ 627—633).

665. The relationship between stem and suffix, between several

suffixes, and between prefix, stem and suffix is indicated by
accent. For the sake of convenience in introducing the question of

accent accompanying suffixes I am regarding the verbal suffixes

of §§ 434-455 as if they were a part of the stem and, in most cases,

they may be so regarded. Consequently when I say the accent is

on the stem I mean on the stem or its verbal suffix which may be

regarded as auxiliary in meaning.

666. We may look at the suffixes from the point of view of their

composition in connection with our study of accent. The monosyl-

labic suffixes consist of cvc and their vowels appear as i-d-E. They
are -cin, foot (§ 482) ; -qin, head (§ 489) ; -gwil, hollow object (§ 492)

;

-stein, horn (§ 494); -tsin, mouth, edge (§ 475). Such abbreviations

as these suffixes have are related to contraction and assimilation

(§§ 121-171).

667. I have no examples in which the following suffixes lose the

vowel: -aqs (§ 467), -axEU (§ 457), -alp (§ 479), -alpq"" (§ 499), -alqs,

end (§ 477), -alqs, road (§ 509), -alq'" (§ 498), -alqs (§ 471), -i 'qs

(§ 501). The weakest form in which they are found is with the

vowel preserving its timbre but very briefly articulated. It should

be noted that all except -alp, feeling; and -alj), part of plant, con-

tain a velar which evidently stabilizes the vowel. In the few

examples I have for -alp, it carries the accent, -alp usually precedes

the suffix -alq^" whose g"" supports the preceding vowel in its a-form.

I have never found it with the accent but its theoretical strong

form is -Up.

668. -alqiwt, which is rare and takes the accent on i whenever it

occurs, doubtless belongs with this group.

669. The largest group and one susceptible to the greatest

variety of changes mcludes the following monosyllabic suffixes:

-i^'st (§ 513), -ip (§ 463), -ips (§ 500), -ins (§ 516), -intc (§ 493),

-inx^ (§ 520), -itct (§ 487), -itcn (§ 459), -itcs (§ 488), -iy (§ 460),

-ilps (§ 514), -ilsn (§ 483), -ill (§ 502), -ilx^ (§ 491), -il (§ 497),

-ilx^ (§ 496), -ups (§ 456), -umc (§ 506), -us (§ 478), -u'us (§ 538),

-ust (§ 534).

670. The bisyllabic suffixes of this group may take the usual

vowel changes in either syllable but more frequently than not the

changes involve the initial vowel: -i^ut (§ 510), -ipW^ (§ 458), -iwds

(§ 537), -idEn (§ 476), -ina'^, ear (§ 473); -ma'«, on top of (§ 541);

-istcdyt (§ 507), -^fea'« (§ 533), -Hup (§ 485), -ilumx^ (§ 504),

-ilgwas (§ 490), -utumx'^ (§ 486), -yuya"^ (§ 536).
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671. The suffix -dlnivo, which probably consists of -dl-niio- is in a

class by itself and not common ; the accent is usually on the second
syllable and i may change to a.

672. The changes which occur in this group of suffixes are as

follows: they may lose the initial vowel altogether; the vowels

may be retained in their weak form and are therefore unaccented;

almost any of the vowels, but most often the first of the bisyllabic

suffixes, may be strong with the accent, or weak and unaccented,

but affected by the consonants involved in vocalic dissimilation

(§§ 198-250).

673. Since the composition of the suffixes is so different, the

following differentiations of meaning are often far from obvious,

yet there is considerable proof that they are made. The accented

suffix with its strong vowel is definite and regular in form and
meaning. A problem arises in the use of the suffix with weakened
vowel and without any vowel, for although the vowel is weak,

there is no doubt that at times it is significant. The distinction,

when present, is that if the suffix is used with no vowel it has an

agentive or locative meaning, but if the weak vowel is used the

meaning is a nominative of reference

:

[ip-s-Em, he wiped with his face] but i'p-us-Em, he wiped his face

(as to his face)

xds-tct, good (with) hand, but xas-dtct, good as to the hand,
i. e., well-shaped hand

674. In many cases there is no psychological difference in meaning
and there is a choice of forms

:

Preferred form Also possible

dts-pari-dtct, finger is bent not at joint dts-pd'n-tct

ats-pa'q-atct, (paw) is grayish ats-pa q-tct

u^-pd'q-tct, his hand is white u^-paq-atct

675. There is too much order in the abbreviation of suffixes for

us to dismiss it as a hit or miss result, and in some cases, as in those

above, and in others to be cited, we can tell why one is used in

preference to the other, which might even be entirely incorrect.

676. The syntactic suffixes: -cit (§ 564), -cic (§565) and -tsut

(§ 567) conform to the same rules as the nominal and locative

suffixes.

677. It willbe necessary to consider the accent in detail, but before

doing so certain generalizations may be made. The most important

is that the element of the complex which carries the accent is the

one which is most emphatic and sets the note for interpretation,

in fact, it might be said that one should begin with the accented

element in translating. When two suffixes of the kind under con-,

sideration are used, and neither is accented, or if the first is accented,
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the second is often the genitive of the first, henceforth the two may
be considered as one. In fact, so frequently has this been done in

Coeur d'Alene that certain suffix combinations, still analyzable,

have meanings as stereotyped as any single suffix

:

-il-tsd'^, inside-all over, body, meat
-tsin-k'"'d'"', edge-of water, shore

-ip-dns, bottom-of teeth, chin

-a'°'St-qEn, top-of person's head
-alq-cEn, longpart- of foot, leg

678. If there are two suffixes and the accent is on the second,

the second is the subject acted upon with reference to the first.

Prefixes modify the meaning of stem, and of suffixes whether

subject, object or referential, according to the conditions of their

particular setting. Sometimes, however, prefixes have a meaning

in connection with a suffix ; if the suffix is accented in such cases,

the affixes may be translated as a unit (§§ 543—560).

679. The remarks about vowel changes (§§ 202-208) show them
to be closely related to accent and I will not repeat the reason for

each vowel in its particular position. I will first give examples

to show the contrasting effect of accent if it falls on stem or on

suffix.

680. Stenfi accented with suffix: In this combination the suffix

is a nominative of reference

:

qi''*-cEn, he has shoe on, is stuck to as to foot (qi'', stick to, wedge
in; -cin, foot)

a'^-ca'ri-qEn, it has lid on, is laid on as to top (can, flat object lies;

-qin, head, top)

mo't-ltsa'°' , he smoked as to meat (-iltsa'^, meat)
di'W^-s-Em, he turned back, crossed as to face (diW^, cross; -t*s,

face)

681. Stem with suffix accented: It will be remembered that the

accented suffix is thought of as the receiver of the action. This

is true whether the verb is intransitive or transitive, active or

passive. If it becomes transitive, it is because a personal element

is added to the complex and that personal element is the agent, or

it may be the receiver, of the action, or both may be indicated.

Consequently I shall treat such a suffix as if it were a part of the

verb, an incorporated noun, as it were:

qa'^-ci'n-Em, he put his shoe on, is foot-stuck to (intr.)

cEn-qi'n-ts, he put lid on it (tr.), he head-laid flat object

682. These two rules are of fundamental importance in the under-

standing of the verb and I wUl give several examples to show the

difference in meaning in the two uses of accent

:
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Stem accented Suffix accented

[xap-lx'^, houses pile up] tcdt-xap-i'lx^-un, something
house-piled on surface,

shingle

pd'rk'^-dix^-un, nail, that which pdrk^-i'ix'^, it is house-nailed,

nails house the house is nailed

xd's-ltia'"', good meat, but not
as good a form as xds-i'ltsd'^, inside-good, meat

is good all the way through
(a'm-Entsut, itself licked fam-Entso't, he self-scorched,

scorched himself

(a'W^-alqs-Ents, he laid it on the tcits-fuJc^"-alq^-unts, he shipped
end of it it hither, long object (rail-

road) -laid it on
8-tca'm-aqs, chest, extending as tcEm-i'tcri, mountain ridge, it

to chest ridge-extends

a^-la'q^-qEn, he is banded as to Imf-qi'n-En, I put band on his

head head, I head-banded him
ats-qa'^'^-qEn, it is corked qd*'^-qi'n-En, cork, what head-

sticks (in)

683. If there are two full suffixes and the accent is on the stem or

on the first suffix, the second is to be treated as the genitive of the

first:

a) accent on stem

:

dts-pi'l-tsEn-k^d^"-, they existed scattered on the shore, they sat

as to edge of water
a-tsdl-o't-qEn-a'°'st, he stood at edge of cliff, top of rock made stood

(on)

tci^-da'lU^-qEn-tsut, she covered her own head, hither she covered

as to head of self

b) When the accent is on the first of two suffixes, the combined
suffixes are treated exactly as the single suffix of Rule 681

:

tsaq-aq-tsi'n-k^d^^, canoe came ashore, edge of water comes to be
one hollow object-set up on

tno^ot-a'p-gul, car smoked, back of hollow object-smoked
s-tsd-tsd-i'pW^'-cEn, spvirs, what is attachment of foot (heel)-

projected pi.

c) If the first suffix of the two lacks the vowel, the genitive idea is

still present and the translation is "it is^ .... with suffix 1 of

suffix 2":

xd's-p-dns, good beard, it is good with bottom of teeth

s-qu's-p-gid, skirt, it is gathered (with) bottom of belly

684. However, if the second suffix has no vowel the relationship

between the suffixes changes and we have "
. , . . as to suffix 1 with

suffix 2":

1 Dots are used to indicate the verb stem.
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s-tsu'n-us-tct, index finger, show as to eye with finger

s-tsdh-i'p-tct, thumb, bottom-nearing with finger

qdTx'^-i'wds-tct, two fingers (of same person) were interlocked, he
contact-hooked with finger

k^i'n-dtcn-tcs-Ents, he took hold of the back of her hand, he took
hold of back with hand

685. If there are two suffixes and the accent is 07i the second suffix,

the suffix with the accent is to be regarded as the "limit of action

.... with reference to the first suffix"

:

t'uq^-fiiq^-atcs-Entsu't, they clapped, self-slapped as to hands
repeatedly for an interval

tcdl-kwp-s-tux^-alpq^-untsu t, you are to provide food for yoiirselves,

self-provide as to the throat

qdTx^-cEn-i'wds, chain, it contact-hooked as to toe (cp. qdTx^-i'wds-

tct, above)

686. If there are three suffixes and the accent is on the third, the

nterpretation will begin with the third, which "nominally or

locatively limits the stem with reference to suffix 1 of suffix 2"
:

its-q^dy-q^^dy-qEn-tct-Entsu't, he was wringing the ends of his fin-

gers, he was self-wringing the ends of his fingers

ul-Rdts-p-u^s-i'wdstus , he tied deer heads together, he contact-tied

it with bottom of face

687. Rules §§ 680-686 involve only stem and suffixes, the next

include the prefix and show how the accent on stem or suffix

denotes the relationship of the prefix to the element carrying the

accent, and vice versa. The rules already established operate here

with the prepositional prefix as an additional idea. It is often

possible to tell which suffixes belong to the prepositional prefix

because they retain the vowel, whereas those which may be called

instrumental lose it. These rules consider only the prepositional

prefixes (§§ 392-408), for the directional prefixes (§§409-431)

belong to the verb and have only verbal or adverbial force.

688. // the complex consists of prefix, stem with accent, and suffix,

the suffix may be said to be the object of the prepositional prefix

:

[hin-mo''ot-dtcn, it smoked on his back]
ni*'^ -xa't-i''qs-Ents, she clubbed him on the nose (ni''' . . , .i'^qs, nose)

d-n-faU^-dj), it exists having been laid in bucket (n. . . . -dp,

bucket)

hin-gwi'gw-dp-Em, he stepped back, moved at back
tc-dEla m-alq^ , train, it gallops on long stiff object

hin-pi'gw-pdgw-Entsut-En, breath, where it swells again and again
in self

at-djd'x-tsd'^, it is scratched all over, it is scratched on all around

689. If the complex consists of prefix, stem with accent, and two

suffixes, the interpretation should be made in accordance with

Rules § 680 and 683 a. The second suffix is the genitive of the first

and the prefix makes a prepositional phrase with the combination

:
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tsan-gwa'n-t-aTqs-cEn, underwear, low under clothes of leg

a-t-pa''ax^-a'"'St-qEn, it shines on surface of head (i. e., on top of)

t-mara'm-alq-cEn, he treated leg, treated on long part of foot

tc-ca''^-qEn-tsut, he is fastidious about his own hair, is fastidious

about on head of self (tc- . . . . -qEn, hair)

690. The first suffix with lost vowel is likewise to be taken as the
object of the prepositional prefix:

a-n-ta'K'^-q-dlx'^, it is laid on roof, it lies because placed there on
top of house (-qEn-dlx'^ > -qdlx^)

sin-tcdfc-ltsd'-aTqs, overcoat, what is long with inside on clothes
t-mus-p-lx'^, she felt about door, felt with bottom on house

691. The combination of prefix, stem, suffix with accent cor-

responds with Rule § 681 regarding the suffix, and the prefix is

adverbial, i.e. prefix-stem-suffix with accent means "verb nomin-
ally or locatively limited-prefix":

d-t-tsaw-tsaw-i'na'-am, it cust. washes its ears, ear-washes (on)

(t- . . . . -ind'°', outer ear)

s-tsan-tcan-tcanp-a'xEri, vest, being arms-clasped under
t-x'^'ar-p-i'lgwds, he trembled inside, he heart-trembled without

volition (t- . . . ilgwds, normal combination used to describe
disease)

hin-taq-taq-u's-Em, he covered his eyes, he eyes-touched on
s-tsan-qdy-Entsu't, picture, self-designing under

692. When the complex: 'prefix, stem, suffix with accent, suffix,

is found, the translation is : accented suffix 1 verb-limits modified

by prefix suffix 2:

ts-tcEts-a pla'°--qEn, whiffletree, it is attachment-long thing laid at

(not part of) end
a-n-xal-xal-i'tcn-cEn, he had boards for sandals, he is back-boarded

on feet

ttcdyETx-u's-kup, he is covering fire with blanket, he is fire-covering

on fire

hin-qu-qus-m-i'tcn-cEri, dog, back arranged in gathers on foot

s-t-gwup-gwup-i'ttsd'-us, eyelashes, being inside-hairy on attached

to eyes

a-t-q^usw-i'p-dU, (hen) has flock of chicks, is back-btmched on
young

hin-lar'^-i'tct-dtk^d'"-, he plunged his hand into water, he hand-

thrust tipfirst into water.

In this and the word for "eyelashes" the suffixes -itk^d^"- and
-iltsa?'^ are each compounds (§§ 451, 497, 519, 677) but in these com-

binations, as frequently, each is treated as a unit as far as accent is

concerned.

With reduced vowels:

sin-tcEm-tsi'tx'^, tent flap, being edge-extended on house (tsin-lx^ ">

-tsi'lx^)

s-tsdn-tdEm-tsi'n-tct, wrist, being edge-extended under hand

693. If the combination is composed of the same elements as in

Rule 692, but with accent on the second suffix instead of on the first,
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i.e.: prefix, stem, suffix 1, suffix 2 with accent. Rule 691 applies

with the prefix taken with suffix 1, i.e., suffix 2 verb-limits modified

by prefix suffix 1

:

t-xas-cEn-i'wds, it is easy to climb, it contact-goods on foot

hin-t'Em-algwds-tsi'n-Em, he licked the inside of his mouth, he

mouth-dampened on the inside

d-sin-cEt'-u^s-i'wds, (Cricket grasped) on the armpits (region of

Coyote under the front leg), it being between-long object stood

up in orifice

t-xolq^-dtcs-Entsu't, she string-wrapped her own hand, she self-

string-wrapped attached to hand
hin-tcEc-cEn-tsu't, he back-tracked, self-accompanied in tracks

tc-Ty.r'"'-Vuf^-'p-a'Tq'^, pocket knife, long thing-thrust pointfirst on
bottom repeatedly

hm-pEn-pEri-wds-tsu't, he bucked, self-bent repeatedly in middle

694. The use of three suffixes is not very common but it is by
no means impossible. If the complex consists of prefix, stem suffix 1

with accent, suffix 2, suffix 3, the meaning is : suffix 1 of suffix 2

verb-limits modified by prefix, suffix 3

:

ni'^-iuq^-i'p-dwds-cEn, breechcloth, bottom of between-bands (hides)

among (hair of) leg

hin-qu-qus-ni-i'tcn-c- itk'^d'^, seal, back of foot-arranged in gathers

in water (-cEn- itk'^d'^ > citk'^d'^)

695. // the complex consists of the same elements but with accent

on the third suffix, i.e., prefix-stem-suffix 1 -suffix 2-suffix 3 with

accent, the construction "suffix 3 verb-limits modified by prefix

suffix 1 of suffix 2" will render the translation:

t-tsorri-alq-cEn-tsu't, he sucked his own leg, self-sucked attached to

long part of foot

tc-riad-os-aTqs-i'wds, let's exchange suits, together-exchange clothes

(this cannot be interpreted literally since n-id-us- has come
to be a stem meaning "exchange, barter", hence -os cannot be
taken with -aTqs but belongs rather with the stem riid),

tca-fuq^-tuq^-dtcri-tcs-Entsu't, he slapped on surface of back of own
hand, self slapped on back with (or of) hand

696. A number of facts throughout the discussion suggest that

some accents may be the result of contraction. Instead of repeating

the cases here I shall refer back to the chapter on Contraction

(§§ 162-197) especially to the contractions of such stems as dsdl,

two; tci^^lds, three; xaxanu't, nine. These stems involve numerous
contractions depending on what follows and often the accent falls

on the syllable which is the result of the contraction. But, as

happens with so many rules, there are contractions in which the

accent does not so fall. The possibilities are so varied that there is

little chance of more than a guess as to their derivation.

697. Numerous examples show that -nun, succeed in (§ 450), often

takes the accent. This may be due to the fact that it assimilates

to -En of the transitive:

k^dn-dnu'n-tx'^, thou receivedst it (for k'^dn-dn-nun-Entx'^

)
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698. It is likely that -min is accented often for the same reason.

But even if this is true, it does not give an absolute clue as to its

meaning

:

yaR-t-mi'nts, he was in need of it (for yaR-t-mEn-Ents

)

tdEs-t-mi'n-tEm, he was angered (for tcEs-t-mEn-EntEm)

'ma'°"m-'mi'nts, he sent her away (for md'^m-mEn-Ents)

699-708. Demonstratives

699. There is a close relationship between demonstrative adjec-

tive, pronoun, adverb, and verb. They are as follows:

700. Demonstrative adjective 701. Intensive demonstrative

pronoun diminutive form

x^iyd, this xux'^iyd, this very one
tsiyd, that near thee tsitsiyd, that very one near thee

luwd, that luluwd, that very one

702. Demonstrative adverb 703. Demonstrative adverb

with connective

x'^'i*'', here x^i'''i, here is where
tsi'\ there near thee tsi^'^t, there near thee is where
iu'"', there far from speaker lu'H, that is where

and second person, or

not near anyone

704. The demonstratives with -I are almost certainly compounds
of the adverb with the conjunction I (§ 800) and are used when an

explanation or subordinating meaning is desired.

705. Demonstrative pronoun 706. Demonstrative verb static

and adverb

xux'^i'\ this here d-n-t-x'^i'\ it is here

tsitsi^'', that there near thee d-n-tsi'^ it is there near thee

tEiu'^, that there d-n-lu'^, it is there

707. Demonstrative verb active

x'"'i'''n, motion hither

tei''Z, motion to thee

li*in, motion thither

708. From a comparison of these forms, many of which are used

generally or idiomatically, it is not difficult to see whence the

relationship to the definite articles. They are:

x'"'d, the here

tsd, the near thee

td, the there

Of these tsd is not used often and is consistent in meaning when
used. The other two, a:;'"a and la, are used constantly, and the

rules which I have been able to determine for their use will be

treated in the chapter on Syntax (§§ 722-748).
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709-858. SYNTAX
709-721. The Noun

709. The proper discussion of the Coeur d'Alene noun is, in my
opinion, a discussion of other parts of speech, particularly of the

verb, and I refer to these phases of the grammar rather than repeat

them here. Nevertheless, it will doubtless prove convenient to

summarize the use of the noun in the language.

710. A large number of nouns begin with s, without doubt the

nominalizing prefix, making the participial form. However, there

is a group of nouns which do not begin with s and these may per-

haps be called true nouns.

711. The tendency to verbalize or to modify a verbal idea to make
it a different part of speech is shown elsewhere also. Demonstra-
tives easily become verbs, or j)erhaps we should say, are derived

from verbs. Even prefixes and suffixes show such close relationship

to verbs that they have in cases taken on all forms and functions of

the finite verb (§ 252).

712. This tendency should be borne constantly in mind in mter-

preting Coeur d'Alene thought. Within the limitations of such a

process, we may, nevertheless, have nominal forms which are

as follows:

Those which seem to be true nouns.

Participial forms, i.e., the verbal structure to which s- is prefixed

after which the complex may be treated exactly as a noun (§§ 124,

297).

Nouns formed by prefixing hii- that which, to a verb-stem

(§ 375).

Nouns formed by suffixing -sn to a stem or complex, indicate the

one who, or that which (§ 571).

Nouns formed by affixing hin- sn to a verbal stem or

complex mean "that in which, or place where" (§ 571).

Nouns formed by suffixing -im, the causative, or -min, the

usitative, usually with additional -eh, that which, make up a large

series of instrumentals (§§ 439, 452).

713. All these forms are treated in the same way as regards the

following relationships. There is no such thing as case in

Coeur d'Alene, except the possessive which includes all relationships

between two nouns. The possessive is expressed by affixes used
for nouns and verbs:

Possessive affixes

S. PL
1 hin-, my -at, our
2 in-, thy -mp, your
3 -s, his, her, its -s-dc, their
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714. It should be remembered that n of hin- and m- assimilates

to the s-initial of the following noun.

715. There is a nominal prefix a-, which takes the place of many
cases which we should express by prepositional phrases. It means
many of the prepositions of place; in, at, into, on, and their oppo-
sites, as well as the agentive, by, and the instrumental, with, by
means of. There are some other prepositions which usually indicate

motion (§§ 788-796):

x'^d ''aP'sd'ttc, (it was poured for him) into a paunch
Id ^a-gul-qaqi'tstcs, (he was said to) by those who are his little older

brothers

x'^d ^d^-mi'ftcdda'"', (it was stained) with blood

716. This is certainly related to the Chehalis^ general preposition

al- and the echo-vowel may well indicate the loss of I.

in. Vocative is expressed merely by repeating the name or

kin-term of the person addressed, or it may be used with the article

and the independent pronoun in which case it forms an independent

clause

:

yo ku'^tsx^ulx^ulti' • • • • sdu'mtsEn sq^i'tsumc. My ! thou art still

alive, relative-friend Rabbit
tsxuic smiU'tc, come salmon!
la k^isla'xt, thou my friend

!

A consideration of the noun is largely a question of syntax, of

the relationship of one noun to another, and of the noun to other

classes of words in the sentence. I have discussed nominal incor-

poration; I have discussed the demonstrative and the position

of words in the sentence (§§ 699-708; 825-858); and shall consider

the relationship of articles, demonstrative and position of words
in the sentence (§§ 825-858); but here I wish to point out the

relationship of nouns to one another.

718. Apposition is indicated simply by placing one noun in

juxtaposition to another often without the article

:

sq'^a'sq^asd'ds, sti'mtca'ds, her child, her daughter
hd sfddd'"' Id t'u'k^dn, a grass which was jointgrass

tcdl hisk^i'st tcriaqsi'nd'"', it will be my name, tcriaqsi'nd*"'

719. A clause may be used in apposition to a noun:

dk'^n I la qi'x^dc / la xa'yxiyt j hd j ydimi'xum, said / the Fish /

the one who was the big /— / the chief

Id smiU^t I Id pd'x^trimds / Id tsdngwd'nt, the snow / when it drifts /

which is deep
tcaytsi'lis / dspi'tdm / d^pd'x^pux^" / axali'q^d'^, something to be

for his food / some bitterroot / with prairie camas / some dry
salmon roe

x'^d 'atsma'rk^a'"' j ha°' j ^d'tx^d'"', that which is seasoned with

blood / — / (mixed) with camas

1 Boas, Franz. A Chehalis Text. UAL VIII: 104.
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720. One noun which is the genitive of another shows the rela-

tionship by the use of the definite article hd and the possessive

:

tcriaqsi'nd'°' j ha j stsantdEma'pqis, tcriaqsi'nd'°' / — / the back of

his head
histcsu'psEn I hd / sinttca'mqis, my tail / — /its tip

hinmu'lcdntc / hd"' / yu'k^d'ds, beaver / — / with her younger sister

ulyaRi'lumx^ I ha j tsdtx^s. International House, belonging to all

people / — / their house

721. A special use of the noun, consonant with its verbal con-

notation, is the case in which the noun, used often with the element

teal, and taking the accent, means "go for", "go to get":

ut-tcds-qi'gwts, again she was going for "water-potatoes" (for ul-

tcdi-s-; cp. § 767)

tcdt-tc-s-tcdt-qdli'ltsd'"', in order thatwe may go for what is to be (ovir)

fresh meat (cp. § 767).

722-748. Article and Demonstrative

722. There are several articles in Coeur d'Alene and some of their

uses are as elusive and unresponsive to rule as the use of the articles

in English. Certain rules have been determined, but the idiom

requires usage for which I at least, am unable to find rules. Anyone
who has tried to teach English to foreigners will realize the problem.

It is not always so difficult to say why I use this article here, but

it is almost impossible to explain why I do not use it there. The
most exasperating answer to such a question is, of course, that

there is no difference, either will do, and so it will often, but there

are times when one, and only one may be used, or when neither is

proper.

723. hd, the definite article, is used quite consistently. It is

used to show the relation of one noun, a genitive, to another

(§ 720).

724. Still another function, in Coeur d'Alene not very different

from it, is to show the relation between a verb of state (objective,

subjective or acted upon) and the noun. This corresponds to the

use of the adjective in English, but the noun may be construed as

the subject of the verb

:

uHca'i ha sqilttc, tough meat, the meat is tough
xdst hd ^dstci'tca'"', a good horse, the horse is good
x'^d tdtc at. car ha mi'(tddda'"' , to that which had been hung the

blood (in paunch) (the directional jiarticle, tdtc, follows the
article)

la xdst hd stci'nt, the good people, the people who are good
id 'dytsd'ltsEl hd dtsmi'Jc^', where there are trees it is snowy
td sni'''stsEtsi'wtunic ha stsitsa'saTqs, the one who is the yoimgest

mosquito
mus hd litci'p, four buckets full
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725. d- is an indefinite article meaning "some". It is used reg-

ularly with the indefinite nominal object of a verb, but may also be
used in the sense of "some" in English, either with subject or object

noun. This article may be related to a-, which makes clear the

nominal subject of a sentence as differentiated from the object if

there should otherwise be ambiguity (§ 834):

qd'wmul dsxu'^xu^^ni'tcdp, break some thornbush
tc'd'dxu'sEni d°'cd'fut, we'll look about for a rock

726. The next two articles, best considered as demonstratives,

are the ones which, of great importance, are nevertheless, not

whoUy susceptible to rule. They are x'"d and Id and their formal

relationship to demonstrative adverbs and verbs is clear (§§ 699-

708). One generalization may be made about them, although there

will be exceptions to it : If the object or person to which it attaches

itself is near to the speaker in place or relationship, x^^d is more
likely to be used. If the noun is generalized in space, or distant in

place or relationship from the speaker, Id is used.

727. It is quite true that in many cases either x'^d or Id may be

used but again one or the other is incorrect. The situation is analog-

ous, I feel, to one in which, let us say, a chair is midway between

you and me. I might say to you, "Put it on that chair", and the

next minute I might say, "I just had this chair fixed". Now the

chair was in the same place and so were you and I with respect to

the chair and each other, when I said "this chair" as when I said

"that chair". The difference in idiom is strictly psychological, I

changed my point of view between my two statements. This kind

of thing must happen quite frequently in Coeur d'Alene if one is

to judge by the use of articles and demonstratives.

728. In order to understand the articles it will be necessary to

consider them in their relationship to demonstrative pronouns,

adverbs and verbs, all of which, based on the same three stems:

xH''', near me, here; tsi^', near you, there near thee; lu^^, near

third person, or remote, there; are listed in §§ 699-708.

729. Such rules as I have been able to determine for the use of

the articles x^d, the here; tsd, the near thee; and Id, the there,

follow.

730. The most general view to remember is that articles and

demonstratives, except hd, tend to make a descriptive relative

clause of the materials they introduce

:

x^d tdtc ti'ku, (her parents) who were at Tikoa (but tdtc ti'ku, to

Tikoa)

tcirid x^a 'a'^xdst hiitsi'in, I am the one who has good food (lit.,

it is I who it is good my food)

Id kusari'tcri, thou the Squirrel, thou who art Squirrel (cp. kusar-

i'tcri, thou art a squirrel)
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731. However, their use has become so highly formalized that

they may be regarded as articles even though the meaning behind

a simple word, as e.g., x^d ban is literally "he who is Ben".

732. Any one of the three articles, hd, x'^d, or Id, may be used

with the nominal subject of the verb

:

dk^n hd tcndJc^d^'^, he said one of them (a certain one)

tcsqami'lEn la smaxi'^^tcri. Grizzly became hungry
dk^n x'^d bdn, he said the Ben, Ben said

dk'"'n I ha xa'yxiyt / hd yihmi'xum j hd qi'x'"'dc, said / the he was
big / the chief / the fish, said a certain fish who was a big 'chief

733. Any of the three articles may be used with the nominal

object of a verb specifying a definite object

:

k'"'ints id yd'ldns, he took pitch chips

no'"' k^i'^ntx^ x^d stcint, thou art to bite people

gwitcts hd tsi''', he saw a certain deer

734. x^d when used in a general sense remains nevertheless more
specific than Id :

xdst x^d stcint, people are good {cp.xdst id stcint, mankind is good)

ar'"' x'^d stci'tsd'dmc, there are many Coeiir d'Alene (in their group)

735. x^d may be used with proper names as well as with common
nouns

:

tcica'pstq x'^d bdn, he followed the Ben

736. Id is used to denote those of a class, "all the .... in the

world":

xdst Id stcint, it is good mankind
aHd'qstus la stsani, it cust. buries bones (all the bones there are)

(this is incorrect because impossible)

Id sKuTtsEntsu't, cooking in general (not "what we expect to eat"

which would be x'^d skuTtsEntsu'tdt, what we have ready to eat)

ar'^ Id stcint, there are many Indians

utmic mi'ftcddd'^ Id 'dtsi'lstus, it is just blood which he eats (of all

the things there are to eat)

737. Id may indicate the proper name of a person or animal (or

object) remote in space or relationship:

gwi'tcEn Id tsi''', I saw it. Deer (but pu'lutsEn x^d tsi'\ I killed the

deer, the one we know at our place)

dk^n I la qi'x^dc j la xd'yxiyt j hd j yihmi'xum, said / Fish / who
was the big / — / chief

738. The article is omitted:

a) If there is only one of a class of persons or objects, or if one

out of all the class is referred to

:

tcEc-a'pstq bdn, Ben cannot catch up (in narrative if Ben ran after

runaway horse)

ulx^d'tp spa'rk^alqs. Turtle (of all) fled again (the others gave up
the chase)

44
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This of course includes names of the Deity in church translations

:

isq^a'sq^d'"' dji'su, thy Son Jesus (was blessed)

sq^a'sq^dsd'ds sk'^ist.s dji^sokri' , (I believe in just one) his son
his name is Jesus Christ (in this case the expressed selection

of "only one" would show the article not needed)

UuTuT tdV stiitcEmi'c ma°'ri' , born of the Virgin Mary

b) Place names generally lack the article:

tdtc si'k^d'"^, (it was looked at), at the water (near which the man-
eating birds lived)

tdtc alququfu't, (go) toward Little Plummer
tdtc wahi'md, to Nez Perce country

739. However, if any noun is used in a relative sense it will have

the article:

x'^a ^a-sK^at'u' , at that which is Cataldo (in introducing the setting

of the story)

740. There are numerous other cases where the article is omitted

and I can find no rules for its absence. In the story of Rabbit and
Jack Rabbit, for instance, the same names are used with and
without articles in what appears to be exactly the same setting.

In the story of Catbird the same is true. He has persuaded the

largest and oldest of the Elks to carry him and complains that his

moccasins are getting wet. Elk tells him to go successively into

the following places: my heel, my middle of foot, my tip of tail,

my top of head, then finally in a sentence of exactly the same con-

struction he says, "Go into x'^d htsnP'tca'mi^'gs, that is, go into

the my nose". A perusal of the texts shows the same variation of

usage again and again.

741. Such rules as have been stated illustrate the close relationship

of x^d and Id to the demonstratives, "near me", and "remote".

They show more specifically too, the first general rule I gave,

namely, that the speaker identifies himself intimatelj^ with the

actors in which case he uses x'"d, or he does not, and the article

Id predominates. The following examples and comparisons bring

out the contrast

:

uHca'i I ha I sqilttc j x^d ni'tcEnts / x'^d djon, it was tough / — /

meat / which he cut it / John

742. In this case Id could not be used because the action is

accomplished. That could not be the case unless John knew the

meat. The speaker knew the meat and he knows John, therefore

the use of a remote or generalized article would make the sentence

grammatically incorrect. The same explanation holds for the

continuative

:

u^tca'i j ha I sqilttc / x'"'d ytsi'lEms, it is tough / — / meat / he is

eating it
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But, if the customary aspect is used, the meat may become
general and the article of the subject must agree with the article

of the object

:

u^tca'i I ha I sqilttc I Id j ''dni'tcstus / Id djon, it is tough / — / meat
which he cust. cuts it / John

Compare the following:

m,i't'tcddd'°' / x'^d 'dtsi'tstus, blood / is what he cust. eats. In this

case the blood is definitely near and specific.

The following example is also instructive:

gwitcts I team / ustia'ni / la qaqi'tstcs, he saw them / as a result /

just bones / his little older brothers

"It would be better to use x'^a here because his brothers were

close in relationship and the bones were right near him." It is

likely, however, that the story-teller felt the brothers were not

near because they had become only bones.

743. If there are a nominal subject and object the same article

is generally used for both, i.e., once the point of view is taken, it

must be maintained. A kind of adverbial force of the articles is

shown, however, by the following examples in which two places,

both objects of an indefinite verb, are designated, or where contrast

is expressed:

tsi''' I td'°'pl I hiitsKuT I ta ^attcania'sqit / kurd / x'^d 'dtmi'x^uFumx^
there / is the one who made /Heaven (far off) / and / earth

(right here)

sEsari'tcn / x^d s-ci'^'^tEmc j hit / ququtiwi'yd'^ / Id stsitsi'wtEmc,

Squirrel / who was the older / and / Chipmunk / who was the
younger

744. It seems possible to use both the definite and indefinite

articles, but a-, the indefinite, may be the prepositional prefix

x'^d 'd"'mi't'tcddd'^, some of the blood ; perhaps, some from the blood
tsdmu'lEm Id 'd"^si'k^d'°', he dipped up some of the water

745. The article may be used with the possessive:

x^'d ^intu'dd'^, the thy canoe
x'^d hisni'Hca'mi'^qs, (go to) the my nose
x'^d sEsu'sis, the his little spoon

746. The demonstrative adjectives are used consistently and
literally and it is not necessary to give more than a few examples.

They are used often, so often that they have the effect of our

recent slang use of the word "this" in English when a student

bursting with enthusiasm blurts out, "Now this man I met", when
this is the first inkling we have had that there is a man or that she

met him. Coeur d'Alene may use any one of the demonstrative

adjectives correctly without an immediate or obvious antecedent:

x'"'iyd ^dtswi'c, there was this house
tsiyd stsitsinii'R, those children near you
luwd'"' tsdtx^dc, that their house

44*
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747. The intensive demonstrative pronouns are used as the

demonstratives

:

xiix'^iyd sci'''^ci''^tumc, those oldest ones

lutuwd mi't'tcdda'"' , that very blood

748. The demonstrative adverbs have subtle and special meanings,

depending upon the point of view of the speaker and the use he

makes of gesture. Direction, among the Coeur d'Alene, as among
many Indians, is indicated more definitely by gesture than by word.

In the story, Muskrat Trespasses, the grandmother said one day,

"What is in this direction don't eat about but in this direction".

But the next day she said, "Toward this way do not graze, (but)

toward that direction, not toward here"; yet the words of the tale

are the same in both cases. In the tale Coyote Marries Pinesquirrel,

the brothers always say, "Sit over here (toward here)" when they

mean "there", the exactness of the position being indicated by
gesture of the hands.

749-796, Syntactic Elements

749. Introductory

749. The analysis of the language up to this point demonstrates

the fact that affixes and accent take care of many syntactic mat-

ters. Besides these there are many particles difficult to classify.

They often stand alone seeming to be independent and again they

influence the form of the verb, assimilate to its parts, and in so

doing
J

lose their unsupported identity. Some of these I have

written as affixes (prefixes chiefly). Others which stand midway
between independence and affixes I discuss here once more, since

they at times seem to hold the verb-complex together ; still others

are independent.

750-756. The Negative

750. The negative is almost certainly a verb, for it has many
verbal characteristics. The independent forms are lu, "no", used

in answer to a question, and probably the stem ; and lut, "no", used

to refuse a request. When used as an independent stem it means
"refuse":

ni toq^ ul-lu'tEm, did he also refuse again ? (others had refused)

tniydi kuHu't, thou art unbearable, "too not"
lut-u't-Em, he is inferior (-ut, be possible)

lu'tsEn, thy speech is not (what it ought to be), "thou no-st it"

(t-ts > ts)

751. There is a relation, perhaps the mere fact of subordination,

between luta-, negative, and teal, future, for both take certain

constructions. Many of the examples suggest that luta- (which is
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really lut-hd-) is a compoundwith lut, negative, and the participial form

of another verb, for in the intransitive lutd- takes the possessive

affixes with an s- prefix which may be nominal

:

lutd-hiyd'k'^n, I did not say

lutd'-us-na's-s, it is not just wet
lutd-s-x^d't'ic, he did not get up
lutd-s-t'uT-stci'nt, he is not reasonable (he is inhuman, insane)

752. The transitives are formed simply by prefixing lutd-s- to

the regular indicative forms:

lutd^'-y-d'ni-ts, he did not share it (dmts, he shared it)

lutd-y-ts-gwi'tc-sEn, I do not see him cust. (dts-gwi'tc-sEn, I see him
cust.)

lutd-hi^''n-il-nu'mt, I have no appetite (I do not desire to eat it)

753. There are, however, a number of cases in which lutd- is

used with the usual forms without prefixing s-, or using the posses-

sives

:

lutd-td°'-Uu'V-Ents, he did not fix it

lutd°'-pu'lustp, you did not kill him •

luta-tsdn-tci'tc-dtcri-tEm, he was not overtaken
lutd-xi'l-tct-mEnts, he did not let go of it

tgwdl stini x^^d luta-ku^-n-qdm-i'lgwds, why are you not in good
htmaor ?

lutd-tcdl-'dts-gwitc-stus, so he would not oust, see him

754. Although there are certain similarities between the forms

demanded by lutd-, and those required by teal, lutd- seems to

dominate in a future negative in that the indicative pronouns are

used, although it is not entirely clear what the s- prefix is in every

case:

lutd-tcd-s-hin-tuxux^-un-nii'nts, that will not cause him to die

lutd-tcd-s-t-qd'"'-i'lgwds-'mEn-tsit, no one will care for thee, lit., he
is not to cause thee to stick in heart

lut-tcdl-us-k'^i'n-Em, I am not to take it again (ut-his > us-)

lutd-tcdy-i'd-tsEn-tsdx"', don't answer back, lit., don't exchange it

the mouth

755. These constructions are to be distinguished from that in

which two verbs (or a particle, if lut be so considered, and a verb)

are used, in which case each is independent

:

lut stcint, he is not a person, i. e., he has no training, is wild or

unhuman, lit., he is not, he is a person
lu, or lut ulna's, no, it is wet

756. The compounds of lut are interesting and show again how
capable Coeiir d'Alene is of overworking an idea

:

lutd-tcd-s-lut.s tcdy-Eni's.s, she must go, lit. she is not to "no"
(refuse) to leave (the positive purjDosive form would be tcdy-

Eni's; this form with the possessive -s shows how Zwia- domin-
ates the whole sentence)

a^^'d lutd-s-tcds-lut .s, necessity, lit. that which is not to negate it
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757-768. teal

757. The particle tail is of great syntactic importance. It signifies

primarily "immediate or continuing future".

It may be used of nouns or pronouns which are spoken of as

existing in the future, or when implying a future relationship to

the subject:

tcdt-ul-is-ni'M^-dhimx^, they are to belong to thy tribe (in-s- >- is-;

ul-, belong; in-, thy; s-, nom.; niW^, be made one; -ilumx^,

person)

tcdt-hii-ts-i'tn, my food to be (hii-, that which; its-, cont.; itn, eat)

a-tcat-i-sin-Rats-Rats-i'nd'^, made to be thy ear ornaments (ats-tc- >
tc-; in-s-hin- > isin-; ats-, made so; in-, thy; s-, nom.; hin-,

on; Hats, tie; -ind'"', ear)

nd''^ gwiy-d-s-tcdi-^u'sd'"^, when they finished (getting) what were
to be eggs (nd'^, fut. doubt; gwdy, finish; d-, connective
with incorporated noun; s-, nom.; usd*^, egg)

tcdt-tc-s-tcdl-qdl-i' Itsd'"^ , in order for us to get what is to be fresh

meat (tcdt, fut. inten.; tc-, we; s-, inten. with tcdt; tcdt, fut.

referring to meat; qdl, fresh; -iltsd'"', inside, meat)
tcdl-ku-'ul-d'ngwdt, (they) are to belong to thee

758. teal modifies the meaning of verb-complexes and clauses in

many ways and often requires the s-form of the verb. Its most
obvious use is as a future intentional, or it may be used to give

permission, or to urge a mild request

:

fsi'' tcdt-ku-s-tk^dT-ts-i'In, thou mayst eat about, graze

tcdl-ku-s-tsi^'i'ln, thou art to eat first

u-tcds-in-md'Tp.s, it was just about to boil

tcdl-his-tu^y-a tsxn, I'll go so far as to look at

tcdl-kiip-s-t'd'x^p, you may die (go ahead and die then if you like)

tcdt-xds-his-gwi'tct-Em, I am going to see right

tcdl-tc-s-tsEl-a Iq^ , let's play stickgame
tcdl-k^i^'^ -s-gwi'tc-t-tEm, let me look at it for thee

tcd-s-U^d'(p-Ems, he was going to pull it off (his shirt)

tcdl-tcis-lukuk-u't-us-mEn-Em, I intend to use my face to remain in

jaosition far off

759. It is used with the intentional to express purpose, "to . . . .

,

in order to ....":

tcdt-tcis-gwi'tc-uTumx^ , (give me a ride) so I may see the world
tcdl-u-s-xu' y- dc, so they go back (for tcdt-ut-s-xu'y-dc)

tcdl-kup-s-tap-q^a'ts-q^ats-t-Emc, so you may warm up on the way
tcdt-tci-s-k^i't-tEms, to snatch it from me
tcds-gwi'tct-Ems, (he was looking at him) to see it

dyni'l tcdl-his-xu-x^o'Iq-En, because I intend to get a spearhead
lut tsi*'t tcds-t'd'k^-imtsut, not there to lie down
nd"^ lut laq^un tcdlustci'lEn, perhaps not I am able to give her up,

how can I give (her) back

760. With na*"-, imperative, and the intentional construction,

teal is used to chide or to threaten, or to express a doubtful future

intention

:
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wa'" tcdi-kup-s-ia'x^p, you are to die, you must want to die

na'" tcdt-ku-s-tk'^dr-ts-i'ln, thou must want to eat about (graze)

761. teal may be used with the intentional prefix and the finite

indicative pronouns:

xala'°' tcay-Exi's-tmdx^ , thou mightest do thus to me (and I don't

want you to)

kurri lutxast tcds-gwi'tc-tsdlp, then not well yovi should see me

762. With hoi, teal with the intentional prefix and indicative

pronouns, has simply a future participial or substantive significance

:

hoi x'^d tcds-tc-cd'(-Entx^ , stop watching her in the future

hoi lustus x^d tcds-tc-cd't'-Ents, now she refused to take care of her

hoi Id tcdc-ni'tc-Entx^ , stop cutting it (s > c under influence of

following tc)

763. teal with the indicative may be literally translated "future

without intention" (i.e., by decree or without premeditation):

tcdl-kup-gwac-qi'n-Emc, you will head-comb
hoi tcdl-gwul-i'nd'dnts, then he was going to burn it over (down)
tsmi'' tcdPd'm-tsEn, I was going to share it with you but now I won't
te^'' x'"^a tcdl-xa'q-En-tsdlp, that's what you should pay (owe) me
tcdl-ku''*-q^a y-q^iyt, thou wilt be pitiable

764. M'" teal, with the indicative, expresses a future command:
wa'" tcdl-ku-tk'^dV-ts-i'In, thou art to graze about

765. tcdlcil, past future:

tcdl-cd-^uy-a'tsqd'^, just as he would have gone out again
tcdt-cd-ku-tdpi'tn, thou wouldst just have eaten on thy way. . . .

766. When used with one of the articles or demonstratives, the

intentional prefix and the finite forms of the indicative pronouns,

it forms a rhetorical subordinate clause meaning "why should ....

since . . . . ; how should ....":

x^d tcdy-ts-gwi'tc-8tx^, why should thou cust. see it since. . . .

x'^d tcdi'i'^ts-d'm-Em, why shouldst thou be sharing with him (since

thou cannot afford it) ?

x^d tcds-qd'y-Entx^, (thou hast learned) how thou shouldst write it

x^a tcas-tcis-ta'xux, (I) who should be the one to die

x^^a tcdl-tciri-u-s-ta-ta'xux, (since) I should die in your stead (why
....?)

twi^'' stini Id tcdy-Em-tu'lmU, what poor stuff shouldst thou be fed

with, i. e., what is good enough for thee ?

767. In the following, teal functions as a verbal element as well

as a nominal one

:

tcdl-tc-s-tcal-qdl-i'Itsd^^ , in order that we may get what will be fresh

meat
lutd-tcd-s-lu't.s tcd-s-tcdy-Eni's-s, she must go, not the her would

refusing to the future her going

768. u-tcal, forms a subordinate clause "just as ... . preparatory

to ":

u-tcas-ta'r-Ents, just as he untied it preparatory to .... (cp. u-ta'r-

Ents, she just untied it and did nothing else)
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769-796. Other Ele^nents

769. cil. It is somewhat difficult to tell the exact difference

between cd and ucd, although usage is very exacting regarding

them. They are derived from the stem cd, be fitting, exacting, sharp

(as prompt), and the stem form is u^-cd. It seems that the action

which follows ucd is more imminent than that which follows cd.

cit, just:

id cd ni^'' -mi'^''t-dwds, in the very middle amongst
cd ulnutx^, just as he went in (he looked)

dcd tcdyitsi'ln, just to be food (just enough for a meal)

cd kutcitsdn-fi'^^tct, just as thou approachedst paddling in canoe

cd tcay-atsqd'°', he was just about to go out

hoi cd tcdyi't.c, he was just on the point of going to sleep

770. ucd, just at the moment, he was just to . . .
.

, but he did not:

ucd tcd-s- in-po'(Em-qEn, he was just about to arrive at the fork of

the river

ucd dhdH'riEm, unlulu'rtius, at 8 o'clock sharp, just at eight, on the

very sharp point

ucd i^ts-a'tix-Ems, just as he was looking at it

771. The following elements have syntactic functions but do not

change the form of the verb

:

ni, interrogative. It is often used rhetorically:

ni q^a'mq^amt, is this pleasant ?

ni 'dku'stulmis, did he tell you ?

ni i*'' kup'aya'n, are you all assembled ? is everyone here ?

772. ni kurri, interrogative expecting the answer "no", also used

frequently as a rhetorical device

:

ni kurri nd'°' tcis-tci-tsdn-tci'ts-Ems, he cannot reach me anyway,
can he ?

ni kuni tcdl-kup-sin-gvmn-in-i'x'^-End^'^, you would not have believed,
would you ?

ni kuni nd ^uPdtci's-tmdt, we shall not take it back, shall we ?

773. ni lut, interrogative expecting the answer "yes", meanmg
as in English, "is it not?":

ni lut tV'' tci'l-tsds, did he not actually give it to me ?

ni lut tcds-djiy-p-nii'n-tsdx^", will yovi not desj^ise me in the future ?

ni lut pEpu'Tustp, did you not abuse the little one ?

774. ni is often used with other short syntactic words but it is

usually satisfactory to render them literally, so I need not list them
here.

775. It is necessary to introduce the answer to a question, if it

be not merely "yes" or "no" with the element fu"*, which really

needs no translation:

f'w'" la^ax^", in answer to question "when ?" "in the morning"
fw'" nirius, in answer to question "what for ?" "perhaps for nothing"

fw'" kuytsdku'n, hut you were just saying
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776. tan, interrogative, "after all did?" This interrogative is

used to ask a question when the speaker does not believe the answer
can be positive, or does not want it to be

:

tciri lut gwi'tctsEn, after all did I see you ? really, "did I not not see

you?"^
tciri tcits-xu'i, did he come after all ? (I did not want him to) (cp.

ni tcits-xu'i, did he come ? as I wished he would)
tcin dtsgwi'tcstx'^, dost thou see him cust. ? I'm surprised that you

do.

tciri tci'^tsaTEF, did he arrive after all ?

777. nd^"' is a word (element, particle) which performs a great

many functions which lend subtlety to a language. Primarily it

expresses doubt. With this general meaning, it is used to denote
uncertainty, prediction and imperative, all of which of course

imply doubt. The position of this word is such that it often makes
me think it is the beginning of a verbal-complex, although that

is not at all necessary, for it may well enough set off a thought
without being a part of the word itself. Although the two examples
under ni kuni which have the word ncf^ presuppose and expect the

answer "no", the occurrence of nd^^ shows there is a doubt in the

speaker's mind:

na"* la'q-stx^, make it wide
wd'^ tcdyi'imp, perhaps you are going to eat it!

778. It is used for generalizing:

nd*" sd'gwdt ku'^p-sq'^a'sq^dsd'^, whichever one of you owns the
child (is the parent of)

wd'" tu'^sti'm, whatever it was for the purpose
nd'"^ md^n'tcd^", I wonder where
wd'" xiltgwdUstirrl, he must have a reason (lit. perhaps might because)

779. no'"' no'"'. A repetition of m'" each time introduc-

ing a new clause has the idea also of prediction which involves

doubt and it may be translated "if ... . then ....":

nd'" tsi^'' x'^d 'istci''riu'tx^ nd'"' kuH'tn, if thou comest in, thou mayst
eat

nd' utsu ' • 'p tsi''' mp^ tdd'a-qi'n-tx'"', when there is a noise of grass,

right then open it

wd'" x'^i^'t ku'a xEl kuni na'^ ku-dd'x^t, if here you do, thus, then
you will fall

780. tca'"^, ought, sense of obligation

:

ted 'ul-tu^s-tciT-tEm, it should have been given back
ted ^dpt, if there ought to be (someone)
ted'"' te-t'i'tc-El-Emc, we ought to take provisions for a journey
i'i'^ ted 'ul-tci'''ts-u'k^-tsdldm, surely I ought to be brought back

781. tea'« tea'"' means "would that »

.

so that "
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tea'^ cii ku-tap-^dpl-i^ts-i'tn tcd'^ cil tsi'H gwi'tctsdx'^, thou wouldst
just have had something to eat on thy way bvit that just there
thou must have seen me

ted'" tciriplyi'in tcd*^ ku'i'tn, would that I had something to eat so

that thou mightest eat

ta tca'° pa'xpaxtds tsi^'^l tcd^^ sUsriu'tx^, if he were wise (he

is not) then he ought eventually to go in

782. tV\ already, surely, [absolutely, quite. An emphatic par-

ticle used frequently:

td tV'^ atxapi'tsa'"^ , that which was already wrapped

This is a good example of the close relationship of the adverb

to the verb for it is taken into the verbal complex and set off from
the rest of the sentence by the article Id which makes a substantive

clause (§ 730):

i?'* miyd'l ar^, it is certainly too much
fi' ulgwiyaspa'tq-En, I have already finished packing it again

783. Sits, cits, then finally. When this word is used it signifies

that "an effort has been exerted .... and at last . . .
.

"

c its dku'stus, at last (after long silence) he said to him
sits x^a'rp, finally it (dam after Coyote had worked long time to

break it) shook
citcinnd'pt, at last they came in hither (for cds-tcits-hin-ndpt).

This example shows that in a setting of this kind the "word"
loses its identity.

784. xdW (xdW^), might, in sense of threatening, "it might but

you don't want it to", or evidential "there is evidence that ....":

xald 'axi'stmdx'^\ thou mightest do thvis to me (and I don't want
you to)

xdW * intmi'x'^'uTumx'^ , it might be thy land (and I don't want it to

be)

xdW' tciripi tmusdnu nd'"^ , I might have four mothers (but I don't

want them)
ni kurri xEld'^ utciri'd' I lut tcdl hi'itsbita'im, might I be the only

one not to beat time (I want to)^

xala 'aqu'pt, (don't !) it might rain (as if one cotdd make it rain)

785. xil, might, ordinary possibility:

xit la'ax^, it might be tomorrow
na"^ xit ats-md'r^-i-tsdx^, he might make it broken for me
xit nd'atsqu'pt, it might rain (looks like it)

786. tsut, although:
na'" xit tsut sisiyu's, although he might have been clever (no"'',

doubt; xit, might)

787. tsmi^', used to . . . ., but is not now; had the intention but

did not carry it out

:

tsmi^'' itsKmu't, he used to stay (but he is not there now)
tsmi'' its-xi't-Ems, she was going to leave him (but she did not)

^ Dorothy's grandchildren spoke English to her and she often incorporated

English words or stems into her speech.
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788. Besides the verbal prefixes (§§ 392-408) and the general

preposition a- which is prefixed to nouns (§ 715), Coeur d'Alene has

several words which have prepositional value. They might perhaps

be regarded as adverbs, but they, like most of the other particles

here listed, sometimes seem more closely related to the noun or the

nominal complex.

789. tdT, literally "from", but taking on idiomatic connotations:

taX fd'dd'ds, (he was taken) from his canoe

x'^a naU^d'"' tdl' isi'tsEm, one of your blankets

It is the device used to express the comparative degree

:

tcin-tsd'c-alq^ tdl'kuwd', I am taller than you
tdT armu's I tcd'c-alq^ x'"'d bdn, Ben is taller than Elmer
td tdT yi'ln, (thou comest) after the food, thou art worth less than

food

790. With tsi^', there, ^a? forms the word tdltsi^', meaning literally

"from there", and more figuratively "farther", "from there on":

tdFtsi^', from there

791. It sometimes has the meaning of "about, on account of":

hoi limt td nu'nd^^sdc tdl x^iyd gut tcitcd'yd'dsilc,then she was glad

their mother on account of these who were her grandchildren

792. tdtc, to, toward, the opposite of tdF:

nd'"' tdtc hinld'qEntsutEn, maybe to the sweathouse (he went)

x'^d tdtc hintdgwi' , to the shore

tdtc x'^i'\ toward here, in this direction

x^d tdtc at. car, to where it was hung

793. pdna''^, as far as. This word, like the two which precede,

includes the idea of motion, and in this fact resides the difference

between pdnd^"^ and twd which follows:

xut pdnd^"' si'k^d''', he went as far as the water

tcits-pEna-yaR-tsi'stusdc, they brought it ashore. In this case, as

in so many, 'pdim'"' has no independent existence.

pdnd'^ xdsuTunix^, as far as the prairie

794. twd, be with, at, alongside in the sense of accompaniment.

This particle indicates "place where" rather than "end of place to

which":

x^iyd twa sk^a'rcEn hd tcitcd'yd'ds, this with Crane his grandmother
(dwelt)

tcdPus-tcitd-twa'^-yaR-tsi'n-Emsdc, they are to have it ashore again

before I get there.

This construction is exactly parallel to the one given above and

the two examples show nicely the difference between the two

particles

:

f'i'' hoi tcdiisxH'st Id twd sinkH''''ts, thou must siu-ely stop thy

traveling with the night
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795. These prepositions are used to indicate subtle meanings
according to the elements and parts of speech with which they are

combined and according to the position they occupy. If used

without an article or other syntactic element and followed by a

noun, they may designate location:

tdtc d^Hi'c, toward in the mountains
tdtc sq^its-uTumx'^ -i'l, to the south
twa tcitcayd'ds, with his grandmother
kuni tdT smiyi'w tdtc pd'^tcri, then from Coyote to Lynx

796. More often these elements give the idea of motion, of "get-

ting to . .
.":

x^d ucil tcin-pdnd^^ stci'nt, at the moment when I arrived at the
Indians

tcdl ^uspdnd^Hsd'tx^, (he thought) to go home, fut. inten. again
motion to house (a noun with preposition used as a verb to

form purposive clause)

no'"- tcin-ut-pana'°^-qd'lpyd, (he thought, I wonder what I should
do) to get back to Black Swan

hoi ul-tcUs-ld-nii'nd'ds, then he came back to his mother
tcits pEnd'"- smiyi'w, it reached Coyote
x^d tci-twd- tcitca yd'°'s, it went to her who was his grandmother
tcin-uT-twd-n-tdgw-mi'ntsutEn, I am going again (as usual) to the

store

797-810. Clauses

797. The common sentence construction in Coeur d'Alene is a

succession of short finite verb complexes, often without connectives,

each really a little sentence in itself. But, as in most languages,

short words and particles give special meanings which are deter-

mined by construction and context.

798-801. Connectives

798. The connectives have a purely syntactic effect, all being

used with finite and dependent clauses. These forms themselves

are determined by formal factors, as e.g., the continuative (§§ 283,

332), negative (§§ 750-756), or future-intentional (§ 759).

799. There are several connectives, hil and I, which are at times

interchangeable, but at others only one will do. Both have the

function of emphasizing what follows because the verbs themselves

may be used without them. So emphatic is the sense, that a verb

which retains its independent form may take on a subordinate

meaning. It has already been noted several times that no differen-

tiation is made between "the thing which" and "the one who".

Similarly Coeur d'Alene is not particular, with a few exceptions.
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to distinguish between "place where" and "the one who" or the

"time when", and the connectives I and hil may take any of these

meanings

:

ucil tcasta'rEms I dku'stEm, just when she was going to lontie it

that is when she was told

lutdsld'kut.s i ddEdd' x'^t, it was not far that's where it fell small

lutdtcitcd'nd*^ I tcdl-istcatETqu'Tumx^, not a little (the least bit) is it

that you are to step on the ground
asa'sqit I uUcdi'p, two days it was that he hunted again
kuni tsi'^t uinia'x^pEm, just then it was that he rushed back in

(where he had been before. Cp. kuni tsi'^ ulnla'x^pEm, once
more [in addition to other times] he rushed back in)

800. I, like hd, sometimes means "and", "yet", or "but":

lutdyi'ln / I / tcirii't.c, I did not eat / but / I slept

(a'Hc-u sEn / x^a stsEtsa'saTqs / I / gwitcts, he stuck his face out /

Little Mosquito / and (that's when) / he saw it

tsut tsi''' I kuy-gwun-i'x^-tsEn / hit / luthd'i''ncd^algwds-tci'nt, even
though / thou art telling the truth / yet / thou dost not respect

people

hit / kuni I nd'utciritsi'ngwdt, well / then / how shall I speak ?

801. ^t^ shows the same usage but may connect "nouns" or "verb"

and "noun" as well as coordinate verbs, or verb and participle:

x''"i'H I dtswi'cwdc / hd stcint/hil/lukw • 't /dtswi'cdc, here / dwelt /

people / and / at a distance / they lived

id 'dstcint / hit / tsi'^l / pu'lustEmdc, the Indians are the ones / — /

by whom / they were killed

ttcEmi'plx^ I hd / tcintcEtcmi'nts, it was from the outside / that /

he threw it in hither

n.a'" / tcinx^ist j kuni j
(%'''

/ tcinta'xux / hd / na"^ / tciriEntx^i'^'^ /

tcinta'xux, if / 1 go / then / surely / I am dead (will die) / but /

if / 1 stay / I am dead (will die)

sEsari'tcri / x'^'d sci''^tEmc / hd / quq'^utswi'yd'"' / td stsUsi'wtEmc,

Squirrel / who was the older / and / Chipmunk / who was the

younger
mi'nEnts j Id slu'smis j hd j Id sited'mdtsis, he rubbed / his face / and

/ his back

802-803. Causal Clauses

802. Cause is expressed in two ways:

By tgwaT, that is the reason, with a purposive construction (one

of the s- constructions) to express the dependent clause, then I with

the independent clause

:

tgwdT I tcdl-u-his-tcitsgvmni'tEm 1 1 j tsaqi'p-En, because / I am to call

him back / that is why / I followed him
tgwdV I tcds-li's-ma'dntsut I i I hin-gwi'c-ic-stus, because /he was to

test his own strength / that is why / he lifted it

tgwdl I iHsi't .cs j I j suit, for the reason that / he was sleeping /

that's why he was cold (i^tsi't.cs is cont., a nominal form)
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803. By dyni'l, because, a conjunction which connects clauses

of equal or unequal rank, dyni'l has a meaning of inevitability as

compared with tgivciT which is explanatory

:

wa'° tcinta'xux / ayni'l / tcu^ / la 'ayaR, I may die / because / are

gone / all (both verbs are finite)

u^'sd'T j dyni'l / sd'TsElt, he was bewildered / because / it was obscure
(not clear)

dyni'l / dlcu'stEmdc / kuni / a^yaR / tmic yd^d'sdl, because /

they were told / then / all / just / two secured

hoi kuni I tcdy-i't.c I dyni'l I suit, and so / he was going to go to

sleep / because / he was cold

fi''' I nlukuku tmEntEm j dyni'l / gulfa'xt, already / they were left

far behind / because / the others were swift

804-805. Relative Clauses

804. Any verbal construction may be transformed into a relative

clause by prefixing one of the articles or demonstratives.

805. The meaning is substantive in such cases as the following:

Id tV' atxapi'tsd'°' , that which was already wrapped
x'^iya 'atqd'^ltsd'i'pmistus j ha j sqilttc, this which he had stuck (it)

in his belt / — / meat
tsd'TtsEU I x^d 'dtcdt'Emu'tk^d*"', it was fierce / that which sat upon

the water
x'"'iyd tcEcdp-Entsu't- IS- lie, those who were their means of killing

themselves

806-807. Temporal Clauses

806. A temporal clause which has a durative meaning is formed
by prefixing one of the definite articles, x"'d, or Id, or one of the

demonstrative adjectives to the verb in any of the aspects, and
suffixing -ds:

Id ^dtsuk^i'n-ds / tcita'dtsEku'stEm, while he was running / he was
spoken to this way

wd"^ / xul kum / Id siix^sux'^stci'nt-ds , perhaps / — / when she

might have got acquainted
rc"'a tcinx^i'l-tsdn-ds, when I hiuried eating

x^d nd'"' pintc ku'^ts-axi'l-ds, if thou art always like that

807. The construction occurs without the article and with the same
meaning. It is of theoretical interest to note that this is not a

nominalizing (subordinating) element:

sits I utcdsinnidTpds, finally / just when it was about to boil

na"^ tcin-(ts)tcu'wds, when I am absent
utcdl-^ust-tsaq-i'nd^ds, just when he could hear again

808-810. Conditional Clauses

808. A condition of doubt may be expressed by the use of wa'"

tsi^' with substantive clause:
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na'" te^'' / x'^d hi^'^pyi'ln / nd'"' ku'^H'in, if / I have (any) food / thou
art to eat (I don't know whether I have or not)

nd'^ tsi'^ I x'^d ''%'''tsd'mut / nd^"- / ku^^i'ln, when thou art at home
(but thou art not) / perhaps / thou eatest

nd'"' tsi''' I x^a spa'xpaxt.s, if he were wise (I don't know if he is or

not)

809. A condition contrary to fact is expressed by the durative

construction with Id and with the element tea'^, ought, before the

verb:

ta tea*"' pa'xpaxt-ds, if he were wise (but he is not), lit., when he
ought to be wise

810. An interrogatiA^e conditional clause has been discussed under

teal (§ 766). The construction: article tccil- intentional prefix ....

indicative pronouns, is used to indicate "why (or how) should .... ?"

"why art thou the one to .... ?" and implies "since something else

is the case".

811-816. INTERROGATIVES

811. 1 have noted two syntactic combinations for asking questions,

ni kuni, implying the answer "no", and ni lut, implying the answer

"yes". Besides these, ni may indicate a question when used with

other elements, and tciii asks a question which implies an answer

against expectation (§§ 771-776). There is also a series of

direct interrogatives

:

tini, what (nominal)

stini, what is it ?

x^d stini, whatnot, various and sundry (that which is what)
td nirius t-tini, something on which (what I don't know on what)
tgwdV stini, why (because what) ?

d-his-ti'm, with what (am I to do it) ? (with my what ?)

k^isti'ni, what am I. to thee ? (thou art my what)

812. The second example above is a means of generalizing, the

third leaves the speaker free of all responsibility by its use of "I

don't know" and "what", both means being combined in this case.

813. Besides the interrogative noun there is an interrogative verb

ingwdt, what was it ?

:

Question: i'ngwdt, what did he say ?

Answer : lutd^y-i'ngwdt.s, he said nothing (did not say what)
kuy-ts-Engwd-tsEn-mi'n-tsut, what art thou fussing about (using

self to what with mouth) ?

814. Although Coeur d'Alene often fails to differentiate between
the "one who", the "thing which", and even in some cases the

"place where" and "time when", there is nevertheless an inter-

rogative pronoun "who", sd'gwdt, which may be related to the stem
sigw, ask.
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815, hi'tca'"', where (at), is treated as a verb, with the common
loss of h after syntactic elements

:

hi'ted'"' hinpi'pa'"', where is my father ?

hdHci'n-ust, where did he go along ? (cp. x'^''i''''n-ust, he went along
here)

d-mdH-i'tcd'"' / t / ku'Hs-wi'c, at where is it / that / thou dwellest ?

(cp. x'"^d sin-indr-tsi'''s, where he makes his home, where it is at

on there) (mdV-, in addition to, besides)

tdtc i'tca'dl, toward where ? (cp. tsi''^l-ust, he went along there)

816, I have referred to the interrogative use of the stem, dtcin

(§ 366).

817-824. Syntactic Relations missing and superfluous

817, Perhaps there are no two languages which have chosen

identical ideas for expression and identical ways of expressing

them. English has almost no interest in gender except, and the

exception is vastly important, as it concerns pronouns, French

retains gender of nouns but somewhat carelessly, and is again most
particular about its pronouns. The two languages are about equally

concerned with case, but each uses it differently. One cannot pro-

ceed to the formation of a single sentence of the simplest nature

without gender and case in German, and even iUiterate speakers

have a strong feeling for it. Every language stresses certain ideas

to the neglect of others and this neglect is often interesting. The
German has a hard time getting rid of "already" (schon) in English

and very few dispense with "together" (zusam7nen) in such ex-

pressions as "we met" or "I was with him". We who are used to

Indo-European, feel a little uncomfortable, if not even intolerant,

of the absence of number and tense in American languages, each

of which has numerous other ideas which we consider dispensable or

have never even heard of.

818, Coeiir d'Alene has some indication of number although, in

cases where we should demand it, it often omits the plural. "Their"

is more frequently than not expressed by the singular possessive.

Instead of tense it has seemed more accurate to designate aspects

which are concerned as much with other ideas as with time, or more

so. Completive is the only real past. Customary embraces past,

present and future with equal emphasis, and continuative is

not much concerned with the question as to whether an act or a

state occurs in the past or present. The modification for future is

formal for customary and continuative and does not involve an

actual conjugation.

819, It may be noticed that I have no paragraph heading for that

very important subject "pronoun". This is not due to inadvertency,

but rather to the fact that the pronoun, which has numerous
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variations, is an intimate part of the verb. There is a set

of independent pronouns, but even their relationship to the

verb is so close that they were given twice, once as illustrating

assimilation of sounds, and once as explaining the continuative.

The same thing holds true for the possessives. Demonstratives

however, have been shown to have forms related to many different

parts of speech (§§ 699-708) and similarly, the dative which we do

not feel at all in English, has several kinds of expression (§§ 562-

566).

820. Just as preoccupation with Indo-European makes us uncom-
fortable without tense, so do we, without linguistic training,

worry about the absence of the copula. Coeur d'Alene has a form

which serves, to some extent, the purpose of the copula and at the

same time that of the demonstrative indefinite expression "there

is". This is by no means a substitute for our verb "to be" for it is

used comparatively seldom. Consequently adjectives are treated

in an entirely different fashion from English. As in many American

languages, the adjective in Coeur d'Alene is a verb. It has various

forms which express reason of condition (§ 262) but they are foreign

to English thought. Hence, to say "it is tough" must be thought

of as "it toughs because it is naturally so", or "it toughs for some
other reason", but never "it is tough" as two separate words or

ideas.

821. Comparison likewise is absent as a grammatical modification.

Comparative degree is expressed by the preposition (or adverb) tdF,

from, which is placed before the noun to be compared; the verb

(adjective) is the same as usual

:

tdl djon I tsacalq^ x^d ban, Ben is taller than John

822. Superlative is expressed by suffixing 5-m*'- to the noun
designated, s- nom.; m"-, among:

s-ni"'-(i'W"tiK^t, the oldest, amongst the old ones

s-ni^'' -s-tsE-tsi'w-tunic, the youngest, amongst the young ones

s-ni'"^-smdH'm-s dc, their only sister, their womanest, woman among
them

It will be noticed that s- which seems to be nominal is used

twice with nouns whose initial is s.

823. Still another set of ideas which is noticeably lacking in this

as in otherIndian languages, is the whole series which has to do with

certain of our subjunctive expressions, the emphatic and obligatory

forms such as may, must, can, etc. We cannot say exactly that

mode is lacking for, as we have seen, nd^^ (§§ 777-779) and teal

(§§ 757-768) take care of a great many modal ideas. It is rather

that Coeur d'Alene does not feel a need for an idea like must,

although the linguistic machinery will allow of it, once its need is

apparent. "She must go", an idea which would not occur naturally

45
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to aCoeur d'Alene will, have the awkward form "not-the-her-future-

not. Future-her going". The language has a natural means of

expressing "can", but it must be done impersonally. "I can do it",

has no reference to me but rather to the act "it is do-able". These

are only a few examples of many which show different categories

of ideas and of ways of expressing them.

824. Just as certain categories of thought are absent, so too there

are others which are expressed, but cannot be translated in English.

Such words are, ha, the definite article when it shows the relation

between an adjective and a noun (§ 724), or between two nouns

(§ 720). Still another is ^V" (§ 775) which should always precede

the answer to a question. The word dcfdl, and other adverbial-

interjectional words, are difficult to render, dd^dl, which might

perhaps be left untranslated, means "I see that is the case

although it seems impossible or improbable, or even, see now I

told you so, or evidence has it, or he alone of all did the unex-

pected". As a final suggestion to emphasize the importance of

ideas foreign to us in achieving really idiomatic speech, there is the

custom of articulating a- • • at intervals during a narrative to

show that one is paying attention and understands. This is used

in conversation. When myths are narrated, the polite audience

repeats the last syllable or word or two of the sentence as the

narrator proceeds.

825-858. PosiTiOK

825. Position is an important syntactic device in Coeur d'Alene.

Although there seems to be considerable freedom about the place

of certain words in the sentence, nevertheless ambiguity may be

avoided by their position.

826. Adverbs, especially adverbs of time and demonstrative

adverbs, generally precede the verb

:

pinttc I d'axa'lsqit / itcEii'pdc, always / every day / they went hunt-

ing

kuni I tdTtsi''' / tcitsx^d'fp, then / farther / he fled

827. Descriptive adverbs or adverbial phrases generally follow

the verb:
pinttc I itsEmu't / x^d 'dHsatx^s, always / he stayed / at home
kuni I x^ist /' iuwd tdtc nld'qEntsutEn, there / he went / to that

sweathouse

828. The position of adverbs seems to be quite free, however, for

they may also follow the verb:

kuni tmic i'^tsu''umc / a^atmalk^ma'sqit, he did nothing but cry / all

day long

829. It has been noted (§ 730) that articles and demonstratives

theoretically make a relative clause of the stems which they
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precede. When they do this with a noun preceded by a preposition,

the preposition always stands between the article and the noun,

never before the article

:

x'^'d tdtc tsd'tx^s, to his house
lut x^d tdtc lu'^, not what is in that direction, toward there

qdsp I Id smk^i''Hs / kurri / ttsaqi'nd^dmEnts, long / into the night

/ ~ / he heard it

830. The usual order of the sentence is: verb subject:

dtswi'c I x^d smtyi'w, he dwelt / Coyote

831. If there is a nominal object, the usual position is: verb

object

:

tci'^tsgwi'tc j d°'tsi'\ I am seeing / a deer

832. If there is only one noun with a transitive verb, the verb

generally determines whether it is subject or object because pronom-
inal subject and object must always be expressed in the verb

whether or not a noun is used:

tci''ts-gwi'tc-Em / d°^tsi'\ I am being seen / by a deer (although the
noun is the same as that of § 831, the passive of the verb makes
the meaning clear)

833. The nominal subject precedes the verb, if it designates a

new third person:

x^iya I sts itsa saVqs / pinttc / itsEmu't, this / little mosquito / always

/ stayed home (his brothers have been (the subject of the
preceding sentence)

834. If nominal subject and object are expressed, the most usual

order is : verb object subject

:

its-gwi'tc-Ems / x^d"' tsi^^ / x^''d'd%dn, he is seeing it / the deer / the

Ben, Ben is seeing the deer

In a case like this x^d '«" distinguishes the subject as against
««'«« the object (§ 725).

835. Although this is the preferred order, the following may be

used and the same meaning is clear

:

its-gwi'tc-Ems / x'^d ^d'^'hdn / a;^a" tsi'''

836. With more nominal forms the general rule is that the noun-

order parallels the order in the verb : indirect object object subject

:

tcilts I x:^d°- hdn / x^a°- mime j x^a 'a'^djon, he gave it to him / the

Ben / the box / the John, John gave the box to Ben

837. However, the structure will depend upon the number and
kind of third persons

:

k^itts I x^a sqilttcs j x^d°- hdn j x^a 'a^-djon, he took it from him /

the his meat / the Ben / the John, John took Ben's meat
from him (the order here shows it was Ben's meat ; if the order

had been Ben-meat-John, it would have been impossible to

tell whether it was Ben's meat or John's)

45*
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838. If there is no danger of ambiguity the regular order is fol-

lowed :

tcilts I x'^a ban / hinmi'mc / x'^a 'a'^djon, he gave it to him / the Ben/
my box / the John, John gave Ben my box

839. If the possessive noun is used to show the owner of a nominal
object, the order is as usual, the portion descriptive of the object

taking its place and order between indirect object and subject:

tcitts I x'^a ma^ri' / x'^d ^ulhdn j hd j mime / x^a 'a'^djon, he gave it

to her / the Mary / the belonging to Ben / — / box / the John,
John gave Mary Ben's box (ul, belonging to)

840. If the verb is passive the order is : verb object subject agent:

iHci'ltEm I x^a"' m,im,c / x'^d^ bdn / x'^a 'a°^djon,, he is being given /

the box / the Ben / by John, Ben is being given the box by
John

841. If the impersonal object becomes the subject, the verb is

changed, as is the nominal construction

:

i^tci'tcdcmEnEm, / x'^d^ m,imc / tdtc bdn / x'^a 'a'^djon, it is being given

(used for giving) / the box / to Ben / by John, a box is being
given Ben by John

842. With a locative noun the order is : verb object place subject

:

nEtci'stus I x'"d pdk^W"^ / x'^d ^d^Tnimc j x'^a djon, he put it in / the

ball / into the box / John

843. A descriptive modifier usually precedes the noun it modifies,

being consistent with its character as a verb

:

la xa'yxiyt j hd j yilimi'xum., the one who is big / — / chief

x^d yaRpqi'n hd stci'nt, the many people

x'^d ulbdn j hd I m,im,c, the belonging to Ben / — / box

844. The order of clauses is reasonably consistent with other

phases of the order of the sentence, although it seems to be freer.

845. Temporal clauses, like temporal adverbs, usually precede

the main clause:

hoi I Id xd'lpds / hoi j a'tsqd?"', then / when it was light / now / he
went out

x^^d gwiytsi'nds j tsd'lic, when he had finished eating / he stood up

846. But, like adverbs, they seem relatively free

:

utsaxi'l j ttsaqi'nd'dm,Entsilc j xux'^'^i^'' / gwiydstsu''um,ds, suddenly /

they heard / the very (moment) / when he stopped crying

847. Relative clauses have the position of the noun for which

they may stand, or follow the noun they limit

:

m,i'ftcddd*"^ j x^a xam.i'ntcs, it is blood that he likes

lutdytii'lsEn j x'"'a 'atsmu'rk^d'^, I do not eat what is seasoned

djd'ydjiyt j ha j sk^a'rcEn j tsi''^ / x'"'a xahdsydtcili'p, there was an
ugly I

'— / crane / that one / was the one who was a good hun-

ter, or

djd'ydjiyt j ha/ sk^a'rcEn/tsi'H/ia xdst j hd I sydtcili'p, there was an
ugly / — / crane / that was one / who was the good/—/hunter
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848. Purposive clauses generally follow the main verb

:

i'lnc I x^d ''cflmi'ttcada?^ / tcdlkusxund-singwa yqEn, eat / some of

the blood / so thou wilt grow up fast

849. The examples under relative clauses illustrate the order of

what we may call demonstrative clauses. The clause which points

out precedes the connective I which is followed by the main clause

:

Id ^dsi'k'^a''^ / I / hmlEr^i'tctdtk^d'"; it was into the water / that / he
thrust his hand

hoi I aHsa'xEl / d'^fd'dd'"' . / t / nd'mic, then / it was like / a canoe /

that which / he sat in

id 'dstcits-xtc'yis / I / tcitsi'*^lust, it was in his tracks / that / it came
along

850. But, like a number of other modifiers, the order may be

reversed

:

hindi''lc^ 1 1 1 la 'aslaqi'tk^^d'^, he turned / so that / he water-lay

on belly; he tiu-ned bellyTvise in the water

851. The causal clause with tgwdT . . . . I usually precedes the

main clause, but in this respect behaves as clauses comiected by I

usually behave:

tgwdX stirti I dmtx^, why is it that thou feedest him ?

tgwdl I tcasq^a'"^q"'d'H / i / tsdlic, because / he was going to speak /

it was that / he stood up

852. The causal introduced by dyni'l may precede or follow the

main clause:

kuni j dyni'l / x^d 'dsi'k^d'"' / kuni suit, then / because / of (being*

in the water / he was inevitably cold

but:

kuni I x^i'^t / ia'qis j ayni'l / suit, then / here it was that / he lay

on his belly / because / he was cold

^'i'' / nlukiiku t-mEn-tEm j dyni'l / gul t'axt, already he was out-

distanced / because / they were swift

853. The order of particles is difficult to summarize because of

the many possible combmations. I can best show their significance

in their special positions by giving examples.

854. na'°', the element which shows doubt, usually precedes all

other elements:

nd'°' xil I cd / x'^i'' / tcintsa'xEl / ayaRaR dstsani, I might have
been / just / this / I was like / He- Gathers-Bones, i. e., I may
have been the age (size) of He- Gathers-Bones (boy's nickname)

na'" loq^ tpEtso'sEntsEn, I'll ej^e-squirt thee too
no'"' xil tsu't I sisiyu's, although / he may have been clever

855. M'", may, however, be incorporated in the relative clause

:

x'^d nd'"' si'giountEm / no'"' ku-cEtc-qi'nEm, (to) what he may be
asked / listen (to it)
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856. Interrogatives stand first in a sentence, even precede na*^:

ni loq^ ul-lu'tEm, did he also refuse again ?

ni kurri nd 'ui'dtci'stmdt, are we to take it back ?

maW I na"^ tc'a'xal / x'^d nd'°' lut kufm'asds, where / are we to do
thus / that thou dost not get it wet ?

857. It will be remembered that prepositions come within the

complex of the relative formed by the article (demonstrative)-pre-

position-noun. An interesting example of the position of a preposi-

tion is:

kuni tcd-s-td^tc-i'tcd'^, but where (else) would he be ?

(tcdl-s- > teds- ; tcdt, fut. ; s-t; tdtc, at ; hitcd'"', where)

858. The position of what I have called adverbs is interesting in

the following examples

:

id tsi^'^t dtsEmu'tds, there where she had been sitting

lutd-x'"'i'''l-ya'xds, it was not doing thus (x'"'i^''l a'xal is an idiomatic

phrase which has here been treated exactly like a single verb)

859-876. PROBLEMS POSED BY COEUR D'ALENE

859. The grammar has been presented as the usual analysis of

a Salishan language and as such is largely descriptive. The entire

approach has, however, been made with the problems having to do

with the languages of the Salishan family in mind, rather than as

a mere linguistic record. Within the body ofthe text a few references

have been made to questions which must be affected by comparison,

but an effort was made to keep these matters apart so as to avoid

the confusion which they^elicit before one language at least is under-

stood.

860. Consequently, it seems fitting to summarize here those

problems which are apparent. I cannot undertake to discuss the

general questions which must include practically every phase of

the language, and constitute a work in comparison which I hope

will sometime be done. A perusal of the short summary of Chehalis^

suggests many points, as do the few published discussions already

referred to. The Chehalis Text is the only comprehensive systematic

treatment we have of a Salishan language. Even the bits we have

of other languages suggest the most apparent problems of compar-

ison, i. e., phonetic changes. A comparison of Chehalis and Coeur

d'Alene makes necessary a treatment of the relative functions of

glottalization as a grammatical device. Chehalis inserts a glottal

stop, for instance, to express diminutive, and this comes usually

before a consonant, any consonant it seems. There must be some

1 Boas, Franz. A ChehaHs Text UAL VIII: 103—110
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relationship between this device and the Coeur d'Alene glottalization

of a whole series of sounds to express diminutive (§§ 613-616).

861. It is hardly necessary to mention again the importance of

vowel change within Coeur d'Alene itself and the relationship of

such changes to the same or different ones in other languages.

The suffixes which constitute the most stable parts of all the

languages will ultimately furnish the major clue in answering this

question. The suffixes too will show the development of elements

and of compounding and nominal incorporation.

862. The preceding paragraph shows the futility of separating

phonetic from grammatical problems, and the same is true of

vocabulary, for in Coeur d'Alene vocalic changes within the stem
modify its meaning. This is a subject of the greatest interest for

the illumination of which the material so far available though
inadequate is highly suggestive.

863. Chehalis has only two aspects, completive and continuative,

but within these there are three classes of pronouns, their usage

seemingly formal. Coeur d'Alene has these two aspects with pro-

nouns which correspond only slightly, but the treatment of the

Coeur d'Alene continuative seems to show a combination of the

Chehalis (perhaps of a much closer relative) prefixes which are it

for completive and s- nominal for continuative. It will be remem-
bered that the Coeur d'Alene continuative prefix is Us-, or its-,

that it is a nominal form in which s- has been disguised, and that it

assumes different phonetic forms, some of which suggest known
consonantal assimilations which sometimes leave their mark in

an echo-vowel (i^- before a syllable with accent) (§§ 131-133).

Analysis of material in the region between the Coast and the In-

terior will almost certainly solve this problem and will help us too,

with one I have not been able to solve, namely, why we sometimes
have its- and at others its-.

864. Further, a comparison of pronominal forms will show that

Coeur d'Alene seems to have remnants from all classes and aspects

of Chehalis (or the other way round) which fact suggests the question

of influences in the development away from classes within aspects

and choice of forms, as well as the purpose for which they have
been employed.

865. Another pronominal classification of Chehalis concerns

gender, feminine or non-feminine; and within these divisions,

specification as to definiteness or indefiniteness, presence or

absence. Coeur d'Alene is not particularly interested in these ideas,

yet shows some emphasis on definite or indefinite in certain cases,

never in presence or absence. For instance, there are verb forms
which seem to be intransitive but which must have a sort of inde-

finite completing element. Again, there is a form of the imperative
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which indicates definiteness of an object, or its absence. Suffixes

such as those of §§ 512, 528, 565 also indicate some feeling for these

categories.

866. Related to the same question, but in a different form is the

matter of a- which may be a general preposition (§ 715) or what
seems to be an indefinite article (§ 725). It seems to me quite

possible that these two could be the same, especially since in the

passive the agent of the verb is indicated by exactly the same form

as the subject of the transitive verb if nouns are used for subject

and object. The fact that al is a general preposition and a subordinat-

ing element as well in Chehalis lends credence to this suggestion,

as does the fact that a- is followed by an echo-vowel in both cases

in Coeur d'Alene, almost a sure sign that a consonant has been lost.

867. Still another problem concerning the pronouns is that con-

cerning position. The independent pronouns, formally very similar,

stand before the verb in Coeur d'Alene and after it in Chehalis. The
material available gives a clue as to the way in which this may
have come about. In the Coast dialects the relationship between

stem, object and subject pronouns is very close, as indeed it is in

Coeur d'Alene. But in the Coast dialects adverbial modifications

of the stem tend to take on auxiliary forms, a process foreign to

the Interior language. When a stem of a Coast dialect is preceded

by an adverb, it loses the subject which is then attached to the

auxiliary (adverb in Coeur d'Alene). For instance, "I see you" in

both regions would be expressed "see-you-I"; but "I see you
clearly" would be on the Coast "clearly-I see you". In Coeur

d'Alene the modifier is adverbial and independent so that the

position of the parts would be "clearly I-see you". Such examples

suggest the reason for the position of the subject pronouns of

intransitive verbs in Coeur d'Alene for if the pronoun is not a

part of the adverb and not independent it would become prefixed

to the stem. On the other hand, this does not explain the

peculiarity of the transitive continuative pronominal prefixes which

are equivalent to "you-my seeing".

868. The numerals in Coeur d'Alene, because of the variety of

the ways in which they are treated (§§ 634-650) seem to be the

repository of a complex history. A thorough and satisfactory

study of these stems and their compounds would include most of

the problems of the language.

869. Included in that study would be the investigation of certam

elements which are formally similar but are probably different in

origin. The suffix -dl may mean "for, for use of", "times or meas-

ures", or "belonging to the house", and is further an element used

in compounding. Because of its phonetic relation to Chehalis al,

and its ability to assimilate to sounds which follow, it can easily be
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seen that the exact origin of it (or them, if there are more than one)

is not now determinable. Realizing the shifts in position as evi-

denced by Chehalis and Coeur d'Alene, it is even possible that this

may be related to a-, preposition, or a-, indefinite article.

870. The problems posed by a- and -dl are tj^ical of others of the

language, for there are numerous elements which have duplicate

uses. There seem to be five uses of 5-,some of which—^nominalizing,

continuative, negative and intentional — are the same, in that

they are nominalized for the sake of subordination. There is,' in

addition to this (or these), another s- form which I cannot analyze.

Can it be a leftover of some other continuative comparable to

Chehalis in which s- retained its identity without becoming suscept-

ible to the assimilatory processes ?

871. The suffixes in -im {-dm, -Em), or -min {-mdn, -msn) present

difficulties due to their frequency and variation in meaning. Fur-

thermore, they appear in such settings that it is frequently impos-

sible to differentiate the weak forms since the causative -Em may
occupy the same position as the usitative (instrumental) -mEn,

and it may be followed by -En. -im {-dm, -sm) seems to be causative,

but the weak form -sm may complete an intransitive verb in which

case it seems not to be
(
§ 287). It may also be used with the opposite

meaning "become of own accord", in reduplicated forms (§ 308).

Furthermore, it seems to be compounded, sometimes with other

stems so as to form a bisvllabic stem, in which case it carries the

accent {dilim, gallop, run on all fours; tsahi'm, give warwhoop).

872. -min is a suffix which seems to yield to the translation

"use for" quite consistently, but it furnishes difficulties because

of its setting which prevents one from determining whether it is

causative or usitative. Combined with the reflexive it is frequently

used with verbs signifying vigorous action, e.g. duT-mEn-tsut,

pi. fled; or q^a' y-msn-tsut, he danced, used himself for bouncing.

873. Of the same type is the problem having to do with the ele-

ment -En. Certain verbs require it in the intransitive. In these few

cases it does not seem to mean "attempt", as it does in cases where
it appears in its strong or weak forms (§ 438). Most verbs demand
it apparently as a formal element in the transitive. It will be

interesting to try to determine the function or functions of this

suffix by comparison,

874. Again, there has been discussion of the suffix -t which is

called a suffix with subjective verbs (§§ 300— 304), but the same
suffix appears with verbs of action and probably is not the

same. The suffix -t is also the third personal objective pronoun and
seems not to be related to the others.

875. In addition to the general comparison which must of course

be based upon an analysis of details, and extreme specification.
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there is the major subject of accent, a grammatical device which
in Coeur d'Alene has been exploited to incredible lengths. I have
done what I can with the subject, which from the general Salishan

point of view is practically a virgin field. It must be studied in

detail for there is no part of the language which it does not touch,

and which it may not be expected to illuminate.

876. It seems to me that the very fact of the several appearances

and diversified functions, as well as the exaggerated use, even to

repeating the same idea more than once in a single form (e.g., use

of s- prefix twice, for nominalizing) must show Coeur d'Alene to be

a fascinating clue to the determination of historical processes and
lines of development. At the same time the type of emphasis and
subtlety of specification and the versatile use of grammatical

processes doubtless point to growth within the language and con-

tributions made by it reciprocally in various directions. It is hoped
that the presentation of this grammar will not only pose the prob-

lems, but that it will also point the way to their solution.

877-890. Paradigms

877. To illustrate the composition of the verbs with aspect affixes

and phonetic changes the following verbs which illustrate a

number of types are written out in full form for the convenience

of the student. When a prefix (for instance, ul-, again) is used with

no phonetic modifications the paradigm for that particular form is

omitted.

878. Intransitive Completive

xds-t, be good innately x^dt'-p, one flees

dul, plural flee

S. S.

1 tcin-xd's-t, I was good 1 tcm-x'^d't'-p, I fled

2 ku^-xd's-t, thou wert good 2 ku^-x'^dt'-p, thou fleddest

3 xds-t, he was good 3 x'^dt'-p, he fled

PI. PI.

1 tc-xds-t, we were good 1 tc-du'T-mEntsut, we fled

2 kup-xd's-t, you were good 2 kup-du'T-mEntsut, you fled

3 xd's-t-dc, they were good 3 du'T-mEntsut, they fled

Note: This verb illustrates

xds, be well several common occurrences:

S. the change in stem from singular

1 u-tcin-xd's, I am well to plural; absence of the pluraliz-

2 u-ku-xd's, thou art well ing suffix -de, for third person,

3 u-xd's, he is well since the plural stem without a
PI. pronoun could mean nothing
1 u-tc-xd's, we are well else; and the suffixes -mEn-tstU,

2 u-kup-xd's, you are well "use self for", a combination
3 u-xd's- dc, they are well common in verbs of action.
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taJcuJc^, one falls, comes to lie

S.

1 tcm-fa'lcuK^, I fell, came to

a lying position

2 ku-faUuTcy", thou fellst

3 faJcuJc"^, he fell

stem changes in plural

nitc, cut with blade

S.

1 tcm-ni'tc-Em, I cut (some-

thing)

2 ku-ni'tc-Em, thou didst cut

3 ni'tc-Em, he cut

PI.

1 tc-ni'tc-Em, we cut

2 kup-ni'tc-Em, you cut

3 ni'tc-Em- dc, they cut

A suffix is necessary to complete thist'ap-stcdnt, shoot (people).

verb (§ 287)

S.

1 tcin-(dp-stcd'nt, I shot

2 ku-t'ap-stcd'nt, thou didst shoot

3 t'ap-stcd'nt, he shot

Note: Many Coeur d'Alene stems may
plural, the regular form which means that the action is performed by more
than one, all acting together ; the reduplicated form meaning that each subject
acts individually. Many verbs have such a meaning as to rule out the first

form. They are acts which are momentary and Coeur d'Alene feels it "better"

to use the reduplicated form in the plural. The stem tap is one of these.

dk'^n, say, tell

PI.

1 tc-t'a-tap-stcd' nt, we shot

2 kup-td-t'ap-stcd'nt, you shot

3 t'a-ihp-stcd'nt-(ilc), they shot

take either of two forms in the

gwitc, see

tcin-gnn'tc, I saw
ku-gwi'tc, thou didst see

gwitc, he saw
1.

tc-gwitc, we saw
kup-gwi'tc, you saw
gwi'tc-ilc, they saw

ut-gwitc, see again

tcm-ul-gwi'tc, I saw again

ku-'-ul-gwi'tc, thou sawest again
ui-gwi'tc, he saw again

S.

1 tcin-d'k^n, I said

2 ku'-d'k'^n, thou saidst

3 dk^n, he said

PI.

1 tc'-dk^n, we said

2 kup'-d'k^n, you said

3 dku'n-ilc, they said

hm-xil, fear

tcm-m-xi't, I was afraid

ku-n-xi'l, thou was afraid

(hi)n-xi't, he was afraid

PI.

1 tc'-in-xi't, we were afraid

2 kup^-in-xi'l, you were afraid

3 hin-xi'l-ilc, they were afraid

879. Customary

xds-t, be good innately x^dt'-p, one flees

duF, plural flee

S. S.

1 tcirits-xd'st, I am cust. good 1 tcirits-x^dfp, I cust. flee

2 ku'Hs-xd'st, thou art cust. good 2 ku'Hs-x^d'fp, thou cust. fleest

3 dts-xd'st, he is cust. good 3 dts-x^d'fp, he cust. flees

PL ' PI.

1 tc^dts-xd' St, we axe cvist. good 1 tc'd°'-du'1!-m,Entsut,wecviS,t.i\ee

2 kup^dts-xd'st, you are cust. 2 kup^d'^-du'T-mEntsut, you ciist.

good flee

3 a^s-ya's^t^c, they are cust. good 3 d^-duT-mEntsut, they oust, ilee
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taJcuJc^, one falls nitc, cvit with blade

S. S.

1 tciri-td'UuW", I cust. fall 1 tcin-ni'td-Etn, I oust, cut

(something)

2 ku'^-fd'JcuJc"', thou cust. fallest 2 ku'^-ni'tc-Em, thou cust.

cuttest

3 d"'-ta'Jcu]c^, he ciist. falls 3 d^-ni'tc-Em, he cust. cuts

PL
1 tc'd^-ni'tc-Em, we cust. cut

2 kup'd"'-ni'tc-Etn, you cust. cut.

3 d'^'-ni'tc-Em-dc, they cust. cut

iJdp-stcdnt, shoot-people

S. PI.

1 tcm-tap-stcd'nt, cust. I shoot 1 tc-'-a-fa-tap-stcd'nt, cust. we
shoot

2 Jcu'^-tdp-stcd'nt, cust. thou 2 kup-'-a-^-t'ap-stcd'nt, cust.

shootest you shoot
3 a°'-(ap-stcd'nt, cust. he shoots 3 a-ta-tap-stcd'nt-(ilc),o\ist.

they shoot

gwitc, see dk'^n, say; tell

S. S.

1 tcirits-gwi'tc, cust. I see 1 tcirits-ak^n, I say cust.

2 ku'Hs-gwi'tc, cust. thou seest 2 ku'Hs-d'k^n, thou sayest cust.

3 dts-gwi'tc, cust. he sees 3 dHs-d'k^n, he says cust.

PI. PI.

1 tc-^dts-gwi'tc, cust. we see 1 tc-'^-dHs-ak^n, we say cust.

2 kup-*dts-gwi'tc, cust. you see 2 kup-^ -dHs-d' k^'^n, you say cust.

3 dts-gwi'tc- dc, cust. they see 3 dHs-dku'n-dc, they say cust.

ul-gwitc, see again hm-xit, fear, be afraid

S. S.

1 tcin-ul-ts-gwi' tc, I cust. see 1 tcin-m-xi't, I am cust. afraid

again
2 ku-*uV-ts-gwi' tc, thou dost cust. 2 ku'^-n-xi'l, thou art cust.

see again afraid

3 uT-ts-gwi'tc, he cust. sees again 3 an-xi'l, he is cust. afraid

PI. PI.

1 tc^-uT-ts-gwi'tc, we cust. see 1 tc-'an-xi't, we are cust. afraid

again

2 kup-'uF-ts-gwi'tc, you cust. see 2 kup-^an-xi'l, you are cust.

again afraid

3 ul-ts-gwi'tc, they cust. see 3 an-xi'l- dc, they are cust.

again afraid

880. Continuative

xdst, be good innately x^dtp, one flees

duF, plural flee

S. S.

1 tci'Hs-xd'st, I am being good 1 tci^'^ts-x^d'tp, I am fleeing

2 kuyts-xd'st, thou art being good 2 kuyts-x^d'tp, thou art fleemg
3 Us-xd'st, he is being good 3 ds-x^d'(p, he is fleeing
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PL
1 tc'its-xd'st, we are being good
2 kup'its-xd'st, you are being

good
3 Us-xd'st-ilc, they are being

good

PI.

1 tc'i^-du'VmEntsut, we are fleeing

2 kwp^V--du'TmEntsut, they are

fleeing

3 i^-du'lmEntsut, you are

fleeing

t'dJcuJc^, one falls

S.

1 tci''-M']cu]c'^, I am falling

2 kuy-t'd'JcuJc^, thou art falling

3 i^-fd'KuK"^, he is falling

nitc, cut with blade

S.

1 tci^'^-ni'tc-Emc, I am cutting

2 kuy-ni'tc-Emc, thou art

cutting

3 i^-ni'tc-Emc, he is cutting

PI.

1 tc'i^-ni'tc-Emc, we are cutting

2 kupH^-ni'tc-Eme, you are

cutting

3 i^-ni'tc-Em-dc, they are

cutting

tap, shoot (people)

S. PI.

1 tci^'^-fap-stcd'nt, I am shooting 1 tcH-fa-lhp-stcd'nt, we are

shooting

2 kuy-fap-stcd'nt, thou art 2 kupH-td-idp-stcd'nt, you are

shooting shooting

3 i-(ap-stcd'nt, he is shooting 3 i-t'a-tdp-stcd'nt, they are

shooting

gwitc, see

S.

1 tci'Hs-gwi'tc, I am seeing

2 kuyts-gwi'tc, thou art seeing

3 its-gwi'tc, he is seeing

PI.

1 tc'its-gwi'tc, we are seeing

2 kup^Us-gwi'tc, you are seeing

3 its-gwi'tc-dc, they are seeing

dk^n, say, tell

S.

1 tci'''ts*-Eku'n, I am saying
2 kuyts-Eku'n, thou art saying
3 its-Eku'n, he is saying
PI.

1 tfits-Eku'n, we are saying
2 kup^ds-Eku'n, you are saying
3 ds-Eku'n-dc, they are saying

ulgwitc, see again

S.

1 tcm-uyts-gwi'tc, I am seeing

again

2 ku'uyts-gvoi'tc, thou art seeing

again

3 uyts-gwi'tc, he is seeing again

PI.

1 tc'uyts-gwi'tc, we are seeing

again

2 kup^uyts-gwi'tc, you are see-

ing again

3 uyts-gwi'tc- dc, they are seeing

again

hinxil, fear, be afraid

S.

1 tciy-n-xi'l, I am fearing

2 kuy-n-xi't, thou art fearing

3 m-xi't, he is fearing

PI.

1 tc'm-xi'i, we are fearing

2 kup'in-xi'l, you are fearing

3 in-xi'l-dc, they are fearing
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881—884. Negative imperative

The negative imperative is expressed by a combination of the

prefixes lut-, negative, and teal-, near future. The verb is then

treated as it would be with the future, teal-.

882. Negative imperative completive

lut-tcdt-'is-xu'i, don't go
lut-tcds-xu'i-mp, don't go you pi.

883. Negative imperative customary

lut-tcdl-i**ts-xu'i, don't make a habit of going

2 PI. lut-tcdy-ts-xu'y-mp, don't cust. go you pi.

884. Negative imperative continuative

2 S. lut-tcdl-kuy-ts-xu'i, don't be going (not common)
2 PI. lut-tcdl-kup-'ds-xu'i, don't you be going (not common)

885. Transitive active completive

2 S.

2 PI.

2 S.

gwite, see

1—2 gwi'tc-tsEn

1—3 gvn'tc-En

1—2p gun'tc-tulmEn

2—1 gwi'tc-tsdx^

2-3 gioi'tc-tx^

2—Ip ku^ -gvn'tc-cdc

3—1 gvn'tc-tsds

3—2 gwi'tc-ts IS

3—3 gv)itc-ts

3—Ip gwi'tc-talis

3—2p gwi'tc-tulmis

Ip—

2

gvn'tc-tsit

Ip—

3

gwi'tc-tindt

lp>—2p gtvi'tc-tulmit

2p—

1

gwi'tc-tsdlp

2p—

3

gwitc-tp

2p—Ip kup-gwi'tc-cdc

dk^n, say, tell
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1-2

1-3

l-2p
2-1

2r-3

2-lp
3-1

3-2
3-3

3-lp
3-2p
lp-2
lp-3
lp-2p
2p-l
2p-3
2j>-lp

886. Transitive

dts-gwi'tc-stmEn

dts-gwi'tc-sEn

dts-gwi'tc-stulmEn

dts-gwi'tc-stmdx^

dts-gwi' tc-stx'"

ku'Hs-gwi'tc-cdc

dts-gwi'tc-stnids

dts-gtvi'tc-stmis

dts-gwi'tc-stus

dts-gwi'tc-stdlis

dts-gwi'tc-stulmis

dts-gwi'tc-stmit

dts-gwi'tc-stmdt

dts-gwi'tc-stulmit

dts-gwi'tc-stmdlp

dts-gwi'tc-stp

kup'dts-gwi'tc-cdc

active customary

d"' -ni'tc-stmEn

d°'-ni'tc-sEn

d'^'-ni'tc-stulmEn

d^-ni'tc-stmdx^

d^-ni'td-stx^

ku'Hs-ni'tc-cdc

d^-ni'tc-stmds

d^-ni'tc-stmis

d^-ni'tc-stus

d°--ni'tc-stdlis

d^-ni'tc-stulmis

d°'-ni'tc-stmit

d°'-ni'tc-stm,dt

d^-ni'tc-stulmit

d'^'-ni'tc-stmdl'p

d°'-ni'tc-stp

kup'd-ni'td-cdc

The customary with ul-, again, is formed by prefixing ul- to

the forms given above, when ul-d > ul-. Since this is perfectly

regular it is unnecessary to write all the forms again.

1-2

1-3

l-2p
2-1

2-3

2-lp
3-1
3-2
3-3

3-lp
3-2p
lp-2
lp-3
lp-2p
2p-l
2p-3

2i^lp

dHs-dku'-stmEn
dHs-dku -sEn

dHs-dku' -stulmEn

dHs-dku' -stmdx^

dHs-dku' -stx^

ku'Hs-dku'n-cdc

dHs-dku -stmds

dHs-dku' -stmis

dHs-dku'stus

dHs-dku' -stalls

dHs-dku' -stulmis

dHs-dku' -stmit

dHs-dku' -stmdt

d^ts-dku' -stulm, it

dHs-dku' -stmdlp

dHs-dku' -stp

kup-^dHs-dku'n-cdc

887. Transitive active

1-2

1-3

gwitc,

. . .is seeing. .

k^i^'ts-guri'tc-Em,

hi' Hs-gwi'tc-Em,i—^ III is-gwi w-t^m,

1—2p kup(h)i'Hs-gwi'tc-Em,

2—1 tcinH''ts-gwi'tc-Em

2-3 i'Hs-gwi'tc-Em

2—Ip ku'Hs-gwi'tc-cdc

3—1 tci'Hs-gwi'tc-Ems

3—2 kuyts-givi'tc-Ems

3—3 its-gtoi'tc-Ems

an-xi'l-stm,En

an-xi'l-sEn

an-xi't-stulmEn

an-xi'l-stmdx^

an-xi'l-stx'^

kun-xi't-cdc

an-xi' l-stmxis

an-xi'l-stmis

an-xi'l-stus

an-xi'l-stdlis

an-xi'l-stulm,is

an-xi'l-stm.it

an-xi'l-stmdt

an-xi'l-stulmit

an-xi't-stm^lp

an-xi'l-stp

kup-^an-xi'l-cdc

continuative

ul-gtoitc

. . .is seeing . . .again

k'^in-uyts-gtoi'tc-Em,

hin-uyts-gwi'tc-Em,

kup in-uyts-gwi'tc-Em,

tcmin-uyts-gwi'tc-Em,

m-uyts-gwi'tc-Em,

ku'uyts-gwi'tc-cdc

tcin-uyts-gwi'tc-Ems

m-uyts-gwi'tc-Em,s

uyts-gwi'tc-Ems
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3-lp
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dk'^n
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... is being told

S.

1 tci'Hs-Eku'n-Em

2 kuyts-Eku'n-Em
3 iti-Eku'n-Em

PL
1 tc'its-Eku'n-Em

2 kup' its-Eku'n-Em
3 its-Eku'n-Em

hmxil
is being feared

S.

1 tciyn-xi'l-Em

2 kuyn-xi't-Em

3 in-xi'i-Em

PI.

1 tc'in-xi'l-Em

2 kupUn-xi'l-Em
3 m-xi'l-Em,

twd tcitciW x'^{l)

with muskrat little

aku'stus{i) la{5)

she said to him the

ANALYZED TEXT

Muskrat Trespasses

twd tc itcd' ya'ds ( 2

)

with his grandmother

tcitciW X'^il)

little muskrat
luwd{^)
that

dtswi'cilc{3).

they had a house

'dtvun'iJcnii).

old woman

la{5) la^ax^{S) kuni ultcdsqi'gwts{9). kuiri tcitciTi' x^{\)

when in the morning then again she went to dig roots then little muskrat

dtcitcd'yd'dsf 10) dku'stEm{U) x^'diU) tdtc a;n''(13)

by his grandmother was said to this toward here

m'°(14) kutk'^dUsi'lnilb) dstd'dd'%lQ)

.

lut x'^diU)
eat about some grass not this

(1) Dim. of tcd'ldx^, muskrat, accent is thrown to last syllable in dim.
and m,n,w,y,l,r,R,r^ are glottalized. See §§ 613—616 for consonant changes.

(2) Maternal grandmother, always dim. in form; -s, 3 poss., see note 1.

(3) dts-, cust.; wic, dwell, erect; -de, 3 pi.

(4) dk'^n, say, tell, takes cust. pronouns in compl.; -stus, 3—3 cust.

(5) la, article, less intimate, far away.

(6) iuv}d, demon, "that", corresponds to article id.

(7) 'a-, article which differentiates subj. from obj. when both are nomi-
nal; M"", old.

(8) la'ax^, it becomes day.

(9) tcdl-s- >• teds-; ul-, again; tcdl, fut; s-, inten.; qigwts, "potatoes"

which grow in the water. A noun with this construction may mean "go to

get...."

(10) See note 2. d-, general preiDosition, here agentive "by".

(11) -tEm, 3 pass, compl. See note 4.

(12) x'^'d, article, near speaker, makes relative clause of the next two
words "what is toward here".

(13) x^i'\ demon, adverb, "here near speaker", corresponds to article

x'^d. The only way the difference in place here and two lines below can
be understood is by gesture.

(14) nd'"', doubt, imperative.

(15) tk^al-its- stem vowel > tk^dtts-; ku, thou; tk^dt, about; Us-, cont.;

iin, eat.

(16) a-, article of indef. obj.; stada'^, grass.
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tatc a:«'i"(13) a;'"a(12) tatc a;«'t*'(13). hoi hum
toward here this toward here and then

mk'"i""'ts{ll) kuni ultciHsd' VeT{1^) . hoi kurri la

at night then she came back and then the

tcitciW x'^'il) uUciHsd'M{lS). hoi ulla"ax'"{l9) hoi

Uttle muskrat came back then again it was morning then

ultsxH' st{20) ld{5) tcitcd' ya'ds{2) kurri uPdku'stEm{2l)

again she would go the his grandmother then again he was said to

tdtc a;V(13) nd'^iU) kutk'^dVtsi' ln{\5) lut a;^a(12)

toward here eat about not the

tatc W{22) lut x^d{\2) tatc a;«'^"(13). hoi ulx'^i'st{23)

toward there not the toward here then again shewent

a;«'a(24) tcitcd' yd^ds{2).

the his grandmother

hoi nd^°'ku'{25) Id tcitciW x"'{l) tgwdt stirri

then he thought the httle muskrat because (why) what

hil{2%) atqi'x'"stmds{21). nd'^ku'{25) hoi tdtc a;V(13)
is it that she forbids me ? he thought then toward there

tcinxu'i{2S). hoi tdtc a;'"i"(13) xui{29) ld{5)

I am going then toward there he went the

tcLtciU'x'"{l). hoi yanpqi'n M(30) sta'dd'^{lQ).

httle muskrat then lots there was grass

(17) m-, in; k^i'^ts, dusk, getting dark, (h)in-, is used with almo
stems denoting time or weather.

(18) tcits-ts- before accented syllable > tciHs; ut-, see note 9; tcits-,

hither; tsdl, one person stands; final redupl. "come to"; I always glot. in

this form.

(19) See notes 9 and 8.

(20) ul-dts- >» uTts- ; see notes 9 and 3 ; x'^ist, one travels, goes. The
customary is used in the sense of "she would".

(21) See notes 9, 4, 11. Notice that I of ul does not become I before

stem vowel, but is followed by a stop.

(22) ?m'", demon, adverb "there" corresponding to article Id (note 5) and
demon, adjective luwd (note 6).

(23) See notes 9, 20.

(24) The speaker has changed her point of view, with x'"'d she is near
the grandmother, or identifies herself with Little Muskrat.

(25) Abbreviation of nd'^'ku'nEin; nd*"'ku, think; -Em, intr.

(26) hit, syntactic element making next clause emphatic "is it that" ?

It has many meanings, see note 111.

(27) ts-t- > t-, ats-, see note 3; t-, on attached; qix^, forbid; -strnds,

3—1 cust.

(28) tcm, subject pronoun with intr.; xui, go.

(29) Third person intr. lacks pronoiin.

(30) hd, def. article, cormects adjective and noun which it modifies and
hich follows, or a noun with a genitive.

46*
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nd'^ku' (25) kun{^l) tgwaf x'^i'%'^2) atqi'x""-

he thought oh

!

now I know

!

why here she warns me

stmas{21) x'"a{\2) hmtcitcd'yd'^33). hoi tdtc fo**'(34)

(away from) the my grandmother then toward there

xui{29). iln{l5) la{5) sta'da'^{l6) hd{26) gwitcts{35)

he went he ate the grass it was that he saw

Id litku' . dku'stEm{\\) atsqd^'^mdstci'nt{ZQ). dk^n{4:)

him the otter he was said to I drive people away he said

ld{5) tcitciTi' x'"{\) xdli'{31) \ntmi' x'^uTumx'"{?»%).

the little muskrat it is perhaps your land ?

dku'stEm{\\) Id ^dlitku' (10) hd{2Q) ni kum{?>^) xal

he was said to by the otter is it that it is not also

intmi' x'"uhimx'"{S8). hoi tdttsi^'i^O) quq'^a'^''q'^d''H{'\:\)

your land (either) then more he started to say

tcdciW x'^^l) hoi tcdsk'^i'ntEm{4:2) ttso^^'qi'ntEm{4:Z)

little muskrat then he was taken he was head-punched on

dtS'md'lJc^{4:4:). la quqo' mqEs{^6) ttso'^qi'ntEm{4t'i).

all over the his head little was head-punched on

hoi kH'ntEm{4c2) far(40) t'd'da'ds{^Q) hoi

then he was taken from his canoe then

ulintcdcmi'ntEm{^l). hoi ulx^ist{2S) Id Idku'

.

he was thrown in again then again he went the otter

(31) Interjection indicating "now it is clear" after one has been troubled,

or doubtful, and including element of surprise.

(32) x^i^'^t, demon, adverb corresponding to article x^d and demon, adj.

xH'' (notes 12, 13).

(33) hin-, 1st poss. Note that x^d is often used with the poss. and pre-

cedes it.

(34) tsi^\ there near 2nd person.

(35) gwitc, see; -ts, 3—3 compl.

(36) atsqd^"', go out; -m, cause; d-, form taken before incorporated notm
(perhaps dl-s-) ; stcint, people.

(37) xdli'\ might, form of threat "perhaps but I hope not".

(38) 'in-, glottal stop separates i and i; m- 2nd poss; t-, on, attached to;

mix''", hang in brushy biuiches (as trees) ; -ulumx^, grovmd.

(39) ni kurri, is it ? expects answer "no".

(40) tdT, from. See note 34.

(41) q'^a'^'q^a'H, talk, dim., see note 1.

(42) See notes 18 and 11; kHn, take hold of one obj.; kHn-En > kHn;
-En, tr.

(43) See notes 38, 11, 42; tsu^, punch; -qin-En > -qi'n; -qin, head.

(44) dts-, made so; mdlk^, be complete in time or space.

(45) -Ens > -Es; qo'mqEn or Ko'mqEn, head; dim. see note 1.

(46) fd'dd'°', canoe. See note 2.

(47) See notes 9, 17, 11, 42; -min-En > -mi'n; tcitc-min, throw one, a

compound stem, probably "used for throwing", always found in this form.
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hoi

then

ld(5) tcitcaf yd^ds{2)

the his grandmother

he was gone

ultciHsa'TETil^)

arrived back

la{b) tcitciTi' x'^il).

the httle muskrat

a:V(13)
here

tcitsaqi'nd^"^{50)
she Hstened

xui{29).

he went

'dtsdtx'^sdciAS).

they hved

nd^"'ku' (25) hoi tdtc

she thought then toward

cil q'^dnpiiQ) hoi

just at dark then

CEnts{5l) ustci^'tsEku'n{52) uUcits{53) and
coming saying just again hither ana

hoi ta^a'tsxEn{54:) ta^a'tsxEntEm{55) ultci'^fi' tct{56)

then she looked he was seen agaui paddhng

Wd'dd'ds{i6) te^"wfa'A«'(57). kuni tciH'i' tct{5Q)

in his canoe hither in he lay then thither he paddled

hoi uUciHid'TET{l^) tci'tsa'qaq{58)

then again he arrived hither he came ashore

^dtcitcd'yd^ds{lO) pi' • 'gwt{60) la

by his grandmother swo • • lien the

stcslu'lusmEs{Ql) tcdni tsitsa md^'^{Q2) kuni
his eyes just they were small then

la fEt'i'ntand^ds{Q3) tsitsd' ma"^{&2). kuni
the his little ears were small then

ld{5)

where

hoi

then

hoi

then

ana.
ana

ld{5)

the

Id

the

tdtsdncEtddmi' n-

she heard 'him

''dnd.

ana

la

the

dnd
ana

tdgwi' tctEm{59)
he was seen

qo'niqEs{4:5)

his head

loq'^

also

x'"iyd{64:)

this

(48) See note 10; tsdtx^, house; -s-dc, 3d poss. ; -de is pi. for all pronouns
of the 3d jjerson, poss., subj. and obj.

(49) q^dnp, go out of sight, hence stm. sets.

(50) ts-ts- >> tcits-; tsaq, one hollow obj. stands; -ina"'', ear.

(51) td-, thither, opposite of tcits-; tsdn-, under; cdtc, wait; -dnit -min,

use; -cEn, foot; -ts, see note 35.

(52) tcits-its- stem vowel initial > td'Hs-; u-, just; see notes 18, 4; ds-,

cont.; accent shifts from first to last syllable of bisyllabic stem in cont.,

for although dk^^n may look like a monosyllabic stem the labialization of k

gives it the potentiality of becoming a vowel with the accent.

(53) See notes 9, 18. Here is an example where the prefixes simply

attach themselves to a sovind combination or are perhaps separate words.

(54) See note 51; atsx, look at; takes -En in intr.

(55) See notes 51, 54, 42.

(56) tcits-t'- before accented syllable > tei*i- ; see notes 9, 18; (itct, tongue-
> . ) r otrudes, hence "paddle canoe".

(57) tcits-hm- > tci"'n-. See notes 18, 17; tak^, one lies.

(58) tcits-ts- before accented syllable > tciHs-; tsaq, hollow obj. stands;

final redupl. "come to".

(59) See notes 51, 35, 11.

(60) pigw, swell; -t, subjective.

(61) -mens ^ -mEs ; s- nom.; tcs-, for purpose; tiis, eye; redupl., pi.

;

•mEn, used for ( ?)

(62) tsitsdnid'"', pi. are small.

(63) find^"', ear (see 38 and 50); redujDl. pi. dim. See notes 1, 2.

(64) x^iyd, demon, adj. "this, these".
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mdrx'^i" is{Q5)

beside his here (cheeks)

Id

the

pi'stayt{Q6)

were big

x'^a

dku'stEm{ll)
he was said to

tdtc

toward

X'"i'\\?,)

here

^dtc itcd' yd^ds{ 1 0)
by his grandmother

Id Htsxu'i{10)

you should go

"amdVmdTx "'i" ts ( 6 7 )

.

the his cheeks

dku'stmit{%^) lutd{^^)

I told you don't

kuni iittia' x'"{l\)

then it's your fault

kuxu'i{12)
you went

hoi

then

unts{'14:).

laid him

tdtc

toward

k'^intsil^)

she took him

hoi

then

a;«'*"(13).

here.

Id

the

'dtsdtx'^silc{4:S)

into their house

dtsmd'lK'"{^i)

all over

h inquqo' uriqEn (76)

my little head

aA;«'w(4) Id

he said the

hint'd'dd'^{^l)

my canoe

dku'stEm{\\) lut

he was said to no

tcitcd' yd'^{2)

grandmother

tcitciTi' X'^il)

little miiskrat

hd{2Q) t'd'k'"-

it was that she

dnd Isld' rits{l 5)

ana sprinkle it little for me

hoi na{ll) ^asa'sqit{18)

then in two (a few) days

xuic{19) Jcu'rits{SQ)

go fix it for me

tcdlh istu^spu' lutsm(82)
I am going to kill them

j^iojifi>d pu'pu'rustm.is{S4:)

soon he will kill you little

X'^d

the

Id hthtku'iSS).

the otters

k"'mxux"'i' • '-

you are my little

(65) maT, next to; x'"'i'\ here, hence "his next to right here", whence
"his cheeks".

(66) pis, pi. are big; -tayt, ?

(67) See note 65. This is the redupl. pi.

(68) See note 4; -stmit, 1—2 oust.

(69) lutd for luthd, neg.

(70) See note 12, literally the "where your going"; its-, 2nd poss. cont.

(71) ii-, 2nd poss. of hii-, that which; t-, see note 38; tsax'^, promise.

(72) See notes 15, 29.

(73) See notes 42, 35.

(74) See notes 57, 35; -En > -un after a labialized consonant.

(75) Idl, sprinkle, dim.; -t, dat. "for, instead of"; -ts, 2—1 imp.; see note 1.

(76) See notes 33, 45.

(77) wd** > nd"^ before q, doubt, used also to denote generalization.

(78) dsEl-asqit > asa'sqit; asEl, two; -asqit, day (see §§ 198—250 for vowel
change)

.

(79) See note 29. -c, intr. imp. This word is used in conversation to

precede a great many verbs, especially in address.

(80) UuT, fix, make, do; -l, indirect obj. "instead of ...."; see note 75.

(81) See notes 33, 46.

(82) See note 9; his-. . . .-Em; 1—3 inten.; tu^s-, go so far as, propose to;

pulut, kill, injure one.

(83) litku' , otter; redupl. pi.

(84) See note 82. pulut-s- > pulus-; dim. see note 1; -stmis, 3—2 cust.

;

pulut takes cust. endings in compl.
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tsdn{S5). hoi

companion then

ta'd(Pds{4:Q). hoi

his canoe then

dtsgwi' tcstus (88)

she watched him

qi'x^untE'm{^%).

he was forbidden

he went
Id

the

titct{5Q)

he paddled

tdt'i'tct.{^^)

jDaddle off

tcitciU'x'^{l).

Httle muskrat

dtsJcuJc^Eyi' •
•

qui- 'etly

hoi titct{56)

then he paddled

smd^^-mu' lumx^silc{92)
their only sister

«'«;«'• -a; «'(95). kum id

a hole then the

kuni inpuk'"i'tk^d^dnts{98)

then she put them into the water

kuni ink'^d'ltilOO) Id

it was hot the

Id

the

hoi

then

hoi

then

(91).

ku'rUEm{81) x'^d

it was fixed for him the

tcitcirix'"{l). hoi

little muskrat then

tsanq^d'np{90). hoi

he went out of sight then

gwitcts{35) dtswi'c{S).

he saw it a dwelling

givitcts{35) x'^iydiQi)

he saw her this

tcd''yu'tsk"'mc{9S).

about to bathe

UsKu' tEmc{94:)

she was fixing

cd'fut{9Q) tk'"uTk'"uTti'fcstus{91)

rocks she caused to be hot on

Id

the

si'k'"d''^{99).

water

'dsi'k'^d'^{99).

into the water

kuni
now

hoi

then

apl
she had

(85) ku-hin- > Tc^in-, ku-, thou; hin-, my; x'"'itsEn, a helper, companion,
always dim. (see note 1), doubtless a pet name.

(86) See notes 27, 74, 11.

(87) See notes 80, 11.

(88) See notes 3, 35, 4.

(89) See notes 51, 56.

(90) See notes 51, 49.

(91) See note 3. KuK^iy, gently, carefully, slowly, always dim.; -i' ...,

exaggeration.

(92) This word is used of the only sister in a large family of brothers.

S-, nom., miydm, woman; -ilumx'^, person; (if this is the correct suffix, I

know of no reason why the accented vowel should be u.) See note 48.

(93) tcdl-s- vowel stem initial before accented syllable > tccfiy- ; see note
9; utsk^, bathe; -Emc, inten. with indef. obj.

(94) its- .... -Emc, cont. intr. See note 80.

(95) d-ats-l- > (PH-, a-, article of indef. obj.; dts-, see note 44; Idx'^, be
hole, lengthened for rhetorical effect.

(96) cdt'ut may possibly be analyzed: cdt', one stands upright, projects;

-ut, be in position.

(97) See notes 38, 4. k^dV, be comfortably warm, redupl. pi. ; -t, subjective

form of verb; -iVc, grow, used as caus. of subjective stems and requires cust.

pronouns in compl.

(98) (h)m-. . . .-itk^d'"', in, into water; pdk^, put, pour round objects.

See notes 42, 35.

(99) sik^d'"-, water, cp. this independent form with the suffix of

note 98.

(100) (h)in-, see notes 17, 97. Characteristic is the fact that the stones

are heated "on", but the water is hot "in".
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gugwaxti'n{l01). Iu'ul{l02) dfEta'Jc'^{51)

a baby there it lay little

hoi xui{29) t'i- "tct{56) tsi{10^)

he went he paddled therethen

hoi

then

hoi

then

Id gugivaxW U{101).
the baby

'uTtsUuTcmyi' • • • (104).

again qui* 'etly

tu'^stctsa' qaqEnts{105).

he came ashore for a purpose.

ta'pEnts{l06)

he shot her

hindux'^i'tk'^d'^ilOS)

she fell into the water

Id

the

hindux'^i'tk'^d'^ilOS). uivEntsP'l{101)

fell into the water at once

uwEntsi' '1(101)
right then and there

qo'mqi.s{4:5)

her head (headfirst)

la tCLtciW x'^il) uUciHi'tct{56)

the little muskrat again paddled hither

t'i'tct{5Q). hoi lutdgwi' tctEm{llO) ^(111) ^uUcitsan-

he was not seen until again he went out of

Id tcitcd' yd^ds{2) dtsEmu't{ll^)
the his grandmother was sittin g

tcisiyEmstsu't{l09)

he exerted himself

tci^-

he

paddled hither then

q'»d'np{U2). kurd
thensight hither

iHSa'UxEms{ll4:).

she was watching for him

itSa' tsxEms{ll4:)

she was watching for him

^uUcitsdni's{lll).

again coming hither

luwa (6

)

tsanq ^d' ripds(115)
there when he came in sight

tsExi'l tdgwi'tcts[IIQ)

suddenly she saw him from there

hayo stein'siyEmstsu't{llS)

my! he was exerting himself

kurd
then

lu{22)

there

la

the

(101) gwax, be yotmg, dim.; -ilt, yoiing; see note I.

(102) lu*H, demon, adverb corresponding to forms in note 22.

(103) tei'' before ul > tsi\ see note 34.

(104) See notes 20, 91.

(105) See notes 58, 42, 35. tc-, on not a part of.

(106) fap, shoot. See notes 42, 35.

(107) u-d- >• uw-', U-, just; dntsi'^l, in there; tsi'H, demon.
(108) See note 98. ddx"^, lower, fall.

(109) ts-s- > S-; siy, be ambitious; -Em, cause; -s, artificially; -tsut,

reflex.; lit., hither cause self-ambitious beyond normal.

(1 10) See notes 69, 35, 1 1 ; lutd often has the s- form of the verb ; in some
cases only that form is allowable, in others either is correct (as here), and in

still others only the form without s- is permissible. Note that gwitc does

not take the transitivizer in the compl. tr.

(111) I, connective of coordination and subordination (see note 26).

(112) See notes 9, 18, 51, 49. tcits-tsdn- > tcitsdn-.

(113) ts- before stem vowel initial >> ts-; dm, one sits, stays; -ut, be in

position.

(114) See notes 113, 54; its- . . . .-Ems, 3—3 cont.

(115) See notes 51, 49. -as, syntactic suffix making durative clause.

(116) See notes 51, 35.

(117) See notes 9, 18. tcits- before vowel stem initial > tcUs-; dnis,

leave, depart.

(118) tcUs-its-s- > tci''^s-; see note 109. s-, ?
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tcitcilix'^{l). hayo li'mlEmc{ll9) uUcUsx'^d'lx'"ult{l2Q)

little muskrat my ! she was glad (that) he is alive again hither

Id hintcitcd'yd^°'{33). xul ultciHsd'tEr{lS). dku'stEm{\l)

the my grandchild he proceeded to arrive back she was said to

pupu'l'usEn{l21) Id smd'""mu'lu'mx^silc{92). dku'stEm^Vl)
I little killed her the their sister he was said to

tddm ku'uTtci'nEm{\22) ?

as a result what will happen now ?

hoi ulrlu' Ix'^iU^) ulta' ]c'''mEntsut{l24:) la

then he went into the house again again he lay down the

tcdciW x^{\) i^ydmu'tEn{l25) dku'stus{^) tcitcd' yd^ds{2)

little muskrat where he sat he said to her his grandmother

dtmmu' t{ll2>) nd'^ Id' x'"untx'"{l2Q). kurd nd 'dndi^'Ic"'-

(where)you are sitting make a hole then cross it

5<a:«'(127) kurd Id 'dtcESu'Vumx'"{12^) tsi''{M) na'«(14)

(the water) then as far as the woods there

tsi^'li'mstx^{129) kurd Id. da'dl tdtc nda'rdp na(14)
make it go then there surprisingly toward a lake

'ul'a'tsqd'dmstx'^{130). kurd dntsi'\lSl) na'«(14)

come out there again then right there

(119) lim, be glad, redupl. again and again. See note 79.

(120) See notes 9, 18. x^dl, live, be alive; redupl. form means "alive

although all hope been had abandoned".

(121) See note 84; -sEn, 1-3 cust.

(122) This phrase is used to annoiuice an irrevocable happening, ut- stem
vowel initial (exceptional)- >- ut- with loss of stem vowel; dtcEn, do with;

see notes 15, 9.

(123) See note 9. riulx^, one enters. This stem is vised as a imit but is

doubtless composed of n-, in; -ut, be in position; -tx'"', house; the fact that

ni'ulx^, is "among the houses", helps to substantiate the analysis.

(124) See notes 9, 57; -mEn-tsut, use self for; common combination of

suffixes for verbs of action.

(125) See notes 71, 113. ii-s- stem vowel initial > i^y-; -En, what, where,

here used with ii- to denote place.

(126) See notes 95, 74; -tx^, 2-3, compl. Any of the finite verbal forms

may be used after the imp. with nd^^.

(127) dts-in- > dn-; see notes 44, 17, 126; diU^s, cross, has idea of "face"

in it, and used thus only when dilc^ refers to a person (cp. note 213) ; medial

redupl. indicates prog.

(128) See note 10, 38; teds, bad.

(129) tsi'''l, demon, verb corresponding to tsi''', tsi'''l (notes 34, 107); -im,

may be a contraction of -im, cause, requires the cust. pronovms; -stx"^,

2—3 cust. form in compl.

(130) See notes 9, 36, 129.

(131) dts-hin- > dn-; dntsi'\ is used also for "be at home" (see note 34).
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xH''l{S2) ku'ultcitsa'a' xar{U2)
there

ust{ld^) la

along the

the old woman

do like this

dEdd'TdiT.

bushes

kurd wa'"(14) tsdngwdnt-
then make it deep

hoi

then

tsi''l{\01)

there

axi'stus{\^i:)

she did it thus

Id' x'"unts{l?>^)

she made a hole

kurri tk^dlxu'i{\^Q) Id

then she went around the

^dtsd'tx'"sdc{^^).

their house

Id'tcltsdx'^i.l^S)

up for me

tew(139)
for him the

dku'stE'm{\\)
she was said to

x"'a

the

qo'mqis{4:5)

his head

dtcitciW x'^ilSl) nd'^U)
by little muskrat tie it

hin^o'mqEn{4:5). hoi kurd Id'tdl-

my head and then it was tied

hoi kurd dk'^n{^)

and then he said

hld'ms{15)
sprinkle it for me

quqo' rriqEri{i5)

my little head
tcdcd'yd'^{2).

grandmother
hoi

and

ana
ana

kurd
then

finite

a long

ta'a'tsatsx{14:0) la

time she watched the

ti'kn'iJcn{i).

old woman

hoi

then

Id

the those

ldhtku'{83)

who were otters

hoi

then

tsu^um{14:2)

it cried

Id

the

hoi

then

gugwaxti' lt{lOl)

baby

tsu^um{l4:2)

it cried

wa a

M(30) smd^"'mu'lumx^sdc{92)
their sister (*s)

wd*d. hoi

wa'a then

tcdci'nEmc{14:^)

what's the matter

lutdqdH'Igwdsm islus(144)
she don't take care of it

la gugwaxti' It. s{101)'^ hoi

the her baby then

uk'^ni^) xuic{19) tu''ydku'ndtcul{l4:5) tcdsk'^i'n'"Ems{li&).

he said go so far as to say to her take it up

(132) See notes 1, 15, 9, 18. axEl, do thus, dim.

(133) See note 51 ; gwdn, be low, deep; -t, subjective; -ust, motion along.

(134) axEl, do thus always takes cust. pronouns in compl. -l-s > -s.

(135) See notes 95, 74, 35.

(136) See notes 15, 29.

(137) See notes 1, 10.

(138) late, bind. See note 75; -tsdx^, 2—1 compl.

(139) See notes 138, 75, 11.

(140) See notes 51, 54, 119; redupl. again and again.

(141) gul, verbalizing pi., with article "those who were. . .
.".

(142) tsu'um, cry. See note 29.

(143) Idiomatic phrase abbreviation of itsitci'nEmc; its- . . . .-Emc, cont.

intr. ; dtcEn, do with.

(144) See notes 69, 129. qi'\ stick to; -ilgwds, heart.

(145) s before stem vowel initial >> y. See note 52. -dtc, def. obj.

"with imp.; -ul, 2 pi. imp.

(146) See notes 9, 42. s. . . .-Ems, 3—3 inten.
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hoi a'tsqa'^{3Q)

then he went out

ttcna'Jc"'a'^m).

one of them
hoi

then

xui{29)

he went

ts ltd'nEfnc '^.{14:3) ta'xux{l4:S) x^''d

what is the matter she was dead the

smd'^mu'lu'mx^silc{92)
their sister

a«^Xl49)
she was shot

dt'Eta'pdmEn{ 150)
with an arrow

ta' xux{l4:S)

she is dead
x'^a

the

ateM'A->(151). ak'^nii)

sticking in her he said

S'md^°"mu'himx^dt{l52) hiitspu'lut{l53).

our sister is the one who was kiUed

hoi

then

umdi{l5())

evidently

.„'>«

tciHsa' tsqd'^{I5i)

they went out hither

tdgvji'tctE'm{l55). dk^n{i)
she was seen he said

tcitciTi'x"'{l)

httle muskrat
axi'stus{lM)

he did it

x'^d

the

sci"'tEmc{158)

eldest

tcitClW X'"{\)

little /muskrat

fu' lustus{\Q2)

.

killed her

xHyd{<d^)
this

aku'stus{4)

she said to him

hoi

now

dHsd' ndl{\^l)
he is the one

hd{2Q)
who

that very one

dk'"n{i) hoi tu'^spu' lusEn{l59) Id

said then I am going so far as to kill him the

dyni'l w"mai(160)
because it is plain

hoi tciHi'tct{5Q).

then he set off paddling

t'iJcn{l) ulpinttc{U3) ta'atM'tsx.{UO) hoi

old woman again long was watching then

Id tcitciTi' x^{\) Id ^dtcitcd'yd^ds(10)

the little muskrat the his grandmother

luidd{Q) tcitsdni's{in). dk'^n utcta' •
' x'^{l64:) hoi

there they come she said we are silent then

(147

(148

(149

(150

(151

small

(152

(153

(154

see note

(155

(156

(157

(158

(159

(160

(161

a"^ts-, see

(162

(163

(164

ttc-, prefix denoting persons in counting; ndJc^d'"^, one.

tax^, one stops; final redupl., come to.

ats-t'- followed by accented syllable > a"^-. See notes 44, 106.

See notes 1, 106. -im, cause; -En, that which.
dts-tc- > dtc-. See note 44. tc-, on at point; IdK'"', pierce with

sharp object.

See note 92. -at, 1st pi. poss.

See notes 71, 15, 82.

tcits- stem vowel initial followed by accented syllable > tci^ts-;

36.

See notes 51, 35, 11.

U-, objective form of verb.

litu'"^, dim. emphatic demon, cp. forms of note 22.

S-, nom.; ci'^t, be first; -Emc, bom (?).

See notes 82, 121.

Cp. note 156.

tsd'ndl, indep. pronoun 3d person, dts-ts- before accented syllable >
note 44.

See notes 4, 82 ; pulut takes cust. pronouns in compl.
See note 9; pinttc, always.

See notes 148, 156. tc-, 1st pi. subj.
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tcitaxu'i{l65)

before they got there shewent

Id tcs*ami' CEnts{\.Ql)

she sat earing for hixn

tci^tsa'qaq{58). hoi kurti

they came ashore and

kum
then

kumi
then

a'mic(166) lii

she sat down the

Id

the

then

itsk'^i'nEmillQI)

he took it

tcitcd' yd''ds{2)

his grandmother

tc itcd' yd^ds (2

)

hoi

his grandmother then

tcitsx'"i'st{l%8). hoi

he came then

tci^riu'lx^^lQ^)

he came in

luwa{Q)
that

dku'stus{A)

he said to him
na'°'

x'^d

the

kuiJodiXll)

you must be

smd^^mu'lumx^dt{l52).
our sister.

^(111)

the one who

siyo'lalq'"{lll).

stick

pu'lustx'^^Vl?,)

killed her

she said

m'ts^p( 174)
helpless

ha{2Q)
that is

tcitcd' yd^ds{2)

his grandmother

M!(175)
why

lut

no

ni

did

lut atsiiunu' ytsEri-

no he is small and

lut{llQ) pupu'histp{lll).

you not beat him up

x^i''l{^2)

the way

x'^d't'iciUO). dk'^ni^)

itsaxi'lillS)

it is like

it'Eta'k'^ind)

that he lies little

lutdyts-

he never

gets up he said

hd{2Q)
who could

kuni d°'Sd'gwdt{ 181)
it have been

hil{2^) tcdyaxi'lEm{lS2).

that would do it ?

kum
then

Id tcitciTi' x'^{l)

the little muskrat

lild'ms{15)

sprinkle it for me
quqo'mqEn{lS^)
my little head

tcdcd' ya'°'{2). hoi

grandmother and

ana
ana

kum
then

(165

(166

(167

(168

(169

(170

(171

object.

(172

(173

(174

2 pl.-3

(175

(176

(177

(178

in cont

(179

(180

(181

(182

(183

tcitd-, from there hither; see note 29.

See note 113. -ic, be in act of.

See notes 113, 166; 42, 35. tcs-, for a purpose.

See notes 18, 20.

tcits-n- before accented syllable > tci^ri-. See notes 18, 123.

its-. . . .-Em, 3 cont. intr. ; see note 42.

siyol-alq^, general word for "stick, piece of wood"; -alq^, long

kuwd, indejo. pronoun, 2 sing.

See notes 82, 129, 162.

See notes 1, 3; Ruy, waste; -tsin, mouth, edge; -m, cause (?); -stp,

cust.

Exclamation.
ni lut, interrogative expects answer "yes".

See notes, 1, 82, 174.

See notes 15, 132. Accent of bisyllabic stem is on second syllable

ts-t- > f-; see note 57.

See notes 69, 15, 166. s-l- > y; x^aS, move hvu-riedly.

dts-s- before accented syllable > ofi's-. See note 44. sdgwdt, who is it ?

See notes 93, 132; s- • • • Em, inten.

See notes 33, 45. Baby talk without i^oss. hm-.
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na•>a «V*(184) gwuni' x'^il^^) kuni
it must be true if ought he

he went out off

na na

tsd' IrriEntsut . s ( 1 87 ) . hoi

never to get up then

dku'stus{^) la tcitcd'yd^ds{2)

he said to her the his grandmother

'atsa'tsxstx'^ilQO)

keep watching him

kutRdhi'm{l92). kuni
give a warwhoop then

'*^ kuq'^d' ymEntsut{l94:). hoi

dance then

hoi uUi'tct{189).

then again he paddled

id ^dtcitciCi' x'"{l)

the Httle muskrat

he said

>a

wa

na

>a na>a

cd sinq^d'n'p{l91)

just as he goes out of sight

kunk^i'nEm{l9^) kuni
sing out then

aHsa'tsatsxsttis{l95) cd
she kept watching him just he

teal ucd tsanq'^d'n'p{196) hoi tRdhi'm{l92)

was jtist on the point of going out of sight then she let out a warwhoop

dk^n{4:) uhw '

' pwpu'TuUEmd^c{\91) Id

she said uhu •
• she was killed for them the only

sni^'smdH'msdc{19S) Id gul{14:l) hthtku'{S^). dncsf-

their woman among them those who are otters stuck in the

kuni
then

la qo'niqEs{4:5).

her head (first)

hoi nd'^ku'{25)

then they thought

• tcn{ 1 99) dfEfa-pdniEn{l50)
back with a little arrow

hinduxH'tk'^d'^lOS)
into the water she fell

gul{Ul)
the

litku'iS^)

otters

kuni
then

(184) Element used in answering question, needs no translation.

(185) gwun-ix^, be true, perhaps analyzed gwdn, deep, low; -ix'"', will-

ingly (?)

(186) tcd^'^, element meaning "ought".

(187) See notes 69, 15, 124, 2; its- vowel stem initial > iHs-; al, person

moves. The negative often takes a nom. form, the cont. seems to be nom.
(188) See notes 9, 36.

(189) See notes 9, 56.

(190) See notes 54, 119, 129.

(191) s-hm- '> sm-; s- nom. See notes 17, 49.

(192) See note 15; tRdhim, give war cry.

(193) See notes 15, 17. k'^in, sing (always with prefix hin-).

(194) See notes 15, 124. q^ay, bounce.

(195) See notes 3, 54, 119, 4; ats- vowel stem initial > aHs-.

(196) See notes 49, 51. The construction with this order of syntactic

elements preceding indicates a past fut.

(197) See notes 1, 82, 75, 11, 3.

(198) See notes 92, 48. m'*, among, used for superlative, in this case,

"their onliest". Accent moves forward one syllable with -de.

(199) See notes 44, 96. -itcri, back.
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tcalsd'gwat{200)1 tV aHsa' nal{\%l) pu'lustus{l62). hoi

who would it be ? stirely he is the one he killed her then

uUciHi'tct{5Q) uUciH'itct{56). ultciHsa'qaq{58).

back hither they paddled back hither they paddled again they came ashore

kuni x'"i''l{^2) itsq'^a' ymEntsut{201). hoi uhnla' x]5Em{202)
then here she was mocking then again into the hole (she went)

x'^d tatc syErx'H'lups. (203) x'"i''l{32) tcitiaxi'stus(20^)

the toward hide spread under his bed there hither she did thus

alux'^i' •

•

' {2{)b) hoi nulx'^{\2^) la tcitciE'x'^{l).

into the hole then he went in the little muskrat

hoi kuni Id tcitcd' yd^ds{2) ysTx'^u' Tumx'^unts{2()&)

.

and then the his grandmother pulled blanket over it

x'"i''l{?,2) ul'axi'stus{201). hoi kurri nulx'"{\2?,)

thus she did it again and then he went in

Id Utku'{Sd) tcu'-- -{29). im yd'^xu'sEnis{208)

the otter no one in vain he searched it

tcW". ul'a'tsqd'^{lSS) tci'cd'ltc{209) tew- hoi

no one again he came out hither he went around no one then

ultci'nu'lx'^ilQd) hoi x'^i''l{32) tcitsaxi'stus{204:) tci

again hither he went in then thus he did hither there

'dluxHux'^i'-- -{210). hoi xV^(32) a'xal{2U) fi''

were just holes then thus he did surelj'

hmlEr'"i'tctmEnts{2l2). a;V^(32) axi'stus{207). hoi

he reached down in it thus he did it then

tdtc s«:7^«'a'«(99) hindi"']c'^i2lS) tdtc luivd{Q)

toward the water he crossed to the

(200) See notes 9, 181.

(201) See notes 15, 124, 194.

(202) See notes 9, 17; taxp, rush; -Em, cont. intr.

(203) S-, nom. ; ydTx^, cover with blanket; -Hup, floor, foundation. See

note 2.

(204) See notes 117, 134, 4.

(205) See notes 44, 95, 91.

(206) See notes 203, 38, 74, 35,

(207) See notes 9, 134, 4.

(208) s- vowel > y; axus, look for; redupl. again and again.

(209) tcits-c- before accented syllable > tci^c-; cdltc, go in circle.

(210) See notes 44, 95, 91; redupl. pi.

(211) rr'^i''? a'xal, idiom, "it was thus". These words (see notes 32 and
132) are so closely related in this sense that in one case they are even incorpor-

ated together as one word between the syntactic elements of a verb complex.

(212) See notes 98, 42, 35. Zar'", plunge headfirst; -itct, hand, fingers; -Em,

caus.

(213) See notes 17, 127. In this case di^'^U^ lacks -s which it has when a

"person crosses".
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nia'^ni'tk^'a'^{21 i) u'Hux'^i' '' {215) stum ya'qut{2l6) hoi

other side of the water just holes ? ? then

xH''l{^2) a'xal{211) ultanlEr'"i'tctmEnts{2ll). hoi im
thus he did again he reached into it then in vain

hoi fEdmi'nts{2lS) hoi 1{IU) idEda'TdiT tsi''{M)

then he failed at it then where there were bushes there

tsaHu'lx'^{2\^). hoi hinxux'«a'tparqs{220).

they went in under then the end of the road.

(214) See note 98; fa'^n, demon, verb related to forms of notes 22, 102,

157 (see §§ 699-708).

(215) See notes 95, 91. u-dts-l- >> u'H-; u-, just; dts-, made so.

(216) Untranslatable.

(217) See notes 9, 51, 212.

(218) t'Edinin, fail at, probably a compoimd; see note 35.

(219) tsan-ri before accented syllable > tsdP"n-. See notes 51, 123.

(220) Formal ending of story. See note 17. x'^at, come to end; -aVqs,

road. This analysis is only a guess for this is an old phrase used only in this

sense.


